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Abstract

When a broadcaster broadcasts directly to people
living in another state disputes can arise. The
audience may find the programmes offensive. The
prograflrnes may foment disorder and rebellion and
ccrrupt the val-ues and traditions of the inhabitants
of [he receiving state or e\ren threaLen their very
survival.

The problem is not new. It has been a source of
international t.ension since Ehe inception of broadcasE
technology. The problem has however become more
pointed as that technologry has become ever more
sophisticated. The power of radio is aptly illust.rated
by recalling the panic caused in 1938 by Orson Welles,
famous hoax broadcast announcing the invasion of Earth
by Martians. More recently commentators such as .James

Miles, BBC correspondent in Pekingr aL the time, have
suggested that the rebellion in China before and after
the massacre at Tianamen Square was fomented,
prolongred and to a degrree coordinated by prografiunes
broadcast on overseas radio stations such as Voice of
America and the BBC. Television has a much greater
graphic capacity than radj-o and is also vulnerable to
abusive techniques such as subliminal- suggestion and
advertising. The impact of teLevision is set for
another great leap ahead as the development of High
Definition Television technology proceeds apace. The
development of communications satellites has greatly
increased the range and quality of broadcasts.

There have been a number of attempts to address this
problem but none have met with much success. The
international community has polarised into Lwo camps,
one taking a position based on a very strict view of
the riqrht to f reedom of expression, and the other
insisting that that right. yield to a degree at least
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to accommodate peoples' rights t.o determine Lheir own

economic, social and cultural development.

This paper offers a solution to this impasse. It
offers guidelines to help resolve international
broadcasting disputes. The guidelines are based on the
international human right to freedom of expression as
viewed particularly by the two bodies responsible for
draf bing thab right's most f amous exposition in t.he
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in the host
of other international and constitutional instruments
which it inspired. It is argued that cultural
relativity in the human rights context is consistent
wiLh the sources of international law specified in
article 38 of the Statue of the International Court of
Justice, and that by incorporating a degree of
cultural relativity bhe guidelines advocated herein
are similarly consistent with current international
l-aw. It is also shown that the view of human rights
the guidelines evince is consistent with a version of
constructivj-st human rights theory which accords with
observable practice and which enjoys widespread
academic support. Some aLternative methods for
addressing the problem arising from international
broadcasting are examined and their short.comings
identified. This leads to the conclusion that the
method proposed in this paper for regulating
international broadcasting, notwithstanding that it is
most surely within the realm of de lege ferenda, is
both consisLent wit.h current internaE.ional law and
jurisprudentially defensible, and therefore bet.E.er
than the alternatives.
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Chapter 1

1. Introduct,ion: an Otrtline of the Problem to be
Addreesed

1.1 Broadcaeting technology
Radio and television transmissions are composed

of radio waves. Radio waves are impulses which Lravel
in beams through the air in a straight line away from
the point of emission. When t.he distance f rom t.he
crest of one wave to the next is 1ong, the
transmissj-on is said to be long wave or 1ow freguency
because the number of waves to pass a qiven point each
second is relatively 1ow. Short wave lengEh
transmissions on the other hand are characLeri-sed by
a shorter distance from t.he crest of one wave to the
next and are high frequency Lransmissions because a

hiqrh number of waves pass a given point every second.
Very higrh frequency transmissions are known as Ultra
Higrh Frequency (UHF) or, even higher aqain,
microwaves. In general a higher frequency transmission
travels in a narrower beam and produces a better
quality communication. Low frequency emlssions tend to
travel in a wider beam and be of lower quality.

Radio wave communication is restricted by two
inherent problems. Firstlw, the beams may be
obstructed by other electrical atmospheric activity
and by physical objects in Ehe beam's path, such as
geographic features and buildings or even rain.
Physi-cal obstruction is a particular problem for high
frequency emissions. The second restriction on radio
wave conmunication is that because radio waves travel
in straight lines, the curvature of the earth
restricts their reception by receivers any great
distance from the transmission point..

Satellites can alleviate both these probiems. A

satellite is located in space and reflects back down

to earth the radio waves the transmitter directs at
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it. This increases the area of the earth's surface the
transmitter can reach with his signals and reduces the
likelihood of electrical and particularly physical
obstruction of his transmission. Because the signal is
travellinq much further, a more powerful transmission
is usually required where a satellite intermediary is
used. Some satellites are 'passive' which means that
Lhey merely reflect t.he signals sent to then back down

to earth, but others, 'active' satellites, arnplify the
signal and boost its power to give receivers a

stronger and better quality transmission to receive.
The area covered by the downward beam of radio waves
is called Ehe 'footprint' of the transmission.

The most popular position for satel-lites is on
Ehe 'geostaLionary orbit.'. This is a band runningr
parallel to the equator but above it about 36,000
kilometresr. Satellites on this orbi-t and travellinq
at Ehe same speed as the earth is rotating appear
stati-onary relative to the earth giving them a static
area of coverage and eliminating the need for ground
stations both transmitting and receiving to constantly
'Erack' the satellite's position. Three satel-1it.es on
the geostab.ionary orbit give globa1 coveraqe apart
from the two polar regions2.

Radio wave communications can be sent in two
ways. They can be sent for reception by a single
receiving station, in which case they are called
'point to point' transmissions, ,narrowcasting,, or
where a satellite is used in transmission, a 'fixed
satellite service'. The other possibility is that they
can be intended for reception by a whole population of
individuals, in which case the transmission is called

1 It is in fact a band of space about 30
kilometres thick and approximately 150 kilometres
wide. M. L. Smith, International Requlation of
Satellit.e Conrnunication, p.5f .

2 M. L. smith, op. cit, p. 6
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a 'broadcast', or again if a satellite is involved, a

'broadcast satellite service'. Point to point
transmiss j-ons tend to be relat.ively low powered
because reception is generally by means of a stati-on
with a large dish to receive the signal. The dish
gathers in the weak signal and f ocuses it on f.he
central receivj-ng ant.enna. In general rt is noL
possible for individuals to pick up such signals
directly because it would be impracticable for them to
const.ruct large dishes. Broadcast sigrnals on the obher
hand tend to be strong so that individual-s can receive
them on unaugrmented radio and television sets, or at
least with smal1 relatively cheap receiving dishes.

There is a type of transmission which const.itutes
a narrowcasL / broadcast hybrid. ' Cornrnunity
reception', as it is known, involves a prograflune which
is ulEimately intended for reception by a whole
population of individuals, but which is initially
transmitted to a single receiving station and then re-
broadcast, or relayed by cable, to its u-l-timate users .

The writer feels community reception is better
classified as a lype of point to point transmission,
though some commentators such as Lut.her regard it as
a type of broadcast3. Which approach is most
appropriate is a moot point. On the writer's analysis
the appellation 'direct' in the classification 'direct
broadcast' is superfluous; on Lut.her's iC is necessary
to make the quite legitimate distinction between a
broadcast proper and community reception signals which
are in fact received by a single sLation and then
subsequently redistributed by other means. Where a

broadcast, or more superfluously a 'direct broadcast,
is emitted in one country but received by individuals
in anot,her, it j-s an international (direct) broadcast
and this is the subject of this paper. Technological

' See S. F. Luther, The United St.ates and the
Direct Broadcast Satellite, p.136.
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advances both in the powering of source signal
t.ransmissions and in the amplifying capacity of active
satellites have made (direct) broadcasting on a truly
global scale a reality.

L.2 Present leveL of int,ernational, d,irect,
broadcasting activity

InternationaL direct broadcastingr activity is
widespread. In 1991 at least eighty one states were
openJ-y engaged in international direct broadcasting by
raCio. Broadcasts in at least seventy seven differen[
languages were specifically targeted at people living
in every continent except Antarcticaa. Many

international satellite systems have been operating
for years5. Ross report.s of Eelevision broadcasLing
that " [o]ver the last six years, avail-ab1e airtime in

n This information is based on data provided in
the 1991 World Radio TV Handbook. An abstracE of the
dat.a provided in this publication is contained in this
paper's appendix 1.

s SpUTNIK was the first communications satellite.
Fourteen months later the United States followed the
Soviet Union's lead. In ]-962 the United States
aut.horised private operations in satellit.e
communications and set up COMSAT to do it. COMSAT,s
primary function is to operate the United States,
share of the western developed countries's
int.ernational saEellite communicat.ions organisation
INTELSAT. INTELSAT is owned by 1-1-4 countries.
INTERSPUT!trIK, set up in 1965 using Satsionar - T and
1-l-0 series satellites in the C band, wds t.he
equivalent of INTELSAT for t.he late EasLern Bloc. Both
operate in the GeostaEionary Orbit and there are now
many other similar regional and other multinational
systems there too. For example AIIIK by Canada,
MOLINTYA, GORIZONT, and EKRAN by the Soviet Union,
EUTEL and OTS by the European Community, SAKURA by
Japan, PALAPA by fndonesia, INDSAT by India, ARABSAT
by the Arab countries, BRAZILSAT by Brazil-, AUSSAT by
Australia, and MORELOS by Mexico. See S. L. Fjordbak,
"The International Direct Broadcast SaLellite
Controversy", Journal of Air Law and Conrnerce, vol.55
(1-990), p.903 at pp.903-905.
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r-he EC IEuropean Community] member states has
doub1ed"6, and that " [s]ome 20 highly diverse programs
are already being broadcast t.o the whole of Europe,
f rom the polar circle to Nort.h Af rica and f rom

Portugal to the Balkans ... u7. Canadian and United
States broadcasts have been u... received by
international audiences for several years"8. Ross
predicts that international direct broadcasting will
continue to qrow as the use of communications
satellites increasese and in 1990 Giffard wroie that
" Is] everal countries, including Austria, Britain,
Norway, Sweden and Switzerland are planning
several new international services " 

r0. In t.he same

context he supplies figures to show that the number of
television channels available in Europe has expanded
from thirty seven in Western Europe in 1-983 to seventy
nine in 1987 (a growth of LL4Zl, to ninety one in L989
(up 1368 from 1983 and l-5* from 1987)1i. Programme
hours rose 262 between t987 and 1989. He estimated
that by the end of t992 Europe would host up Lo two
hundred television channels broadcasting over 420,000
hours each year and that by the year 2000 this figure

6 Brian L. Ross, " "I Love Lucy, " But The European
Community Doesn't: Apparent Protectionism In The
European Community's Broadcast MarkeL", Brooklyn
.Tournal of InLernational Law, vol.15 (1990), p.529 at
p.535 .

7 Brian L. Ross, oF. cit. at, p.535 n26.
8 S. Ruth, "The Regulat.ion of Spillover

?ransmissions from Direct Broadcast Satellites in
Europe", Federal Communications LawJournal , vo]-.42
(1-989 ) , p.107 at p.108.

e Brian L. Ross, oF. cit. at p.535 n26.
10 C. A. Giffard, "European Regulation of

Transborder Televisiorr", California Western Law
Review, voL.27 (1990 ) , p.159 at p .162 .

11 rbid.
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will have risen to more than 630,000 hoursr2. While he
does not specifi-cally sEate so, it is perhaps
legritimate to infer from Gif fard's artj-cle that he
believes that there is a necessary correlation between
the level of television broadcasting in qeneral in
Europe and transborder television broadcasting
activity, and anticipates a similar rate of grrowth in
the latter.

Of the eighty one states involved in this
activity, twenty eight are countries in Europe or
North America. The remainder are, with some

exceptions13 the poorer and less technologi-cally
developed members of the inbernational conununityr4.
Thus internat j-onal direct broadcasting is cert.ainly
not the exclusive preserve of the wealt.hy nations.
That said however, the developed countries'
int.ernational direct broadcasting activities do appear
to be much more extensive than Eheir lesser developed
cousins. At least twenty four or 864 of the European
and North American countries jus! referred to above
target. five or more regions, and target information
for two others is unknownrs. By comparison only Lwelve
of the countries comprisinq the remainder of the
international direct broadcast community (238)

transmit to five or more regionsl6. Even including all
Lhose countries for which there is no target audience
data this figure only rises to thirty two or 608. A

17 rbid.
r3 such

South Africa

the L99t

paper's appendix

rbid.
rbid.

dio TV

*i" publication

as New Zealand, Australia, Saudi Arabia,
and China.

r4 This information is based on data provided in
. An abstract of the
is contained in this

15

10
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position paper presented to the 1-985 World
Administrative Radio Conference stated on Ehe basis of
International Teleconrnunications Union figures that
u.. . 90 pe::cent of the 200-odd new satellites proposed
at the end of L984 were owned by industrialized
countries or international organizatj-ons they
controlled; over 50 percent belongred to just. nine
countrieg rr 17.

In sum theref ore, i.nternational (direcE )

broadcasting is common, particularly by radio. ft
appears likely that this level of activity will
increase in the future. Although a significant
proportion of the international community is involved
in international (direct) broadcasting activity, iL is
al-so evident that European and North American
countries generally dominate the airwaves.

1.3 The nature of the groblem generated by thie new
technologry

It. is possible for a receiving state to regulate
an incoming transmission when it is transmit.ted point
to point or broadcast for community recept.ion. The
government of the receiving state can physically
control the construction of the (usuaIly very
expensive) stations necessary to pick up such signals
as well as the cables or domestic broadcast media used
for re-transmission of the signal to the ultimat.e
users. If the programme is propagandist, injurious to
public order, healch or morals, or if iE. is
def amatory, or interf eres with the independent
cult.ural development of the receiving state, s
population, it has t,he capacity to censor the
progranune or prohibit its distribution altogether. If
the prografime is broadcast direct however, no such

77 Gregory c.
Order: A Report
International Law,

Staple, "The
from Geneva",

vo1 .80 (l-985 )

New World SateIliEe
American Journal of
, p.699 at p.706.



control is possible.

1.4 ODtions open to a

eontent of a Drogrtftmre
fron outside itE bordere

If a receiving stat.e obj ects to a programme
beamed in to it,s population from outside its borders,
there are two types of response it can take.

1.4 .1 The first is to jam the signal. This
involves transmittingr another signal on the same

frequenry as the incoming progranune so as to interfere
with it and make reception impossible. States have
consistenLly resorted to jamming since the 1930,s18.
Ruth describes jamming as the "usual,, way of dealing
with unwanted broadcasts from another statere, and
Luther notes that u. .. shortwave-radio signals
have long been combated by j amming,,20. Savage and
Zacher concfude ihat janrning is not particularly
effectiveZr and often interf eres wit.h local
broadcastsz2. They also estimate t.hat j amming a

broadcast costs fives times as much as it costs Eo

produce the progranrme jammed2r. Fisher points ouE that
the development of satellite technologry has made
jamming even more difficult than it was in respect of

t8 For an excellent brief history of jamming see
J. J. Savage and M. W. Zacher, "Free Flow versus Prior
Consent: The Jurisdictional BaEEle over International
Telecommunications " , International Journal , voJ- .42
(t987 ) , p.342 aE pp .347 -352 .

le s. Ruth, op. cit . at p.t23 .

20 s. F. Luther, op. ciE. p.93.
zr J. J. Savage and M. W. Zacher, op. cit. at

p.351.
2? 

'J . ,J . Savagre and M. W. Zacher, oF . cit . at
p.345f.

state if it objecte to the
broadcaEt to its population

23 rbid.
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terrestrial broadcasting. A rinq around the borders of
a country transmitting on a given frequency cou1d
prevent terrestrial broadcasts on that frequency from
entering the country. However, a progfrafirrne transmitt.ed
by satel-lite comes in from above. To effect.ively jain
tLris type of signal a state woul-d have to operate
jamminq stations set not only around its borders but
a.Lso all over its interior as we112a.

As well as being expensive and in practical terms
not particularly effective, the legrality of jamming is
not undisputed2s. It also leads to arguments and
international disharmony. Arguments over jamming have
arisen in the International Telecommunications Union
and the General Assembly of the United Nations26.

L.4.2 A second type of response to an unwanted
foreign broadcast is a domestic 1ega1 one. In 1985
after frequent protests to the United States about the
intrusion of Eelevision signals into Canadian
territory from south of the border:7, the Canadian
g'overnment for example imposed extremely hear41 taxes
on Canadian firms which bought adverLising time on
United States television stations beaming progranunes
into Canada from across the border28. This type of

24 D. I. Fisher, Prior Consent to International
Direct Satell-ite Broadcastinq, p.3.

25 lbid. See also UNGA Res. 424 (1950), U.N. Doc.
A/1-77 5 (l-950 ) ; S. Ruth, op. cit. at p .L22 .

26 ,J . J. Savage and M. W . Zacher, op . cit . aE
p.355f.

21 F . H . Cate, ,,The First Amendment and the
International "Free Flow" of Information", Virginia
Journal of International Law, voI.30 (1990), p.371 at
p.383f.

28 T. M. Lupinacci, ,'The pursuit of Television
Broadcasting Activities in the European Community:
Cultural Preservation or Economic protect.ionism?",
Vanderbilt Journal of fnternational Law, vol-.24
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not particularly desirable or effective.
clearly will not work to restrict

proglrailrmes funded not by adverti-sing but by
sponsorship from foreign government sources such as
Radio Liberty, Radio Free Europe and Radio Martize. It
would be of similarly IittIe use in respect of
broadcasting operations such as those designed to meel
a specific militarfa purpose such as those conducted by
the United SEates in Nicaragrua and Af grhanistan30.

Nor will it work if the relative economic
strength of the two countries involved is unbalanced.
Thus in the dispute outlined above between Canada and
the United SLaLes, Canada was able to enact domestic
legislation because it has the economic strength to
withstand the retaliatory measures enacted by the
United States. This was not the case when in 1,985/6
SouEh Korea took steps similar to those taken by
Canada, in this case to restrict the importation of
United SLates television progirammes, movies and
videos. South Korea was unable bo endure the
retaliatory measures taken by the United States and
was obliged to back down3l. South Korea fared no
better in 1988 when the Japanese broadcasting company
NHK conunenced direct broadcasting by satellite and its
programmes reached homes in South Korea. South Korea

(1991) , p.113 at p.1-49 .

ze Radio Free Europe is funded by the Unit.ed
States' Central fntelligence Agency. See J. ,J. Savage
and M. W. Zacher, op. cit. aE p.340. See also S. F.
Luther, op. cit . , p.79; see also J. O. Salinas, ',RadioMarti: Meeting the Need for Uncensored Information in
Cuba", New York UniversiLy Journal of Internat.ional
Law and PoliEics, vol.19 (1987) , p.433 at p.453f .

ro s. F. Luther, op. cit . p.L47f .

31 T. M. Lupinacci, op. cit., dE p.L47f. See also
Brian L. Ross, op. cit. at p.556.
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protested but their claims fell on deaf earstz. When

international- measures were promoted through UNESCO to
address international communications issues, Lhe
United States withdrew at first its funding3r and then
its membership3a crippling the organisation. On t.he
other hand the United States found the shoe on the
other foot in l-989 when the European Community adopted
a Directive which the United States felt had the
potential to severely restrict United States access to
the European television broadcast.ing marketrS. The
United SEates was able to exert some pressure during
the debate prior to the Directive's adoption softening
it to a degree36, but despite threats of reciprocal
retaliatory measureslT, complaint.s under the
procedures provided under the GeneraL Agreement on

32 s . Ruth, op. cit . at p .t24 . rt is not. clear
whether these transmissions were intenti-ona11y
broadcast to South Korean homes or whether they were
spillover emissions. In either case Sout.h Korea was
unable to prevent the intrusion and evidently felt
that jamming and economic and / or domestic legal
reLaliation were not viable responses.

rr Department of Stat.e Authorization Act, Fiscal
Years 1-982 and 1-983, Public Law No.97-24t tS. 1-L931 ;
August 24, 1982, para 109(a), 95 STAT.2'76.

74 New York Times, 31/L2/84, section L, p.3
"Unesco Head Denounces U.S. Delegate',.

e accr-
pursuit of television broadcastinq activities,
89/552/EEC, 32 O. J. Eur. Comm. (Wo. L298) 23 (1-989) .

16 Brian L. Ross, oF. cit. aE p.535. See also T.
M. Lupinacci, op. cit. at p.LLg.

3t T. M. Lupinacci, op. cit. at pp.1,42-L5L; Brian
L. Ross, oF. cit. at p.545f; F. H. Cate, op. ciL. atp.409ff.

35 Council Directive on the coordination of
certain provisions laid down bv law, requlation or
- -1-- 

|
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Trade and Tariffsrs, and vitrioli,c criticism of the
Directive through the media and at lhe diplomatic
1eveI3e, the European Community seems unperturbedao.
This is probably because its members know thaE
European Community access to the United States
broadcast market is far less significant
Community than the United States access

to
l- a)

the
the

European market is to the United Statesal. Most
comment.ators also believe the complaint under GATT i_s

unlikely to succeeda2.

Moreover, even where a progranune's funding
structure is susceptible to this type of regulation iE
may produce undesirable consequences for both of the

t8 T. M. Lupinacci, op. cit. at pp.131-L4Zi Brian
L. Ross, op. cit. at. p.544f; C. A. Giffard, op. ciC.
at p.168.

'r!] The crit icisms of Ehe Directive voiced by
United States government officials and broadcastingr
industry spokesmen have been widely reported. See for
example The New York Times, Friday 9 June 1989, D1,
col.3; also The New York Times 4 October 1989, A1,
col .5; The Times (London) , 20 ttlay l-989, g.2 col.8; Los
Angeles Times, 11 October 1-989, 87, col.4; Wa1l Street
.fournal 6 October 1-989, 81, col .3 ; WaI1 Street
Journal, 4 October l-989 , B'7, col .3 i Economist, j_0
September 1989, p.19. See al-so F. H. Cate, oF.cit. at
p.407ff .

40 C. A. Gif fard, op. cit. at p.170 .

41 United StaLes programming dominates 28t of
European televi-sion airtime. T. M. Lupinacci, op. cit.
at p.L24. The whole world only supplies 2Z of the
programmes broadcast within the United States. F. H.
Cate, op. cit. at p.4L8. At the same t.ime the European
audiences are bigger Ehan the whole United States and
Japanese audiences combined. C. A. Giffard, op. cit.
at p.155. BroadcasEing exports generate half of the
United States' annual- trade surplus making it t.he
United Stat.es' biggest export dol1ar earner after
defence. T. M. Lupinacci, op. cit. at p.t26. Fifty six
percent of this revenue comes from Europe. Brian L.
Ross, op. cic. at p.539.

4? Brian L. Ross, op. cit. at p.555f; T. M.
Lupinacci, op. cit. at p.L52f ; F. H. Cate, op. cit. at
p.4l-1 .
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countries involved. In the case of the Unit.ed States
/ Canadian dispute above for example, the United
States responded to the Canadian taxes by passing
reciprocal 'mirror' legislation. This did nothing to
modify the Canadian stance and Lupinacci sugrgests that
the long term result of the incident was that
tel-evision broadcasting and programming was excluded
indefinitely from the scope of the United States /
Canada Free Trade Agreement of 1-9874'] thus denying
both populations some of the mutual benefits expected
to fl-ow from t.hai: Lreatv.

1.5 Tbere is cunently no international J.egal
regrulatory regine to govern dlsputes relating to
international broadcasting issueg

The imperfect measures discussed above are the
only options currently available to parties involved
in international (direct) broadcasting disputes.
Although a variety of international organisations are
involved in the regulation of technj-cal aspects of
international broadcastingaa and some progress is

4r T. M. Lupinaccj-, op. cit. at p.151.
44 The rnternational Telecommunications Union

provides rules in the form of Radio Regulat,i-ons agreed
on at peri-odic World Administrative Radio Conferences
(WARCS) Co ensure that spillover is reduced to Ehe
"maximum extent practicable" (RR428A). IL also
provides a forum in which, and a set of procedural
rules by which, disputes can be resolved. It does not
set out guidelines for prograrlme content however, and
is strictly designed to ensure t,hat transmissions in
one country should not int.erf ere unduly wich
Iegitimate signals operating on similar frequencies in
a neighbouring state. See S. F. Luther, op. cit.,
p.101-. It is "... strictly a technical guideline ...".
See S'. L. Fjordbak, op. cit. at p.913. See also D. f .

Fisher, op. cit., p.25 where he reports thab France
and Sweden u... were of the view that the ITU
regulations did not solve the basic legal questions
associated with DBS use" and t,hat. "... while those
regulaEions were of technical and adminisbrative
significance, there was a continued need for clear
guidelines if disputes were to be avoided". See also
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being made in establishingr principles to govern access
Lo the physical resources necessary to engaqe in this
activity45, there are no accepted principles available
to members of the international community to resolve
dispuces arising in this fieldao. This is why
individuals such as Stewart and Hasse have endeavoured
to develop different international legal responses to
apply in such disputesa?. There have also been
attempts by international organisations to meet the
demands presented by this new technologry. These
organisations include the United Nabions' Conmittee on

the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space which maintained
special working groups on int.ernational direct
broadcasting since the issues associated CherewiEh
were brought into sharper focus with the development
of sat.ellite technologjy'nt . IINESCO' s work on the
development of a New World Information and
Communications Order represents another attempt to

p.54f where he writes of the ITU thaL "[t]he mandate
of thaL organization does not extend to resolution
of the various poliLical and legal problems associated
wj-th the conduct of such services las DBS] ".

4s For an examination of t.his progress see below
chapter 5 .2 .2.2 .

46 M. N. Taishoff , State Responsibilitrz and the
Direct Broadcast Satellite, p.1-68.

47 M. L. Stewart, To See the World: The Global
Dimension in International Direct Television
Broadcastinq bv Satellite, passim; L. Hasse, "Findinga Basis for International Communications Law: The
Satellite Broadcast Example", Case Western Reserve
Journal of International Law, vol-.22 (l-990), p.97.

48 The first of these was mandated by UNGA Res.
2453 of 20 December l-968 and reported Eo COPUOS on 25
February 1969 (A/AC .L05 / 51" ) . It continued its work
until t974 when it was recessed. Aft.er that. the Legal
Sub Committee of COPUOS took over working on what
ultimately became the Principles The Use Bv Stat.es Of
Artificial Earth Satellites For International Direct
Televi-sion Broadcastinq in L982.
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f il1 this gap in the international lega1 systeman.

More recently the European Communit.y's Convention and
Direct.ive on Transborder Television has attempted a

regional solution to the same prob1em5o. Some of these
at.tempts will be discussed in more depth in chapter
five below. For the moment it is enough to note that
international law currently does not provide a solid
basis on which int.ernational- direct. broadcasting
disputes arising from the rapid advances in
communications technologry, in particular from the
development direct broadcast satel-lites, cdrr be
resolved peacefully. This paper sugqests a solution to
this shortcomino.

1.6 Th,e argnrnent,

From the debates and discussions surrounding the
various attempts to address the problems associated
with inLernaLional- broadcasting, two basic posi,tions
have emerged. One camp maintains that international
broadcasting should not be restricted in any way. The
proponents of this view oppose any regulation largely
on the grounds thaL such control would be inconsist.enL
with the right to freedom of expression as enunciated
in t.he Universal Declaration of Human Riqhts and t.he
variety of other globa1 and regional international
instruments, and national constituti-onal clones it has

4e See chapter 5 .2.2 .1, below.

89/552/EEC, 32 O. J. Eur. Conm. (No. L298) 23 (1989);
European Convention on Transfrontier Television,
signed in St.rasbourg, 5 May 1-989, presented to
Parliament (UK) in May L990, dS Miscellaneous
No.1-2 (1990), Telecommunication (Cm1068) .

pursuit of television broadcastinq activities,
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spawned5l. This camp was originally occupied by most
of the states in Western Europe and North America,
essentially the developed worId. However, bhe European
Community's Directive on Transborder Television of
1989 suggests that Ehe European Community may not be
as firmly set in this " free flow" camp as they once
were.

The other position in the international
broadcasLing debate insists that there must be some

cont.rols on the nature of t.he programmes broadcast
inr-ernationally in order to saf eguard all peoples
right to u... freely pursue their cultural
development"52 independent of foreign interference,
The coun[ries in this camp tend to be lesser developed
countries concerned about the developed world's
dominaLion of the international broadcasting domain,
and what used to be Eastern Bloc countries. More
recently, as just noted, the countries of Western
Europe may have moved closer to this position as wel1.
The countries in this camp usually justify their cal-l-
for restrictions on unfettered international
broadcasting activi-ty on grounds that regulation is
necessary to permit the independent cultural
development of the population of the receiving
statesr. Advocates of this position point Eo

51 D. r. Fisher, oF. cit., p.5f and n13; S. L.
Fjordbak, oF. cit. at p.99f; F. H. Cate, oF. cit. at
p.373f; L. Hasse, oF. cit. at p.97f;,J. o. Salinas,
op. cit at p.439; M. N. Taishoff, op. ci-t., pp.89-L01
and pp .i-27 -L40 .

5? Internati-ona1 Covenant of Civil and Political
Rights, arcicle 1(1), Human Riqhts: A Compil"ation of
f nEernational Instrument.s, B.18 at p.19.

s3 See f or example the stance taken by t.he
European Conrnunity in respect of the Transborder
Television Directive. Brian L. Ross, op. cit. at
p.529f ; T. M. Lupinacci, op. cit. at pp.L20-L22; C. A.
Giffard, op. cit. at p.t67f. Also in a context wider
than in relation just. to Europe see D. I. Fisher, oF.
cit. , pp. 5 and 34; F. H. Cate, op. cit. at pp.38L-
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principles of internat.ional Iaw such as the principle
of non int.ervention based on territorial sovereigtrty,
and the principle of self-determination. According to
countries such as these, the best means of regulating
int.ernational broadcasting is to found an
international legral obligation on broadcasters or
their host stat.es, to obt.ain the consenE of all of the
stat.es into which they propose to broadcast before
commencing transmj-ssion.

If these two now polarised positions are to be
reconciled more has to be done than merely restating
the dichotomy between free flow based on the right to
freedom of information on the one hand and prior
consent based on st.ate sovereignty on the other.
Fisher criticises the approach taken in the Principles
adopted by United NaLions General Assembly Resolution
37/92 for this very failingsa. Such reconciliat.ion is
clearly not beyond the pale; as Fisher notes that is
why there have been so many attempts over such an
extended period to reconcile the two positionss:'. Some

advocates have attempted to resolve t.he dispute by
arguing the superiority of one of the two opposing
views over Ehe other. This approach, dS will be seen
in later chapters of this paper, is evident in debates
conducted within the United Nations framework. Others
have attempted to bridge the gap between t.he two
positions by advocating compromises such as the
consent to syst.ems approach offered by Fisherso. The

384.

s4 D. r. Fisher, op. cit. , p.47.
ss D. r. Fisher, oF. cit. . , p.150 .

s6 See D. I. Fisher, oF. cit . , passim, but
especially his conclusions on p.199. On lhis approach
broadcasters would be required to obtain lhe consent
of states receiving the signals from a new
broadcasting system prior Eo activating the system.
However, once the system was approved the receiving
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system advocat,ed in this paper is based on Ehe right
to freedom of information as expressed in article 19

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It
should therefore be acceptable Lo free flow advocates.
It. is designed to encourage the responsible use of
international broadcast media and at the same time
meet the on going cultural concerns of receiving
states.

state would have no power to vet individual programmes
within the system. While from each of the camps this
option would perhaps be seen as better than
surrendering entirely to the opposing viewpoint, it
clearly does not resolve t.he basic differences between
the two camps. It is the content of individual
prograflmes which has the potential to bring all the
benef it.s or wreak all the harm attendant upon t.he
development of global mass communications systems, Any
practicable regulatory regime must therefore focus on
individual prograrune content; unless this issue is
addressed directly the cultural concerns of receiving
states cannot be met. On a consent to systems approach
a receiving state essentially has to take the proposed
broadcaster's word as to what the nature of the
prograflnnes Eo be disseminated will be over the
indefinite life of the system, and has to estimate the
probable impact of such material on what they guess
will be Ehe state of their own cu1t.ura1 development
potentially for many years in the future. There is
simply too much uncertainty Eo make this type of
approach acceptable to countries concerned at. the
potential for harm attendant upon an unrestrained free
flow position.



2. A regrulatory
broadcasting
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Chapter 2

regime suggestsed for international

The regime f or regulating int.ernational
broadcasting activity advocated in this paper is based
on the internat.ional human right to freedom of
expression. It. divides programmes into t.hree
categories according to their subject matter. Class
one cont.ains prografllmes which constitute propaganda,
which damage Ehe reputations of others, oL which are
detrimental to public health or morals, ot to the
maintenance of national security or public order.
Broadcasting programmes in this category is
prohibited. Class two programmes are broadcast to
achieve hiqh-minded ideals suctr as those incorporated
in the preamble and principles and purposes of the
Charter of [he United Nations. Propagation of
prografirnes in thj-s category is absolutely protected by
the international human right to freedom of
expression. By affording this proLection from all
interference broadcasting progranunes in this category
is positively encouraged. The third programme cl-ass
contains material which is either not broadcast with
a view to achieving such high-minded ideals or which
are not objectively fact.uaL and accurate, whether by
design or otherwise. Progrrammes in this class are
afforded protection from interference by the
international human right to freedom of expression
provided it is not detrimental to the independent
cultural development of the people receiving the
broadcast.

2.L OrigLa of the regrulatorY regJ.me proposed; the
Lnternat,ional brrnan rlght to freedom of e:glression

This regime for regulating international
broadcasting activity reflects the views of the
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delegates to the two bodies primarily responsible for
drafting the right to freedom of expression as it
appeared firstly in the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights and subsequent.ly in the fntrernational Covenant
on Civil and Pol-it.ica1 Rights.

Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights declares that:
"Everyone has the right to freedom of
opinion and expression; this right includes
freedom to hold opinions without
interference and to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas throuqh any media and
regardless of frontiers. "r

The right to freedom of expression is reiterated in
article 1,9 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights:

"Everyone shal-l have t.he rigrht to freedom of
expression; this right shall include freedom
to seek, receive and impart information and
ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers,
either orally or in print, in the form of
art or through any other media of his
choice. " 

2

The first point about the righ[ to freedom of
expression as it appears in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights and particularly in the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights version, is
that it deals primarily with the domestic or national
application of the right. In relation Eo broadcasting,
iE deals with the restrictions which must or may be
placed by a state on the activity of broadcasEing
wit.hin its own borders. This is clearly inf erred from
article 2 (21 where it states that by signing and
ratifying the Covenant, a sEate undertakes to take ,, . . .

Ehe necessary steps, in accordance with its

1 Human Riqhts: A Compilation of fnLernational
Instruments, p.1 aE p.4.

2 Human Riqhts: A Compilation of fnternational
Inst.ruments, p.18 at p.26.
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const.it.utional processes to adopt such legislative
or other measures as may be necessary to give effect
to the rigrhts recoqnised in the present Covenant"3.

That the CovenanL was in this respect nationally
focused is also evident from the proceedings of one of
the cwo bodies responsible for drafting article 19.
The Netherlands' delegate to the Conference on Freedom

of Information suggested t.hat "abuses" of the right to
freedom of information should be determined by state
judiciariesa and the British Draft DeclaraLion on
Freedom of Information referred to the restrictions in
the draft's article 2 as being clearly defined by
laws. The United States' draft.5 insists that the
limits on freedom of information must be by law and
the IndianT and Britishs representatives spoke in
terms of restrictions imposed by stabe legislation.
The law referred to by the Dulch, Britj-sh and Indian
delegates just ciLed is explicitly municipal rather
than international 1aw. The United States was clearly
of the same opinion because its delegate, Zechariah
Chafee, explained that restrictions should be operated
by a judicial body and not an administrative one, or
otherwise the administration would be able Eo censor
material critical of itself, though not necessarily of
the state per see. Dr Castro, the Portuguese
representative, suggested Ehat the extent of
international involvement should be to decl-are freedom

Loc. cit . at p. L9.

E/CONF.6/C.l/SR/7, 29/3/48, p.8.
s n1cour.6/c.t/4t, t3/4/48, p.2 (arricle 2)

u e/coNF .6 /c.L/1-; E/coNF .6/c.L/sR/]-'3,
t e/corrtl.6/c.L/sR/l, 5/4/49, p.g

Ititra) ; E/coNF.6/c.4/5, 3L/3/48.
8 n/covr.6/c.4/sR/8, 6/4/49, F.3 (Mr

L/ 4/ 48.

(Sir Dhiren

Evans).

' E/CONF.6/C4/SR/9, 7 /4/48, p.4
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of inf ormat.ion a human rj-ght and that detailed
delimication of such restrictions as the international
framework permitced should be left to individual
states to determinelo. Sir Dhiren ttitra, representing
India, noted that n... there would be no compulsion on
states t.o legislate if they had no need or no desire
for such 1egis1ation."11. His views were reiterated by
the British delegationl2 and no criticism of this
approach is evident.

Thus it can be seen that throughout the
discussions in the Conference on Freedom of
Information t.he deJ-egates clearly envisaged that the
right. to freedom of expression they were drafting
should be implemented at. the national leve1.
NoLwi-thstanding t.hat the right is included in an
international Legal instrumenb and that it is
expressly said Eo appfy ". .. reqardless of frontiers
. . . u 1r, rro novel implement.ational structure within
which the right to freedom of expression was to be
given l-ife was envisaged. The riqht was to be ef fected
through munici-pal legal systems. In this sense, this
functional sense, the right to freedom of expression
contained in the Internat,ional Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, was naLionally rather than
internationally focused.

Nevertheless, the writ.er suggests that the right
as incorporated within both the Universal Declaration
of Human RighEs and in the International Covenant on
Civil and Polit ical Rights int.roduced to give it
effect, and elaborated by Ehe traveaux preparatoires,

E/CONF .6/C.I/SR/L0,

E/CONF .5/C.4/SR/7 ,

E/CONF .6/C.4/SR/8,

3t/3 / 48, p.4

5/4/48, p.8.

6/4/48, p.3

l0

t1

L2

unt_v n Riqhts, article
Po1itica1 Riqhts, article ]-9(2), loc. cit..
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may stilI provide the skel-eton of a implementationally
int.ernational- system f or regulating international
broadcasting. Just as in terms of the Covenant a state
is obliged to prohibit propaganda and may prohibit
other programmes on the grounds of national securit.y
or public order, healt.h or morals , so too, it is
suggested, the international community ought to
prohibi-t the broadcasLing of propaganda and may decide
to prohibit other programmes as prejudicial to
international security, international public order,
health or morals. Similarly with the other features
restricting the operation of article L9 suggested in
the background papers in respect of the distinction
between classes two and three.

The wri-ter in no way means that the international
community is in any way obliged in terms of t.he
Covenant or Universal- Declaration to adopt such an
approach to international broadcasting regulation. ft
is simply that bhe regime embodied in those
international inst.ruments provided inspiration for the
regulatory scheme advocated in this paper. It is
suggested that the principles agrreed in relation to
the right to freedom of expression which the drafters
envisaged would be implemented at a naEional leve1,
can and should be applied to a system to regulate
international broadcasting activity implemented
internationally. Some modification may be required to
the rules agreed oo, but in the main the basic
principles can be lifted from it.s originally envisaged
national leve1 implementational framework for the
operation of the right to freedom of expression and
applied to a broadcasting regulatory system placed in
what is suggested would be a much more appropriate,
internationally pitched implemenEational environment .

The merit.s of such a transformation, wheEher the
internat.ional community should take steps to replace
t.he current national implementational framework with
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an international one at least as it concerns
broadcasting, will be discussed in chapter six. The

rest of this chapter will briefly expand on t.he main
features of the system implicitly endorsed by the
drafters of t.he right to freedom of expression to be
given effect at a national 1evel. A few commenLs will
also be made about the efficary of translating these
skeietal principles into an internationally pitched
implementational structure .

2.2 The right to freedom of orpression in the
UnivergaL Declaratioa of Hunan Right,g and in the
InternatLonal Covenant on Civil and Polit,ieal Righte
is not unlinited

The right to freedom of expression, and in
part.icular the right. to " . . . seek, receive and impart
information regardless of frontiers ... through any
meCia. . . " r4 appears to preclude any regulation of
international direct broadcast satellit.e activity and
to render a breach of a fundamental human right the
j amming acLivit j-es to which states have at times
resortedl5.

However, this is not the case. Drafting article
19 of t.he Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
article L9 of t.he fnternational Convention on Civil
and Political Rights was J-argely Lhe t.ask of Lhe
drafting committee of the Human Rights Sub Commission
on Freedom of Information and the Pressr6. Most of the
basic drafting work however, was done on the drafting

t4 Universal Declaration of Human Riqhts, article
19, 1oc. cit. ; International Covenant on Civil and
Po1itica1 Riqhts, article L9(2), loc. cit..

'" 'J.G.Savage & M.W.Zacher "Free Flow Versus Prior
Consent: The ,Jurisdictional Battle over
Telecommunicatioos", International Journal, No.2,
L987, p.342 at 347f.f .

'o E/cN.4/sR.37 , L3/tz/47, p.17.
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coflunittee's behalf by t.he Unit.ed NaLions Conference on

Freedom of Information, and article 1,9 in both
instruments stands today substantially the same as ic
was recommended by that Conference to the Human Ri-ghLs

Sub CommissionlT.
The proceedings of both the Conference and the

Sub Commission reveal- a considerable degree of
consensus about the main features characterisinq the
system proposed in this paper for regulating
international broadcasting activity. They recoginise
that some programmes are not protected by the rigrhE to
freedom of expressicn because they are propaganda,
because they damage the reputations of others, or are
prejudicial to the maintenance of public order,
health, morals or national security. This recognition
ultimately resulted in the terms of article 19(3) and
article 20 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Polit.i-cal Rights . If " inf ormation " is the proper
object on which the right to freedom of expression is
to operate, then the Conference and the Sub Commission
both regarded such material as "non-information".

Both bodies also recognised that within Ehis
class of "information" all of which does properly fall
within the protective embrace of Lhe right to freedom
of expression as contained in article 19 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in Lhe
Int.ernational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
some "information" should be given greater proteclion
than other "information". Moreover, there is some

indicat.ion thaE a greater degree of protection should
be afforded when the prograrnme broadcast meets higrh
standards of objective accuracy and when a broadcaster
has satisfied a duty to broadcast material which is
designed to further objects such as those embodied in
the Charter of the United Nations.

r? Compare
L4/4/48.

article r-9 and E/coNF.6/c.4/7L,
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A third feaLure of the proposed regulatory system
evident from the proceedings of the Conference and the
Sub Commission is that when a broadcaster fail-s to
sat.isfy such a duLy or when he broadcasts material
which, by design or ot.herwise, does not meet such
standards of objective accurasy, the degrree of
protection af f orded t.his less worthy Lype of
"information", should be tempered by the application
of an at least potential restriction based on cultural
relat ivity.

2.3 Claes one regtrictione

2.3 .L The Conferenee on Freedom of Info:rmauion
agreed that certain Drogrrammeg ghould be excluded from
the ecoDe of article 19 to Drotect the reputat,ions of
othere

A number of subjects are explicitly excluded from
the protective embrace of the right to freedom of
expression by article 1-9 of the Int.ernaLional Covenant
on Civil and Political RighLs18. Material vrhich
encroaches on the reputations of others is excluded.
The United St.ates' delegate to [he Conference, having
stressed the importance of the principle of freedom of
information and its basic role in human rightsrq,
notes that in his country restrictions are permitted
to prevent 1ibel20. He thereby apparently styles such
libelous mat.erial as outside the scope of article 19

of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Covenant on Civj.I and Polit.ical Rights.
The British delegaLion's proposal for treating freedom
of information also makes specific provision for 1egal
restrictions to be imposed to protect individuals from

I8 See note 2.

E/CONF .5/C.t/SR/3,

E/CONF .5/C.L/ SR/3 ,

25 /3 / 48, p.3 .

25 /3 / 48, p.5 .

l9
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defamation2l. Professor Dehousse, the Belgian
representative, expliciCly approved the imposition of
l-imitations on the right to freedom of information to
prevent libel and s1anderz2 provided [he concepts of
l-ibel and slander were clearly def ined.

The need for explicit definiEions of the
circumsLances in which restrictions may be imposed was
also st.ressed by France and Britain2s and the United
States' proposal to impose only one broad, all
encompassing restriction, rather than to specify each
Iimit definitively, was rejected by the Conference2a.
The nature of the limitation on Lhe freedom of
information for protecting the reputations of others
was discussed by the Conference2s and at first the
concept involved was identical to the 1ibel and
slander of English law. This definition was considered
too narrow, particularly because iE could only come Lo
bear on t.he reputation of individuals while groups
could not be slandered or 1ibelled. The result of this
discussion saw agreement that the text under
considerati-on should be alt.ered to allow f or
restriction in the case of "publications which
libeIled or slandered the reputations of autrui', cf
the original " other persons,,26 . The Conf erence on
Freedom of Information therefore saw restrictions on
freedom of information as permissable to protect the
reputations of others and defined the circumstances in

21 E/coNF.6/c.t/41-, L3/4/49, p.3 (arricle 2 (g) ) .

22 g/coNr.6/c.1,/ sr./9, p. 5f .

23 ElcoNF.G/c.4/sR/5, 3/4/49, F.7 (eritain) and
p.8 (France) ; E/CONF.5/C.L/SP./LL, 31/3/48, p.3f .

2a Loc. Cit. tr.10; E/CONF.6/C.4/SR/7, 5/4/48, p.6
(18 against, 1 for, 3 abstentions).

2s s/coNF.6/c.4/sR/1, 6/4/49, p.4ff .

26 E/coNF.G/c.4/sR/l, G/4/49, p.G.
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which such may be imposed as analogous to the Common

Law's libe1 and slander, but widened to enable groups
to be protected also27. This opinion found final
expression as article L9 (3) (a) of the Internat.ional
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

The international human right to freedom of
expression was thus viewed by the delegates to the
Conference on Freedom of Information as limited by a

restriction based on a modified form of the common

law's defamation. This human right mandates national
defamation 1aws, and iE is submitted that there is
not.hing about the common law's concepE of def amation,
or about the variant proposed by the Conference, which
would make it impossible to apply wichin an

international 1ega1 structure. Just as in the domestic
context a state may legislate limitations on the righL
to freedom of expressi-on to protect the reputations of
ot.hers, so too, applying this same principle at the
international- l-evel, it would be permissable for Ehe

international community to impose rest.rictions on

international broadcasting acEivity where that
activity presented a threat to the repuEatj-ons of
others. Whether the international community should
adopt such a restriction will- be discussed in chapLer
six. For the moment it is submitted that there is
nothing about the international human right to freedom
of expression seen as restrict.ed by this slightly
redefined conrnon 1aw notion of defamation, which would
prevent the application of right thus restricted at
the internaEional level in a system for regulating
international broadcasting.

2.3 .2 The Coaference algo excluded f,rom Etre seope
of art,:lcle 19 information prejudicial Eo public heal.th
and morals

z't No attempt was made to
would be covered.

define which qroups
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The Conference al-so seems to have accepted the
validity of restrictions on freedom of information to
protect public health or morals. Thi-s was recognised
in article 19 (3) (b) of the International Covenant on

Civil and Political Rights. The United States appears
to endorse t.he tegitimacy of such limitations2s and
the British delegation proposed that resErictions be

applied Lo prevent "obscenityuzo. The French
representative, M. Terrou, noted that conclusions
reached in two of the four committees established by
the Conference, accepted that censorship in some

situat.ions is 1egitimate30. The united States'
representative, Zechariah Chafee, warned that the Lerm

"morality" was so i11-defined as to render the scope
of the limication very broad3l. Norway's delegation
also expressed dissaLisfaction with vague restrictions
such as moralityr2 but clearly accepted the principle
of censorshi-p f or its spokesman regarded it as
Iegitimate to prohibit material unsuitable for
chi1dren33. The Conference seems therefore, to accept
that. some degree of censorship to protect some kind of
moral standard is legitimate.

Applying this principle to the internationally
focused activity of international broadcasting, would
see it as legitimate for the international community
to consider restricting t.he operation of the right to

2t e/coNr.6/c.1-/sR/3, zs/3 / 48, p.5.
tn E/CONF.6/C.!/4L, L3/4/48, p.2 (arricle 2 (d) ) .

'o e/coNr .5/c.4/sr./9 , 7 / 4/ 49, p.3.
11 E/coNF.6/c-4/sR/9, 6/4/49, p.3. The united

States' stand against imprecision in this discussion
is hard to reconcile with their earlier calls for a
general rest.riction on freedom of information recorded
in E/CONF.5/C.4/SR/5, 3/4/48, p.7 .

i2 rbid.
33 rbid.
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freedom of expression where a programme is prejudicial
to the health or morals of the international publ-ic.

However, where the delegates to the Conference
coul,d not find any consensus was on a definiLion of
what constituted "immoral" material. Immorality i-s

certainly the most. arnorphous of the qrounds on which
prografiunes in class one may be prohibited. Defining
'immoral' material is a problem which dogs censors at
the national level. However, notwithstanding its
definition defying character, at that level censors do
succeed in making rational and consistent if not
ent.irely uncontroversial decisions about such
material, and it coul-d be argued that if success can
be achieved at the domest.ic 1eveI, a similar result
could be achieved internationally (regionally or
globally) witLr on-going study, cooperaLion and
consultat.ion. Nevertheless, the international
community has at, its disposal a much more restricted
range of tools for enforcing its decisions in such
controversial cases than nation stat.es. Consensus is
correspondingly much more important in any practical
regulatory system at the international Ievel, and it
may also be observed that. the probability of achieving
consensus drops as the size of the population from
which the consensus is sought increases. For these
reasons serious doubt must hang over the viability of
including a prohibition on broadcasting material which
is "immoral" in any international broadcasting
regulatory system.

The same doubt need not. dog a prohibition on the
grounds of a progra[trne's impacb on the health of the
international public, though to the writer's knowledge
there has been no research on a definition of what
constitutes a threat. to the international public,s
health.

2.3.3 Itbe Conference dLd not regard progaganda as
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wlt,hin ehe protective enbrace of article 19

The Conference also accepted that propaganda
should not enjoy the protection of the right to
freedom of information. Article 20 of the
rnternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rightsra
represents the final product of this acceptance. The

Conference considered a draft Convent.ion on Freedom of
Information which proposed imposing a moral obligacion
on information spreaders not to disseminate
propagandars. The United States' representative
accept.s the validity of censorship'u, and while he
does not expressly refer to propaganda his comments

taken in context clearly indicate that his words did
focus on that issue. The Norwegian delegate, Mr Lunde,
also accepted that propaganda was not a proper object
for protection by the right Eo freedom of information,
though he expresses concern at the j-mprecision of such
concepts3t. Mr Beekenkamp speaking on behalf of the
Netherlands also expressed some doubts about the
utility of introducing highly subjective, j-11-defineo
terms into the text of their declarationrs and the
British and French endorsement of explicit, as opposed
to general, restrictions has already been notedre. The

Conference seems to have agreed EhaE propaganda should
not be covered by the right t.o freedom of information,
but, as wit.h their exclusion of "immoral" material no
consensus could be achieved on defining the t.erm used.

A very general indicat.ion as Lo what the
delegates had in mind when they spoke of "propaganda"

Loc. Cit.
E/coNF.6/C.L/2, 24/3/48, p.3f .

E/CONF .6/C.4/SR/9, 7 /4/ 48, p.4.

E/CONF .6/C.4/SP./8, 5/ 4/ 48, p.3.

E/CONF .6/C.L/SR/7 , 29 /3 / 48, p.8.

See note 23.

]4
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may be gleaned from Ehei-r association of propaganda
with the information dissemination activities of Nazi
Germany during the Second Wori-d Warao. This perhaps
suggests that the delegates had i-n mind a f airly
vigorous, forceful and unsubtle form of propaganda
such as might be employed during an armed confl-ict,
rather than a Less direct type. It is also possible to
view paragraph 1 of article 20 of the fnt.ernational
Covenant of Civil and Political Rights as coloured by
paragraph 2 of Ehe same articl-e which states [hat
" [a]ny advocacy of national, racial or religious
hatred that constitutes incitement. to discrimination,
hostility or violence shall- be prohibited by 1aw"ar.
Thus paragrraph 2 of article 2A would be taken as at
Ieast semi definitional of paragraph 1- rather than as
supplying a separate thougrh clearly related
restriction on the right to freedom of information.

A class one restrict.ion based on propaganda is
not so broad as to prevent its transition from the
nationally focused International- Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights into an international regulatory
regime in the broadcasting field. The merits of such
a restriction shall be discussed in chapter six.

2.3.tL The Conference regarded nat,erial inJurious
t,o public order as outsLde the protection afforded by
art,Lcle 19

The Conference also saw as legit.imate such
Iimitat.ions on the rigrht to freedom of information as
are necessary to maintain public order and this
convict.ion now finds its most overt expression in
paragraph 3 (b) of article L9 of the International
Covenant of Civil and Political Rightsaz. The united

e.s. E/CONF .5/C.1"/2, 24/3 /48

Loc. cit.
Loc. ciE.
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States delegrate, in advocating the freest possible
flow of information around the world notes with
approval that in his country Ehe right to freedom of
information was limited where the information in
question constituted incitement to rebelIiona3. The

British proposal for a Draft Declaration on Freedorn of
Information recognised limits on that right Eo prevent
revolution as legj-timateaa. Mr Ninoff, the Bulgarian
representative, stated Lhat the concepL of public
crder was well defined and universally understooda5
but both the British and French delegates disagreedao.
The UniLed Stat,es clearly did not regard this notion
as indisputable since ic expressly warned against t.he
inclusion in the declaration text of vagTue,

pot.entially very restrictive berms such as "public
order". The United States' delegaLe reinforced his
view by referring to a report of the International
Organisation of Journalists which argued that
references to public order as a basis for restricting
freedom of information could be construed as
preventing, for example, striking factory workers from
expressing their position. Again therefore, the
Conf erence was prepared to accept some 1j-mits on
freedom of information to preserve public order, but
no agreement was found on defining the extent of the
limitation.

The noEion of public order in Ehe sense of ordre
publique, needs more work on definition but it may

well be that there is a greater chance of arriving aE

a defi-nition in Ehe international context than at the
national 1evel. National definitions are often going

o3 n/coNl.6/c.L/sR/3, 25/3 /48, p.5.
nn E/coNr .5/c.l/ 4t, article 2 (b) , p.2

E/CONF .6/C.4/SR/8, 6/4/ 48, p.2.

E/CONF .6/C.4/SR/8, 6/4/ 48, p.3 .
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to vary according to variations in cultural outlook,
and given their authoritarian structure some states
may also lack the arbitral mechanisms necessary to
facilitate a consensus on such questions. At Lhe
internat.ional level however, there is no auLhoritative
structure to para11eI that found within states and
diplomacy has accordingly always played a much more
significant role. Rational discussion and debate with
a view to reaching consensus may well therefore thrive
more readily at the int.ernational leve1 than in the
domest.ic conLext, making the most of this structural
advantage of internaEional geopolitical reality.
Certainly there seems to be noLhing inherent wit.hin
the notion of international public order whj-ch would
prevent it being used as a grround for restricting the
rlght Lo freedom of expression applied in a system for
regulating international broadcasting administered at
an international 1evel.

2.3.5 The Conferenee Eaw nat,ional eecurity aB a
legitinate bagie for reetrictiong on article 19

National security was the final main ground on
which restrictions on the right to freedom of
information could be justified. Finding expression in
paragraph 3 (b) of article t9 of the International
Covenant of Civil and Pol,itical RightsaT, the
Conference considered a text proposed for a Convention
on Freedom of Information which also permitted
limitations where they were in the vital interests of
the stateas. Translating this ground for restrict.ing
the right to freedom of expression into the

47 Loc. cit .

48 E/coNF .5/c.L/2, 24/3 /48, p.3 . see also
E/CN.4/Sub.t/55 (article 1-7 rI (a) of a draft Covenant
on Freedom of Information). The Canadian
representative to the Sub Commission held similar
views (E/CN.4/Sub.1/SR.45, p.2) .
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international context woul-d produce a princi-ple that
the international community has an option to make a
threat to international security a ground for
prohibiti-ng the transmission of a proqrafiune across a

border. The merits of such a restriction will be

discussed in chapter six. Certainly the idea of
international security is not so bizarre as Lo render
impossibl-e an internat.ional regulatory system based on

a ri-ght to freedom of expression subjected to this
restriction.

2.4 The Conference and ttre Economic and Social
Council's Human Right,e Sub Comrniseion on Freedom of
Information and the Press alEo acceDted that the IeveI
of protection afforded by the right to freedom of
erq>reesion nay vaa^}t according to the nature of tb,e
j.nformation being broadcast

Quite apart f rom t.he restrictions imposed in
respect of propaganda, national security, public
order, health and morals, the Conference also seems to
have recognised that programmes cont.aining different
Eypes of other material, all of which are covered by
the right [o freedom of expression, that is, which are
"information" prog:rammes, should, notwithstanding
their inclusion within the protective embrace of that
right, be afforded different degrees of protection
according to their content.

2.4.L ClaEs two Drogrames sh,ould be object,ively
factual

Dr Reyna, the Peruvian delegate to the
Conference, agreed with the Chinese representative's
observation that "information" consisted of "objective
news" and "opinion" which he described as "subjective
judgmentsu4e. Freedom of information he said, is

4t e/coNF.6/c.1-/sR/t-t, 3r/3/49, p.6.
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" freedom to state the truth and not to publish
lies."50. The object which the right of freedom of
information was designed to protect was "accurate"
information according to the Belgian represent.ative aE

the Conferencesl. Even the Uniced States, the most
verdant advocate for an absolutist interpretation of
article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human

Rigrhts and the InternationaL Covenant on Civil and
Polit.ical Rights, acknowledged at the Conference that
the righL to freedom of information was limited by the
moral obliqation of information spreaders "Lo seek the
truth and report. the facts"s2. The British proposal
contained similar ref erencess'. In t.he Economic and
Social Council's Human Rights Sub Commission on

Freedom of Information and the Press, the USSR's

delegate, Mr Zonov, noted that "There were many kinds
of informat.ion.. . "54 and the United States' delegat.e
distinguished f our bypes of inf ormat.ion; news,

opinions, entertainment, and "other features"s5.
The three category classificaEion of

communj-cation content is also supported by the
Canadian representative on the Sub Commission. Having
acknowledged that "This right to freedom of
information and expression carries with iC duties and
responsibilities55, he assertssT :

so rbid.
51 Prof essor Dehousse, E/CONF .6 /C .1- / SR/ 9 , 30 /3 / 48 ,

p.4 .

52 Article 3 of the Draft Resolution proposed by
the United States and contained in E/CONF.6/C.1/L.

)J E/CONF.5/C.1,/41,, 13/4/48, p.4 (article 4 (a)) .

54 E/cN.4/sub.1/sR.63, 14/6/49, p.11f.
5t E/cN.4/sub.i-1sR.66, L6/6/49, p.4.
tt E/CN.4/Sub.L/61"/Rev.1, 2/2/48, p.1.
57 E/CN.4/Sub .L/6I/Rev.!, 2/2/49, p.2.
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"These restrictions however, should be
imposed only for causes clearly defined by
law. They shoul-d be confined to matters
which must remain secret in the vical
incerests of the state; e><pressions which
directly incite people to commit criminal
acts; expressions which are obscene;
expressions which are injurious to Lhe fair
conduct of legal proceedings and
expressions about other persons which defame
their reputations or are otherwise injurious
to them without benefitting the public.

"Within the limits thus broadly described
the right to freedom of communication should
be considered absolute Nevertheless,
Lhis right confers upon all who enjoy iC the
moral obligation to te11 the t.ruth without
prejudice and t.o spread knowledge wit.hout
malicious intent, to help promote respecL
for human rights and fundamental freedoms

to help maintain international peace and
security ... u.

Again t.hree classes of content are evident. One

is a series of clearly defined legally prohibited
subjects, a second is communicat.ions which satisfy
responsibilj-ties to achieve the high-minded ideals of
truth, knowledge, eLc, while the third consists of
material which though outside the
definitions, fails to live up
responsibilities. It is only the second class which is
always entitled to protecEion by the right to freedom
of expression.

There seems therefore to have been some consensus
at the Conference that the "information" to be
protected as a fundamental human riqht was to be
obiectivelv factual.

2.4.2 Clase two Drogrraorea should also be
broadcast wtth a vLew to achj.evLng high mLnded Ldeals
suctr aa Deace, int,eraatLonaL eeeurLty and, cooperatLon,
and ottrer such obJeetivee

The other feature of this "information" which
deserves the protection of the right to freedom of

class one
to these
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expression against interference relates to t.he purpose
for which the prograrnme is broadcast. Freedom of
Information should operate to promote participatory
democracyss. The Conference's fourth committee on Law

and Continuing Machinery recommended that the rigrht
should be used to further the cause of peace and to
advance political, social and economic proqress5o and
the British Draft Convention similarly urged that it
be used to solve the economic, social and humanitarian
problems of the worLd and to maintain peace and
security60. Commenting on the Conference at a seminar
in ftaly in t964 it was agreed that the information
media should be used "... for the good of mankind and
not as an j-nstrument of tyranny. "61 and ' . . . it was

agreed that information medj-a should inter alia,
st.rj-ve to enhance human dignity, broaden the
intellectual and moral outlook of peoples, bringi about
a bett,er understanding amongst individuals, groups and
nations, and enable their readers to play a

responsible role in t.he affairs of t.he community and
the world."62. This same emphasis on the purpose of
the broadcast as at least partially definitive of the
progranunes contained in class two is also evident. in
the quotation given above from Lhe Canadian
representative to the Sub Commission on Freedom of
Information and the Press6r.

The Egrl,rptian representa[ive on the Sub Connnission
suggested that the "information" to be protected by

58 n/coxe.6/c.r/sr./5, p.6.
se Preamble to the Draft Convention on Freedom of

Information E/CONF. 5/65, t9 / 4/ 48.

E/CONF.5/C.1,/4L, !3/4/48, p.4 (article 4).

ST/TAO/HR/2A, p.39.

rbid.

61

oz

63 See text associated with footnotes 56 and 57.
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the riqht to freedom of expression in the Universal
Decl-aration of Hr.man Rights should be def ined as

consisting of ". .. facts and opinions for publication
by all media, particularly t.hose of the Press, radio
and the films, for the purpose of revealing facts,
helping to promote the moral and cultural developrc.enc
of humanity, of maintaining good relations between
nations and of spreadinE the concepL of peace

throughout the worlit.ro4. This also suggest.s that t.he

scope of the freedom of expression in art.icle 19 of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
fnternational Covenant on Civil and PoIitical Rights
should, at least in its fullest, most protective form,
be limited to communications which aim to achieve the
higrh-minded purposes which define them as c.l-ass two
communications.

Lev Sychrava, the Czech represent.ative agreed:
"The freedom t.o communicate and disseminate
one's thoughts and knowledge is, like any
other freedom, closely linked with the
general obligation to behave without
prejudice to the comrnon interest. Therefore,
such freedom may be recognised as a human
right, meriting the protecLi-on of the law
provided only if it is not availed of by a
person to secure by deceit or threats, for
himseLf or another person, unjusti-f ied
advant.ages to the detriment of the rights of
others, and provided his statements are
even withouL malice on his part - not likely
to endanger the moral basis, security,
freedom and other spiritual and material
interests of society.

"The supreme purpose and genuine interest
which determines the direction and

limits of and desirable freedom of
expression, lies in the maintenance of a
durable peace, reciprocal in character,
based on t.ruth and on values that are valid
for everyone and for all the wor1d... u6s.

64 E/cN.4/sub.r/ttz , t6/5/50.

5s E/cN.4/sub.r/50, 2!/r/49, p.1.
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There are innumerable references throughout the
Sub Commission's records all expressing t.he view that
the right to freedom of expression is important
because it faciLitates the attainment of truth, peace,
security, development. and so forth56. There is only
one suggestion that communication is an end in its own

right6T and this is criticised as unrealist.icbs.
Similarly, in all of the recorded proceedings of Lhe

Conference, Lhere is not one positive assertion that
access to information is an end in its own right. The

statement nearesL to embodying such a position was

that. made by the United States' delegate, Mr Bolton,
who at the outset of the Conference rejected all
limitations on freedom of information affirming his
belief that everyone is capable of distinguishing
riqht frorn wronq for themsel-vesGe. He notes however,
that ". .. all agree that freedom of information is
essential for individual dignity and world peace. "70.

In identifying individual dignity and world peace as
objectives beyond the mere receipt of information, he
suggest.s that his words should not be seen as implying
that freedom of information is an end in its own

right. And his belief in the individual's ability to
distinguish riqht from wrong appears to infer that Ehe

bo E.g. E/cN.4/sub .t/30, p.2; E/cN.4/sub.L/32,
pp.5 & 12; E/CN.4/AC.!/3, tr.6; E/CN.4/2]-, p.57i
A/C .3 /SR. 57 , tr. 9 ; E/CN.4/Sub.1/SR.3 6, p .2;
E/CN.4/Sub.1/SR.45, p.4i E/CN.4/Sub.1/SR.53, p.L7f;
E/CN.4/Sub.L/37, p.3; E/CN.4/Sub.L/4I, p.2;
E/CN.4/Sub.L/42, p.2; E/CN.4/Sub.t/AglRev.1, p.2f;
E/CN.4/Sub.L/50; E/CN.4/Sub.I/61lRev., p.1;
E/CN.4/Sub .L/ 5R.64, p. 6.

67 E/CN-4/Sub.!/42, lg/L/48, p.3, per Dr Chang
from China.

b8 E/cN.4/sub.t/54, 25/L/4e, p.4, per Mr Lomakin
from the USSR-

E/coNF .6 /C. 1,/ SR/3 , 25 /3 / 48, p. 3

rbid.
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attainment of truth is the ultimate object of the
right to freedom of information, that the latt.er is a

means rather than an end.
It seems reasonable again to conclude therefore,

that the representatives to both the Economic and
Social- Council's Human Rights Sub Commission on
Freedom of Information and the Press and to the
Conference on Freedom of Information, were of the view
that freedom of expression only protected against
restriction by authority, such communications as were
not only objectively accurate but also aimed at these
specified desirable ends, class two communications.

2.4.3 But what about material which does not falL
withLn the definitions contained in claes one but
which is not objectively factual or not broadcagt to
achieve a high-minded pur?oae such aE thoee contained
in the United Natione Chart,er?

Thus far the Conference and the Sub Commission
have aqreed that states marz prohibit. some proqrammes

as fallinq within a ranqe of narrowlv defined
cateqories (the class one restrictions). and at the
same time that states are obliqed to ensure bv
lecrislative or other measures that obiectivelv factual
material broadcast to achieve such hiqh-minded obiects
as truth, knowledqe, international peace. proqress and
understanding, is protected aqainst interference. This
clearly leaves a question mark hanging over prograilmes
which are not objectively factual or for such a
purpose but which are nevertheless sti1l outside the
rigorous definiLions incorporated into the class one
rest.rictions. f f some types of programmes may be
prohibited as defamatory, propagandist or inimical Lo
public health, morals or order, and if states are
obliged bo positively protect other "information"
prograflunes from interference by the principle of
freedom of expression because they are objectively
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accurate and strive to achieve the lofty aspirations
referred to above, what treatment is to be accorded
such information as falls comfortably in neither of
these two camps? Informati-on t.he purpose of which is
merely to entertain, titillate or gratuitously appeal
to mankind's baser instincts, appears neither to be
ripe for definitive prohibition as defamatory or
propagandist and so forth, nor to be clearly embraced
by the concept of the right to freedom of information.
Such material, while not open to prohibition, may

still be unable to contest its restriction by
authority by appealing to the fundamental human right
to freedom of information. This sugqests an
intermediabe class of "information" which is not
entitled to as much protection by the riqht t.o freedom
of expression as objectively factual "information"
broadcast to further the high-minded ideals of the
Uni[ed Nations' Charter, but. which none the less is
not. open to prohibition as propaqanda or a threat to
national security, or public order, heal-th or morals.

2.5 The protection afforded clasg three grogrammes by
ttre right tso freedon of expreesion iE linited, by a

rest,rictLon baeed on cultural relat,ivisn
If this third intermediate class is entitled to

less protection from the right. to freedom of
expression than proqrarunes in class two, buL the
option still- does not exist for a state (or, after the
scheme has been translated into the international
context, ought not to exist for Lhe international
community) to restrict the transmission of such
material as falling within any of the programme

categories in class one, one is J-ed inexorably to ask
what level of protection should be accorded to each
progranme class.

Rene Maheu, a philosopher asked by UNESCO for his
views on the philosophical basis of the right to
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freedom of expression and information saw two classes
of right; a "... primary and absolute right to
informaLion or factual knowledge ... " and a u...
secondary and relative right to expression of opinion
... u71. Having ciced C.P. Scott's mot juste that
"comfirent is free, fact is sacred" to capture the
difference between u... news journalism (e.9. news

agencies) and views journalism (e.9. organs of
political parties) ", he elaborates on the significance
of this divided approachT2. His comments are worth
quoting in ful-l:

"The first right is one of the axioms of
democracy in the same way as the right. Eo
education, of which it is the nat.ural
extension. Therefore, like the right to
education, it is fundament.al and
uncondit.ional.

"This does not apply to the right of
expression of opinion. This right forms part
of t.he practice of democracy and is not one
of its basic principles. ft has, therefore,
a certain connection with
historical--sociological reLativity in which

l]1 """"rete 
political reality is expressed.

"To admit that Ehe right to expression of
opinion should be conditioned by the
historical perspecE.ive in which a particular
democratic regime operates, does not mean
sacrificing a human right for reasons of
state. On the contrary, it means giving this
right its fuI1 extension by refusing to
sacrifice to an abstraction the fortunes and
merits of a specific enterprise. Nor does it
imply external rest.riction It means lhat
power of self correction which is implicit
in freedom and which is called
responsibility. IE is t,his responsibility
which specifically delimits Ehe right to
expression of opinion

"This responsibility is two-fold like the
internal relation in accordance with which

E/cN.4/Sub.t/49,

E/CN.4/Sub .L/ 49 ,

2L/1,/ 48 , p.2 .

zL/t/ 48, p.2f

IL

72
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it derives from freedom itself.

"On the one hand all freedom is conditioned
by circumstances and conseguently assumes
Ehe circumstances from which it emerges at
the very moment when it affirms in deeds its
power to deny these circumst.ances. Every
free expression of opinion, in order Eo be
valid, in order to be genuine, must
therefore take into account the
historical-sociological perspective in which
it is set.

"On the ot.her hand, every expressi-on of free
opinion is an appeal to other freedoms

"Therefore, recognition of the project of
the historic moment of society and respecL
for the freedom of others compels everyone,
when expressing his opinion, to use a
two-fold system of imperatives in that
estimation of the possibilities, which is
covered by the single word "responsibility".
This is what determines the proper limits of
the right to expression of opinion.
Consequently these limits are likewise
relative. Of course, in a strictly moral
Sense, rro one other than the person himself
is competent and entitled to weigh his
responsibility But politics, ds we
know, substitutes for these myriads of
independent individuals an abstract
collective person, a reproduct.ion of the
structure of the state. Democracy in the
form of qovernment based on the principle
that this person embodies the "general will-"
of the individual- (identified ex postulato,
in normal condit.ions with the mass of the
opinion of the majority.. . ) ... u

Elsewheretl he similarly notes that:
"... it was necessary to distinguish between
two fundamental freedoms: freedom of
information and freedom of opinion.
InformaEion meant the objective knowledge of
facts; opinion implied a personal judgement
of an interpretative or appreciat.ive
character. Freedom of Information came first
in order of logic.

"In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
the press was used as a vehicle of personal

L

73 E/cN.4/sub .L/ sR.27 , 22 /L/ 49, p.3
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opinion; it was now a vehicle of
information. The irmnediate conseguence of
that changre, was that at present the
"subject of right" was the public, whose
freedom of information had to be guaranteed,
rather than the individual's liberty of
expression.

"... freedom of information. That was a
universal concept to which everyone would
adhere. Then should come the right of
expressing an opinion, which involved Ehe
i-ndividual' s responsibility, and necessarily
entail-ed numerous limitacions. "

Maheu not only acknowledges the exj,stence of a

distinction between obj ectively accurate
communications, his news journalism, and opinion, but
suggests that the former is worthy of greater, indeed
"unconditional" protection by the fundamental human

riqht t.o f reedom of expression, while the views
journalism is enti-t1ed to a lesser degree of
protection. This supports the class two and three
dist j-nction postulat.ed above. If thus f ar l"laheu

supports the classification of content suggested
above, he also adds to it. inasmuch as he describes Lhe
limits on expression of opinion, class three
communications, in terms of hiscorical-sociological
relativity, that. is in terms of what would later
become known as cultural relaE,ivity. The merits of an
international regulatory system which involves the
notion of cuIt.ural relativity will be discussed in
chapters three and six.

2.6 RecaD

So far the proceedings of the United Nations
Conference on Freedom of Information and the Economic
and Social Council's Human Rights Sub Commission on
Freedom of Information and the Press, have produced a
picture of reasonable agreement that prograrmes should
be classified according to content, that class one
programmes may or in the case of propaganda must, be
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prohibited by l-aw, and that obj ectively accurate
proqrammes broadcast to further high-minded purposes
such as those in the CharEer of the United Nations
should be protected 'absoluLely' by the right to
freedom of expression. It also seems reasonably clear
that there is an intermediate class of proqrammes

which neither fall- wichin t.he class one justifications
for restrj-ction, nor live up to the high standards of
objective accuracy and purposive philanthropy required
for classification within class two. This class of
programme is ent.itled to some protection from the
right to freedom of expression, but this protection i-s

limited on the basis of culLural relativity.
This scheme, although formulated for application

wichin a single state, can be largely Eransl-ated, re-
focused, into an international context. It lherefore
supplies a model for a system to regulate
international broadcasting activity. As noted some

part.s of the scheme are potentially more suited to
operaLion at an international l-eve1 than within a

stat.e. ft has Ehe immediat.e advant.age of being based
on principles which met with a larqe deqree of
consensus when the right. to freedom of expression was

drafted. On Ehe other hand grave doubts exist about
the efficacy of some parts of the regime in the
internaLional context, even though t.hey may well be

feasible at the domestic leve1. The merits of
executing such a translation wj-II be discussed in
chapters three t.o six.

There are however, two further features of the
discussions which occurred in ihe United Nations
Conference on Freedom of Information and the Human

Rights Sub Commission on Freedom of Information and
the Press, which warrant attention at this sEage. The

first is the prolonged and, it is submitted, confused
debate about the role of morality in relation to human

rights, and the second is the correlation between
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rights and duties.

2.7 Ttre relation of, human rights and dutsiee
The proceedings of the Human Rights Sub

Commission and the Conference are both heavily laden
with references to duties. Although Mr Bolton, the
United States' representative, rejected limitations
called "responsibilities"74, this approach is noE

echoed by other members of the Conference and it is
significant that by the time the United States'
proposed Draft Declaration on Freedom of Informationt5
was discussed l-ater in the conference paragraph 4 of
the preamble and articles 5 and 6 all accept t.hat the
freedom in question was limited by obligationsT6. This
senLiment survived to find expression in Ehe draft
declarat.ion proposed to the Conference by its drafting
committee??, and the Conference's first committee,
established to investigate the basic tasks of the
press and other media of information as well as
general problems, also said that freedom of
information depended on the effective enforcement of
recognised responsibilitiesTs. M. Terrou speaking for
France stated that the idea of responsibifity
"underlay" the Human Rights Commission's Draft.ing
Committee's recommended text for article L9 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and for the
paraIlel article in the fnternational Covenant on

Civil and Political RightsTe The USSR's

to n/coNr.6/c.L/sR/3, 25/3/49, p.3.
7s e/coNl.G/c.r/L.
76 n/coNF .6/c.1/sR/13, !/ 4/49.
7'1 E/coNF.6/55, 19/4/48, article 2.L.
tt E/coNF.6/c.L/2L, 5/4/49, p.1.
7e E/coNF.6/c.4/sR/6, 5/4/48,

E/CONF.5/C.4/SR/5, 3/4/48, p.'7 .

I

p.2 and
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The Sub Commissi-on's
Chairman, G.J. Van Heuven Goedhart expressly says that.
u... rights are linked to obligations
are many ot.her examples of the delegates' insistence
that there must be some relationship between human

rights and duties82.
Proceedings in both the Conference and t.he Sub

Conunission concerning the relationship between human

rights and dutj-es are confused and do not reveal a

clear consensus abouL what impact duties should play
in the operation of the right to freedom of expression

'o E/coNF.6/c.4/sR/6, 5/4/48, p.3.
81 E/cN.4/sub.L/39, L9/r/49, p.2.
82 For example E/CONF .5 /C I/ SR/IL, 3L/3 / 48 , at p. 6

per Dr. Reyna; E/CONF.6/C L/I; E/CONF .6/C L/2,
24/3/48, article 22(g\; E/CONF.5/C I/SR/t1, 5/4/48, at
p.3; Mr Dehousse from Belgium E/CONF. 6/C 4/SR/20,
L3./4/48, at. p. 3; Mr Lunde from Norway E/CONF. 6/C
4/SR/8, 6/4/48, at p.3. Also see E/CN.4/Sub.L/37, p.4.
See also E/CN.4/Sub .t/30, p.2; E/CN.4/Sub .I/SR/25,
p.4f; E/CN.4/Sub.1/SR.43 6/2/48, p.4 and E/CN.4/80,
5/2/48, p.9 (paragraph 12 (e)); E/CN.4/Sub.L/SR.26,
20/t/48, at p.4. See also E/CN.4/SR.36, 30/01,/48, p.2
and E/CN.4/Sub.1/SR.39, 3/2/48, p.5 as well as
E/cN .4 / Sub. 1 / 50 , 2t/t/48, p.1; Uruguay
E/CN.4/Sub.L/5R.26, p.3; Canada E/CN.4/Sub.I/6L,
28/1-/48, p.1- and E/CN.4/Sub.I/5tlRev.1-, 2/2/48, p.1;
Britain E/CN.4/Sub.t/AglRev.l-, p.2; E/CN.4/Sub .t/39,
t9/0t/48, pp.2f &.5; Per Mr Chafee E/CN.4/Sub.t/5R.42,
3/2/48, p.2 u... every right entails corresponding
limitations . .."; the correlation between rights and
duties was also accepted j-n a number of resolutions by
the Sub Commission - see E/CN.4/Sub.l/SR.44, I0/2/48,
p.4f where the link was accepted 7 to 3;
E/CN.4/Sub.1/SR.45, 6/2/48, p.4 where it was accepted
l-0 to nj-I with one abstention lhat " It]he right to
Freedom of Expression also confers upon all who enjoy
it the moral obligation to tell t.he trut.h without
prejudice and to spread knowledge without malicious
intent . . . "; see also United Nations General Assembly
Resolution 59 (I) which stated that the fundamental
human right of Freedom of Information u... requires as
a basic discipline the moral obligation to seek the
facts without prejudice and to spread knowledge
withouL malicious intent" (United Nations Year Book
1946-48, p.L76); E/CN.4/Sub.l/49, 2!/L/48, p.4.
E/CN.4/Sub .L/ 49, 21-/ 01,/ 48, p.2f .
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in the Universal Declaration of Human Riqhts or the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
The most that can be said is that an examination of
these references to the correlat.ion between human

rights and duties suggests t.hat the delegates tended
to believe that duties in some way underlie human

rights and in some way limit their operation. Given
the emphasis placed by the delegaLes on dut.ies playing
a rol-e in the operation of the human right to freedom
of expression, t.he writer fee.l-s it is important to
find a way of retaining this emphasis, and clari-fying
how duties fit in, when the freedom of expression
based system suggested by the proceedingrs of the
Conference and Sub Commission is translated into Ehe

international cont.ext and applied to international
broadcasting. Both of these problems will be addressed
in chapter f our. The answer l-ies in a beEter
understanding of the theoretical foundation of rights
and the way in which they function in practice.

2.8 The roLe of morality in relation to hnman rightE
There is a second feature only indirectly touched

on so far which t,he delegrates to the Conference and

Sub Commission stress as important in their
discussions about. the right to freedom of expression.
This is the role played by morality in the structure
of the right as t.he delegates saw it. There are
innumerable references to the importance of morality
in relation to the right, and aqain for this reason it
seems to the wriEer that some effort should be made to
make sense of these references and to examine how the
conclusions can be translated into an international
setting suitable for application to the field of
international broadcasting. Most of the references
suggested that the moral dimension in human rights
stood as an alternaEive to the legal. The idea seems

to be that Ehe human right to freedom of expression
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could be either legal or moraI, or alLernatively that
parts of it could be legal and other Barts moral. A

third option is to apply Lhe moral or legal question
to the character of the obligations which at.tend in
some way83 on human rights, rather than direcEly to
the right itself.

The Uruguayan delegation believed that this
distinction between class two and three communication
should be based on ethical principl€s84, while Dr
Chang from China argued thaE Ehe right to freedom of
information in the Universal Bill of Rights should
cover newspapers, news periodicals, radio broadcasLs,
and newsreelse5 and should be "moral" or "emotional"
rather than lega186. Mr Fergusson of the Canadian
delegation also ident.ifies Ehe obligation to Ee1l the
truth and so forth as moralsT and the United Kingdom

while favouring "... a code of behaviour for the world
press ... " warned that ". .. it was undesirable to give
it a political form. "88. Although France on 2 April
1-948 urged that limitations on the freedom of
information be legal1y enforceablese, its proposal to
that effect. was withdrawn for want of supportqo and by
5 April 1948 France was prepared to accepL a bald
reference in the text. to "obligations", but was st.ill
keen for the Conference to refrain from expressly

8r See chapter 2.7 above.

84 E/cN.4/sub .t/ 4t, r'7 /L/ 49, p.2 .

8s Note the emphasis on "news" or class 2
communicat,ions as the proper subject matter for the
right to freedom of information.

86 E/cN.4/sub .L/ 42 , L9 /t148, p.1 .

8t E/cN.4/sub.t/51"/Rev.1, 2/2/48, p.2.
88 A/c.3 /sR.58, p.4 .

tn n/coNr.6/c.t/sR/Ls, 2/ 4/ 48, p.5.
e0 s/coNy.6/c.t/sR/L5, 3/4/48, p.7 .
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casting them as "moral"el. The United States and

Aust.ralia worried that terms at that stage employed in
the discussion text such as "disciplinary action" and

"enforce" might imply the application of lega1
sanctions and compuLsion, not an interpretation they
favourede2. The United States' draft declaration on

freedom of information expressly described Ehese

obligations as "moral"e3, as did the Italian
representative when he said that freedom of
i-nf ormat ion and it abuses were moral issuesna .

AlLhough the final text recommended t.o the Conference
by its drafting committee appears to have accepted the
French compromise position, including only an

unadorned reference to "duties"es, there was clearly
still some disagreement on how this Lerm is to be

construed, nocwithsEanding Lhat the majority view
appears to favour the United States' interpretation.

On the other hand, the Sub Commission's Chairman,
G.,J. Van Heuven Goedhart expressly says that "...
righLs are linked to obligations AND Ehat the
obligations are lega1 . . . uett and some support for that
view is given by the Argentinean representative who

urged the esEablishment of "machinerry to enforce
...u the application of the righte?. However, Mr Van

Heuven Goedhart was talkingr in the cont,ext of abuses
of the right to freedom of expression and in t.erms of
the three category classificaEion sugrgested above, it

el E/coNF .6 /c .r/ sR/Ll , s / 4/ 48, p. 3 .

ez rbid.
e3 E/coNF .G/c.t/L; E/coNF .6/c.L/sR/L3, L/4/48,

preamble paragraph 4, and resolution art.icles 5 and 5.

e4 n/coNg .5/c.L/sr-/5, p.4 (Mr sorrentino)

" E/conf .5 / 65, t9 / 4/ 48, article 2 .t.
tt E/CN.4/Sub.L/39, tg/L/49, P.2.

" A/c.3 /sR.5z, p. 9 .
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is probably only correct to describe as "abuse"
breaches of the clearly defined prohibitj-ons on

subject matter contained in class one communications.
That the Chairman was making his references to legal
restrictions with class one communications in mind is
confirmed by his assertion that u... the law must
regulat.e lhe abuse of this right I in order to
preventl ... executive power from taking steps based
on an arbitrary interpretation of what constitutes
abuse"e8. This is sErongly reminiscent of comments

mad.e in the Conference on Freedom of Information by,
inEer a1i-a, Zechariah Chafee from the United States,
commenLs made clearly in the conLext of class one
communicationsee. This suqgests that considerat.ion
should be given to confining the role of morality in
t,he right to freedom of expression to classes two and
t.hree.

Fina1ly, in the statement of rights, obligat.ions
and practices to be included in the concept of freedom
of information, having established in paragrraph 7 that
certain subjects should be legalIy prohibited as

obscene, defamatory, etc (class one communications) ,

the text proceeds in paragraph 8 to divide remaining
communications int,o two classes based on a "... moral
obligation to telt the truth ...'r00. This version of
paragraph 8 was sigrnificantly adopted by 1-0 votes to
nil, with only one abstentionlol.

In the writer's view it is not feasible to regard
the rol-e morality plays in relation to Ehe right to
freedom of expression as contextual. ft makes no sense
to talk of morality as the superset within which the

nt E/cN.4/sub .L/39, 19/L/49, p.3.
ee See above note 9 and accompanying text.
r00 E/cN.4/sub.L/4s, 6/2/49, pp.2-4; also

E/CN.4/80, 5/2/48, p.9/l-0.
1or E/cN.4/sub.t/45, G/2/49, p.4

in
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subset of human rights exists; human rights are not a

Lype of moral right. in this sense as some writers
would have them102. This will become clear after Ehe

discussion in chapter four of the role morality plays
in the human rights context. For the moment however,
the quite clearly lega1 character of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights demonstrates
how this approach is not viable. The Covenant imposes
specific international 1ega1 obligations on states
parties to pass legislation or take such other
constitutional steps as are necessary to give effect
to the righLs contained in t.he Covenanb. f f a state
carried out this obligation and if the right is to be

a type of moral right-one would have to accept the
validity of the notion of a legrislated yet non-legal
moral right; one would have to accept as coherent the
idea of a staEe passing legislation stating that the
rigfht to freedom of expression was a moral right wich
no legal force. It' is submitted that it makes l-ittle
sense to talk of a legislated moral ri-ght. To describe
a right embodied in legislation or enshrined in
accordance with a state's constitutional processes, as

still 'moral' rather than '1egal', just does not, make
qon qa

rf it is difficult to see the role morality plays
in t.he human rights context as thaL of back drop, ds

contextual, it is a1so, and for the same reasons, not
feasible to describe parts of the right as legal and
parts mora1. Even if one said that, class one

restrictions were set in a legal superset and that the
rest,rictions in class three based on cultural
relativiEy were mora1, one would st.ill be obliged to
accept as sensible the notion of a legislated moral
right. Again the writer submit.s t.hat this idea is a

102 Maurice Cranst.on
"Are There Any Human
( 1-983 ) , p. 1 at p.11- .

for example. See M. Cranston,
Rights?", Daedalus, voL.!L2
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contradiction in terms.
The only other role suggested by t,he Conference

or the Sub Commission for morality in relation to
human rights sets morality as separate from but
operative on t.he tripartite classification. The three
classes are defined as described, that is, class one
by specific definiE,ions, while classes two and three
are distinguished by objective accuracy and purpose.
What morality does is to act as an incentive for
broadcasters to broadcast class two prografirmes rather
than diverting their energDa into c.l-ass three
transmissions . This option is at least feasible. The

right to freedom of expression can be analyzed as

creating three class of information and applying a

different degrees of protection to each class. States
can fulfil their internaLional legal obligations under
the Covenant and legislate that the right to freedom
of expression i-s such that it grants different degrees
of protection to different tlrpes of progrrafirme. St.ates
at the same time can leave unlegislated, Lhat is st.i1l
in the moral realm, Ehe obligation incumbent on
broadcasters to direct Lheir energies into class two
rather than class three programmes.

This third approach to Lhe role morality plays in
relation to human right.s is closer to the truth,
though chapter four's discussion of this issue will
make it apparent that such a complete separation of
morality from the structure of the human right to
freedom of expression, indeed any human right, cannot
be sustained. It will be suggrested t.here t.hat morality
is not something completely external to a human right;
it cannot be seen as sitting out separate from the
right and operating on it in the way that this third
a approach to the role of morality suggests.
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Chapter 3

3. A Droblem with the regrulatory regJ.ne proposed:
cultural relat,ivity - the Droblen and the concept
defined

There are two main difficulties with the
regulatory regrime apparently though tacitly agreed
upon b5a those responsible for drafting the Universal
Bill of Rights. One is thab the cultural relativist
posit.ion sug,gested most articulat.ely by Maheu and by
the Canadian and Czech delegates on the Economic and
Social Council's Human Rights Sub Commission on

Freedom of Information and the Press, is by no means

universally accepted.
Fernando R. Teson defines cultural relat.ivism in

the following terms:
"In the context of the debate about the
viability of international human right.s,
cultural relaEivism may be defined as the
position according to which .l-ocal cultural
tradj.tions (including religious, political
and 1egal practices) properly determine the
existence and scope of civil and political
rights enjoyed by individuals in a given
society. A central tenet of relat.ivism j-s
that no transboundary legal or moral
standards exist against which rights
practices may be judgred acceptable or
unacceptable. Thus, relativists claim that
substantive human righLs standards vary
among different. cultures and necessarily
reflect national idiosyncrasies. What may be
regarded as a human rights violation in one
society may properly be considered lawful in
another, and Western ideas of human rights
should not be imposed on Third World
societ j-es. Tolerance and respect for
self-determination preclude crosscultural-
normaEive judgrments. Alternatively, the
relativist thesis holds that even if, as a
matter of customary or conventional
international law, a body of substantive
human rights norms exists, its meaning
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varies from culture to culLure. "r

'Jack Donnelly describes the cultural relativist
stance as a position on a spect.rum between two extreme
end points. :

"The two extreme positions on cultural
relaLivism can be called radical cult.ural
relativism and radical universalism. Radical
cultural relativism wou]d hold bhat culture
is the sole source of the validity of a
moral right or ru1e. Radical universalism
would hold that culture is irrelevant to the
validity of moral- rights and rules, which
are universally valid.

"These radical views are ideal types which
mark the end points of a continuum. The body
of the continuum, those positions involving
varying mixes of relativism and
universalism, can be rougrhly divided into
what we can call strong and weak cultural
reJativism. "2

3.1

3 .1.1

Universalist crl.ticigma reject,ed

There are no poeieive referenees tso cuLtural
relativity

Arguing for what Donnelly would describe as a

radical universalist position, Teson notes3 that Lhere
are no express references in positive internatj-onal
1aw to substantiate the legitimacy of cultural limits
on the operation of internaEional human rightsa. The

1 Fernando R. Teson, "International Human Rights
and Cultural Relativism", Virginia Journal of
InEernational Law VoI.25 part 4 (1-985), p.869, aE
p.870f.

2 Jack Donnelly, "Cu1tural Relativism and
Universal Human Rights", Human Rights Quarterly,
vol.5, number 4 L984, p.400 at p.400f.

3 F. R. Teson, oF. cit. at p.877.
4 "Positive internaEional 1aw" is used here and

throughout this chapter t.o refer to what the Statute
of the International Court of Justice describes in
article 38 as "international conventions, whether
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only possible exceplion he says, is article 53(3) of
the European Convent.ion on Human Riqrhts and

Fundamental Freedoms which states that the convenEion
should apply in colonial territories with u... due

regard , however, to 1oca1 requirements. "s This
article was discussed in the T\rrer caseo by the
European Court. of Human Rights which gave the clause
a very restricted interpretation'. Nevertheless,

qeneral or particular, establishing rules expressly
recognized by the contesting states"; annexed to the
Chart.er of the United Nations, GBTS t946 p.67; also
reproduced in American Journal of International Law,
vol .3 9 (supplement ) at p . l-90 .

s European Convention on Human Riqhts and
Fundamental Freedoms, 2]-3 UNTS 22L, 1950.

6 European Court of Human Riohts, Series A, no.26
judgment deli-vered on 25/ 4/78.

t Evidence was produced demonstrating that a
significant majority of the population of the Isle of
Mann and all but one of the thirty [wo members of the
country's parliament supported the retent.ion of
corporal punishment. The court held that this evidence
on its own was insufficient to bring article 53 into
play. At p.18 of t.he judgrment the court stated that
".. . positive and conclusive proof . . . u of a
requirement of local conditions would be required. It
did not however suggest what form this extra evidence
could take. The imposition of this very demanding
evidential- burden does support Teson's contention that
art.icle 63 should be given in this sense anyway, a
restricted interpretation. The writer is inclined
however to believe that Teson is too quick to dismiss
article 63 as a positive reference to cultural
variations in the interpretation and application of
international human rights norms. FirstIv, quite
clearly the T\rrer decision does not permic one to
discount art,icle 63 completely as a positive reference
in an international human rights instrument to
cultural variation in the application or
interpretation of human rights. Although the court
imposed a hearry evidential burdon on those seekingr to
use article 53(3), it is sti11 available for use.
Moreover, it is interest,ing that Ehe court expressly
accepted that o . . . the lEuropean Human Rigrhts]
Convention is a living instrument which, ds the
Conmission rightly stressed, must be interpreted in
the light of present. day conditions" (p.15) .
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Teson's criticism of the relativist doct.rine on
grrounds that there are no express references
relativism cannot be sustained.

Firstlw, he is mistaken in his belief that there
are no express references to relativism in positive
international human rights instruments apart from
article 53(3) in the European Convention on Human

Riqhts. The preamble to the Banjul Charter states that
parties should u... take into consideration the
virtues of their historical tradition and the values
of African civilizat.ion which should inspire and

characterize their reflection on the concept of human

and people's rights"8. Richard Kiwanuka writes that
the Banjul Charter u... at least theoretically
recognizes Ehat all classes of rights (political,
economic, individual and collective) are equal and

synergetic.'e rt is submitted thac it is not possible
to regard the two categories of rights as "equal"
without acknowl-edging that on occasion ei-ther one may

act to limit the operation of t.he other; if culLural
rights, ds an aspect of collective rights, can never
restrict the operation of individual righEs, if the
lat.ter must always prevail in any contesL, then surely
it is a misnomer to call the two classes of righbs
"egual". The preamble to Lhe Draft Pacific Charter of
Human Rights similarly recognises the right.s "...
which stem from Pacific peoples' history , philosophy
of 1ife, traditions and social structures ... " and

acknowledges that these characteristics of culture are

* OAU Doc. CAB/LEG/5'7 /3/Rev.5 (L981-) reprinted in
ILM59 (1"9821 , Revue of the International Conunission of
,Jurists, vol-.27 (1981-), p.75.

e Richard Kiwanuka, "The Meaning of "People" in
Ehe African Chart.er on Human and Peoples' Rights",
American Journal of InternaEional Law, Vol.82 (1988),
p.80, dE p.85.

the
fn
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"diverse" and uequal"10.

Secondlv, even if this cannot be regarded as an

express reference to the limiting action of cultural
rights on individual righLs, there are several i-mplied
references to such restrictions. Article 27 of Ehe

Universal Declaration of Human Right.s recognizes that
the individuals have t'he right. to part.icipate in Ehe

cul-tural- lif e of his community and article 22

similarly grlarantees that the individual is enLitled
t.o the realizat.ion of Lhe u... economic, social and

cul-tural rights indispensable for his dignity and the
free development of his personality". It seems to the
writer that these rights can only exist if Lhe

community is equally gruaranteed the right to mainLain
and develop its culture. Both articles 22 and 27

depend on the existence of the community's cultural
rights. An individual's right Lo play a particular
game would be an ephemeral right indeed if the
continued existence and development of t.he game was

not. also guaranteed. When a clash arises between the
individual's right to partibipate in the cultural Iife
of his community and his community's right to maintain
its own identity and to determine its own development.,
if the individual right always won out, t.hen at the
very moment that it prevailed, it would effectively
undermine its own foundation. If this sei-f defeating
end is to be avoided then the indivj-dua1's right.s at
least in respect of articles 22 and 27 must be limited
by the cultural standards of the community in which
they operate. And if individual rights can be limited
by collective rights, such as a people's right to
determine its own cultural development, in respect of
articles 22"and 27, there 'can be nothing about human

10 c. G. Powles,
Traditional Values: Some Pacific Thouqhts on a
Reoional Charter on Human and Peoples' Riqhts and
Duties, prepared for the AULSA Conference, Wellington,
1989, Appendix A, p.1.
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rights by definition which denies the validity of
culturally based limieations on their operation;
cul-ture and individual rights are simply too
interwoven in articles 22 and 27 to sustain the
universalist contention ehat culture is irrelevant. to
the application and interpretation of human righ[s.
The interaction between individual-s, their societies
and rights will be addressed further in chapter four
beIow.

This same relationship is recogni-sed in [he
preamble to the International Convention on Civil and
Political Rights where it is recoqnized Ehat u... in
accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human

Right.s, the ideal of free human beings enjoying civil
and political freedom can only be achieved if
conditions are created whereby everyone may enjoy his
civil and political rights, ds well as his economic,
social and cultural rigihLs. " .

Article 30 of the Universal Declaration of Human

Riqhts also evinces a st,rong implicit endorsement of
the validity of the position [hat culture may set
parameLers for the operation of human right.s. Article
I of the International Convention on Civil and
Political Right.s clearly documents the existence of a

people's right to u... freely pursue Iits)
cultural development". The preamble recognizes that
this right is a riqht against the indj-vidual member of
the community concernedll. The covenants were designed
to expand and give practical effect to the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. If one therefore reads
article 1 of Lhe International Covenant on Ci-vil and

1r rn the fifth paragraph where it says:
"Realizing t.hat the individual, havinq duties to other
individuals and to the community to which he belongs,
is under a responsibility to strive for the promoE.ion
and observance of the rights recognized in the present
Covenanl". Human Riqhts: A Compilation of
International Instruments, p.18 at p. l-9 .
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PoIiti-ca1 Riqhts in conjunction with the Universal
Decl-aration, on some occasions the former must be able
to override some of the rights set out in the latter;
otherwise, if article 1 never overrode any individual
right, not only is it hard to see what

"responsibility" the individual could have to the
community to which he belongs, but also, in making the
individual (against whom the collective rights
embodied in article 1 are held) absolutely supreme on
every occasion it is submitted bhat article l- is
effecLively "destroyed" in contravention of article 30

of the Declarati-on.
Finallv, international human rights law has roots

deeper than mere positive int.ernational l-aw.

Lauterpacht, while acknowledging the important role
positive international law plays in promotinq the
development of international human rights, notes that
" [t]he view t.hat the rights of man are grounded in
posibive law only is mischievous not only when related
to the law of the State; it is equally objectionabl-e
in relation to the positive law of international
society"12. If human rights consist of more than just
positive international 1aw, to look only in the realm
of positive law for instruction as to the character of
human rights and their limiCations is clearly
inadequate. The absence of positive references to
culturally based restrictions on the application and
interpretation of international human rights would
therefore not be of any overriding significance, even
if it were factually accurate and even if one could
overlook the strong implicit argumenLs in favour of
such limitations.

3 .L.2 Hnman rlgbt,e are rooted Ln tilatural lraw and

'2 H. Lauterpacht,
Nature and the Rights
Grotius Society, voL.29

"The Law of Nations, the Law of
of Man", Transactions of the
(1-943), p.L at p.30.
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Natural Law ig universal
Accepting this final criticism, that it is

insufficient to look merely at positive 1aw to
ascert.ain Lhe true nature of international human

rights norms, universalists may indeed try to use the
origin of international human rights to support their
criticisms of cultural relativism. Lauterpacht, in the
art.icle referred to above, an arLicle which appears to
have acquired t.he status of a classical slatement of
the derzelopment of human right.s, traces their origin
to the superior Natural Law upon which Antigone based
her defence against admitted transqressions of the law
of the st.atel3. Henkin too says that " . . . human rights
derive from "naLural rights" flowinq from "natural
law"la while Maurice Cranston notes that Stoic
philosophers "... saw these rights not as rooLed in
civil law, but in a higher law [which] was

natural law"15. Whether Natural- Law is viewed as Ehe

will- of God16, ds an aspect. of t.he laws which govern
naturel'7, or as rooted in the common essence of

1r H. Lauterpacht, op. cit. at p.zft.
14 L. Henkin, The Riqhts of Man Todav, F.5.
15 M. CransLon, "Are there Any Human RiqhLs? " ,

Daedalus, vol-.112 (1983), p.1-.

rb St Thomas Aquinas saw natural law as that part
of the "God-given rules governing all creation" which
was ascertainable by the appLicat.ion of reason. See ,J.
W. Harris
Lauterpacht,
E!4, p.80.

Leqal- Philosophies, p.8. See also H.
op. cit. aE p.5 and D. Lloyd, The ldea of

1? Grotius is said to have maintained that " [e]ven
if God did nol exist natural Iaw would have the
same content ... ". See J. W. Harris op. cit. at. p.11.
See also R. Tuck,
oriqin and development, p.58. Also B. II. Weston,
"Human Rights", Human Rights Quarterly, vol.5 (t984),
p .257 at p.258 .
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mankindlt or some kind of utilitarian idealre, it is
universal. If, as LauLerpacht, Henkin and Cranston, as

well as others2o, argue, human rights are based on a

concept as universal as Natural Law, the l-ocal
variations in their substance or operat.ion demanded by

cultural- relativists become, it coul-d be argued, very
difficult to accept.

Firstlv however, the origin of the concept of Law

of Nature is not universal. ff the concept of natural
1aw grew from the civil laws of u... certain Greek
city-states ... " and developed into "natural 1aws" as

such in the Hellenistic world as CransLon explainszr,
Lhen the natural 1aw concept, incubaLinq in a cultural
as well as geographically confined context, cannot be

seen as parEicularly universal.
Secondly, even if natural law was Lruly universal

or has become so today, it is not logically necessary
that Lhe rights which it spawned should have inherited
this universal characteristic; just because a domestic
const.j-tution applies to all the ciCizens of the state
wj-thin which iC operates does not mean that all the
laws made under its auspices must also apply to all.
This is in f act recogrnized by Cranston who t.hough

18 As did the stoics. see ,J. w. Harris op. cit . ,
p.7. See also H. Lauterpacht., op. cit. at p.4f.

le Lloyd notes the utilitarian's dependence on the
'natural' right to equality. D. Lioyd, op. cit.,
p.98f.

20 E.g. C.B. MacPherson who said thaL any " . . .

doctrine of human rights must be in some sense a
doctrine of natural rights". See C.B. MacPherson,
"Natural Rights in Hobbes and Locke" in Political
Theonr and the Rishts of Man, D. D. Raphael (ed) , p.1-
at p.14. See also ,Jacques Maritain said Lhat u . . . by
virt.ue of natural law, the human person has the right
to be respected, is the subject of rights, possesses
rig'hts " , The Riqhts of Man , p .37 , quoted in M.
Cranst.on, What Are Human Riqhts?, dt p.7.

21 M. Cranston, "Are there Any Human Rights?",
I nr- r''i r et- p.3 .
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tracing the right.s of man to a universal natural law
and even stating that " lh]uman righCs are a form of
moral right, and they differ from oLher moral rights
in being the rights of all people at all times and in
at1 situations"22, sti11 admits the validity of a

degree of cultural relativism:
"Of course we cannot expect that. men's moral
right.s shal1 be the same in all places and
at a1I times. There is a connection between
human rights being universal and their
formulat j-on beinq generalised and wide. The
basic areneral principles of morality are
minimal precisely because they are
universal. Human rights rest on universal
principles, but the precise moral rights of
men in some communities differ from the
precise moral rights of men in other
communiLies, and this is one reason why the
formulation of human rigrhts cannot be at Ehe
same time closely detailed and of universal
application. The moral rights of Englishmen
today are not exactly what they were in
1688. Today it is generally agreed in
England that t.he rights to liberty entails
the right of eveq,z adult person to a vote.
The right. to liberty was not seen in this
way in 1588, for then the great mass of
Englishmen neither understood elections nor
felL the l-ack of a vote as a limitation on
their freedom.

"Similarly today in parts of Switzerland
commonly regarded as one of the most free
and most democratic countries - the women
have no vote; but so longr as lhe women do
not demand the vote and are content with the
ancient instiLution of household suffrage -
are content, that is to say, to alLow their
husbands and fathers to vote in their name
- then we cannot say that. a natural right is
being denied in SwiczerLand. A right
presupposes a claim; if the claim is not
made, the quest.ion of a right does not
arise . " 23

3.1.3 lEtre appellatLon .,urliveraal,, sugrgeat,B that
LnternationaL hnnan rLgh,t,s cannot be vieyred aa

22 lur.

2lM

Cranston, What are Human Riqhts?, p.2t
Cranston, oF. cit., p.81.
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euleurally relative
The argument is that the vel1r title of the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights rej-nforces the
universal nature of its contents and it is hard to see
how rights which are explicitly said in the preamble
to be rooted in the inherent digrnity of mankind per
s€, could possibly admit of any cultural variation.

However, the mere fact that the DeclaraEion is
labeIled "universal" does not preclude many forms of
relativism. Interpretive relativists would argue that
the Declaration would still be universal inasmuch as

it is universally applicable even though it may be

consr-rued dif f erently in some respects f rom one

culture to the next. Those who take what Donnelly
would describe as weak relativist position would also
arg'ue that even if it had to be interpreted the same

the world over, the admission of even a reasonably
substantial rangre of culturally based limitations on

the application of the rights contained in the
Declaration would not make the appellation "universal"
inappropriate. It would really only be a

misdescription in respect of very strong or radical
relativist positions.

Moreover, one must be careful not to make t.oo
much of this type of argument, based as it is on
positive international law. Lauterpacht's warning
agaj-nst looking exclusively to positive international
law in search of the true character of international
human rights was noted aboveza, and one might also
instructively bear in mind that article 38 of the
Statute of the International Court of Justi-cezs
specifies three other sources of international law in
addition to positive international lega1 instruments.

See above, footnote L2 and accompanying text
Loc. cit.

24

25
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The suDlrosed origin of international truman

rights in the inh,erent diCrnity of uankind
The argument that individual human beings are

entitled to human rights because they are human and

that therefore an!-one who is human should enjoy the
same rights is on its face quite compelling. However,
it. will be argued in chapter four that such an

approach to Lhe theoreEical origin of human rights is
inconsistent with constructivist righLs theory, and at
the end of the day cannot be susEained.

3.1.5 Crrltural relativiem ie contrary to Doeit,ive
international lawe on nondiecrimLnatsion

Teson points out25 t.hat to admit Ehe claims of
cultural relativists as val-id would be contrary to the
nondiscrimi-nat.ion clauses which are so comrnon in
current positive international law and woul-d be to
concede that some of the human beingrs in the world are
not entitled to as much protection as others against
abuses of state power, a view clearly untenable in t.he

current. international climate.
However, ds Teson acknowledges, there are two

'$/ays of interpretingr nondj-scrimination clauses. When

assessing whether t.here has been a breach of the
nondiscrimination principle one necessarily compares
the treatment accorded to one individual or group wiLh
that meted out to another. On one view of
nondiscrimination the group against which this
comparison is made, Ehe control group as it were, may

be Ehe whole wor1d. In this case clearly cultural
relativism is, on its face, a problem. In comparing
the extent and nature of the human rights accorded to
group A with those enjoyed by everyone else in the
whole wor1d, any variation must lead one to conclude
that different treatment has been accorded to

2t F. R. Teson, op. cit. at p.878f.
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different groups and therefore that the principle of
nonCiscrimination has been breached, even where such
variation is regarded as perfectly legitimate in terms
of bhe relativisL doctrine. However, on the other view
of nondiscrimination, the control qroup is confined Lo

the population of the state within which group A

1ives. In this case, where the principle is viewed
domestically, because there is a smaller control group
and because that grroup consists of group A's
compatriots there is a much smaller chance of finding
the variation in treatment necessary to supporL
allegat.ions of discrimination. As long as there are no

variations in creatment within the state, the
principle of nondiscrimination will not be breached;
any variations within that population will be breaches
of the nondiscriminat.ion principle but. such result
will generally not be inconsistent. wich the relativisL
doctrine because in most cases group A will be of the
same culture as their compatriots and the reLativis[
would similarly therefore not recognize the variations
in t.reatment as valid since they would be

intracultural and not transcultural. ft follows
therefore that for the most part, only when

nondiscrimination is viewed internationally as opposed
to domestically, is that principle inconsistent with
the cultural relativist doctrine. Teson acknowledges
that the domestic approach is traditional and that the
international view is unorthodox2T and this criticism
of the relativist position based on inconsistency with
the principle of nondiscrimination is accordingly
weakened.

Nevertheless, the writer accepts that the
crit.icism does appear to have some validity. In the

27 F. R. Teson, op. cit. Teson acknowledges the
"c1assical" status of the domestic version of the
nondiscrimination principle at p.8?8f, and in footnote
46 concedes to the noveltv of Ehe international
approach.
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first p1ace, where t.here is more than one cultural
group in a state the reLativist doctrine would permit
variations in the degree and nature of the human

rights accorded each such group while the principle of
nondiscrimination would still regard such treaLment as

discriminatory. Thus the inconsistency does have some

validi-ty . Ivloreover, taking a st.ep back f rom the
details of the argument, it is, on the face of the
matter, difficult to accept that it is legitimate to
say that state A may noL treat. one porLion of its
population in a manner contrary to international human

rigrhts norms, buE in the same brea[h to approve its
actions when it applies the same treatment to its
whole population; that appears quite irrational.
However, these apparent inconsistencies are in facE
i1lusory.

Firstlv, not all acts of differentiation amount
to discrimination. The principle of nondiscrimination
endeavours to achieve equality. There are however two
types of equality; formal equality and substant.ive
equality. Formal equality involves t.reating everyone
the same irrespective of their circumsLances. If A is
starving and B is not, it would be formally equal to
give them both t.he same amounts of food. Substantively
equal treatment however would involve giving A more
food than B so that after a short time A and B will
come to be in t.he same state of health, to be actually
or substantively equa1. It is submitted thaL
substantive equality is to be preferred over its
formal counterpart.

This is because internat.ional law, particularly
human rights law has a very strong normaEive element.
As Cranston writes:

uAn ideal is something to be aimed dt, but
which, by definition, cannot be immediately
realised. A right, on Lhe contrary, is
something which can and, from a moral point.
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of view, should
now. " 

28
respected here and

if human right,s are not

be

The writer agrees. Indeed,
regarded as normaLive, t.hey must be regarded as a

factual description of accepted practice and clearly
t.hat is not Lhe case; not everyone in the world is
equal or does in fact enjoy the same rights. If human

rights are normative, if they do in effect set
practicable standards Lo which the world community may

aspire, it seems unreasonable to construe the various
mechanisms such as the principle of nondiscrimination,
which endeavour to achieve these standards, in any
manner which is inconsistent with t,his purpose. It j-s

submitted that to treat everyone in an ident.ical
manner irrespective of Lheir circumstances would be

"mechanical" to use Brownlie's termze. ft would only
serve to preserve the world's existing inequalities
and thereby fail to prompt any progress towards
achieving the desirable goals embodied as

internat.ional human riqhts. Operating in this manner

the principle of nondiscrimination would in effect be
obfuscating its raj-son d'etre.

.Tudge Tanaka of Lhe International Court of
JusLice recognised this principle in the South West

Af rica Case. He explained that the pri-nciple of
equality means t.haE " . . . what is equal is to be
treated equally and what is different is to be treated
differently, namely proportionately Eo the factual
dif ferenceus0. Alt.hough the principte of equality is

zB Maurice Cranston, "Are There Any Human
Rights?", Daedalus, voJ-.!L2 (1983), p.1 at p. L4.

2e ran Brownlie,
International Law, p.599.

I. C. {* Repofts (1955) p.303. Judge Tanaka's
opinion was a dissenE.ing opinion. He differed from the
majority which declined to consider the merits of the
case on the grounds that. the applicants had
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fundamental to modern humanitarian systems it:
"... does not exclude the different
treatment of persons from consideration of
the differences of factual circumstances
such as sex, dg€, language, religion,
economic condition, education, etc. To treat
different matters equally in a mechan-ical,
way would be as unjust as to treat equal
matt.ers dif f erently. "3t

Later in his judgement he says:
"This is the principle of equality which
constitutes one of the fundamental human
rights and freedoms which are universal to
all mankind. On the other hand, human
beings, endowed with individuality, living
in different surroundings and circumstances
are not all alike, and they need in some
aspects politica1ly, legaIly and socially
different treatment. Equal treatment is
a principle but its mechanical application
ignoring all concreLe factors engenders
injustice. Accordingfy, ic requires
di f ferent treaLment, taken into
consideration, of concrete circumstances of
individual cases. The different treatment is
permissable and required by Ehe
considerati-ons of justice; it. does not mean
a disregard of justice. "r2

This concept of jusLice which determines when a

factual difference in circumstances will legitimate a

in Ereatment is represented in Common Law

by t,he notion of " reasonableness " 
rr 

.

in treatment will be iustified when the
factual differences between the parties involved are
such that a variation in treatmenL is reasonable and

in accord with justice. It is up to the party
advocating different treatment to establish such

variation
countries
Variations

insufficient legal standing
opinion in relation to the
therefore not opposed.

to bring the case. His
merits of the case is

31 rbid.

Loc. cit.
Loc. cit.

at p.305.

at p.304.
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justificationra. Of part.icular significance to the
relativist debate is Tanaka's all but e)<press

assertion that cultural difference is a factual
variation in circumstances which just.ifies different
treatment. Throughout his judgement he refers to the
at least potential legitimacy of differentiation on
the basis of lanquage, religion, dg€, sex etcr5 and j-n
his concluding remarks he says that " [w] e cannot
imagine in what case the distinction between Natives
and Whites, namely racial distinct.ion apart from
I ingui st ic , cul,tural- or other di f f erences , may

necessarily have an influence on the establishment of
the rights and duti-es of t.he inhabitants of the
l- or*i | 667 rr 36

4 evlj

Similarly, looking to positive international 1aw,

there appears to be some acceptance of this approach.
Article 2 (4) of the International Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination3T
appears to accept the validity of positive
discrimination as it is call-ed, as do the host of
other documents which expressly refer to special
treatment for specified groups, such as, for example,
lesser developed countries3s.

34 Loc. cit. at p.307.

's See Tanaka's discussion of equaliEy pp.302-308
passim. These features are probably all facets of
"culture", gee below at footnote 39 and accompanying
texf.

rt Loc. cit. at p.3!2, emphasis added.

37 International Convention on Ehe Eliminati-on of
A11 Forms of Racial Discrimination, A/RES /t904; 650
UNTS p.t94; reproduced in fnternational Leqal
Materi,als, vol.3 at p.L64.

38 See for example Lome Convention, (3L October
1,97 9) , Annex XI, ,
vo1.19, p.327; World Bank: Convention establishinqr the
MulEilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (11 October
1-985), para.L, InEernational Leqal Materials, voL.24,
p.1598; United Nations Conference on Rest.rictive
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The principle of nondiscrimination does not
therefore preclude a1I acts of different.iation and
t.herefore does noL invalidate the cultural rel-ativist
position. As long as the intercultural variation
permiLted by the relativist doctrine is designed t.o

achieve substantive equality it will not breach the
principle of nondiscrimination.

Secondlv, even if all acts of differentiation did
amount to discrimination, discrimination is not a

unit.ary concept. It is true that most of Ehe positive
international 1egal documents dealing with
discrimination either expressly prohibit
discrimination u.. . of any kind . .. u3o, ot supply a

list. of the grounds upon which discrimination is not
to be permitted encompassing so many of the factors
which probably const.itut.e culturea0 that there i-s

Business Practices "The Set of Mul-ti1aterally Agrreed
Equitable Principles and Rules for the Control of
Restrictive Business Practices " , (22 Aprit 1980 ) ,
annex C ( iii ) , International Leqal Materials, vo1 .19,
p.1546; Draft. International Code of Conduct on the
Transfer of Technolog:y, chapLer 6, Internat.ional Leqal
Materials, vol.1-9, p.773 (some of the text has yet to
be agreed but chapter 6 is not subjecL to dispute).
See also United Nations General Assembly Resolution
35 / 56 , " Internat.ional Development Strategry f or the
Third United Nati-ons Development. Decad€',, (5 December
1980), paras.L36-1-55, ,vol.20, p.480; United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development's "Group of 77 Aqreement on the Global
System of Trade Preferences Among Developing
Countries", (13 April 1988), passim, International
Leqal Materials, voJ-.27, p.1-204; Economic Declaration
of the Paris Economic Summit (l_6 July l_989 ) ,International Leqal Materials, vol.28, p.t293;
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Council "Recommendation Concerning an Environmental
Checklist for Development Assistance, International
Leqal Materials, vol.28, p.1314.

rq As in the Universal Declaration of Human
Riqhts, article 2, fo

40 While definitions of what constitutes culture
abound, it is suggested that characteristics such as
language, religion, race, national or ethnic origin
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little to be gained from arguing that culture is
nowhere expressly griven as a ground on which
discrimination is not to be allowedol. However, the
criteria upon which discrimination is made, Lhe effect
the discriminatory practice has on the victim and the
circumstances in r^,'hich it occurs all af f ect Ehe

seriousness of the discrimination. Few would
cornf ortably accept a close analogry between Ehe

situation of A forced to pay inflated enroLment fees
at a New Zeafand university because he is a natj-onal
of a foreign country, and B obliged to pay the sane
fees because she is female or Maori; the criteria
upon which the discrimination is made (nationality and
sex or race respectively) distinguish the two
examples. Brownlie endorses this non-unj-tary approach
to the prlnciple of nondiscrimination noting by way of
domestic analogy that the u... principle of equality
before t.he law allows for factual dif ferences such as

sex or age and j-s not based on a mechanical conception
of eguality. "42. It was noted above Ehat Judge Tanaka

"could not imagine"ar how race could be a factual
circumstance which could justj-fy variation in human

rights treatment but accepted that u.. . it is possible
that the different lreatment in certain aspects is
reasonably required by the differences of religion,

and so forth are all aspects of culture. Therefore
prohibitions against discrimination on the basis of
such factors in international instruments should be
collectively read as positive references against
discrimination on t.he basis of culture.

41 It is interesEing to note however thaL there
are indeed no explicit references prohibiting
discrimination on the basis of culture to be found in
international human rights instruments.

42 ran Brownlie, op. cit., p.599.
o3 Loc. cit. at p.3!4, cited above in footnote 36.
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language, education, custom, etc ...u44.
Similarly, the ef f ect whi-ch the discrimination

has on its victim also affects how the seriously the
action is regarded and how much authority ic will
t.herefore have to override other categories of right.
To torture A to death for beingr qreen warrants far
more condemnation than to give him one day fewer pai-d
holidays per annum; the ef f ect of tl:e action
complained of distinguishes the two situations.

Finally, the circumstances in which the
differentiation occurs also help t.o distinguish the
various types of discrimination. To restrict the
freedom of movement of resident enemy nationals in
times of war for reasons of national security is more
acceptable than to take similar measures in times of
peace.

Brownlie supports this view that each act of
discrimination must be looked at on its own merit.s and
that not all discriminatj-on is of equal seriousness or
of equal impact in terms of internalional law. He has
suggested on the basis of the majority decision of the
Int.ernat.ional Court of .lustice in the Barcelona
Traction case that only the prohibitions against.
discrimination on the basis of race and against any
actions the result of which is to subject the
individual concerned to slavery, have achj-eved the
particularly authoritative status of erga omnes and
are therefore universally binding on all sEaEes
irrespective of their express consent or their
implicit agreement as demonslrated by their conduct
over timeas. Other grounds of discriminat.ion are
regarded as less serious than these and it is of
special significance to note that in many cases the
cultural relativist doct.rine threat,ens neither of

Loc. cit. at

Ian Brownlie,

p.3 08 .

op. cit., p.598

44

45
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these erqa omnes prohibitions on discrimination. For
example, if one were to discriminate against t.wo

people of the same race on the basis of their culture,
as for example if one were to deny to an eighEh
greneration United States Black some right or privilege
(short of reducing him to s1avery) which one accordeo
to an indigenous Nigerian, on Brownlie's view, one
clearly cannot claim that the ergra omnes prohibition
on discrimination on the basis of race invalidates the
act of differentiation. Cultural relativity is
therefore not necessarily precluded by the existence
of any peremptory norm of international lawao. In the
cultural relativist debate therefore the acts of
discrimination defended as cultural vari-aLions in the
application or interpretation of human rights will
often be acts of less international significance, less
authority in the hierarchy, less seriousness, than the
discrimination on the basis of race and discriminatory
acts which result in the reducLion of the victim to
slavery identified by Brownlie as peremptory norms of
international Law.

46 The writer acknowledges that there is much
debate about the existence and particularly the
contents of internat.ional faw's peremptory norms orjus cogens. While iE is possible Lhat a prohibition on
discrimination on the basis of culture may be included
within the jus cogens category, none of the more
significant attempts to define its contents include
specific references to this effect, and until such a
reference is agreed upon one cannot legitimately argue
that, any of international law's peremptory norms
necessarily invalidat.e the cultural relativist
position. For aEtempts t.o identify the contents of the
j us cogens see M. Whiteman ",Jus Cogens in
Tnternational Law, With a Projected List", Georgia
Journal of International and Comparative Law, vol.7
(1977]., p.509; U. S. Restatement of the Foreiqn
Relations Law of the United States (Revised),
para.702; McDougal, Lasswell & Chen, Human Riqhts and
World Public Order, F.274; A. Verdross, "Jus
Dispositivum and ,Jus Cogens in International Law",
American Journal of Incernational Law, vol.60 (]-965) ,p.53 at p.59 .
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If on one side of the ledger the seriousness of
acts of discrimination varies from case to case, and
with it Ehe authority of each to override culturally
based judgrments in respect of the application or
interpretation of international human rights, orr the
other side of the ledger book is the actual human

riqht allegedly overridden by the act of
discrimination in question. In each case not only must
one assess Ehe seriousness of t.he act of
discrimination in terms suggesLed above, but one must
al-so take into account the importance of the human

right affected by that act of discrimination. If the
act of discriminabion is a minor and less imporLant
aspect the culture in question and the human riqht
affected is of particular seriousness in terms of t.he
criteria upon which it is based, iCs effect on the
victim and the circumstances in which it occurred, it
may be tha[ the discriminatory cultural variation will
have insufficient authority to override the human

right concerned in Ehat instance. On the other hand
if the aspect of culture which the act of
discrimination is aimed at preserving lies at the very
heart of the cultural life of the community in
question, is critical to the continued survival of bhe
cul-ture, and the human right concerned is regarded as
less significanb, Ehen the human riqht may have to
give way to the act of discrimination in that
instance. Few woul-d countenance the extinction of a

distinct cultural group because it did not accord paid
holidays to its members, while surely just as few
would happily see people tortured to death for
adopting a mode of dress which varied in some minor
respect from the traditional. Both cases would be
equally "unreasonable" to use Judge Tanaka,s testaT.
If in some circumstances some acts of discrimination

n7 Loc. ct. at p.306, cited in footnote 33 above.
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do not have the authority to override some

international human rights norms, then one cannot
arque that cultural- relativism is always going to be

inconsistent with Lhe principle of nondiscrimination.
If discrimination is a flexible concept as has

been suggested above, one cannot leqibimately argue
that it will always be impossible to reconcil-e the
principle of nondiscrimination with the cultural-
relativist doctrine. As long as there exists a

possibility Chat some forms of differentiation may in
some circumstances not be "discrimination" and so

contrary to international 1aw, or that some acts which
are discrimination may not have the aut.hority, even
t,hough they may be str:i-ctly " i1lega1" , Eo override a

culturally based variation on the application or
inEerpretation of international human rights norms,
Lhe radical universalist. simply cannot argue that the
pri-nciple of nondiscriminat.ion per se invalidaLes the
cultural relativist position. It may be that
aifferentiat.ion on the basis of cul-ture, in some

circumstances, will be a legitimate form of
differentiation, or that in other circumstances, whil-e
undesirable iU will be of insufficient strength to
overcome the cult.ural variation at issue; whether or
not it is so is a question which must be answered on
a case by case basis and by argu'nents other than mere
assertions, accurate though they may be, that cultural
relativity may involve some degree of
"discrimination". Unless it can be arqued in each fact.
situation on independent grounds that differentiation
on the basis of culture is "discrimination" and that
it has enough authority bo outweigh the importance of
the variation in issue, merely pointing out that
"discrimination" is a consequence of the cuLt.ural
relativist position, ds it unquestionably may be on
occasion, cannot serve to demonstrate that Ehat
doctrine is invalid or even undesirable.
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The argument in the preceding paragraph is even
stronger in the case where the treatment which is
purported by extra-cultural values to be

discriminatory, is meted out at the request of the
recipient. While it is acknowledged that such cases
are probably more hypoEhetical than real it is sLi1l
interesting to note that not only could one argue as

above that positive discriminat.ion is permissable or
everr to be encouraged and that cultural
differenLiation may be a form of such acceptable
distinction, but if one places any stock in the notion
Ehat rights presuppose c1aimsa8, it could also be
argrued that in such cases, since no one is claiming to
be disadvantaged, there is no claim and therefore no
right to be infringed by the act of discri-mination is
generated.

Finallv, even if one accepted that all
differentiation was bad irrespective of the criteria
upon which it is made and irrespective of the
circumstances surrounding the differentiation, iE
should also be noted that that does not mean that a

state can treab its citizens in contravention of human

rights so long as it. treats them all with equal
indignity. The application and quality of the
treatment are two different issues.

3.1. 6 Cultural relativi.sm involvee a logicaL
ineonELetency

Teson also argiues that the cultural relativist:
u... affirms at the same time that (a) t.here
are no universal moral principles; (b) one
ought to act in accordance with the
principles of one's own group; and (c), (b)
is a universal moral principle. If it is
true that no universal moral principles
exist., then the relativist engages in
sel f -contradict ion by stating the

48 See below in chapter 4.6.7
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univers a 1j- ty
principle . " 4e

of the relativist

The first point to note is that not all
relativists assert that there are no universally
applicable moral principles. Only what Donnelly
describes as "radical cultural relativisLs" would
support that viewSo. Not al,l relativists would accept
the f irst of t.he three assertions set out by Teson.
Many, such as Donne11y, would maintain that some, even
most, moral principles are universally valid while
sti11 admitting some degree of variation from one
culture to the next in their interpretation and / or
application. Teson acknowledges that such variations
from the absolutist wording of the first. of his
propositions weakens his apparent logical
inconsistency5l but criticises such variations because
t,aking an intermediate position i.e. saying that some

moral rules are universal and some are valid only
within the culture which formed them, requires some

formula for determini-ng which are to be universal and
which should yield to exigencies of culture variation.
He continues to say that even if one could discover
such a formula, " ... then it is difficult to see why
the only principle yielded by such method would be

principles of one's own group.
The second point to note therefore, is that just

because holding one of the positions in between
radical cultural relativism and radical universalism
necessarily involves some kind of test by which to
determine whether a particular moral rule is

F. R. Teson,

J. Donnelly,

F. R. Teson,

Lo10.

op. cit.
op. cit..

op. cit.

aE p.888 .

p.400.

p.889 .

at

at
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universally applicable or only relevanL to the culture
which formed it, does not necessarily make the
doctrine bad or untenable.

Thirdlv, iL is sugrgested Lhat a proposition such
as Teson's second, that one should live in accordance
with the principles of one's owrl group, is not
inconsistent with t.he first proposit-ion that in fact
there are no universal moral principles. The second is
normative and t.heref ore does not, even purport to
describe Ehe acLual position, whereas the first
proposition describing the current position as it
actually is, makes no judgremenL as to whether or not
that position is desirable. To say Ehat the world is
in such and such a condition but thab at the same time
iL should be in a different condition may be
condemnat.ory but. it is in no way contradictory.

The fourth problem with Teson's logical criticism
of Ehe cult.ural relativist doctrine relates to the
structure of international law. One can observe that
irrespective of whether they are manifested in
positive form or as customary 1aw, international legal
rules do in practice operate at a variety of leve1s.
Usually this type of analysis of the structure of
international law manifests itself as a hierarchy
ranging from detailed operat.ive positive international-
agreements such as double taxation agreement.s and
customary law such as Lhe rule governinq the
transnational- use of letters of credit, through
international treaties of more general application
such as international environmental treaties, finally
to international constitutional documents such as the
Chart,er of the UniLed Nations, customary rules of
statutory construction and principles such as pacta
sunt servanda. Meron points out that this approach is
probably the result of the hierarchical structure of
t.he domestic leqal systems in which international
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lawyers tend to be trainedsr. He also points out the
difficulties which hrave been encountered by those who

have attempted to detail this hierarchy. However, it
is submitted that there is at least a general
agreemenL that some rules are substantive and that
some are "procedural" inasmuch as they relate to F-he

operation of the substantive rules and not to Lhe

individual objects of international law directly. It
is submitted that the second proposition put above by
Teson that one ought to act in accordance with t.he
principles of one's own group, is substantive because
it deals directly with the behaviour of the individual
objects of international Iaw. The first proposition
however, that there are no universally valid moral
principles, clearly does not deal directly with
individuals as object.s of international Iaw. fts
primary focus is on the operation of internat.ional
1egal rules and is therefore procedural. Therefore,
even if the first proposition is reworded to read'
there shouLd be no universal principles' i.e. even if
both propositions are identified as normative thereby
undermining the writer' s argrument above in the
preceding paragraph, because they come from different
normative classes of international rules, they do not
conflict, Lhey are not mutually exclusive. The second
proposition really means that one should act in
accordance with the substantive principles of one's
own group; it does not exclude the possibility that
there may be procedural rules of universal
applications{. Indeed, such an approach is entirely in

sr T. Meron, "On a Hierarchy of rnlernational
Human Rights", American Journa1 of International Law,
vo1.80 (1986), p.1- at p.3.

sa Teson actually outlines this argument at. p.892
op. cit. and concludes that the u. . . relativist
principle may ltherefore] be regarded as metamoral
. . . " . The writer is not, sure wheLher this is int.ended
to be a criticism of the relativist position nor, if
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accord with international practice. Disputes over the
operat.ion of principles such as pacta sunt servanda
and the customary and positive rules of t.reaty
interpret.ation embodied in the Vienna Convention on
the Law Treaties, are largely absent from the
rel-ativisE debate which rages most. hotly around
alleged breaches of t.he substantive human rights rules
such as those against racial discrimination.

3.L.7 Cultural relat,ivign involvea another logical
incongiet,ency

Teson also argues that cultural relativism u...
overlooks an important feature of moral discourse, its
universalizabiliEy. "t5. In essence this principle
seems to asserL that if A makes a moral- judgremen[

about B :

(a) should A find himself in Lhe same predicament
as B is currently experiencinq, A is logically
committed to act just as he says B should now

acl; to do otherwise would be to refuse "... to
enqage in meaningful moral discourse"56, AIID

(b) shoul-d A f ind himself in the same predicament
as B is currently experiencing, A is obliged to
act just. as he says B should now act because,
even if he is not TogicalJy committed to do so,
to act. otherwise would be to endorse n... the
highly implausible position that in moral matters
we can pass judgirnent,s containing proper names,
and that conseguently we may make exceptions in

it is, what det.rimental effect it coul-d have on that
doctrine.

ss F. R. Teson, op. cit. at p.Bg9.
s6 F. R. Teson, op. cit. at p.889f . See ai-so A.

Gewirth, " The Basis and Content of Human Rights', ,
Georgia Law Review, vo1.13 (1-979), p.1-143 at p.1-153.
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our own favor"s7.

3.1.7.1 Teson sets out a relativist argument which
avoids conflict with the universalizability
principle58. Emphasising the importance that A's
obligation under either of the approaches enumerated
as (a) and (b) above, only arises when A finds himself
in circumstances identical to those in which B found
himself when A judqed him. The relativist would argue
[hat where A and B belong to a different cultural
grouping, that distinction counts as a significant
variaLion in circumstances. As long, therefore, as A

and B remain in different cultural families there is
no logrical or plausibility based need for A to behave
in the manner which he had earlier adjudged was

correct for B; the cultural- differences between A and
B mean that, so long as those differences persist, A

will never be in the same moral circumstances as was
B.

The writer likes this argfument. ?eson however,
does not. He says:

" Such argruments are f lawed because t.he
fact that one belongs to a particular social
group or cofirrnunity j-s noE a morally relevant
circumstance. The place of birth and
cultural environment of an individual are
not related to his moral worth or to his
entitlement to human rights. An individual
cannot be held responsible for being born in
one society rather than in another, for one
" deserves " neither one's cuLtural
environment nor one's place of birth ff
the initial conditions are not morally
distinguishable, Ehe requirement of

st F. R. Teson, op. cit. at p.g89f . Although these
two branches of the principle of universalizability
appear to be very similar, Teson citing Rawls clearly
enunciates them as differenE. He supports the
distinction between the (a la Gewirth) Iogical
reguirement and the obligation based ,merely, on
"moral plausibility".

58 rbid.
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universalizability ful1y appi-ies to
statements about individual ri-grhts, even
where Ehe aqents are immersed in different
cultural environments . " 5e

It is submitted that Teson's criticism of this
relativist argument against the appLication of the
universalizability principle is invalid and
accordingly t.hat the argunent is good, and the
principle of universalizabili-ty is therefore unlikely
t.o ever apply to human rights questions.

In the first place Teson seems to be saying that
only circumstances which A brought upon himsel-f, only
environmental contingencies which A "deserves", for
which he is " Lo blame " , may be "moral1y rel-evant "

circumst.ances. This assumption concerns the writer. It
is submitted that any circumstances which are likely
Lo affect A's moral judgement of B, be they brought on
or deserved by A or imposed upon him by the vagaries
of fortune, should be relevant circumstances. A11 will
affect the outcome of his decision; A's "culpabi1ity"
seems to the wrj"t.er to be irrelevant. That physical
circumstances of the proverbial men shi-pwrecked,
adrift in a Lifeboat and on the point of starvation,
circumstances "undeserved" and dictated simply by the
forces of nature, should not be relevant to their
decision Lo eat one of their number, is not an easy
proposition to accept..

Moreover, to be a morally relevant circumstance
means to be a circumstance relevant to a moral
decision. There is no logical call for the
circumstance to be an ethical one; the appellation
"morally relevant" is not rendered inappropriate by
construing "circumstance" broadly enough to encompass
all environmental factors which affect the decision
maker' s determination.

so F. R. Teson, op. cit . at p.89L .
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Secondlv, it is submitted that in judqinqi
B it can not be accepted that A is "logically
committed" Lo act likewise in identical circumstances.
The universalist argument advocat.ed by Teson in this
respect, asserts that (a) to be moral discourse must
be universalizable, (b) A is noL speaking in universal
terms, (c) therefore A is not conducting moral
discourse. This sequence is logical but the whole
point to the universalist / relativist debate is that
relativists dispute the major premise of this
argument. They do not accept that issues of right. and
wronq must be universally valid. In the debaLe over
relativism the major premise of the above sequence is
in facL the conclusion which universalists endeavour
to reach and one cannot, without inviting quite
legitimate accusations of circularity use it as the
premise of any argument designed to support the
universalist cause. One simply cannoL validly arque
t.hat to be moral a judgrment must be universal-ly valid,
relat.ivists do not make j udgrments which are
universally va1id, therefore moral judgrmenLs must be
universally valid; that is quite clearly circular.

3.1.7.3 Thirdlv, Teson asserts thaL to deny the
universal-izability of ethical questions is to "endorse
the highly implausible position t.hat in moral matters
we may make judgments containing proper names, and
consequently we may make exceptions in our own

favor"50. However, Lo argue thaE to be valid, ethical
decisions must be relevant to the grroup in which the
decision maker is living, which is all even radical
relativists assert, is a far cry from stating that
such decisions need not be relevant to any group
whatsoever. To make a moral decision applicable only
to B exclusively because he is B and for no other

60 F. R. Teson, oF. cit . at p.890 .
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reason is quite different from making a decision
applicable to B because he is a member of group X. The
relativist debate is over the size of the group,
whether it comprises the whole of mankind or whether
it is made up from a number of humanity's smaller
subcategoriesi no relativist argues that no group is
relevant to moral decisions because ic would follow
from such an admission that cultural grouping is
irrelevant to moral decisions and clearly ihat would
be to concede the mosL fundamental tenet of the
relativist creed.

3.L.7.4 Teson also argfues that. " [b]y clai"mingr thaL
moral judgrments only have meaning within particular
cul"tures, the relativist underestimates the ability of
the human intellect. Lo confront, in a moral sense, new

situationsu6r. He makes this assertion based on the
observat.ion that an individual who has l-earned what
moral terms such as right and wrong mean by applying
t.hem in his own culture u . . . is perf ectly able to
apply that concept to a set of facts which he has
never encountered beforeuo2. He cites Bernard Williams
to support his conclusion that. this observation:

u. .. seems to show that Lhe ethical thought
of a given culture can always stretch beyond
its boundaries. Even if there is no way in
which divergent ethical beliefs can be
brought to converge by independent i-nqui-ry
or rational argument, this fact will not
imply rel-ativism. Eachr outlook may still be
making ci-aims it. int.ends to apply to the
whole world, not just to that part of it
which is its "own wor1d. "6l

The writer does not dispute the validity either of the

6t F. R. Teson, op. cit
62 F. R. Teson, op. cit

aC p .892.

at p.891.
63 B. Williams, Moralitv: An Introduction to

Ethics, p. 159 . Cited in Teson, op. cit . at p. 891-f .
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observation or of the conclusion based thereon that an
individual can make a moral claim which he intends to
apply universally. However that is not the issue in
the relativist debate. The issue is whether or not
such claims are valid at all and if they are then to
what extent they can override a conflicting moral
claim made by and intended to operate only within some

ot.her cultural grouping. If A makes a claim in respect
of an alien culture which he intends to apply to the
lvhole world, the mere fact that he makes the cIaim, or
that he is capable of making a moral assessment of
the fact situation in question based on his own

cultural experience, does not prove t.he validity of
the proposition that' his judgrment should override a

conflicting assessment emanating from within the alien
cul-ture which he purports to judge.

3.1.8 Cultura1 Relat,ivLsm ie geoDolitically unreal
This argument asserts that relativism is crude

because it assumes t.he existence of dist.inct cultural
groupings and igrnores the f act that there are in
reality some matters of universal concern because of
t.heir geopolit.ical situation. The writer agrrees that
some issues are of concern to the entire international
community,' environmental issues such as the protection
of the ozone layer, and Lhe preservation of
Antarctica, [he Continental Shelf and the Hiqh Seas

are perhaps good examples. I! is al-so conceded that
although it is probably incorrect to equate an
interest directly with a va1ue, if all members of a
group share a cofinnon interest they are more than
likely to also share a common va1ue. Thus for example,
if every nation in the worLd is equally concerned
about the progressive destruction of the ozone layer,
it probably follows that Ehey will all agree t.hat
practices which feed that progression are undesirable.
However, it is submitted that the existence of such
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matters of universal concern does not preclude the
viability of the cultural relativi-st doctrine.

Firstlv, relativism says that moral norms are
only necessarily relevant to Ehe group which formed
t.hem. With the possible exception of what Jack
Donnell1r would describe as radical relativism, the
relativist doctrine does not contain any restriction
on the size of the group. The group may be a single
smal1 cultural grrouping, a J-arger perhaps regional
group or even the whole world; the relativist doctrine
can operat.e on a group of any size and does not
preclude the potential existence of universal moraL

values. Relativism is therefore realistic in the sense
that it recognises that. the world consists of many

different sized groups of fluctuating and overlapping
membership and is flexible enough to incorporate
universal values, shouLd they exist.

Similarlv, non radical relativism is realistic in
that it acknowledges not only Lhe variable size and
compositi-on of qroups in t.he world and is flexible
enough to allow all of them some degree of moral
capacity, but it also acknowledges the existence of
interests which are of exclusively local- concern.
Radical universalism and positions near that end of
the universalist / relativist spectrum make litt1e or
no allowance for such issues. It is submicted thaL
most issues decided everar day will not be of general
concern to the whole of humanity and that this being
so, to adopt any stance tending too far away from the
radical relativist end of the spectrum would be to
endorse a position which though well suited to the few
issues of truly universal concern, would be less than
ideal when applied to the majority of questions dealt
with all over Ehe world every day. When designing a
syst.em of any sort one f ocuses on the normal cases, orr

the main categories of subject matt.er, and makes
special allowances for the exceptions and special
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cases; one does not desi-gn a system for the exceptions
and then force the rule to fit into unnatural desiqn
specifications.

Thirdlv/ even if relativism did deny the
existence of universal moral values, this denial would
be completely irrelevant if no such moral ',ralues
existed. Professor Morgenthau initially denied the
existence of universal moral- val-uesoa but more
recently has changed his mindoS. However, what he, and
others of a like mind, have so far failed to do is to
identify a moral value of uni-versal application. In a

seminar held in L979 this question was tackled and a
number of possibilities were discussed but none of
thern seemed to withstand scrutiny6b. It was suggested
above that recent awareness of international
environmental issues could provide the basis for a

limited number of universal moral beliefs. However,

64 Hans MorgenLhau, Polit.ics amonq Nations: The
Struqqle for Power and Peace (5t.h edn) , Morgenthau
writes at p.250 that of the nineteenth century u...
fragrmentation of a formerly cohesive international
society into a multiplicity of morally self-sufficient
national communities, which have ceased to operate
within a common framework of moral precepts ... u. On
the same page he continues that nationalism u...
weakened to the point. of ineffectiveness, the
universal, supranational moral rules of conduct ... ".
At p.246 he states that " It]his transformation within
individual nations changed international morality
from a reality into a mere f igure of speech', . The crux
of Morgenthau's arglument is that the dissolution of
the system of personal ethics which bound together [he
aristocratic rulers prior to the rise of the nation
state, left a moral vacuum in the international arena
and removed the only moral constraint on the actions
of states in relation to each other.

6s Hans Morqenthau, Human Riqhts and Foreiqnpolicv (5th edn), p.25. u... r assume Ehere are
certain basic moraL principles applicable to all human
beingis " .

66 Hans Morgtenthau, Human Riqhts and Foreiqn
Policv, passim, but especially p.10ff (Iying) , p.15f f(ki11ing), and p.18 (torture) .
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whj-le the preservation of the ozone layer may be of
general concern because of its links to g1obal
warming, clearly the immediate impact appears to faIl
principally in the South Pacific. Similarly,
Antarctica is much closer to New Zealand and its fate
is therefore much more important an issue for us than
say for the population of Bolivia or Saudi Arabia.
Nations which rely heavily on the sea as a source of
wealth have a much greater stake in how ir is managred

as a resource than land locked countries or those
which enjoy more land based natural resources. The
whole world may well be concerned with such issues but
all to differenL degrrees, and similarly each nation is
obliged by iCs geopolitical sit.uation tro rank such
coilrmon interests differently in light of all the ot.her
interests which it is obliged to take into account
when determining its international position on such
issues. The degree to which each state will be
prepared t.o a1low an individual human right to
override a claim by some cultural or other group will
therefore differ. It is submitted that this variation
makes it impossible to describe such issues as truly
"universal" in a sense which has any significance in
the universalist / relat.ivisC debate. The relativist
asserts essentially that moral values are only
necessarily valid for the group which formed them, and
consequently that in some situations at least, this
means individual interesLs must. be subordinated Lo
those of the group as a whole within which he or she
lives. Individual interests and group interests must
be balanced, and if such a feat is to be achieved it
is clearly essential Ehat one be able to determine how
much weight can be given to each of the t.wo competing
inLerests. Such an assessment would be extremely
difficult. if various parts of the globe cannot agree
even at one poj-nt i-n time 1et alone in Ehe long term,
on t.he degree of importance a particular environmenEal
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issue should be given vis a vis all the other economic
and political interests bearinq severally on every
member of the inLernational community. In this sense
terms such as "crude" and "unrealistic" are more

appropriate criticisms of Lhe universalist doctrine
than its relativist competitor.

3.2 Cultural Relativiem EndorEed,

3 .2.L The prineipLe of self -determinat,ion eupporEs
the culturaL relativiet doctrine

There are two types of self-determination;
int.ernal and external. In the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Count.ries and
Peoples (henceforth the Declaration on Colonial
Independence) it says that " Ia]11 peoples have t.he
right to self-determination; by virtue of that right
they freely determine their poliEical status and
freely Bursue their economic, social and cultural
development"57. The reference to the free pursuit of
their political status refers to external
self-determination and the references to pursuit of
their economic, social and cultural- development refers
to the internal part of the concept. "External
self-determination means the right of peoples to
decide their international status. It represents an
expression of modern anticolonialist values in the
international conunr:nity. " 

ut. Emerson also approaches

67 General Assembly Resolution 1514 (XV) , 'J.4

December L960, meeting number 947, adopted eighty nine
ni1 with nine abstentions, U.N. Doc. A/4684,
reproduced in Year Book of the United Nations i-960, at
p.49f. See also Article 1 of the Int.ernational
Covenant on Civil and Political Riqhts, Ioc. cit.

ut F. R. Teson, oF.cit., footnote 50 on p.880
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self -determination in this way6e and Chowdhury's
cri-ticism of what he refers to as the "anaEornical
dissection" of the principle of self-determination on
the grounds that it u... detracts from the
universality of the concept and converts a continuing,
dynamic right into a static one"70, seems to the
writer unfounded. The artificiality of Ehe dissection
does not detract from its usefulness as an analyt.ical
tool.

3.2.L.L Internal eelf -determination ig open to two
views and only one EuDDortg the relativist DosLtion

Teson opines that there are two ways in which to
view the internal aspects of the principle of
self-determinationTl. He says that if the word
"freely" is taken to mean free from both internal and
external interference, then self-determinati-on ". ..
would thus represent an expression of the entitlement
of all individual-s to democrat j-c representative
government and to basic human rights"Tz. He continues
however, EhaL the relativist version of this principle
"differs radically from the one expressed above"Tr.
Teson levels a number of criticisms at this supposedly
'rel-ativist' version of internal- self -determination by
describing a number of negative consequences which
says follow from such an approach. He concl-udes that
the support apparently afforded the relativist cause

6e Rupert Emerson, "Self-Determination", American
.fournal of International Law, vol.55 (1971-) ,
pp.464 -466 .

70 Subrata Roy Chowdhury, "The Status and Norms of
Sef f-DeLermination in Contemporary International Law",
Netherlands International Law Review, vol. 24 (t977l,,
p.72 at p.80 .

77 F. R. Teson, oF. cit. at p.88of f .

72 rbid.
73 rbid.
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by the principle of internal self-determination is
therefore illusory and that. in fact the correct
int.erpretaEion of that elusive concept adds weight to
the arguments put forward by proponents of
universalism. ft will be argued that culturai
relacivism does not necessarily require the approaclr
to internal self-determination which Teson says iC
does, and that even if it does, such an interpretatj-on
of the self -determination princi-ple does not
necessarily lead to the consequences aIIeged. It will
be further argrued that even if such consequences do

arise, they are not always necessarily as undesirable
as Teson suggests. It will be finally submitted that
even if these consequences are undesirable and Teson's
"democratic, anti-authoritarian"Ta view of in!ernal
self-determination has to be accepted as preferable,
that view proffers no support for the universalist
cause.

3 .2.L.2 f,tre 'reLativiet version' of internal
self -deteminat,ion

Teson says that in contrast to the "democratic,
anti-authoritarian" view of self-determination
referred to above, relativists view the word "freely"
in article 1 of the fnternational Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights as meaning free from ext.ernal
interference only. "The relativist version of the rule

represents the flip side of the non-intervention
principle [and] in this sense represents the
rights-language version of the duty of
non-intervention in internal affairs"?s. Because on
this approach a people exercisingr its right to
self-determination will be protected against
interference by a narrower range of people (people

74 rbid.
t5 F. R. Teson, oF. c j-t. at p.881-.
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outside the state only as opposed to all people) this
allegedly relativist version of self-determination
witl be referred to as the narrow view of the
principle while Teson's "democratic,
anti-authorit.arian" approach will be styled the broad
view.

3.2.L.3 Cultura1 relativisu doee not necesearLly
entail a narrow approach to internal
eelf -detemination

Cultural relativists are under no Iogical
constraLnt to adopt a narrow view of
self-determination. One can espouse wichout fear of
contradict.ion the basi-c relativist tenet that moral
norms are only relevant to the group which made them
and at the same time maintain a broad line on

self-determination arguing that peoples should be
allowed to pursue their own cultural, economic and
political destiny free from any (internal as well as
exLernal) interference. One simply cannot argue that
because a non New Zealander cannot impose a moral norm
on the people of New Zealand (as i-s the rel-ativist
contention), it therefore necessarily follows that any
individual- or minority group within New Zealand's
borders can; in the international hokey tokey, just
because A cannot put his left foot in does not mean

t.hat B can. Therefore, there is no logical necessity
incumbent on cultural relativists to take a narrow
view of internal- self -det.erminationTo.

7t) The writer acknowLedges that the explicit
reference to external interference in the 1,970
Declarat,ion on Principles of International Law
Concerning the Friendly Relations and Cooperation
among Stales in Accordance with the Charter of che
United Nations (General Assembly Resolution 2625
(XXV) , U.N. Doc. A/8A82, 30 September I970, meeting
number 1883, adopted without voEe, reproduced in year
Book of the United Nations 1972, pp.788-92, henceforth
referred to as the DecLaration on Friendly Relations)
constitutes a strong endorsement of the narrow view of
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3.2.L.4 Coneequencea alLeged by Teeon to follow from
a narrow approach t,o int,ernal gelf-deternination

Teson identifies seven conseguences which he says
arise from the adoption of a narrow approach to
internal self-determj-nation. He says that such a view
means that:

(a) ". .. a people exhausts its right. Lo

self -d.etermination when it achieves the status of
a sovereign state"77;
(b) " [p] eople have the right t.o create whatever
f orm of government they want, rro matter how

repressive " 
78;

(c) " [o]nce the people choose a political and
cultural system, nothingr in international l-aw

confers a right to change the sysLemnTe;
(d) a people may u u... freely pursue their
economic, social and cultural development" even
where that pursuit would reduce to
meaninglessness the remaining fifty-one articles
of the IInternational] Covenant Ion Civil and
Political Rightsl r80.

(e) the interests of a people are "... define[d]
in mystical or aggregative Lerms that ignore

internal self-determination, but submits thaL (a) that
does not demonstrate any logical connection between
cultural relativism and that view, any compulsion to
adopt such an approach being due to reasons other t.han
the relativist doctrine (namely anti-colonial
sentiment), and (b) denying the validity of external
interference in the internal affairs of a people still
does not necessarily put a stamp of approval on
internally sourced interference.

71 F. R. Teson, op. cit. at p.881
7e F. R. Teson, oF. cit. at p.881
7e rbid.
80 F. R. Teson, op. cit. at p.882
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or belitt.Ie individual preferences"sr;
(f ) atrocities such as t.hose connnitted by the
regimes of Ho Chi Minh and Pinochet in Vietnam
and Chile respectively were exercises of internal
self-determination and so immune from foreign
interferenceE2;
(g) one must adopt a positi-on which ignores the
fact that internal self-determination developed
in a colonial context, a context which has

nothing to do with pressure for compliance with
human rights normssr;

3.2.1.5 Criticiem of these allegatsione
(A) IE does not follow that " [u] nder this view, a

people exhausts its right to self-determination when

it. achieves the status of a sovereign state"84.
FirsEIv, this assertion is inconsistent with Teson's
contention in the same paragraph that on this
'relativist' version of the principle, the right to
internal self-determination is correlative to the duty
incumbent on states not to interfere in the internal
affairs of another state, If t,he two words actually
describe the same concept from different perspectives,
then while one lives so too does the other. It follows
that if the right to internal self-determination
expires when a people achieve statehood, so too must
the duty incumbent on the international community not
to interfere in the affairs of another state. Clearly
this is not the case. States have in the past invoked
the domestic jurisdiction defence and the viqorous
opposition such claims have encountered has not

81 rbid.
82 F. R. Teson, op. cit. at
83 F. R. Teson, op. cit. at
84 F. R. Teson, op. cit. aL

p.883 .

p.884f.

p.881.
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included any argument to the effect that t.he domestic
jurisoiction defence was unavailable to the claimant
on the grounds that it was a state8s. Such an approach
is moreover quite inconsistent with the provj-sions of
the General Assembly Decl-aration on Principles of
International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and
Cooperation Among States in Accordance with Ehe

Charter of the United Nations 19708' and with articLe
2 (7 | of the Charter of the United NationssT both of
whi-ch expressly record that the right to conduct one's
affairs free from external- interference is a right
accorded to states. It is illogical to criticise the
'relat j-vist' version of the pri-ncj-p1e of internal
self-determinat,ion on the grounds thaL such a view
sees a people's riqht to self-determina[ion exhaust,ed
when it achieves sLatehood and at the same time insist
that that same versj-on of the principle sees it as the
correlative right to the duty of non intervention.

Secondlv, Lhe fifth principle cont.ained in t.he
preamble to the DeclaraLion on Friendly Relations also
suggests that adopting a narrow view of internal
self-determination does not necessarilv entail the

85 The defence of domestic jurisdiction was
invoked by France in respect of Morocco, Tunisia and
Algeria and at no time did opponents of the French
position attempt to argue that the defence was
unavailable to France on the grounds that it was a
state. Nor was such an arqument forthcoming when the
United Kingdom and Portugal cl-aimed the same defence
in respect of Southern Rhodesia and Angola
respectively. On Tunisia and Morocco see Dejany,
"Competence of the GA in the Tunisian-Moroccan
Questions", Proceedings of t.he American Society of
International Law, vo!.47 (L953), p.53. In respect of
Algeria see R. Higgins, The Development of
fnternational Law Throuqh the Political Orqans of the
United Nations, pp.95-97. On Angola and Southern
Rhodesia see Higgins, op. cit. at pp.l-01-103.

86 Principle 3. See General Assembly Resolution
2625 (xxv) , loc. cit .

87 Chart.er of the United Nations, loc. cit.
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extinction of the rigrht to sel-f -determination when the
erstwhile right holders find themselves incorporated
into a sovereign state either alone or in conjunction
with one or more other peoples. Paraqraph 1 of t.hat
principle says that, "[b]y rrirtue of t.he principle of
equal riqhts and self-determination of peoples
enshrined in the Charter, all peoples have t.he right
freely to determine, without externaf interference,
their political status and to pursue their economic,
social and cultural development. . . r88. By specifying
that Ehe interference from which peoples are immune by
virtue the right to self-determination is external as

opposed to both external and inEernal, this paragraph
makes it clear that its drafters saw

self-determination in Lhe sense described above in
chapter 3 .2 .L.2 as the "narrow" view. Teson contends
that on this view the right Lo self-determination
expires when the group exercising it is incorporated
into a statese.

However, if the principle's first. paragraph
expresses the narrow view of self-determination, t.he
view which Teson describes as the rights language
version of states' duty noL to interfere in the
domestic affairs of other states, the other seven
paragraphs which make up the Declaration's fifth
principle serve to define the content of the right. ff
the contention that the narrow view of
self-determination means that the right must. expire
when those exercising it are incorporated int.o a state
is to be sustained, then ic must be shown that the
limitations imposed on the right by its definition in
paragraphs 2 to 8 of the fifth principle are such thaE
no act directed by a people incorporated into a state
against that state can stil1 be regarded as a

88 Loc. cit.; emphasis added.

8n F. R. Teson, oF. cit. p.88L.
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legitimate act of self-determination.
The main limication on the operation of the right

to self-deLermination cont.ained in the Declaration on

Friendly Relations is to be found in the principle's
seventh paragraph. It limits the principle of
self-determination described in the previous six
paragraphs by stating that t.hey sha1l not u . . . be
construed as authorising or encouraqinq any action
which would dismember or impair, tot.ally or in part,
the territorial integrity or poliIical unity of
sovereigin and independent States
observed that this test involves an objective element
and a subjective element. It is objectively reasonably
easy to determine when a countrl-'s territorial
incegrity has been impugned. This part of the test
appears to operate against the secession of Scot.land
from Great Bri-tain, the Basque province from Spain,
Quebec from Canada, and Biafra from Nigeria, but
conversely not against the decolonizaLion of most of
Brit.ain's former overseas possessions in Africa or the
secession of Bangladesh from the original newly
created state of Pakistan. The writer agrees with
Chowdhury that the "territory" must be viewed
geographically so Ehat u . . . t.he [artif icia1,
politicall device of incorporating such territory as

a part of the metropolitan area of the administering
State las is the case for example in New Caledonia]
affords no defence rel.

The subjective part of the test, the question of

eo Loc. cit.
e1 s. R. Chowdhury, oF. cit. at p.?9. This may not

have been true in the earlier days of the development
of t.he self -determinaLion principle. The Social
Democrats of Austria in the early part of the 20th
century saw terriEory as irrelevant - see for example
Otto Bauer Die Nationalitatenfraqe und die
Sozialdemokratie cited in translation in W.
Ofuatey-Kodjoe, The Principle of Self-Determination in
International. Law , p.26.
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the disruption or impairment of a state's political
unity is a much thornier problem. The words ,,political
unity" in this part of paragraph 7 are a later version
of what was origrinally referred to in the 19G0
Declaration on colonial rndependencen2 as ',national
unity", and inasmuch as ,'political unity" constitutes
a gloss on the 1950 wording, it is important to
consider the two phrases together. Discussing the
nature of national unity chowdhury examines a number
of possible grounds for determining whether a grroup of
peopre constitut.e a national unit. He concludes bhat
" [s] ince neither race nor language nor religion as
such satisfies the test of nationhood, tal nation
in the scheme of the charter is securar, multi-racial
and multi-lingual where different communities share a
larger national i-dentity derived from a feeling of a
conunon history and a common desLiny,'er. rf a nation
may consist of a number of distinct racial, linguistic
and religious groups, then t.he coflrmon history and
destiny whi-ch the nation shares cannot focus on any of
these spheres of human activity, and indeed once these
are removed from the equation it is difficult. to see
a plural nation of this type as having any common
percept.ion of a shared cultural destiny or origin,
even on a ,,larger,' plane. The validity of this
reasoning is reflected in the General Assembly's

n2 Loc. cit.
nr s. R. Chowdhury, oF. cit. p.77. others who havealso identified this subjective element in thedefinition of a "nation" include for exampre R.Kiwanuka op. cit. p. 86; yoram Dinstein, "collective

Human Rights of peoples and Minorities,', rnternational
and Comparat,ive Law euarterly, vo].24 (Lg7GJ , p.102 atp.104; ran Brownlie, "The Rights of peoples ii ltodernrnternational Law", Bulletin of Australi-an society andLegal Philosophy, vol.9 (1995), p.104 aE p .L07; M. c.K. Nayar, "self-Determination Beyond the coloniaLContext: Biafra in Retrospect,', Texas rnternational
Law Journal, vol.10 (1,975), p.321 aE pp.340 and 344iR. Emerson, oF. cit. p.]-02.
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decisi-on to replace the "national unity" of rhe
Declaration on Colonial fndependence with the more
explicit "political unity" found in the Declaration on
Friendly Relations ten years 1ater. Viewing the
"political unity" of the Declaration on Friendly
Rel-ations in light of Chowhury's observations about
that concept's precursor ( "national unity" ) the
suggestion is t.herefore that to describe a group as
having "poliLical uniCy" is to attribute to them a

common political hiscorical experience and a shared
perception of their political destiny. To read
"national unity" and "political unity" in this way as

opposed to inferring some kind of broader ethnocentric
or cu.l-tural commonality is also more in accord with
the rejection of the latter in the second half of t.he
twentieth century after it manifested itself as the
doctrine of 'ein Volk, ein Reich' and was used to
justify the annexation of the Saarland and Schleswig
Holstein and the Austrian Anschlusssa. It also
justifies the continued existence as two separate
states of t.he German Democratic Republic and the
Federal Republic of Germany. At least by the
i-ndicators of race and language Lhe two states are
culturally nearly identical and while their historical
political experience, at. least prior to World War II,
is arguably very similar, until November L989 t.here
appeared little doubt that the people who inhabit them
regarded their poliEical destinies as distinct. On the
view here proposed, whether or not Lhe two states
continue to exist as separate political entities will
depend critically on the reality of this destinal
dichotomy. As long as there are two distinct views of
their political future there should remain two

e{ The 'final solution', as a way of keeping
Germany for Germans, is also entirely consistent with
the 'ein Volk, ein Reich' approach to national unity,
as would be the 'ethnic cleansing' of which Serbian
nationalists have been accused.
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separate states; when the two views merge
reunification should not be far behind. Similarly,
Switzerland, the United States, Canada and India have
all- continued as unit.ary states even though they
contain a range of quite distinct cultural minorities.
Reading national uniLy in a political liqht allows an
observer to ascribe this unit.ary survival to the
common perception of political destiny shared by all
the groups which make up the populat.ion of each of
these states. Under the 'ein Volk, ein Reich' theory
such states should fragrment so that each of the new

resultant states would only be occupied by one sinqle,
disti-nct cultural unites.

The notes above about the l-imitaCions on the
operation of the right. to self-deLermination in
paragraph 7 of the fifth principle in the Declaration
on Friendly Relations and its fore runner paragrraph 6

of the Declaration on Colonial fndependence are not
meant in any way to be comprehensive but do serve to
illustrate bhat one can adopt a narrow view of
self-determi-nation (in both its internal and external
aspects) and at the same time, without inconsistency,
advocate Lhe continued existence of Ehe right to
self-determination even after the grroup exercising
that. right has been incorporated into a state. So longr

es John Finnis believes that to describe a
collection of individuals as a group depends on their
having a common purpose. It. is evident from his
discussion that the nature of this corTunon purpose
determines the appropriate appellation of the group.
Thus a sports group is a team because all its members
share as their common purpose to win the game, a gfroup
involved in making widgets is a business because all
the people invol-ved are trying Lo maximise the
enterprise's profits. A naEional polit.ical group,
which is a nation state, exists as such because all-
its members share a cofllmon objective. Although he uses
dif f erent terminologry it is suggested that Finnis'
common objective is conceptually indistinguishable
from what is here described as a shared perception of
polit.ical destiny. For Finnis on group constitution
see Natural Law and Natural Riqhts, pp.L50-L53.
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of setf-determination does not disrupt Ehe

integrity of the state in question, andoo

its populaLion has a historical political

e6 The use of the conjunctive in paragraph 6 of
the Declaration on Colonial Independence and in
paragraph 8 of the fifth principle in the preamble to
the Declaration on Friendly Relations suggests that
both the objective and subjective parts of the Eest
must be satisfied before paragraph 6 may be used to
justify the suppression of a purported act of
self -determi-nation i . e. that. an act purportedly of
self-determination may stiIl proceed against a state
provided it disrupts neither the latter's terriEorial
integrity nor its political unity. This approach is
also reasonable given that it makes liLLle sense to
distinguish between two otherwise valid claims for
self-determination merely on the basis of qeographical
locaticn. However, paragraph 7 of the later
Declaration on Friendly Relations' fifth principle
uses the disjunctive and the example of the two German
staLes suggests that an act of self-determj-nation may
proceed so long as it leaves intact and unimpaired
either Lhe territorial integrity or the political
unity of bhe state in question i . e. that it may stilL
be an act of self-determination even though it has
disrupted either the state's territorial integri-ty or
its polit.ical unity so long as iL does not disrupt
both. This also apparently consistent with practice in
the case of East and West Germany. However, in view of
the apparent internal inconsistency between paragraphs
7 and 8 in the fifth prj-nciple of the Declaration on
Friendly Relations and the illogicality of generating
different outcomes on two otherwise identical claims
to self-determinat.ion merely because of their
respective geographical locations, the writer tends to
favour a conjunctive reading of this part of the
definiCion of the right Lo self-determination. It is
suggested that the di-vision of Germany was not based
primarily on considerations of self-determination but
stemmed from the baser dictates of political rivalry
and opportunism. If the two states continue Lheir
separate existence this would suggest t.hat within Ehe
subjective part of the test contained in paragrraph 6
of the Declaration on Colonial Independence and
paragraphs 7 and 8 of the Declaration on Friendly
Relations' fifth principle, "national unity" and
"political unity" respectively will be achieved so
Iong as the group concerned has either a cofirmon
political historical experience or a shared perception
of their political- future; within the subjective
element of the definition of self-det.ermination the
two part.s, cofirmon experience and cofltmon f uture
outlook, may be viewed disjunctively.
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experience or a perception of irs political destiny
distinct from that of the group purportedly exercising
the right to self -determination, t.he right may

continue to be exercised notwithstanding that. those
wielding it have already been incorporated into a

state structure.
This view is also supported by the rejection by

the United Nat.ions Special Committee on Friendly
Rel-at.ions of the alternative t.exts proposed by the
UniLed States and Great Britain for the L970
Declaration on Friendly RelationseT. In respect of a
people's entj-Llement on the one hand to carry out acts
of self-determination and on the other to inclusi-on in
a sovereign state, Lhese two texts would bot.h have
produced something much closer to mutual exclusivity
than is the case. If the Special Commi-ttee had
i-n[ended the narrow view of self-determination to have
the consequences alleged by Teson, it would surely
have accepted these proposals not rejected them.

Thirdlv, one must ask why Ehe right to internal
self-determination should expire when the group rvhich
could formerly have exercised it is incorporated,
alone or in concert with one or more ocher distinct
cultural groups, into a state. What happens to that
group which could logically deprive it of the capacity
to execule acts of internal- self-determination? Why

shoul-d Lhe acquisit.ion of sovereignty preclude the
operaEion of the right to internal self-determination?
The Mont.evideo Convention of 1933es states that a

state is an entity which has:
(a) a permanent population; and

e7 A/Ac.t25/L.75 (15 September i,969') , p.4 (u.s. )

and p.5 (Great Britain) ; cit.ed in R. Emerson, op.cit.,
at p .468.

e8 Convention on the Riqhts and Duties of States
f

evideo, December
1-65 LTS 19 (registration no.3802, 1-935).

26th, 1933,
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(b) a defined territory, and
(c) a stable and effective

qovernment; and
(d) the capacity t.o enter into

international
relations with other states.

Although what, constitutes a "people" for purposes of
self-determination is far from clear, a permanent
population is logically necessary and it seems to be
generally agreed bhat a people must also have at least
some " . . . relationship with a territory, even if the
people in question has been wrongfully expelled from
it and artificially replaced by another population
. . . "ee. This territorial link reflects a liberal
interpretation of the defined territory requirement
not warranted at first glance, but the latter has
never been very strictly int.erpretedl00 and it is
submit.ted that the gap between the t.wo requirements is
more semantic than real. It follows that. a "peop1e"
becomes a "state" when it acquires a s[able and
effective government and Ehe capacity to enter into
international relations with other sLates, and
consequent.ly, if elevation to statehood exLinguishes
the right to self-determination, that it must be one
of these two factors which accounts for that l-oss. It
is difficult to see why the acquisition of a stable
and effective government should detract from a giroup's
ability to tr pursue their economic, social and

ee A. Critescu, The Riqht. to Self-Determination,
Historical and Current Development on the Basis of
United Nations fnstrument s , paragraph 27 9 (p . 1-41 ) ,
E/CN.4/Sub.2/404/vol-.1"; R. Kiwanuka, op. cit., D.87 i
M. G. K. Nayar, op. cit. at p.340.

100 Israel and also though less clearly Siam,
Mauritania, Albania, Kuwait and Mongolia were al1
admitted to the United Nations, i.e. accepted as
states, even Ehough Eheir boundaries were hotly
contested.
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cultural development ... ul0rr if anything one would
see such a devel-opment as a major asset in the pursuit
of such goals. As for the acquisition of the capacity
to enter international relations with other states,
the writer cannot see any reason why a qroup's ability
to operate internaEionally and it.s capacity to pursue
its own cul-tural, social and economic destiny shoul<i
be mutually exclusive. One aspect of the capacity to
enter into internatj-onal relations, the capacity to
make economic treaties, was described in the Austrian
Customs Union Case in 1931102 as " independence " 
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and ,Judge Anzillotti def ined independence as " . . . the
normal condition of States according to international
law; ic may also be described as sovereignty (suprema
potestas), or external sovereignty, by which is meanL

that the St.ate has over it no other authoriEy than
that of international law"104. Kiwanuka points outr05

[hat in equating self-determination of peoples with
the sovereignty of states one is viewing
self-determination only in its external manifestation.
Teson himself defines external self-determination in
a manner106 which suqgests that a grroup's capacity to
act on the international stage is a matter of external-
self-determination rat.her Lhan something which affects
the ability to deal with those matters of, in his view

101 Declarat.ion on Friendlv Relations 1-970, 1oc.
cit.

102

Permanent
fascicule

International Court of Justice, Series
4L.

103 Loc. cit. at p.5? .

104 rbid.
10s Richard Kiwanuka, "The Meaning of "People" in

the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights",
American Journal of International Law, VoI.82 (1988),
p.80, dt p.1-01.

106 F. R. Teson, op. cit . , f ootnote 50 on p.880 .
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at least, essentially internal concern such as the
pursuit of cultural, economic and social goals.
Although the writer aglrees with Swan107 and
Chowdhurylo8 that Kelsen was wrong to conclude that
the self -determinat.ion of peoples in article I (2) of
the United Nations Charter means the same as the
sovereignty of states, Kelsen's observation that the
principle of self-determination usually u. ..
designates a principle of int.ernal policy ... ur0o is,
in the writer's view, correct. Blay also saysrro that
the self-determination which a t.erritory exercises
when it "... emerges as a sovereigrn state ..." is
external. Proponents of the functional theory of
sovereignty such as Rosalyn Higgins also cast.
sovereignty as a matter of principally external
relevance. It is t.herefore dif ficult to see why the
acquisition of the status of a sovereiqn state should
extinguish the riqht to internal self-determination.
In t.he st.ate cj-rcus the pursuit of cultural, economic
and social development occurs in one ring while the
capacity t.o enter into i-nternational relat j-ons is

107 George S. Swan, "Self-Determination and the
United NaEions Charter", Indian .fournal of
International Law, vol-.22 (L9821 , p.264 at p.273 .

r08 s. R. Chowdhury, op. cit. at p.74f .

roe H. Ke1sen, The Law of the United Nations: a
critical anal-vsis of its fundamental problems, p.51f .

The writer also feels that he goes too far in
describing the detaiL of that internal focus as
essentialty political (democratic) as this ignores the
cu1tural, social and economic aspects specifically
included in the content of the principle of
self-determination in favour of the issue of poliLical
status alone. Nevertheless, the general internally
oriented thrust of his approach is supportive of the
writer's argument.

110 S. K. N. Blay, "SeIf -Determination Versus
Territorial Int.egrity in Decolonization", New York
University Journal of International Law and Politics,
vo1. 18 (1986), p.441 at p.468f.
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simultaneously taking place in another; the two acts
are quite separate.

It may appear from the above that the writer is
endorsing a posiLion which holds that sovereignty is
a matter of exclusively external concern. Thi-s is not
t.he case. Although t.he writer rej ected above
Chowdhury's criticism of the ext.ernal / inLernal
self-determination division, it will be noted that
this was because the separation is a useful analytical
tool; it should in no vray be inferred Lhat the writer
endorses any substantive division bet.ween the Lrvo

aspects of the concept as a who1e. To continue the
metaphor started at the end of the last paragraph,
although the two acts in the state circus are discreet
and may both be performed simultaneously, they are
still- most definitely parL of the same show under t.he
one Big Top. Indeed the rel-ationship between
particularly the polj-tica1 aspects of internal
self-determination and sovereignty has long been
noted. fn L918 Woodrow Wil-son sai-d that u . . . the
settlement of every question, whether of territory, of
soverei-grflty, of economic arrangement, or of poli-tica1
relationship Ishould be] on the basis of the free
acceptance of that set,tlement by the people
immediately concerned"rll. Nayar states that paragraph
6 of t.he l-950 Declaration on Colonial Independence
"... constitutes an unambiguous affirmat.ion of the
applicabiliLy of the right of self-determination to
peoples inside the political boundaries of existing
sovereign and independent states in situations where
the government does not ... 1112 represent ". .. the
whole people belonging to the territory without

111 u.
Government

S. Congressional Record, vo}.56, part 9,
Printing Office, Washington, 1918, p.8671-.

G . K. Nayar, oF . cit . at p .337 f .
r12 M.
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distinction as to race creed or colour"11r. This is
al-so consistent with article 2I (3 ) of t.he Universal
Declaration of Human Rightslra in which Ehe u... will
of the people ... u is seen as not merely operative but
of fundamental importance within existing states. Such

an approach is also supported by those who advocate a

separation of the authority for sovereignty from Ehe

exercise of the concept. Such writers argue that' the
initial authority for a state's emergence onto the
international stage comes from the people within its
territory and that this, alonq with ongoing
international- recognition by other sLates, is what
justifies the state's continuing parEicipatj-on in the
international game. Similarly, Lhe wording of
paragraph 7 of the fifth principle of the preamble to
the Declaration on Friendly Relations!rs reinforces
this association between the political aspects of
i-nternal self-determination and sovereignty. In this
relat.ionship lies the fourth criticism of Teson's
conclusion that a narrow view of internal
self-determination requires that a people's right to
self-determination should expire when they achieve
statehood. If a qovernment's authority to function at
the international level is dependent on the ongoing
endorsement of the people whom it gloverns, then it
makes no sense to say thaL the right to internal
self-determination dies when the people achieve

rrr Paragraph 7 of the Colonial Declaration 1960,
Ioc. cit.

lla Loc . ci, at p.5 . See also M. G. K. Nayar, op.
cit. p.338 and S. R. Chowhury, oF. cit. p.80.

115 Loc. cit . ; It ef f ecEively protects stat,es'
territorial integrity and political unity from acts of
purported self-determination provided the states in
question are "... conducting themselves in compliance
with the principle of equal rights and
self-determination of peoples as descrj-bed above and
thus possessed of a qovernment representing the whole
people belonging to the territory . .. u.
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statehood. Indeed, if a state cannot exercise
sovereig'trty, i.e. cannot be a true state, without the
support of the people whom it governs, and if that
supporL is contingent on the sEate's continued
satisfaction of the peopl g I t desires i-n internal
political, economic, and cultural terms, one can even

argrue t.hat sovereigrnLy, statehood, cannot be achieved
or maintained without the continued existence of the
riqht to internal self-determination; sovereignty
depends on internal self-determination and if
acquisition of sovereignty was t.o destroy the right to
internal self-determination it woul-d in effect be

undermining its own foundaEions and desLroyingr itself.

(B) Teson says Lhat a narrow view of internal
self -determinat.ion means that " [p]eopl-e have t.he right
to create whatever f orm of g'overnment they want, no

matter how repressivgr116. There are a number of
points to be made here.

Firstly, it is hard to see how if a people have

the right to pursue its own cultural, economic and
political development free from all external
interference, iL can be seen to be repressing itself.
If a people has the right to pursue its political,
cultural and economic destiny free from exLernal
interference (i. e. the right to internal
self-determination narrowly viewed), that very freedom
of choice seems to preclude the possibility of
repression in respect of those spheres of activity;
the freedom of choice necessarily inferred by lhe
right to internal self-determination and repression
seem to the writer to be mutually exclusive. To say
that a narrow view of int,ernal self-determination
necessarily leads one to conclude that a people can

116 F. R. Teson, op. cit at p.881-.
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repress itself , is akin t.o arguing thaE. if A is black,
it must be white. Indeed, "repression" is a game which
almost by definition seems to require at least two
players and if a single people is standing on the
f ield alone it is hard to see how the grame may

proceed.
Secondlv, there have been no cases on this

corporate self flage)-lation. If a right to self
repression is a consequence of the narrow view of
internal self-determination therr it has not been
endorsed or recognised in state practice, nor
expressly identified in any international convention,
general or particular, as a rule recognised by states.
To Ehe writer's knowledge the link between a people's
riqht to internal self-determination and a theoretical
right to repress themselves has not received much

recogniEion by internat.ional jurists or academic
cofirmentators and as one of the ". . . qreneral principles
of law recognised by civilized nations"rl' such a

relationship does seem a somewhat unl-ikely contender.
Thirdlv, even if this unsung right to repress

itself was definitionally possible and was a

consequence of a narrow view of internal
self-determination, it is by no means clear that Ehat
is a bad thinq. The writer acknowledges that domestic
law analogies are not always valid in international
legra1 discussion but it is none the less interesting
to not.e that the illegality of masochism even to the
point of suicide, in Conunon Law jurisdictions is by no

means clearly acceptedl18. While crediting peoples
with a right to repress themselves may be as much an

1r7 Article 38 (1) (c) of Statute of thethe
loc.International Court of ,Justice, cit.

118 In R v Brown lL992l 2 W.L.R. 44L it was rather
controversially held that an assault was cornrnitted
even where the 'victim' of the assault consented. This
decision is currently under appeal.
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overstatement as ascribing to an individual a right to
chop off his own foot or burn himself with cigaret.te
butt.s, the conclusion that a narrow view of internal
self-determination necessarily entails the recognition
of a people's right bo auto-repression is not in
itself unduly condemnatory.

Fourthlv, even if one concedes that when Teson
refers in t.he present context to "peoples" he really
means "governments", and the writer is prepared to
make that concession, the assertion that governmentrs

should not repress the people whom they claim to
represent is in no way inconsistent with a narrow view
of internal- seJf-determination, That governments, as
opposed to peoples, may noE be as repressive as they
1ike, dt least not without the approval of the people
whom they are repressing, fol-lows from what was said
above about the relationship between int.ernal
self-determination (parcicularly in its polit.ical
aspect.s) and sovereignty. LogicalIy it does not follow
from a narrow view of internal self-determination
(Lhat ext.ernal interference in the domestic affairs of
an alien people should be condemned) that internal
interference should be endorsed. One can sti1l argue
that governments should be representative and should
observe human rights without necessarily compromising
a narrow stance on internal self-determination.

(C) Teson says of t.he narrow view of internal
self-determination that " Io]nce t.he people chooses a
polit.ical and cultural system, nothing in
internaLional law confers a right Eo change Ehe

system. rlre. There are two ways of interpreting this
assertion. The first is to infer from it that Teson
believes that if one adopEs a narrow view of inEernal
self-determination, one is bound to accept t,hat

tle F. R. Teson, oF. cit at p.881.
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self-determination is a one-off riqrht and once it has
been exercised no further changes to the cultural or
political system selected thereby are possible. The

second and more literal interpretation is that on the
narrow view of internal self-determination there is no

right to carry out any further acts of
self-determination, though such actions may stil-l be

effected de facto. IL is submiLced that neither of
these approaches can be sustained in the cause and
effect relationship with a narrow view of internal
self-determination alleged by Teson.

Firstlw, if Teson means to infer thaL Laking a
narrow approach to internal self-determination
necessarily involves endorsing t.he posibion that there
can be absolutely no chanqes to a cul-tural- or
political system once the rel-evant people have chosen
it, then if the causal link bet.ween this approach to
self-determination and t.he alleged conseguence is
proven, Lhe criti-cism would certainly have
considerable merit. To bring about such permanence and
inflexibility strikes the writer as a most undesirable
state of af fairs. However, this causal reLationshj-p
does not withstand scrutiny. ,.Iust because no

externally generated changes to the system would be
permitted does not mean that absolutely no changes are
possible. International law would surely still permit
changes to the system effected by internal means.
Changes to the sysEem may also be brought. about
externally in some circumstances. The right Eo

self-deLermination narrowly viewed and its " f1ip-side"
t.he corresponding duty incumbent upon states not to
interfere in the domestic affairs of others, has never
been taken to imply that a state may never take a

healthy interest in the affairs of its neighbours be

they stat.es or peoples. While the precise meaning of
intervention remains an elusive concept, it is
probably safe to say that the duty not to interfere

[.A\4' I TFRARY
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does not mean thaL states must igrnore the domestic
affairs of oLhers nor even that t.hey must regard t.hem

with complete moral indifference. The system of formal
international diplomatic exchange and the whole gamut

of irregular cultural exchanges promoted by a variety
of organisations show that int.erest in the internal
affairs of other states is not merely legitimate but
indeed to be positively encouraged. Similarly states
frequently express approval or disapproval at the way
events in other states unfold without breaching the
non-intervention principle. Indeed, sLates may even
act on their disapproval by making formal prot.ests to
the state concerned directly or to an appropri.ate
international organisation. They may also break off
diplomatic or trade relations. The narrow view of
internal self-determination does not even preclude the
possibility of using force collectively as in the case
of the Korean Police Action or even unilaterally as in
the cases of Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia where
assistance of a foreign power was sought. Only by
arguing that all such expressions are invalid and that
the only appropriaEe response to all affai-rs not
firmly within the international arena is complete
indifference and neutrality, a viewpoint not at all in
accord with international practice or opinion, can one
assert that the narrow approach to internal
self-determination absolutely precludes changes to t.he
cultural and political- system after their selection by
the people in question. The narrow view of internal
self-determination is by no means the recipe for
inflexibility and stagnancy which, on this
inEerpretat.ion of his words, Teson alleges.

Turning secondlv to the more literal of Ehe two
interpretations of Teson's view, stating that the
right to self-determination may only be exercised
once and then no more is a marginally more general
version of the argument that the right to
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self-determination expires when the people exercising
it achieves staEehood. The latter merely tries to tie
down, to sign pos[, the expiry more specifically than
its more general progenitor. The four arguments griven

above in chapter 3 . 2 .7.5 (A) apply muLatis mutandis to
this criticism as well; its margi-na1ly less specific
nature does not alt.er its invalidity. Achieving
statehood is accepted as one of Ehe ways in which
sel-f -determination may be exercised12o. Indeed, many

states are inclined to view Ehe other means of
exercising self -determination potentially avail-able to
peoples with considerable dissatisfactionr2r.
Theref ore, the argument that the right t.o

self-determination expires when the people exercising
it achieves statehood is a subset of the arqument that

120 Paragraph 4 of the f if th princi-p1e of the
Declaration on Friendly Relations states that " It]he
esLablishment of a sovereign and independent State,
the free associat ion or integration with an
independenE State or the emergence into any other
political status freely determined by a people
constitute modes of implemenEing the right of
self-determination by that people". The International
Court of Justice's Advisory Opinion on Lhe Western
Sahara case (International Court of Justice Reports,
1-975, pp.32 -33 ) gives the same options . See also
Pomerance "Self-Determination today: the Metamorphosis
of an Idea1", Israel Law Review, vol.19 (1984), p.310
at pp.327-30. Puerto Rico's association with the
United States and the Cook Islands' special
relationship with New Zealand are examples of states
which thus far have opted to exercise their right to
self-determination by a means something short of full
sovereign independence. On Puerto Rico see ,J. Benitez,
"Self-Determination in Puerto Rico", 57 Proceedings of
the American SocieLy of fnternational Law, vol.67,
p.7 . On the Cook Islands see c.A. Resolution 2064
(XX), of L5 December 1955 (reproduced in the Year Book
of the United Nations 1955, (L967) , p.574) .

121 For an example of the suspicion with which
some states view methods of exercising
self-determination other than emergrence as a sovereign
state see the views of the Conrnittee of 24 discussed
in R. Emerson, op. cic. at p.470. See also M
Pomerance, Self-Determinati.on in Law and Practice,
p.25 .
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the right to self-determination is a one off right.
One cannot argue the latter without also endorsing the
validity of the former, and as was shown above in
chapter 3 .2 .t.5 (A) , such endorsemenL cannot be

sustained under scruEiny.

(D) Teson also argues that on a narrow view of
internal self-deLermination a people may u... freely
pursue their economic, social and cultural
development" even where that. pursuit would reduce to
meaninglessness the remaining fifty-one articles of
Lhe IInt.ernat.ional] Covenant lon Civil and Politica]-
Rightslxr22. rL is submitted that the fact Ehat state
A is forbidden by the principle of self-deLermination
from interfering in the internal affairs of other
peoples, does not necessarily make the Covenant nor
its parent the Universal Declaration of Human Right
meaningless. It has already been noted abovelz3 that
the duty of non-int.ervention (on this view the "f1ip
side" of the narrow version of the right to int.ernal
self-determinat.ion) does not preclude a range of
actions by other states in respect of Lheir
neiqhbours, and indeed may even encourage them. Only
by arguing that al1 such expressions are invalid and

that every state should eit.her ignore altogether
events which occur outside ius own domestic
jurisdiction, or at least treat them with complete
moral indifference, drr approach which, as pointed out
above, is not at all in accord with international
practice or opinion, can one assert that the narrow
version of Ehe self-determination principle absolutely
precludes the continued validity of the Universal
Declaration of Hrman Rights and the fnternational
Covenant on Civil and Poli-tical Rigrhts as

722 F. R. Teson, op. cic . at p. 882 .

123 See above chapter 3 ,2.t.5 (C) at p.35.
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international moral norms. They may be limited Lo some

deg:ree but they will not be 'destroyed' and article 30

of the Declaration which deals with potential
conflicts between rights, was carefully worded to
a11ow one right to limit the operation of another,
precluding only the complete "destruction" of cne
right by anotherlz4.

(E) Teson also asserts that, a narrow approach to
internal self-determination "... often defines the
interests of a people in mystical or aggregative terms
that ignore or belittle individual preferencesul2e. He

citeslzt no lesser an authority than Karl Popper in
support of the contention lhat the internat.ional order
must 'r... ultimately protect human individuals, and
not its units or atoms, i.e., states or nations .ur2'7.

From this, he seems to argue, the narrow approach to
internal self-determination is undesirable. Thougrh

Teson does not do so, it is also possible to argiue
that this mystical, aggregative flaw afflicts not only
the principle of internal self-determination narrowly
viewed, but that it also attacks directly the cuLtural-
relativist position which that principle supports.
When one considers a people's right to determine its
own economic, social and cultural destiny, one is
compelled to accept some method for distilling the
people's view from the multitude of individual views
current within that population. .Tust bhe same, in
considering whet,her a particular moral norm is valid

124 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Ioc.
cit. , article 30. The article only st.ops one right
from bringing about the'destruction'of another
right; it does not say one right cannot Tinit another.

125 F. R Teson, op. cit . at p.882 .

125 F. R. Teson, op. cit. at p.883, footnote T0

127 F. R. Teson, oF. cit. at p.Bg2.
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within a given cultural group the relativist is bound
to accept some device for deciding just how that qroup
views the moral norm in question. Cultural relativism
generally and the narrow view of internal
self -determination thereby are bot.h bound to
"aggregate" the individual views of the members of the
group with which they deal. It does not seem to the
writer that this criticism is valid in either of these
cases.

Firs[lv, both make the assumption tha[ individual
right.s and interesLs are more j-mportant than
collective righEs and interests. This is perhaps an
accurate reflection of feeling in the developed west,
but. it cert.ainly is not the case in other parts of t.he
world. As Kiwanuka noLes ". .. the Banjul Charter at
least theoret.ically recognizes that all classes of
rights (political, economic, individual and
collective) are egual and synergetic"128. Irrespective
of which category of right should take precedence, it
has surely to be admitted that to argue the narrow
view of internal self-determination is undesirable
because it f ocuses on groups raEher t.han on the
individual, involves imposing a western moral value on
to societies which need not necessarily share it. One

can argue that aggregation and nqrstification are bad
practices, relativism and internal self-determination
narrowly viewed indulge therein, therefore relat.ivism
and the narrow approach to internal self-determination
are bad and universalism and the broader approach to
internal self-determination are to be preferred, but
the major premise of the argument. is by no means

agreed. To make the premise firm in the face of such
disagreement one either has to ignore t,he reality that

128 Richard Kiwanuka, "The Meaning of "People" in
the Af rican Charter on Human and Peoples, Ri-ght.s " ,
American Journal of fnternational Law, Vol.82 (1988),
p.80, dt p.85.
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not a1I of the world's peoples accept its validity,
clearly an unacceptable option, or one has to alter
the premise from a purportedly descriptive assertion
to a normatively worded proposition. Having reworded
the premise to read aggregation and mystificalion
shouLd be regarded as undesirable pract.ices (cf are
undesirable practices), it follows not only that any
conclusion based on that premise must al-so be
normative, but also that the truth of that normative
conclusion at Ehe end of the day will be subject to
the same conditions which justify reliance on the
premise; t.he validity of the conclusion can only be
sustained to the same extent that the major premise on

which it is based can be likewise justified. One must
therefore ask how one may justify the proposition that.
agEregation of ind.ividual interests should be regarded
as bad. It seems to t.he writer that t,here are at least
three possj-b1e rationales for such an assertion.
Firstly, one could argue Ehat it is legitimate for the
West to impose its own moral precepts on the rest of
the world because it has the economic and political
power to do so. Few today would support so bald an
endorsement of the cynical doctrine that 'might is
right' . The second alternative is to argue that
aggregation and mystification of individual interests
shoufd be regarded as bad because that is one of the
immutable laws of nature, God, or whatever. Again such
a proposition would surely receive scant support in
today's international community. The only remaining
alternative is to maintain that aggregation of
individual interests should be regarded as bad because
the international connrunity as a whole believes Eha!
to be the case. This proposition involves advocating
the highly doubtful assertion that int.ernational
affairs are conducted not on the basis of consensus
but on the assumption that an international rnajority
may make rules which are binding not only on
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themselves but also on a non-consenLing minority.
Moreover, even if the majority could so act, it is far
f rom cl-ear that the western view is in f act the
majority view. Furthermore, even if such an approach
to int.ernational affairs was defensibl-e and even if
the west.ern view did command majority support in fact,
it is logically untenable to employ the assumption
that mystification and aggregation of individual
interests should be regarded as bad because the
international comnn-rnity says they should, in any
argument which endeavours Lo conclude that
universalism is to be preferred over cultural
rel-ativism. This would involve an obvious circularity.

Secondlrr, even if one accepts that the individual
is more important than the group as a focus of
international law, and indeed it is probably true that
it has now been generally agreed that the ultimate
focus of international law is t.he individualr2e, it
does not follow that the protection of individual
interests must therefore be directly by international
organisations or external factional agency. The debate
over the respective merits of the two approaches to
internal self-determination (the narrow and broad
schools) is essentially one of means or agency. The
question is who is best to define, in terms of
economic, social, cultural and political developmenE,
what is in the best interests of an individual and her
group, and then to take whatever action is necessaaa/
to secure those interests, her own group or t.he
international community generally? Asking this
question is very different from asking whether

12e Yoram Dinstein writes that " [i]n the final
analysis, human beings are the subjects of all
international rights". See Yoram Dinstein, "Collective
Human Rights of Peoples and Minorities", International
and Comparative Law Quart.erly, vol-.24 (I9751 , p.L02 at
p.102 .
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securing individual interests should be the primary
objective of international activity. Proponents of the
narrow view of internal self-determination do not have

to argue that individuals are less importanI than
qroups. They can maintain at the same time that
individuals are the primary focus of internationaL law
and that their culturaI, political, social and

economic best interests should be interpreted and/or
secured by their own kind without external-
interference. Similarl-y, on a higher level, cultural
relativists can without fear of contradiction argue
t.hat the individual is Lhe primary f ocus of
international law and at the same time that the rights
which he has should be implemented and / or
interpreted by a culturally relevant grroup. Whether
the argument based on the premise that the individual
is t.he focus of international law is applied to attack
the relativist. posit.ion directly, or indirectly to
undermine one of its principal supports, the right to
interna] self -determination, the chargre that it is
i11ogica1 simply cannot be refuted; the basic point
remains t.hat one marksman may shoot at the same target
as another wit.hout necessarily conceding that his
weapon is in any way inferior to his neighbour's.
Focus and means in international 1aw are two distinct
concepts and both the cultural relati.vist doctrine and
the debate over the alternative interpretations of
internal self-det.ermination deal with means; whether
international 1aw f ocuses princi-pally on the
individual or on the group is largely irrelevant to
the question of means.

Thirdlv, even if the criticism is valid that the
cultural relativist. doctrine and the narrow approach
to internal self-determination both aggregate the
views of the individuals who comprise the group on

which those theories focus respectively, it is if
anything even more of a shortcoming in relation to the
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universalist cause and the broader version of the
internal sel-f-determination principle. If the Eask
confronting the relativist and the advocate of the
narrow view of self-determinat.ion is Lo distil a

single view representative of a cultural- or national
group respectively, the universalist and his a1ly the
proponent of t.he broad school of internal
self-determination, are faced with deriving a single
view from an even larger number of individuals. The
aggregation process required of a universalist is far
more extreme than that facing the relativist and, if
aggregation is undesirable then in crying "aggregaEion
and mystification" one points the finger far more
accusingly at the universalist camp than at the
adherents to the cultural relativist cause and t.he
narrow schoo.l- of internal self -determination.

(F) Teson says that proponenEs of Lhe narrow version
of internal self -determinati-on:

" . . . woul-d maintain that. in PinocheL's
takeover in Chile or Ho Chi Minh's takeover
in Vietnam, the peoples of Chile and Vietnam
exercised their right of self-determinat.ion,
and that the governments so formed are
immune from foreign interference even when
they deprive people of human rigrhts. It may
well be that self-determination, external or
internal, exists only as a collective right
that can be exercised jointly by
individuals. It is equally true, however,
Ehat self-determination is a human right,
not a right of governments, whet.her they are
headed by charismatic revolutionary leaders
or military dictators. Therefore, the right
to self-determination must ultimately be
ascertained by reference to the wishes and
rights of individuals. " 

130.

There are a nurnber of points t.o be made here.
Firstlv, neit.her cultural relativists nor

proponents of the narrow approach to internal

1ro F. R. Teson, op. cit . at p . 883 .
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self-determination find themselves under any logical
constraint to recognise the excesses commicted by
Pinochet and Ho Chi Minh as morally acceptable or as

legitimate exercises of internal self-determination.
An application of the basic tenet. of the cultural
relativj-st doctrine in either of these cases requires
one to maintain that the application and
interpretation of moral norms in Chile and Vietnam is
a mat.ter for the peoples of those two countries
respectively. If Ehe people of Chile regard the
actions of General Pinochec as acceptable in Chile
then that concLusion should be respected by the
international community. Similarly, if the actions
purported to be acts of internal self-determination in
Vietnam do in fact represent the Vietnamese people's
genuine vision of their political, economic, social
and cultural destiny their choice should be accepted
by the rest of the wor1d. rL is highty doubtful
however, that the atrocities committed by Pinochet and
Ho Chi Minh in Chile and Vietnam respectively were in
fact regarded as acceptable by bhe peoples of those
two countries in the moral sense or as accurate
reflections of the people's perception of their
political, cu1tural, economic and social futurer3r.
Even admitting the extreme cultural relat.ivist
position that culture is the only valid base for a

moral norm, t^he actions referred Eo by Teson would
stiIl be regarded as wrong. Just as the cult.ural
relativist is constrained to accept the people's right
to determine its own moral norms, the advocate of the

131 See for example the comments by a former
Chilean Member of Parl-iament on General Pinochet's
human rights record in the New York Times, 26 February
1877, p.19. See also the experiences related by two
Cambodian women at Ehe hands of Pol Pot's regime in
that country, New York Times , 23 December 1,977 , p.2 .

Neither woman evidently regarded the deprivations they
suffered as legitimate expressions of human rights as
interpreted or applied in Cambodia.
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internal self-determination is
constrained to recognise the people's right Eo

determine its own political, cultural, social and
economic destiny, but neither are obliged to
unquestioninqly accept that every measure taken within
a territory by any group, qovernmental or otherwise,
necessarily accurately refl-ects the people's views.

Secondl.v, even if one did accept that a

particular measure did accurately reflect the moral
norms of a territory or was seen by its people as a
legitimate act of int.ernal self-determination, one can
adhere to the cultural relativist doctrine and still
reconcile his position with the narrow view of
i-nternal self-determination. Under the relativist
doctrine a country can accept a people's choice in
respect of internal self-determination without liking
it and may acknowledge the currency within that people
of a particular moral norm without necessarily sharing
it. That these positions are legitimate in the present
international climate was noted above in section
3 .2 . 1 . 5 (C ) . It was also noted there t.hat. such
sentiments may even be acted on in a variety of ways
not falling short even of physical force. Again
therefore cult.ural relativists and proponents of the
narrow view of internal self-determination are neither
obliged to accept t.he atrocities of Ho Chi Minh and
Pinochet as accurate reflections of the moral norms of
the peoples of Vietnam and Chile respectively or as
legitimate interpretations of those peoples'
percept.ions of their economic, social, cultural and
political destinies, nor are they constrained to argue
that members of the international communiEy,
separately or col1ective1y, are precluded from
expressing and even acting on such non acceptance.

(C) Teson says:
"The self-determination principle has
traditionally been directed against
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col-onialism and various tangible forms of
foreign domination. It primarily guarantees
to people t,he right to establish their own
government and pursue their cultural
development without externaf j-nterference.
Yet external pressure for human rights
compliance has nothing to do with colonial
domination, imperialism and the other evils
against which self-deLermination was
conceived, An analysis of the purposive
dimension of self-determinat.ion, therefore,
provides no support for the relativist
doctrine, " 

132

Firstly, to say that the concept of
self-determination developed in the "colonial" contexL
is only half true. ft is certainly true that the flag
of self-determination,was waved with renewed vigour
during the post World War II period, particularly so
in the period between the 1-960 Declaration on Colonial
Independence and the 1-970 Declarati-on on Friendly
Relations, when the t.rend towards decolonisation
reached its peak. However, it is equally true that the
principJ-e of self-determination originally focused not
on those countries mostly in Africa, Asia and on the
Indian subcontinent now regarded as former colonies,
but. on the East European populations which prior to
Wor1d War I made up the German,
Austro-Hungarian Empireslrr. It j-s

therefore, that it is not entireJ-y true
that the principle of self-det.ermination developed in
the traditional anti colonial context; it developed
also and perhaps at a more formative leve1 in the
European political arena decades before t.he wave of
decolonisation began to make itself felt around the
world. The singularity of the principle's origin is

1r2 F. R. Teson, oF. cit. at p.883f .

rrr M. Pomerance, Self-Determination in Law and
Practice: the New Doctrine in the United Nations,
chapter 1, pp.1-8; W. Ofuatey-Kodjoe, op. cit. chapter
rV, pp.69-97.

Russian and
submitted

to maintain
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not as absol-ute as Teson infers, and any arguments
based on the purity of its conception must accordingrly
be treated with some care.

Secondlv, even if it were true that the principle
of sel-f-det.ermination had developed in the context of
bhe anti-colonial movement, and the writer concedes
not only lhat significant developments did occur
during those Eimes, but also that its origins
certainJ-y may be more appropriately sought in the
history of peoples' rights rather than in the context
of individual human rights, it does not seem to the
writer that, this justifies either the expliciL
statement thaE self-determination has "nothing to do

with" human rights compliance or the implicit
assertion that the separately developed individual
human rights should override Lhe peoples' right to
inter alia, cultural development.. Even if the right to
self-det.ermination developed in a different context
t.haL does not mean t.hat it should be inf erior; it
would be equally valid (or invalid) to argue that
because peas are grown in the North Island and carrots
are grown in the South Island peas must be the
superior vegetable. Not only would the relativist
challenge the validity of the impliciC value judgement
that the North Island is superior (that the field of
individual human rights is more fertile t,han that from
whj-ch collective rights have grown), since for the
relaEivist such judgements can only be valid for the
culture which formed them, but, even admitting the
North Island's superiority, it still does not
logically follow that that territory must necessarily
produce products which will always be superior to all
t.hose produced in t.he South.

Similarlv, the writer cannot. accept that "...
external pressure for human rights compliance has
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noEhing to do with colonial domination ... urr4. Both
involve a foreign power imposing particular norms of
political and social behaviour on a different cultural
group; the difference is again only one of value, and

as noted above, this is precisely the cype of
judgement which relativists say can have no necessary
validity outside the culture in which it is made.

Finallv, even if one could accepL that
self-det.ermination did develop in a purely anti-
colonial context and so completely separately from
individual human rights, and Lhat. that does mean that
the peopl-e's collective right to self-determination is
in some way inferior to individual human rigrhts, it
should be noted as Teson does, that such conclusions
merely make the principle of self-det.ermination
i-rrelevant to the relativist / universalist debate. It
does not directly attack the relatir,'ist position or
deal with any of the criticisms of the universalist
school discussed above, but simply denies relati-vists
recourse to one of the weapons which wou.l-d otherwise
be in their arsenal.

3.2.2 Cultural rel.ativism ie lruch more f lexible
than universaLisn

Cultural relativi-sm is much more f lexible a

concept than universalism. Flexibility is a desirable
characteristic because in an ever changing world
subject to constantly varying environmental needs and

natural resources, a flexible doctrine is more like1y
to be of on going utility in providi-nq a framework for
international moral behaviour than a more rigrid
doctrine. Relativism is so flexi-b1e Ehat it does not
even necessarily always confLict wifh universalism but
in fact can in some situations even reinf orce t.hat
approach. If a value is formed by a very smal-l group

134 F. R. Teson, op. cit aL p.883f.
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the rel-ativist doctrine would maintain t.hat that value
was valid for that Eroup but not necessarily for any
other qroup. As the group becomes larger and larger an

advocate for relativism would assert that the value
formed was valid for the whole of thaL ever increasing
population. Logically, if the group forming the value
is so large that it is in realiey the entire
populat,ion of the planet then relativism l,/ould hold
that that value is necessarily applicable Lo t.he whole
of that group, to everyone in the world, i.e.
universally. RelaLivism would in effect be flexible
enougrh to al-low f or a universalist stance in a

situation where ci-rcumstances demanded such an

approach.

3.2.3 There ie wideepread academic support for
cultural. relativism in international human righte
Marks expressly discounts temporal universalism as

empiricaJ"ly unsustainablelrs and Lehmann holds a

similar viewir6. Henkin examines bel-ief s about human

rights in Lhe United Stat.es, France, the Soviet Union
as well as China, Nigeria and Tanzania as reflect.ed in
their constitutionsi3T. He concludes that human rights
operate differently in each of these countries and
ascribes these variations to differing perceptions of
value and different, social, polit.ical and historical
experiencelrs. Gorecki accepls relativism. Although he

r3s S . P. Marks " Emerqing Human Rights : A New
Generation for the l-980'su, Rutgers Law Review, vol.33
(1981), p.435 ar p.439.

116 R.A. Lehmann "The Human Right
Conununication", New York Journal of International
Comparative Law, vol.4 (1982), p.83 at p.87.

73't Louis Henkin, "Rights: Here And There",
Columbia Law Review, vol . 81 (1981) , p. J-582 .

138 L. Henkin, op. cit. at p.L592. see also p.1-603
for the Chinese conception of human rights.

of
and
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calls it "historical limitatisnnr3a it is clear that
he regarded this as synonymous with cultural
relativism. He writes that " If]or each human right,
t'he conditions Ifor acceptance] are present in some

and absent in other societ.ies tr r40. Gros Espiell, in
discussing the right to development as a human right,
states that it is "a relative and dynamic concept"r4l.
Brugger restricts the universal character of human

rights to that part of t.he rights process which
involves claj-minglaz endorsing a relativist approach

other respectslar. The United States has been
steadfast in its refusal to ratify the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
Iargely, according to ALston, because it believes (in
error in Alston's view) bhat the values inherent in
that document are at variance with chose current in
thre united Statesiaa . AIst.on himself rej ects a

substantive list. of human rights in part because it

13e Jan Gorecki, "Human Rights: Explaining The
Power Of A Moral And Legal Idea", American Journal Of
,Jurisprudence, vo1 .32 1987, p.153 aL p .t66 .

140 rbid.
tar Hector Gros Espiell, "The Right of Development

as a Human Rigrhts", Texas International Law Journal,
vol.16 (1981), p.189 at p.202.

r42 W. Brugger "Human Riqhts Norms in Ethical
Perspective", German Year Book of Internat.ional Law,
vol.25 (L982), p.113 a[ p.115.

14't W. Bruqger, op. cit. at p.132 writes of human
rights as they are expressed in Ehe Universal Bill of
Rights that u . . . one has to t.ake into account Ehat
every culture will have its own way of filling these
words with specific content [and] Ehese will
dif fer in minor and major degrees in varying cultural
and hist.orical settinqs" .

r44 P. Alston, "U.S. Ratificati-on of the Covenant
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: The Need for
an Entirely New SLraEegy", American Journal of
International Law, vol.84 (1990) , p.365 at p .367 .
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be relevant, inevitably to varying
degrees, throughout a world of dj-verse value
systems"ras. Although Sompong Sucharitkul believes
that there is a hard core of universal rightsrao he

accepts a high degree of relativity. He writes:
"We five in a multicultural world, where the
ligrht. in which a person sees cultural values
depends on the social environments to which
he is accustomed. To admit the reality of
such a wholesome world is a giant step
towards a more tolerable concept of human
ri ohfs. If we are aware that a world of
dist.inct cultures exists and eventually
accept it, we will recognize and ultimately
toleraLe different cultural values and
therefore essentially different. concepts of
human rigfhts."147

Although WesEon accepts that human rights are a

regarded as a universal concept "in some sense"148, he

nevertheless insists that " Ii] t cannot be disputed
that, like all normative traditions, the human righLs
tradition is a product of its timeulae and concludes
that.:

In short, the legitimacy of different human
rights and the prioriLies claimed among them
are necessarily a function of context.
Because different people located in
different parts of the world both assert and
honour different human rights demands
according to many different procedures and
practices, these issues ultimately depend on
time, place, institutional setting, leve1 of

r45 P. Alston, "Conjuring Up New Human Rights: A
Proposal for Quality Control " , American ,Journal of
Internat j-onal Law, vo1 .78 (1-984 ) , p.507 at p. 615 .

146 sompong Sucharitkul, uA Multi-Dimensional
Concept of Human Rights in International Law", Notre
Dame Law Review vol.52 (L987), p.305, aE p.307.

147 S. Sucharitkul, op. cit. at p.305. Footnotes
omitted.

1{8 B. H. West.on op. cit. ac p.253.
14e B. H. weston, oF. cit. aL p.254.
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crisis, and other circumstance. "150

About rights more generally Diet.ze writ.es that " . . .
the law and the right.s it defines has differed a qreat
deal in time and spacsrl5l. Recognition of a degree of
cul-t,ural relativism in human rights was also
recognised by the European Human Rights Commission in
t.he Sunday Times Case. The court accorded a 'margin of
appreciaLion' to the law of the jurisdiction within
which Lhe case occurred, by which was meant that Ehe

court would tend t.o favour the decision of a domestic
court ej-ther to a lesser or greater degree152.

3.3 ConcLusLon
It is submitted that. from the above discussion it

is clear that t.he 'problem' posed by the cultural
relativism inherent in the system proposed in this
paper, is illusory. The system advocated does indeed
involve a degree of cultural rel-ativism but t.he
universal-ist criticisms of that position do not
wiEhst.and scrutj-ny. Moreover, the relativist stance is
entirely in accord with international legal practice
and instruments bearing on Ehe principle of self-
determinat.ion. ft is also flexible enough to aIlow for
a degree of universalism where circumstances demand

rso B. H. weston, oF. cit . at p .269 .

lsl G. Dietze, "Right Rights", American.Iournal of
Jurisprudence, vol.25 (1980), p.38 at p.54. Professor
L. Geer5-ng in a series of as yet unpublished lectures
on the nature of moral rights given in Wellington, New
Zealand, during October, !990, made the same
assumption that moral rights are relative, determined
by the social environmenE within which they operate.

1s2 The case is reported as ,
Year Book of the European Convent.ion on Human Rights,
L979, reproduced in Internati-onal Legal Materials,
vol.l-8 (t9791 , at p.931,. See also V. L. Wagrner, Human
Rights: Government fnterference with the Press - The
Sunday Times Case", Harvard International Law 'Journal,vo1 .21 ( 1980 ) , p.250 at p .263 .
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such an appro.ach, and has met with consi erable
aeadernic and soxne international judicial endorsemenL
as wel1. It will furEher be shovrn in chaBter four that
a culturally re'latlve approach to in"ternaEional humen

ri.ghLs is also consisEeRt, with the vers,ion of Ehe

heavilSr,enFiricel, pracLice orient'ed constructivist,
righes theorlr advoeaLed Eherein. Far from c<nnprising
an obisLacle to the ef f icac11 of Lhe system for
regulaEing internabional- broadc,asL,Lng propoeed in Ehj.s

BaBer, iLs j.nherent culEuraL relaLivisn provides iE
with addibional strength.
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4. Another ProbLem With ,lIhe Regrulatory Regine
Proposed: Definition between claeees 2 and 3 Riqrhts

The methcd for regulating international broadcasting
activities proposed in this paper is afflict.ed by t.wo

main problems. The first was that of relativism in the
application and interpretation of internatj-onal hurnan

ri-ghts and this issue was discussed, and resolved, in
chapter three. The second and perhaps most perplexingr
problem facing t,he broadcasting reqime suggested here
relates to the correlation between rights and dut.ies,
and it is this Lhorny topic which constitutes t.he

subject matter of this chapter.

4.1 Ttre problen erplained
The met.hod f or regulating inLernaticnal

broadcasting activities proposed in this paper
involves classifying programmes broadcast across
borders according to their content. Some material is
prohibj-ted because it j-s propaganda or injurious to
public health, public order, or nationaf security.
This material is contained in class one. In class two
are prograflrmes which are not objectively factual (by

design or otherwise) or not broadcast to achieve a

number of high minded ideals such as Ehe furtherance
of peace, international cooperation, well being and
the like. The prograrrnes in this class are entitled eo
protection by a right to freedom of expression against
interference but only so long as Lhey pose no threat
to the cultural identity of those receiving the
broadcast. The third and final type of progranme
consists of material which is objectively factual and
which is broadcast with a view to furthering the
causes of international peace, security, well being
and so forth. Proqrammes in this categrory are entitled
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to unconditional protection by the right to freedom of
expression from interference.

This classification of progranme content is
suggested by the proceedings of t.he various
international organisations responsible for drafting
the provisions in Ehe Universal Declaration of Human

Rights and the subsequent International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights in so far as Ehey relate to
the right to freedom of expression. Those same

proceedings however appear to show that this method of
classifying programmes is based on the understanding
t.hat the right to freedom of expression is dependant
on the right hoLder's sat.isfactory fulfrlment of a

moral or legal duty to broadcast objectively factual
material for high minded purposes. For the sake of
brevj-ty this view will be caLled Ehe contingent
approach Lo international human rj-ghts because it
makes an individual's ent.it.lement Eo the righbs set
ouL in t.he Universal Declaration of Human Rights
contingent on something more than his merely being
human. The problem is that traditionally human rights
have been seen as rights to which individuals are
entitled simply by virtue of their being human, raLher
t.han because they belong to a particular class or have
performed certain actions thereby earning the
particular human right j-n question. The conception of
human rights entertained by the bodies with primary
responsibility for drafting the right to freedom of
expression in the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights and in t.he Int.ernational Covenant on Civil and
Politica1 Rights, ds rights dependant on duties, the
notion that human rights are in some way earned, does
not t.herefore lie straight with the concept of human

rights as rights to which every human being is
entitled by vi-rtue merely of being human.

In essence the problem is how to reconcile the
traditional view that all human beings have the human
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rights set out i-n the Universal Declaraiion of Human

Rights because and only because they are human beings,
with the i-dea that the protection afforded by the
riqht Lo freedom of expression in the international
broadcast.ing context only embraces the broadcaster if
he or she satisfies certain conditions in respect of
the programme's content. Before t.ackling this issue,
Lhe writer will first. make a few comments about each
of these positions to demonstrate that the problem is
real-.

4.2 Traditionally hrrman rights have been Eeetr aE

right,s to which indLviduals are ent,itled eiq)Ly by
virtue of their being human

Maurice Cranston has spent many years working on
the nature and origin of international human rights
and it is his view thaL:

" [a] human right is something that. pertains
to all men at all times. Therefore it cannot
be justified in the way we justify rights
that are earned or are acquired by Ehe
enactment of special roles: human rights are
not bought, nor are they created by any
other specific conLractual undertaking. They
are not exclusive, they do not 'go with the
job'. They are said to belong to man simply
because he is a man. "1

'Jacque Maritain has expressed a similar view:
"The human person possesses rights because
of the very fact that. it is a person, a
whole, master of itself and of its acts, and
which consequently is not merely a means to
an end, but an end, an end which must be
treated as such. The dignity of the human
person? The expression means nothing if it
does not sigrnify that by virtue of nat.ural
1aw, the human person has the right to be
respected, is the subjecL of rights,
possesses rights. These are things which are

1 Maurice
23f; see also
Cranston, "Are
vo1 .112 ( 1983 ) ,

Cranston, What Are Human Riqhts?, p.
p.7 of the same work and Maurice
There Any Human RighEs?", Daedalus,
p. 1- at p.11 .
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owed to man because of the very fact that he
is man. "2

Hersch Lauterpacht traced the history and origin
of human rights and notes the parallel drawn during
the Enlightenment between the newly secularj-sed
natural rights and the physical laws of naturei. The

idea was that just as the laws of physics groverned the
physical world, so too did natural law govern the
metaphysical wor1d. ,fust as it was irrational to deny

that the earth revolved around the sun or that objects
dropped from towers always fal1 earthwards, so too was

it iruational to deny that human beings had certai-n
fundamental rights. Within this framework, to ask
whether a given individual had earned his complement
of human rights, is clearly nonsensical-; no rational
person would dream of asking whether or not an apple
has earned the rule that it must always fall to earth
when it drops from the tree.

Al[hough the whole concept of human rights has
not always enjoyed entirely uncritical acclaima, the
existence of human rights and their automat.ic
derivati-on from nature in the quise of natural law or

' Jacque Maritain, The Riqhts of Man, p. 37, cited
in M. Cranston, "Are There Any Human Ri-ghts? ",
Daedalus, vol .112 (1983 ) , p. 1- at p.11 .

t H. Lauterpacht, "The Law of Nations, the Law of
Nature and the Rights of Man", (1943)29, Transactions
of the Grot.ius Society, p.1 at, p.30.

a Bentham wrote that "Naturaf rights is simple
nonsense; natural and imprescripcible rights,
rhetorical nonsense, - nonsense upon stilts" (.J.
Bentham, Anarchical Fallacies, p.50L, emphasis in the
original) and for most of the nineteenth cent.urry and
until Ehe atrocities revealed at the conclusion of
World War fI the concept of rights was altogether
unpopular. Maurice Cranston describes how when Wesley
Hohfeld introduced the topic to his students at Yale
Law School, they petitioned the university authorities
to have hj-m removed (Maurice Cranston, "Are There Any
Human Rights?", Daedalus, vo1.112 (1983), p.L at p.2).
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from some natural attribute coilrmon to all men have
generally been treated as a package. Indeed, this
derivation is what is generally held to distinguish
human rights from other types of nore mundane rights
such as contractual or constitutional rights. Whether
they come about aut.omatically through the operation of
Newtonian rules of nature, divine edict, or rational-
deduction from God given premises (a11 of which have
at various times been labelled natural 1aw), the basic
idea is that they flow from some aspect of nature
automatically, without the need for any human

intercession or prompting, and to talk of human rights
being derived in any other, non-automatic wdy, is
almost a contradiction in terms.

ft is hardly surprising therefore thaL in the
atmosphere of renewed enthusiasm in which t.he idea of
human righls has basked since the end of World War II,
most people writing on the subject have persisted in
the view that individuals have human rights simply
because Lhey are human beings and not because they
have earned thems.

Sompong Sucharitkul- believes that in spite of the
existence of many different concepts of human rights
around the world, there is a basic core of human

right.s common to all peoples and culturesb. This

5 H. L. A. Hart, "Are There Any Natural RighLs?',,
Philosophical Review volume 64 (l-955 ) , p.175f ; Joe1
Feinberg, Social Philosophv, p.85. See also Feinbergi's
article on "Voluntary Eut.hanasia" in Philosophy and
Public Affairs, vo1.7 (1978), p.97; ,Jack Donnelly, -&9,Concept of Human Riqhts, p.9. The writer does not mean
to suggest that any of the authors cited in this
footnote necessarily endorse t.his tradit.ional view of
the origin of human rights, merely thaL Ehey noEe the
traditional view that human rights flow automat^ically,
naturally from nature, god or more mystical and
amorphous notions such as the essence of mankind.

o Sompong Sucharit.kul, uA Multi-Dimensional
Concept of Human Rights in International Law', Notre
Dame Law Review vol.52 (1987), p.305, dt p.307.
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coilrmon core is possessed by all men. Sucharj-tkul
defines 'man' in a manner very much in concord wi-th
the tradiLional view of the origin of human riqhts. He

writ.es that " [a] "man" for Lhe purpose of enjolrment of
human rights musL be understood in the biological
sense of "homo sapie.ns."?.

Louis Henkin gives an excel-lent sunmary of the
traditional approach Eo the nature and origln of human

rlghts:
"To call them human suggests that they are
uni-versal: they are the due of every human
being in every human society. They do not
differ with geography or history, culture,
ideologry, polit.ical system, or stage of
development. They do not depend on gender or
race, class or status. To call them "rigihts"
implies Ehat they are claims "as of right, "
not merely appeals to grace, or charity, ot
brotherhood, or love; they need not be
earned or deserved. "8

Richard Flathman writes :

"Writers in the natural rigrhts tradition of
thought have stressed the universalism of at
least certain fundamental rights. They have
argued that. certain rights accrue to persons
not. by virtue of any characteristic or
quality di.stinctive of them or their societ.y
but simply by virtue of their nature or
their humanity"e

This traditional approach also finds expression
in the Universal Declaration of Human Righls where the
"... inherent dignity and the equal and

inalienable rights of all members of the human family
is recognised r10 and where it expressly says that

t op. cit . p.31,3, emphasis in original .

8 Louis Henkin, "Rigrhts: Here And There", Columbia
Law Review, vo1 . 81 (1981) , p.1"582 at p .1,582 .

e Richard Flathman, The Practice of Ri-gh'ls, p.70 .

10 Human Riqhts: A Compilation of International
Inst.ruments, p.1, preamble, paraqraph 1.
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" [e]veryone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms
set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of
any kind, such as race, colour, sex, languagre,
religion, political or other opinion, nationa.I or
social origin, property, birth or other status."I1 The

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
similarly recognises that the rigrhts incorporated
therein u... derive from the inherent dignity of the
human person. n 12 .

The traditional view that human rights are
inherent in al-I human beings, t.hat they belong to men

and women because they are human beings, and do not
have to be earned, has therefore for:nd its way into
two international- human rights instruments of primary
significance, and is stil-l very much a part of
contemporary thinking on human rights.

4.3 The contingent, apgroach to interaational human

rigb,ts
The contingent approach to international- human

rights is supported by the United Nations Conference
on Lhe Freedom of Information. The Peruvian delegate
described the responsibility to publish the truth as
a "necessary corol1aryu to the right to freedom of
informationlr and the French delegate was of the view
that responsibilities "underlay" human rightsla. The

United States' deleqate, Mr Benton, rejected the idea
t.hat human rights should be subj ect to
responsibilities which he described as

11 Loc. cit . , p.18, articl e 2 .

Lz Human Riqhts: A Compilation of International
Instruments, p.18, preamble, paragraph 2.

Ir E/coNF .6 /c 1,/ sr./LL, 3!/3 / 48, dL p. 6 per Dr.
Reyna.

14 E,zcoNF 6/c 4/sR/6, sl4/49, dt p.2.
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'limitations"15, but the United States' proposal
regarding freedom of information as a fundamental
human riqht conceded that broadcasters at least had a
"... moral obligation to seek the facts without
prejudice and to spread knowledge without malicious
intent Similar concessions found their way
into the British proposallT and while Australia's Mr

Watt shared Lhe United States' concern Lhat human

rights should only be linked Lo "moral-" dut,ies, he
certainly seems to accept without question some kind
of rights correlation with duEies18. other
delegat.esre similarly enqage in t.he debate over
whether t.he duties in quest.ion should be "moral " or
" legraI " but do not apparently question the two
presumptions which underlie their participation in the
debate over the naEure of the obligations, namely
that:

(1) before a human being can be said to have the
human right to freedom of information, she
must perform some action; and

(2) this action is required of her as a matter
of duty notwithstanding considerable
disagreement about the nature of that duty.

ft is beyond the scope of this paper Lo fu11y explore
the issues raised by the second of t.hese assumptions
namely whether there is a duty to only broadcast class

t5 g/coNF.6/c r/sR/3, 25/3/49, p.4f .

Ib E/CONF .6/C I/t; see also E/CONF.6/C L/SR/1-3,
l/4/48, dt p.3 "... to seek the facts without
prejudice ... u and u... to seek the Eruth and reporf.
the facts ... ". See similar views by the griCish
delegation in E/CONF.6/C.L/4t, p.4 (article 4 (a)) .

tt e/coNF .5/c L/2, 24/3/49, article 22 (g) .

18 E/coNF.6/c r/sp./t7, 5/4/49, a[ p.3.
re E. g. Mr Dehousse f r^om Belgium E/CONF . 6 /C

4/SR/20, L3/4/48, at p.3; Mr Lunde from Norway E/CONF.
6/C 4/SR/8, 6/4/48, dt p.3.
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three programrnes and if there is whether it is a moral
or lega1 duLy. Those tasks are too major to undertake
in Ehe present circumstances. It is sufficient to
sustaj-n the thesis treabed in this paper to deal with
the first assumption that in a broadcasting context in
order to acquire t.he protection afforded by the human

right to freedom of expression a human being has to
not only be human but also has to perform some action,
specifically to broadcast an objectively factual
programne with a view to furthering one or more of the
aims expressed for example in Lhe preamble to the
Chart.er of the United Nations. Nevertheless, because
the second assumption identified above presupposes the
first, support for the view that satisfactory
performance of a duty underlies access to the
protection afforded by the right to freedom of
expression will be considered.

The Economic and Social Council's Commission on

Human Rights through its Sub Commission on Freedom of
Information and the Press supported t.he correlation of
rights and duties in the field of international- human

rj-ghts . Mr Lomakin f rom the Soviet Union argued that:
"Rights should be counterbalanced by duties.
Freedom also presupposes responsibility.
Without definable obliqations and
responsibilities freedom of information may
and in practice frequently does, turn into
freedom of non information. r.2o

This same correlation between rights and duties was

endorsed by the French representative M. Geraud21, the

20 e/cN.4/sub .L/37 , p.2. see also E/CN.4/Sub .t/30,
p.2 .

2t E/cN.4/sub .r/ sr'/2s ,
E/CN.4/Sub.1-lSR.43 6/2/ 48, p.4
p.4 .

p.At. See also
and E/CN.4/80, 6/2/48,
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Czech deleqate22 who described the two concepts as

"inseparable", as well as by the representaEives of a

number of other countries2s including the United
States2a. They affirmed their views on this point in
a number of resolutions of the Sub Commission2s and in
United Nations General Assembly Resolution 59 (I) which
stated that the fundamental human righ[ of Freedom of
Information u... requires as a basic discipline the
moral obligat.ion to seek the facts wi-thoub prejudi-ce
and t.o spread knowledge without malicious intent"26.

The link between duties and human rights was also
endorsed by a number of the experts consulted at the
time by UNESCO which in turn passed their t.hougrhts on

to the Human Rights Commission's Sub Commission on
Freedom of Information and the Press. Rene Maheu,

UNESCO representative to thaL body, believed that
freedom implies responsibilityzT and both Mr

HaJ-perin28 of t.he Co-ordinating Board of .fewish

lz E/CN.4/Sub.1,/5P'.26, 20/I/48, at p.4. See also
E/CN.4/5R.36, 30/AI/48, p.2 and E/CN.4/Sub.1/SR.39,
3/2/48, p.5 as well as E/CN.4/Sub.t/50, 2I/1/48, p.1.

2't Uruguay E/CN.4/Sub.1/SR.26, p.3; Canada
E/CN.4/Sub.t/5L, 28/L/48, p.6 and
E/CN.4/Sub.L/6LlRev.1, 2/2/48, tr.1; Britain
E/CN. 4/Sub .L/ 49lRev.1, F.2 ; E/CN.4/Sub .t/39, !9 / 0t/ 48,
p.zf & 5.

24 Per Mr Chaf ee E/CN.4/Sub .L/5R.42 , 3 /2 / 48, p.2
".. . every right entails corresponding limitations

2s E/cN.4/sub.r/sR.44, Lo/2/48, p.4f where the
link was accepEed 7 to 3; E/CN.4/Sub.1/SR.45, 6/2/48,
p.4 where it was accepted L0 to nil with one
abstention that " [t]he righE to Freedom of Expression
also confers upon all who enjoy it the moral
obligation to te1l the t.rut,h wiehout prejudice and to
spread knowledge without malicious intent ... ".

26 United Nations Year Book l-945-47,

t' E/cN.4/sub .t/ 49 , 2L/ 0L/ 48, p.zf .

2e E/cN.4/sub.1/sR.28, p.2.

p.L7 5
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Organisations and ,Jacque Maritain2e, a French
academic, opined that all human rights should be

conditioned by reference to the utilitarian yard stick
the "cornmon good". Mahatma Gandhi's view (contained in
a letter to ,Julian Huxley) was thaL u . . . all rigihts to
be deserved and preserved come from duty well done

... " and that it is possible u... to correlate every
ri rrht Fn c.-Jme corresponding duLy to be first
rrorf nrmod ,,3o

While there clearly was much debate about the
nature and extent of the duties attendant on the human

right which was eventually to emerge as the riqht to
freedom of expression in the Universal Declaration of
Human Riqhts and the Int.ernational Covenant on Civil-
and Political Rigrhts, there was apparently little
question that. human rights were in some way associated
with duties. Again Lhis manifests an assumption on the
part of the delegrates to Lhe Sub Commission that some

a human being must perform some action in addition to
being human in order to avail herself of the
prot.ection afforded by the right to freedom of
information. Again, as noted above in respect of views
expressed in the Conference on Freedom of Information,
to attempL fu11 resolution of the argument over
whether this action was required by duty and if it was

what the nature of that duty is, is beyond the scope
of this paper. As stressed above it is enough for
present purposes to note the widespread acceptance of
the first. of the two assumptions identified above and
to address the problem posed by it when squared off
opposiEe the traditional approach to the origin of

E/CN.4/Sub.

E/cN.4/Sub.

L/AglRev.1, p.8.

L/49, 2I/t/48, p.4.
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human rightsrl.
It is possible that the deleqates to the

Conference on Freedom of Information and the Human

Rights Commission ' s Sub Cornrnission on Freedom of
Informat.ion and the Press, in making reference to
rights and duties, were not thinkinq of those concepts
in a 1ega1 or technical sense but meant their remarks
to be taken more in passing as vague political
assertions or ideals. However, while worCs such as

" right " and " duty " are j-ndeed bandied about in the
media and even in academia in the most i.1-1-defined,
generalised way, the detailed and prolonged nature of
their discussion in both the Conference and the Sub

Commission does not bear out this suggestiorr. IE is
evident from the records that both bodies were well
aware that the product of their labours wouLd
effect.ively define the content of instruments of
positive international 1awr2, such as the at that time

rr The nature of the relationship between human
rights entitl-ement. and duties will be touched on below
i-n chapter 4 .7 .4 .6 . The purpose of t.hat discussion
will not be to comprehensively address the issues
raised by the second assumption outtined above, but to
lend support to the version of constructivist rights
theory offered in this paper as a way of resolving the
apparent conflict beLween the contingent and
tradiLional theories about the theoretical source of
human rights. Strictly it is sufficient to simply
demonstrate that that version of constructivist rights
theory is prima facie defensible and Ehat therefore
the guidelines suggested in this paper for addressing
i-nternational broadcasting disputes do not amount tojurisprudential heresy.

32 Some delegates were keen that the Universal-
Declaration of Human Rights should have immediate
force as an instrument of positj-ve international law.
See for example M. Letourneau of France
E/CONF.5/C.1./SR/15, 3 /4/48, p.5 and Belgium
E/CONF.6/C.4/SR/2L, 1,5/4/48, F.5. Ot.hers, on the other
hand, hoped that the Declaration would set out the
principles and leave it to subsequent documents to
give them practical effect in the international- legal
arena. See for exarnple the UniLed States, and
Australia's position in E/CONF .6/C.L/SR/I7, L5/4/48,
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nascent International Covenant on Civil and Polit.ical
Rights. It seems likely Lherefore that both bodies at
l-east. thought that Ehey were conducting their debate
in a lega1 context.

George Panchias hlpothesises that:u... the nature of basic human rights,
unlike the nature of other kinds of rigtrts,
depends on persons enjoying a specific kind
of moral role - a role which is enjoyed by
all basic rights holders. Basic rights, on
this hypothesis, function so as to link
morally all those in such roles and, in so
doing, establish the context of human
participation required for the ascription of
basic rights to human beings."rl

Requiring "human participaEion" as part of the process
of ascribing human rights smacks of contingent theory
sympathies. It appears to make an individual's
possession of basic human rights dependent on his
performing some kind of activity, namely the
fulfilment of some particular 'ro1e'. Moreover, this
role is specifically said by Panchias to be a moral
rol-e; if a person does not behave in accordance with
the strictures of a particular et.hical system, she is
not. ascribed basic human rights. Panchias writes
elsewhere that u... P enjoys the full complement of
basic rights only when P enjoys a complex of roles
... u34. The implication is clearly t.hat if P did not
fulfil this complex of moral roles she would not
possess basic human rights. Panchias' analysis of the
structure of basic human rights therefore appears to
endorse a contingent approach to the possession of

p.3 and in E/CN.4/Sub.t/5R.26, 20/t/48, p.2
33 George

Human Rights",
at p .349.

la George
added.

E. Panchias, "The SLructure Of Basic
Law And Philosophy, voI.4 (1-985), p.343

E. Panchias, op. cit. at p.372, emphasis
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human righrts . rs

4.4 The potential eolutl.ons intsroduced
There are three ways of reconciling t.he

traditional theory of human rights with the contingent
theory evident in the system f or regru.l-ating
international broadcasting activity proposed in t.his
paper. Firsbly, one could arque that the traditional
approach to human rights is wrong. Given the long
history of the traditional approach, its incorporation
int.o a range of significant international- and domestic
instruments, and the imposing array of auLhoritative
commentators who have endorsed it this would indeed be

no easy task. The second way is to drive a wedge

between the existence of a right and its exercise. The

third, and in the writer's view the most probable
explanation is t.hat the delegates Lo the United
Nations Conference on Freedom of Information and the
Human Rights Sub Commission on Freedom of Information
and the Press succumbed to the confusion over legal
rights which prompted Wesley Hohfeld to embark upon

35 This conclusion is based on the assumpt.ion that
to 'enjoy' a moral role invoLves volitional- action on
the part of the al-leged right holder. Clearly, if one
could 'enjoy' a moral role without. being obliged to
act oneself, for example by being the object. of a
moral action performed by someone else, Lhe
requirement of the contingent theory that a right
holder earn his right by performing some action (such
as satisfying a duty to broadcast across borders only
mat.erial of a specifically desirable content) would
not be satisfied, and Panchias' analysis could not be
touEed as an example of a contemporary contingent
theory. It is submitted that. notwithstandingr the
rather passive import of the term 'enjoy', it is
strecching the limits of the English language Eo
describe as a 'moral role' any role which does not
involve positive action on the part of role performer.
To adopt a contrary view would require one to describe
the action of being assaulted as a moral role,
certainly a linguistic feat unlikely in the writer's
view to survive the definitional test of ordinary
usage.
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his seminal work on the nature of rights. Even thougrh
they understood that their discussions were of a legal
nature in that bheir efforts would ultimately be
embodied in an international legal instrument (the two
international Covenants if not the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights itself), the lack of
precision in t.heir thinking about notions such as
rights and duties led them inLo a conceptual confusion
which not only produced language which probably
misrepresents their thoughts on international
broadcasting, but may well have also prevented them
from identifying the last. remaining problems st-andj-ng
between the delegaLes and a workable system for
regulating international broadcasEing activity.

4.5 How separating ttre existence of a hunan right
fron its exereige ig auppoaed to remove the
inconsist,ency between the contLngent and t,raditional
approach.ee to international human rightg

If one separates the existence of a right from
its exercise. one maintains that all human beings have
human rights for no other reason than that Ehey are
human whether those rights be universal in their
interpretation and / or application or subjecL Lo the
variations therein which proponents of the relativist
cause suggesL are appropriate. One can also argue
without any logical inconsistency that the exercise of
those rights is a different matter enLirely and Ehat
whether or not a given individual j-s ent.it.led to
exercise his international human rights may weIl
depend on his carrying out some prerequisite action
(satisfactory performance of which may be demanded by
some sort of duty). Patricia has an international
human right to freedom of movement because she is a

human being, but whether or not she is entitled to
exercise it depends on her refraining from burgling
other people's houses, attackinq Iaw enforcement
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officers with fruiC knives, ot any of bhe other
activities which in Patricia's state normally result
in her being confined in gaol. As a matter of
observation such restraint in most sLates is required
by duty36. The cause and effect relationship beLween
Patricia's social behaviour and the exercise of her
human rights is a quite separate matter from her
possession of those rights in the first place;
advocating a cause and effect relationship between
(potentially duty satisfying) social behaviour and
rights exercise, and adherence to the view that anyone
who is human possesses human right.s, are not mutually
exclusive.

{.6 However, the trrit,er does not bel j.eve ttrat
eeDarating a right'e existence from ite exerciee iE
eittrer ueeful or theoretically gound

The criticism of the system for regulating
internaLional broadcasting activity proposed in this
paper j-s thaL it is inconsistent with the
traditionally held view that. human right.s are sourced
in humanity a1one, that human beings automatically
have them simply by virtue of being human. Clearly if
the division between a right's possession 1 existence
and its exercise is valid, it provides a defence to
this criticism. Therefore if drawing such a division
is valid, it support.s the proposal. However, as
supportive as it would be, the writer believes that
the division cannot be sustained.

{ .6.1 The worde ueed by the delegates to tsbe

16 That, is to say she would in most states be
compelled to exercise such restraint on pain of
censure. As noted above however, for the purpose of
this thesis it is sufficient that her exercise be
contingent merely upon the exercise of restraint
irrespective of the degree of obligation if any
attaching to that exercise, or of Lhe nature and
source of any such obligration.
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Conference on Freedom of lnformation and ttre Hnman

Right,s Conmieeion'E Sub Conmisgion on Freedom of
Information and the Presg do not auggeet a dLvision
between the exist,ence and exerciee of the rigrht tso

freedon of e:rpresgion
The language used by many of the delegates to

bot.h bodies is in many cases ambiguous, but some

clearly indicaEe Lhat the discussion was focused on an
individuaf 's initial entitlement to the rigrhr_ iLself ,

that is to the right's existence, and not on the
naLure of some subsequent restriction on its exercj.se.
The French delegate to the Conference on Freedom of
Information maint.ained that responsibilities
"underlay" human rightsrT and it is hardly appropriate
to describe a subsequent restriction on Ehe exercise
of a right as 'underlyingr' the right. The Soviet
Unj-on's representative Mr Lomakin argued that the
freedom in question "presupposes"ra responsibility,
again using language which clearly focuses attenti-on
on what happens prior to the riqht.,s creation rather
t.han on some later restriction. perhaps t.he clearest
indication that the Conference and Sub Commi-ssion were
looking at the initial acquisition of the right rather
than its subsequent limitation is found j-n the views
of Mahatma Gandhi. Gandhi was one of the experts
consult,ed by UNESCO which passed his conclusions on to
the Human Riqhts Commission,s Sub Commission on
Freedom of Information and the press. Gandhi wrote:

"... all rights to be deserved and preserved
come from duty well done From this one
f undament.al statement, perhaps it is easy
enough to define the duties of Man and Woman
and to correlate every rigrht t,o some
corresponding duty to be fjrsL performed.
Every other right can be shown to be a

It E/coNF.6/c 4/sR/6, 5/4/48, aE p.2.

'8 E/CN.4/Sub .L/37 , p.2. See also E/cN.4/Sub .L/30 ,p.2 .
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usurpation hardly worth fightingr for. ".re

ft is submitted therefore that the J-anguage used by
the two bodies primarily responsible for drafting the
ri-ght to f reedom of expression in the Universal_
Declaration of Human Rights and the accompanying
International- Covenant on Civil and Political_ Rights
supports a unitary approach to human rights and does
not support the view that a right and iLs exercise are
two separaLe t.hings. By focusing in its discussion on
how right.s should be limited, on evenLs prior to the
rights' creation, both of these bodies suggest Lha[
they did not entertain the notion that the exercise of
a right should be carved off from its existence.

4.6 .2 Making too much of conceDtual d,ivisione
introduced ae analytlcal toole can Lead to regult,E at
varj.ance with praetical internatl.onal oqrerience

While separating a right and its exercise may be
concept.ual-ly valid and a useful anal_ytical Lool, from
a functional point of view, making too much of t.he
possession / exercise division is, it is submitted,
dubi-ous. The risks entailed in taking analytical
structures too seriously have already been noted in
the last chapter, s discussion on t.he conceptual
division between internal and external-
self-determination4o. In that case griving substantive
life to the analytical division between inEernal and
external self-determination would result in having to
deny that matters of internal concern have any
relevance to the legitimacy of a state's sovereignty,
a conclusion clearly at variance with widely held
contemporarff vj-ews of sovereignty. That case shows how
letting Ehe conceptual structure designed to assist

3e E/cN.4/sub .L/49, zL/r/49, p.4 (emphasis added)
no See above, chapter 3 . 2 .L.5.
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anal-ysis come too much to the fore can pervert the
concept j-tself and produce functional conseguences
which are both unacceptabl-e and at odds with practical
international experience. Watson deals with the same

issue in somewhat broader context. He criticises the
approach to internat.ional human rights 1aw whiclr
relies heavily on academic anaLysis and maintains that
t.he acj-d Lest for international 1aw is the practice of
states. He emphatically rejects the "... repetitious
manipulation of secondarlf and tertiary sources . . . u4r.

The writer finds Watson's view of international law
excessively descriptive and retrospectivea2.
Nevertheless, the stress he places on what the players
on the international stage do rather than on u... the
undue emphasis on verbal sources ... "41 is sound, and
adds weight to the argument that analytical
reductionism in the international lega1 context must
be treated with no little circumspection,

4.5 .3 Dividing a right fron itE exercise hae very

41 ,1. S. Watson, "LegaI Theory, Ef f icacy And
Validity fn The Development Of Human Rj-ght.s Norms In
Int.ernationaL Law" , Law Forum, vol . ]-97 9, no. 3 L97 9 ,
p.509 at p.640.

42 Watson appears to be of the view that t.hej-nternational lawyer's role is primarily to describe
Ehe rules which govern how one state behaves towards
its neighbours. He limits bhe normative function of
internati-onal law. He writes that ' . . . in such a
decentralized Iinternational legal] system one cannot
give fu1l rein Eo a teleological, idealist or
naturalist approach to the substance of the 1egal
rules..." (op. cit. at p.635). When applying this
approach to human rights he observes human rights
abuses in places such as Cambodia, Chile and Uganda
and asks " [h]ow can anyone talk of an inEernational
regime of human rights, knowing what we know?" (J.S.
Watson, "The Limited Utility Of International Law In
The Protection Of Basic Human Rigrhts " , Amerj,can
Society Of International Law Proceedings 1980, p.1 at
p.s).

43 ,f. s. watson, oF. cit., p.609 at p.635.
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few positive advantages for the rLght holder,
eertainly not, sufficient to justify a practice wtr{ch
leaveg hu.man rigtrts Dotentially opea to serious abuee.

It is submitted that from a functional point of
view to say that individual A has a right to freedom
of expression but in situation X the law will not
permit him t.o exercise it, is essentially the same as

sayi-ng that in situation X he has no right to freedom
of expression. Whether he has never acquired the right
in that situation, has acquired it and then lost it,
or st.ill possesses it but may not presently exercise
iL, makes no difference to A; whichever method of
analysis is chosen, A is still effectively silenced.
What is given with one hand is taken away with the
other. The division is of no practical- value to rights
claimants.

It could be argued that such a division does work
to t.he right holder's advantage in that it enables a
judge to soften the bl-ow when denying a remedy to a

cl-aimant with whom he sympathises. The unsuccessful
claimant i-s supposed to find some solace in knowinq as
he l-eaves the court that he has a right, even though
it did him no practi-caI good inside. Donnelly has
picked up on this point assertinq that u... simple
lack of enforcement will not establish the absence of
a right"aa. He continues:

"For example, if a thief steals my car and
is never apprehended, I still have a right
to the car, as well as a remedy in the form
of Ehe police and bhe courtsr if the car
turns uF, it is stil1 mine, and f am
certainly better off with the police looking
and the threat of the courts serving as a
general restraint on thef t. Furt.hermore,
although unable to enjoy the object of my
right (the car), I still do have a right to
it and even enjoy that right, for exanple,

p.L6
44 ,Jack Donnelly, ALre Concept of Human Riqhts,
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in t.he 1egal remedies on which I draw. "a5

Donnelly's point is well made. It is true that
sympathy evinced by a judge obliged by lega1 principle
or precedent to deny a right holder an effective
remedy must be construed as be j-ng to the latter's
advantage.

Jan Gorecki views human rights as a subcat.egrory
of moral rightsa6. Accordinq to Gorecki when moral-
rights (which include human rights on his analysis)
are denied, this may engender subseguent feelings of
shame and guiltaT. While he is certainly writing of
what would be regarded as 'illegitimate' denials of
human rights, abuses, rather Lhan specifically of
situations in which a right is overridden by the
overwhelming demands of some utilitarian consideration
or by some more powerful conflicting right, the same

feelings would surely be evident in both sets of
circumstances. The judge, and those listening to hi-s
judgment, denying a righ[ holder with whom they all
sympathise an effective remedy, would surely feel
remorse at having Lo sacrif ice t.he right holder' s

interests in this particular case to the more
demanding exigencies of, for example, legal precedent.
Such feeli-ngs cannoe be disadvant.agleous to the right
holder; he is certainly better off with rather than
without Ehem, even if they do noLhing more than give
him the proverbial- moral high ground.

fn other circumstances dividing the possession /
existence of a right from its exercise may al1ow the
judge to follow a clear line of legal precedent
according one party to a dispute a given right, and

4s rbid.
45 Jan Gorecki, "Human Rights: Explaininq The

Power Of A Moral And Legal Idea", American ,fournal Of
Jurisprudence, vol .32 t987, p.153 at p .1"54 .

a7 Jan Gorecki, op. cit. aE p.L55.
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yet by preventing her from exercising it, to produce
a resulL which would otherwise grossly offend accepted
standards of substantive justice.

It is certainl-y meritorious to soften the blow on
an unsuccessful plaintiff in sympathebic cases and to
deny a morally offensive claimant an effective remedy
while retaining the integrrity of the rule working in
principle Lo his advantage. fL is also true that Lhe

sympaLhy of the judge and society at large in the
former case is of some advantage to the right holder,
and [hat the preservation of the community's mora.]-

fabric in the latter case benefits the whole community
as well as the person against whom the offensive right
claimant was claiming. Nevertheless, it has to be
asked whether such advantages are sufficiently
compelling to justify a division between a right and
its exercise which has no other more substantial
raiionale.

This is particularly so when one considers the
risk of abuse which such a divi-sion entails. Dividing
a right from its exercise opens the door for a state
to declare thaL al-l their ci-tizens without exception
have a given right, a right t.o f reedom of movemenL f or
example, and yet, by separating the possession of that
right from its exercise the state may detain large
numbers of people without invalidating ics claim to
have accorded the right to freedom of movement Lo aLl
its citizens without except.ion.

4.6.4 Other tlErea of rLghte are eeparated from
their exercige ao vrhy should not human righte be
gevered in thie way too?

It has been suggested to the writ.er that other
types of rights such as contractual rights, are
routinely separated from their possession by the right
holder in Conunon Law lega1 systems, and that if a

right possession / exercise division operates in
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respect of these rights, Lhe same division must or
shculd operate in respect of international human

rights. The writer disagrees.
There are three situations in domestic contract

1aw in which the exercise of a right is apparently
separated from iEs possession / existence. One is
where a court has establ-ished a breach of contract but
refuses to award damages on Ehe grounds that the
plaintiff has failed to execute his duty t.o mitigate
bhe l-oss he incurred as a result of the breach. The

second is the unenforceable contract. Unenforceable
contracts are an intermedi.ate class of contract
fall-ing in between void and voidable contract.s on t.he
one hand, and valid contracts on the other. Such
contracts are saj-d to exist but. are unenforceable, and
thus para1le1 Ehe human right. which exists but. which
cannot be exercised. Bot.h of these feat.ures of Engrlish
contract law appear to demonstrate a concept.ual
division between the possession / exisLence of a right
and its exercise. Additionally a third characteristic
of contract law which at least indirectly supports the
legitimacy of conceptually dissecting right.s in the
manner under discussion is the practice of analyzing
contracts in terms of offer, acceptance and
consideration. The argumenL runs Ehat if it is
legitimat.e to analytically dissect a contract it
shoul-d be egually permissable to conduct a similar
exercise in respect of a human right. It is submitted
that. all three of these argument.s are unsustainable.

Firstlv, drawing parallels between human rights
and cont.racts is an argument. by anaIogry, and such
argruments can only be sust.ained in so far as the two
things compared bear some significant likeness to each
other. A mechanic, for example, who has worked
exclusively on a one brand of motor car and always
found t.hat slmptom X is caused by problem y, is
probably on fairl-y certain ground if he predicts that
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symptom X on a different make of car is caused by the
same problem Y. His prediction is reliable because the
two vehicles are substantially similar. In relation to
rights it could be argued that both contractual and
human rights are rights and therefore are sufficj-ently
similar to justify the analog-y. The writer disagrees.
While both ttrtr)es of right are indeed rights and
t.herefore doubtless do share some common features, iL
is submitted that they are not similar enough, at.

least not in respect. of any of t.he three features of
contract law which purport to warrant the analogical
conclusion t.hat a human right's exercise may be
conceptually divided from i-ts possession or existence.
(a) A contract is based on promises and promises have

never been advocated as the theoretical source of
human rigrhts. It could be argued that promises
are at the very heart of soci-a1 contract theory
in Ehe sense that A promises to the staLe in
which he lives to obey all the laws in return for
the state's promise t.o respect his human rights.
fn this sense promises very much do ground both
contractual right.s and, in the view of advocates
of the social cont.ract theory at least, human
ri nh|- c!r:rr.Le.

The problem with this approach is that if
the st.ate is able to promise to respect A's human

rights, that presupposes that they already exist
at the time the social contract. is formed, and ib
is of course therefore logically impossible for
the promises exchanged under the social contract
itself to ground those rights. The theoret.ical
source of human rights must be found in some

place extraneous to the contract itse1fa8.
A variant on this approach is to argue that

when A agrees to obey the state's laws, he gets

a8 Diana T.
Philosophy, vol

Meyers, "Rigihts-Based Rights", Law and
.3 (1984) p.407 ar p.409.
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in return not a promise Lo respect A's pre-
existing human rights, but an actual grant of
such rights. Prior to the contract A has no

right.s at aII. This approach avoids the problem
of pre-existing right.s inherent in the version of
the social contract theorv discussed in the
preceding paragraph.

The problem with this approach is however
that it. leaves its advocate commitLed t.o viewing
human rights in an extremely posiLivist liqhE;
the only human rights a citizen has are those
rights accorded citizens by their state. Such a

view runs counter to the long and authoritative
tradilional view of human rights as due to every
human by virtue of the fact that he or she is a

human beingae. Furthermore given that the point
to advocat.ing the legit.imacy of dividing a

right's exercise from it.s possession or existence
is t.o find a way of reconciling the traditional
and contingent theories of human ri-ghts,
persistj-ng in this argument is essentially self-
defeating because by so arguing one effectively
undermines the traditional approach to human

righLs. If one is trying to find a way of having
bread and butLer, in endeavouring to acquire
butter there is little point. in adopting a course
which will see the bread ef fectively dest.royed.
Historically contraccual rights and human rights
have travelled different paths. Modern English
contract 1aw developed in medieval Eng1and50

while human rights developed from Natural Riqhts
in Greek poleis during the Hellenistic or even

4e See chapter
tradition.

4.2 for a sunmary of this

s0 Cheshire, Fifoot & Furmston, The Law of
Contract, 7th ed., pp.1-L7.
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pre-Hellenistic period51. Historically human and

contractual rights share little corTrmon

experience.
(c) Contract law developed through the domestic court

system while int.ernational human right.s developed
in an international political context. Contract
1aw therefore was much less swayed, or much less
directly at any rate, by the influences of
international affairs. So different are the
domestic and international legal systems Ehat
some posit.ivist writers have refused to accept
that international law is reallv 1aw at alls2.
Whi1e, in the writer's opinion, such
commenEators go too far, one would be hard
pressed to gainsay the basic point that the two
lega1 syst.ems are very dif f erentss.

Therefore, human rights and contractual rights
have very little in common in terms of Eheir
philosophical or t.heoretical source, in terms of
historical origin, or in terms of the institutional
medium in which the two concepts matured. None of

51 H. Lauterpacht, "The Law Of NaLions, The Law Of
Nature And The Rights Of Man", (t943)29, Transactions
of t.he Grotius Society, F.1 pp.2-9; B. B. Ferencz,
"The Future Of Human Rights In International
'Jurisprudence: An Optimistic Appraisal", Hofstra Law
Review, vol.l-0 (1982), p.379 at pp.-389; B. H. Weston,
"Human Rights", Human nights Quarterly, vo1.6 (1984),
p.257 at 257-252; E. M. Wise, "Comparative Law And The
Protection Of Human RighLs", American .Tournal of
Comparative Law, vol.30 (L982 supp. ), p.355 passim.

52 For example see H. L. A. HarL, The Concept of
@, pp.208-231.

s3 Both Louis Sohn and Ant.hony D'Amato advise
circumspection in drawing analogies from domestic law
int,o international law. See L. Sohn, "The Many Faces
of International Law',, American Journal of
International Law, vol.57 (1963), p.858 aE p.859. See
also A. D'Amato, The Concept of Cust.om in
International Law, p.I49.
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these considerations point towards any overt
similarities which justify drawing an analogy between
substantive English contract law and international
human right,s.

Secondly, even if contract. .Law was simil-ar enough

-'

in general terms to international human rights to
offer the potential for analog6l in some respects, the
reasons for the conceptual division of a conEract into
offer, acceptance and consideration, and for the
existence of a class of unenforceable contracts, are
in both cases enbirely peculiar to contract 1aw; the
development. of the analytical division of a contract
and the creation of a class of unenforceable contracts
are both attempts to overcome specific problems which
plagued contract law in a very real wdy, but which
simply did not, and do not, arise in relation Lo

international human rights.
Firstlv, the unenforceable contract in English

law developed to meet irmnediate and practical
procedural problems of the day, problems which simply
do not pertain to international human rights, and the
writer therefore contends that one simply cannot argue
by analogy to the domest,ic unenforceable contract
model, that the possession / existence of a human

right may be carved off from its exercisesa.
Turning secondly to the practice of analyzing a

contract in terms of offer, acceptance and
consideration, Cheshire and Fifoot write that u... the
doctrine of offer and acceptance first clearly emerges
in the cases in Adams v Lindsell in 1818 as a

mechanism for setting the moment of contracting

suffer from the procedural inadequacies which gave

s4 cheshire,
Cont.ract, p.205f .

5s cheshire,
Contract, p.1-3 f .

Fifoot

Fifoot

Furmston, The Law of

Furmston, .i![lglg_gE
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rise to the Statute of Frauds and the unenforceable
contract., nor do human rights demonstrate a 'timing'
problem parallel to that which gave rise to the
doctrine of offer and acceptance. Again therefore,
whatever conceptual common ground domestic English
contract law and international human rights do share,
the characteri-stics of the former which purport to
justify by analogry the separation of the possession
and existence of a ri-ght from its exercise, namely the
unenforceable contract and the doctrine of offer and
acceptance, are not shared by both fields of act.ivity;
the over al-l similarity between Ehe two is just not
sufficient to sustain the argumenL by analogry.

The third source of the analogy bet.ween

contractual rights and human ri-ghts is found in the
doctrine of considerat.ion. The doctrine of
consideration did not arise from practical procedural
difficulties nor from problems of timing, and the
cri-ticisms in the two precedingr paragraphs relating to
Lhe specific dissimilarities between the contracLual-
and international human rights therefore do not apply.
The doctrine of consideration could accordingly be
held up as analogical justification for the conceptual
di-ssection of international human rights. Clearly the
doctrine of consideration cannoL be seen as a direct
parallel to the separation of a right's existence or
possession from its exercise, since where
consideration is wanting there is no contract. In the
absence of consideration one does not say that A has
a right but cannot exercise it. Rather one says thaL
A has no right in the firsL place. The only support
the doct.rine of consideration can give to the
aforementioned conceptual division is that if it is
legitimate to analyze a contract as a promise with
consideration, it should also be equally permissable
to draw analytical divisions within the concept of a

human right. The strength of the analogy from the
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doctrine of consideration is therefore fairly weak and
indirect.

Moreover, in this regard it was noLed in Ehe last
paragrraph t.hat the reduction of the contractual right
into promise and consideration pertains exclusively to
the creation of the right. Even if one were to insist
on the analogry f rom the doctrine of consideration,
indirect as it may be, it would still therefore only
justify the reduction of a human right in respect of
its possession / existence, not to the whole right;
the doctri-ne of consideration could not be used by
ana1og11 to justify drawj-ng a lj-ne beLween the
possession / existence of a human right and iCs
exercise because that is not the division which it in
fact traces in respect of contractual rights.

The fourth and final characteristic of domestic
English conLract 1aw which could by analogDf justify
the separation of a human right's possession and / or
existence from its exercise is the so call,ed duty to
mitigate. The argument starts by noting that in
contract 1aw a successful plaintj-ff may be denied
damages because he has failed to mitigate the .Loss he
incurred as a result of the breach. It continues that
by analogy therefore, an individual may be able to
receive universal and unconditional confirmation of
his human rights, and yet sti1l be prevented from
exercising them on Ehe grounds that he has failed to
perform some specified duty parallel to the contract
1aw's duty to mitigate. A very neat argument which, if
the analogy can be sustained, parallels very closely
the contention that one possesses a human right purely
because one is human but that its exercise is
dependent on the right. hol-der performingl some posiEive
action. Tn this case that prerequisite action is,
moreover, required by a specified duty. A number of
points are worth noting briefly.
(a) Mit.igation is designed to match more closely the
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possession / existence of a right and its
exercise; the purpose of the separation in the
human rights context is to drive them apart.
Mitigation relates to the quanEification of Loss

rather than to the exist.ence of the l-oss itself .

This is another visible difference between
mitigating a loss in contract and refusing tc
al1ow the exercise of a human right, and t.hereby
undermines the validity of the analogy between
the two positions. Moreover, Dworkin has observed
that a right is a 'flat' mono-dimensional
creature. A right, according to Dworkin, is an
all or nothing af f air; it has no dept.h . In a

griven situation one has a right or one does
nocs5. one does not have a riqht a little bit.
Dworkin believes that this dept.h characteristic
is what distinguishes right.s from policies and
principles. YeL if the right to exercise
generat.ed by the satisfactory performance of a

corresponding duty is paral1e1 to the right
spawned by sat.isfying the duty Lo mitigate, it
should also have this quantitat.ive dimension; a

right to exercise would be like $1,000 in that it
could be reduced to smaller units and possessed
entirely or in part only. Parallel-ing the
exercise of a human right to the mitigation of a

Ioss in contract law sketches a picture of the
right to exercise at odds with Dworkin's
definition of a riqht..
In the contract context the duty which grounds
the right to exercise is generaEed by the breach.
Indeed it cannot exist prior to breach because
you cannot be under a duty to mitigate a loss if
there is no breach and therefore no loss. By

contrast in the human rights context the duty is

s6 R. Dworkin, Takinq Riohts Seriously, pp.22-28.
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supposed bo be pre-existing. This observation
constitutes another outward difference beLween
the mitigat.ion of a loss in contract law and the
denial of the right to exercise a human riqht in
the human rights context and thereby undermines
the legitimacy of the analogry between Lhe two
positions.
Upon breach the contract is terminated and the
subsequent interaction between the parties occurs
in a context broader than that marked out by the
original cont.ract. In the human rights parallel
the breach of a si-ngle human rigrht. on a single
occasion does not generally terminate the social
conLract. Moreover, if the social contract was

terminated the situation would essentially be one
of revolution or anarchy. Such is the environment
i-n which a subsequent duty prerequisite t.o a

riqht to exercise human rights would have to be
performed. It is an environment in which, in
social cont.ractarian terms, rights do not. exist
because t.hey are created by [he now defrrnct.
social contracts? and clearly cannot persist
independent.Iy of it. Furthermore, in such a world
the existence of a body capable of recogrnising or
sanctioning the exercise of any right which did

57 On the f ace of the matter Ehi-s takes what
appears to be a raEher Hobbesian view of the state of
nature. According to J.W. Harris, Locke believed bhat
natural right,s existed prior to Ehe social contract
and that under the contract all Lhat was surrendered
was the right to enforce the rights. J.W. Harris,
Leoal Philosophies, p.10. ft is submitted that a world
in which everyone has t,he righc to enf orce their
natural rights themselves, which is the pre social
contract world Locke describes, is a world of self-
help; Locke calls this freedom, Hobbes labels it
chaos, but in the writer's view it is probably mosL
accurately described as anarchy. Whatever appellat.ion
is chosen it is difficult to see how there can be
rights in a world where each person can Look only to
himself to enforce what he perceives to be hj-s rights.
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exist must be highly doubtful. Insisting on the
analogry between mitigating a loss in contract law
and denying the right Lo exercise a human right
stretches the plausibility of social contracL
theory, and since an endorsement of that theory
is implicit in the analoqyss, the ana1ogr14 is
ultimat ely self -def eating.

None of these points logically precludes the
analogry beEween contract and hunran righLs, but the
fewer observable similarities between the practice in
relation to mitigating losses and the way human rights
can be seen to operate, the less secure the analog.y,
and the less reasonable it becomes to infer conceptual
similarity; the less si-mi1ar two ani-mals appear
externally, the less analogical justification there is
for concluding that they share idenLical internal
organs. Tt is submitted for the reasons outlined above
that. the analog-y between contract 1aw and human rights
cannot be sustained generally, nor specifically in
rel-ation to any of the more particular features of
contract 1aw to which the analogy would have to apply
if it was Eo l-end support to the assertion that the
exercise of a human right is conceptually separate
from its possession and / or existence.

4.6.5 Dlviding a rigrht's exietence f,rom itg
exerciee createe the poeeLbLlity that a right to
Dossess freed,om of erqrreseion may have an orLgin

s8 While perhaps not logically required, dn
argument insisting that human rj"ghts and contract were
analogous in that t.he exercise of both types of righE
is dependent on the satisfactory performance of some(duty demanded) action, but that the possession and
existence of the right in the first place stems from
agreement in the case of contract and from some guite
different source such as natural law in the case of
human rights, would surely be implausible if not
downright incredible.
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different from ttre origin of the right Eo posseaa that,
freedom, but that doeg not mean ttrat that ie in fact
the cage, nor can such an inference be rationally
drawn

Dividing a right's possession from its exercise
does overcome or at least circumvent t.he problem of
reconciling the traditional view that human rights
subsist within all human beings because they are
human, with t.he conLingent theory apparently advocated
by delegates t.o the Conf erence on Freedom of
Information and the Economic and Socia] Council's
Human Rights Sub Commission on Freedom of Information
and the Press. However, j-n the process it creates a

different problem.
The conceptual separation of Ehe right to

exercise, for example, freedom of expression, from the
right to possess it means that the t.wo rights are
quite unrelat.ed in any substantive way. It is true
that there j-s a necessary relat.ion between t.he right
to exercise freedom of expression and Ehe fact of
possession of that grood, because otherwise there would
be no freedom to which the right to exercise could be
applied. But clearly one could have the riqht to
exercise freedom of expression without necessarily
having ihe right to possess it (as long as one does in
fact possess it). Conversely, and this is what. is most
important for the present purpose, one could have a

right to possess freedom of expression without
necessarily having a right to exercise it. The

conceptual separation of the right to possess and the
right to exercise does not preclude the possibility
t,hat the right to possess may exisL even where the
right. to exercise does not, and that is all that is
required to open the way for a reconciliation of the
traditional and contingent theofies about the origin
of human righEs.

However, it is one thing to acknowledge the
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possibility that a right to exercise may be sourced in
performance of an action by the right holder directed
by duty or otherwise. while the right to possess takes
its origin in humanity, but quite another to conclude
that. that is the case. On the face of the matter a

right to exercise and a right to possess are still
both 'rights' and one is tLrerefore entitled to make

the initial inference that they are probably both from
the sarne source. If this initial inference is to be
rebutted then some sort of justification must be

offered and the writer questions whet.her any such
justification is availabl-e.

One possibl-e oround for rebutting this initial
assumption is that the Ewo rights are different
because each springs from a different source. This of
course is clearly circular.

Another possible qround for rebutting this
initial assumption, is thaL the t.wo rights are not in
fact the same because one is a right to possess and
the other is a right Eo exercise. ft is submitted that
a substantive difference in the concept of right in
each case cannot be validly inferred from any
difference in the focus or object of each.

rn examiningr where rights per se come from, the
focus must surely be on the generic character of 'a
right', not on its more specific application to any
number of various objects. While it operates at a more
general level, the distinction between a right to
possess freedom of expression and a right to exercise
that freedom is rea1ly of no more sigrnificance to the
greneric character of 'a right' as such, than drawing
a dislinction between the right to possess freedom of
expression and t.he right to possess freedom from
arbiErary arrest and detention. Clearly a right to
possess and a right to exercise are different in Eheir
application or focus but thaL in no way suggests any
variation in the concept of 'a right'. The concept of
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a right enhances the avowed goods listed in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rigrhts and other such
instruments in the same way as a flash 1ight.
illuminates all the it.ems in a dark room; because the
f lash ligrht illuminates more than one obj ect is
certainly no reason at all to start. suggesting that
there is more than one source of ligrht. If one
supplies any number of values for x in Lhe
mathematical function f{x):x+1=y, one can generate any
number of solutions in terms of y, but at the end of
the day the function f (x) will still be the same; none
of the applications can possibly provide any logical
reason for challenging the constancy of the function
f (x) . It is possible thaL the function may be derived
in more than one way, but pointing to its application
to any number of what could be quite randomly selected
x values certainly does not prove the existence of any
such derivational difference, nor does it really give
rational grounds for questioning the sameness of the
apparently ident.ical functions. If Derek sees a man

outside an i-ce cream shop with two ice creams and he
throws one on the ground and eats the ot.her, is Derek
behaving rationally if he concludes that because one
ice cream is thrown on the ground and one is eaten,
therefore one may have come from a different shop? One

may have i-ndeed come from another shop, but it is not
sound to infer that from the use to which each ice
cream is put. So too with rights. If Derek observes
two thj-ngs bot.h ca1led 'rights', if he wishes to f ind
evidence t.o support his hypothesis that each has a
different, origin, he cannot look to the use to which
each right is put. If he can come up wiCh no other
evidence to support, his hypothesis, he is left with
very little to rebut the presumpt,ion that two things
both called right.s are in fact the same and that it is
consequently more likely than not that they bot,h come

f rom the sarne source.
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It f ollows f rom the above thaL whil-e it is
possible that a right to exercise freedom of
expression may well be dj-fferent from the right to
possess it, that. certainly cannot in any way be proven
by reference to t.he difference of application of each
right, nor indeed is iL a rational inference. The

wrj-ter acknowledges that the assumption t.hat two like
t.hings are probably from the same source is not the
strongest inference ever drawn, but submits that in
the absence of any counteractive evidence the
inference is legritimate. Moreover, it seems to be
concordant with the principle of like treatment for
like things5e. Feinberg notes t.hat this principle is
not only of considerable antiquity60, but also that:

" . . . many writers hold t.hat the principle of
like treatment for like cases is more than
simply one amongi many ethical principles
Wing for our allegiance, buE is raLher an
inst.ance of a more general principle that is
constitutive of rationality itself. " .

It woul-d of course be the case thaL if suf f icient
evidence was produced to rebut. the presumption that
the two right.s are the same, then the same weak
inference that. like things spring from the same source
and different things have different origins would
favour ascribing a different. source for each of the
two rights. As it is the two rights do appear to be
the same however, and Ehe latter weak presumption
favours a single source for Lhe two rights.

st rt is submitted that the legitimacy of such an
inference flows from the principle of equality as
understood by .Judge Tanaka in the South West Africa
case to mean that "... what is equal is to be treated
equally and what is different is to be t.reated
differently, namely proportionately to the factual
difference". r.C.J. Reports (1-965), p.305.

60 He traces the principle of like treatment back
to Aristotle. See Social Philosophv, p.100.
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The only other way of interpretsing the
geDaration of a right from its exercige ie logically
ungound or leavee the obeerver in a complet,e epietenie
void

The above argTuments in chapter 4.6.5 are based on
the approach thab the right is the constant and that
exercise and possession constitute two separate
applications of the right, i. e. the exercise or
possession is what the 'right' concept applies to.
However, if the possession or exercise is not operated
on by the 'right' then clearly the above arquments
cannot. be sustained. One can no longer argue that the
exercise or possession, as results of the operation of
right rather than causes as such, cannot affect the
nabure of the 'right' concepL and therefore, on the
presumption in favour of treat.ing l-ike things a1ike,
cannoL rati.onally give rise to the inference that the
right to exercise freedom of expression may stem from
origins rooted in human activity (to some degree
perhaps deontological), while the right, to possess
that freedom may sti11 derive from the fact of
humanity a1one. One is effectively interchanging Ehe

'right' and exercise / possession so that rather than
the 'right' being bhe subject acting on the object
(possession or exercise of freedom of expression), the
exercise or possession was the subject. and acting on
the 'right' as the object. The difference is subtle
but significant. ft is Lhe difference between relat.ing
the possession or exercise of a single riqht to
freedom of expression and relating two separate
rights, one to possess freedom of expression and Ehe

other to exercise it. As explained above, in the
latter case the freedom is operated on by the right
and therefore cannot affect the conceptual nature of
'a right'. Taking the first approach however, one can
on the face of the matter quite plausibly argue that
there is a substantive difference between possessing
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and exercising a right, just as there is between
possessing and using a shovel. One can possess a

shovel, even though one does not use it. Similarly,
one can have a right to freedom of expression even
though, whether as a matter of choice or compulsion,
one does not use it.

This is the approach apparently t.aken by vinit
Haksar. In criticising David Lyons, theory that the
possessor of a right to X is the person who benefits
f rom Xut, Haksar arg,ues that fail-ure to exercise a

right to X does not necessarily indicate thaE the
right holder is indifferent to X62. rn doing so he
clearly separates the possession of a right. from its
exercise. He writes:

"The very fact that you bother to exercise
your right. to complain shows that you are
not indifferent regarding the breach of
promise. But your having a ri-ght (as opposed
to your exercising it) does not in every
part.icular case presuppose that you were not
indifferent to whether others performed
their correlative duty. "63

However, there is a flaw in this approach. It
will be not.ed from the above that on Ehis approach the
division of a right from its exercise is seen as
distinguishing between on the one hand the possession
of a right to freedom of expression and, on the other
hand, the exercise of thaL sane right. In the passage
quoted above, it will be noted that Haksar is dealing
wj-th a single right whether it is possessed or
exercised. This is in cont.rast to
between a right to possess the freedom

distinction
question and

61 David Lyons, "Rights, Claimants and
Beneficiaries", American Philosophical euarterly,
vol . 6 (no. 3, July 1"9591 , p. i-73 .

62 vinit Haksar, "The Nature of Rights", Archiv
fur Rechts- und Sozialphilosophie, vol.64/2 (1978),
p.183, dt p.198ff.

a

in

63 vinit Haksar, op. cit. at p.199.
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a guite differentsa right to exercise that same

freedom. If Lhe distinction is beLween the possession
of a right. and the exercise of that same right.,
clearly there is only one right involved (whether it
be possessed only or possessed and actually usedos)

and therefore it is logically quite impossible even to
att.empt to locate two separate sources6o, one being
humanity alone and the other the performance of an
action by the right holder alone (be it motivated by
a sense of duty or otherwise) or some kind of humanity
based action (possibly deonLoloqically motivat.ed)
augrnented amalgam. If there is only one right involved
it can only have one source, and if both the

64 The only common feature of the two rights is
that they may operate on Lhe same object (freedom of
expression) which is not a commonaliLy which either
demands recognition of separate sources for the two
rights, or which justifies an inference that that is
the case sufficiently strong to overcome [he
presumption that like things should be treaEed alike.
The logical irrelevance of the object of a right to
its derivation was discussed in chapter 4.6.5.

6s It is obvious that while one may on this
approach possess a shovel but choose or be compelled
not to use it, if one does exercise (use) the shovel,
one must possess iL first otherwise there is nothing
there to exercise.

66 Stephen Hawking gives a number of examples
taken f rom Ehe physical worl-d which suggest that
Newtonian physical laws do not always hold true and
Ehat from time Lo time events occur which appear to
defy the dicEates of reason. For example an experiment
can be conduct.ed which demonstrates that light
particles can be in two places at the same time. See
Stephen W. Hawking, A Brief History of Time, F.58f.
Furthermore John Finnis has noted the paradox that the
rules of logic do themselves defy rational
demonstration since to apply the rules of logic to
prove the rules' validity would be clearly circular.
While it is possible that the rules of logic and
rationality do break down from time to Eime, and thaL
it may therefore be possible for a single right to
stem simultaneously from two conceptually disti-nct
sources, for the purposes of this paper, it is assumed
that such rules do operate consistently.
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tradit.i-onal view of the origin of human rights and the
contingent view thereof are Eo coexist without
contradiction, it cannot be by carving off the
possession of a right from its exercise.

Moreover, if the right is seen as Lhe object of
possession or the object of exercise, possession and
exercise are styled as matters of fact; either one has
a riqht or one does not, either one exercises it or
not. As mat.ters of f act, possession and exercise are
oevoid of any ethical- signif icance. .Iust as it makes
no sense to seek ethical significance from the
observat.ion t.hat Boris is a Golden Spaniel and Dobbin
j,s a donkey, so too one cannot draw ethical
conclusions from the fact of possession or the fact of
exercise. What. we are looking for in this chapter is
a way to explain how human rights can have an extra
base involving human acLion. This human action must be
promoted by some normative force j-n order t.o account
for the normative force of human rights. This
normative motivation for t.he acEion prerequisite to
bhe right holder's exercise of his human right, hdy,
but does not necessarily have to, be in Lhe nature of
a duty, but. it does have to invoJve some ethical
component to avoid having to try to derive a

normatively significant concept (human rights) from
two independent factual bases (the fact. of Ehe right
holder's humanity and the fact of his performance of
a specified action). C1ear1y, identifying as a
possible candidate for this second source something
which is completely devoid of any kind of ethical
significance, such as the fact of exercise,
deontological or otherwise, is not going to be of any
help at all. IE is logically impossible for any
normative statement, to premise a factual conclusion.
Hence reducing 'a right, into its factual components,
no matter how valid such dissection may be, simply
cannot assist i-n our quest. f or an ethical, perhaps
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deontological, pi1lar on which in part at least to
base an understanding of human rights.

One ob'iection can be raised to t.his conclusion,
namely that facts can have ethical significance.
Clearly facts can have ethical significance. When

three men in a lifeboat. decide to eat the wounded
fourth, the facts that they have been adrift for three
weeks without food, and that the fourth man is badly
injured and is most unlikely to survive the night in
any event, certainly do have ethical significance in
that they are relevant t.o the moral decision the three
healt.hy survivors must make. If facts can have eEhicat
significance then one cannot criticise the separation
of the possession of the right to freedom of
expression and the exercise of the same right on the
grounds that such separation deprives human rights of
the normative force which empirically they do have. It
is however, submitted that even though facts certainly
can have ethical consequences, and in [hat sense are
far from ethical-ly barren, facts cannot be ethically
derived. One can therefore aCopt the view that the
right is the constant and ttrat what distinguishes the
possessi-on of a right from the exercise of the same

right is the factual difference between the two,
namely the fact of possession on the one hand and the
fact of exercise on the other, and one can do so
without necessarily depriving the concept of human
rights of its normative force.

However, what one cannot do is use this
disLinction to provide a rationale for ascribing the
exercise and possession of the same right differing
ethicaL bases. The point to separating the possessj,on
of a right from its exercise is to make room beside
the traditional view that human rights belong to human

beings simply because they are human, for a second
(perhaps deont.ological) ethical base within t.he human
rights concept. The only feature which distinguishes
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the possession of the right to freedom of expression
from its exercise is factual. It must be, because the
right in both cases is the same, the right to freedom
of expression. Notwithstanding that the facts of
possession and exercise may have ethical con^seguencest

it is submitted that these facts cannot be based on

ethical statements. Drawing a distinction between t.he
possession and exercise of the same right on a factual
basis is simply irrelevant Lo the quest for a second
ethical base for international human rights.

This way of viewing the separation of a human

right from its exercise, seeing the division
represented by the disti-nction between the exercj-se of
the right to freedom of expression on the one hand and
Lhe possession of the right to freedom of expression
on the other, ds opposed to the distinction between
[he rigrht to possession of freedom of expression and
the right to exercise freedom of expression is
therefore untenable.

4.6.7 Dividing the Doeeesgion of a right, from ite
exercise ie difficult to reconcile with tsbe widel.y
held view that rights and cLaime are very cloee
conceptual kin

Haksar sees rights as u... demands, or claj-ms, or
complai-nts that can validly be made by the person who

has the right, or by those who speak on his behalfuoT.
This link between rights and cl-aims is widely held.
Joel Feinberg writes:

"The conceptual linkage between rights and
claiming or demanding has long been noticed
by 1ega1 writers and is reflected in the
standard usage in which "claim-rights" are
distinguished from mere liberties,
inununities, and powers, also sometimes
called "rights" with which they are easily

67 vinit Haksar, oF. cit., at p.1-83
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conf used. " 
68

In fact so close is the link between claiming and
rights, so nearly are they synonymous, [hat Feinberg
rejects as futile any attempEs to formally define one
in terms of the other6e. Indeed, he analyses rights by
examining the activity of claiming.

Jack Donnelly does not view righEs and claims as
quite so nearly synonymous. He idenLifies three types
of 'exercise' which he labels 'asserLive exercise',
'direct enj oyment' and 'obj ective enj olrment ' . He

writes:
xf choose the term 'assertive exercise' to
stress the makinq of a claim and the active

68,JoeI Feinberg, "The Nature and Value of
Rigthts", The Journal of Value Inquiry, voI.4 (Winter
L970) , p.243, dt p.249.

te Feinberg writes:
"As we shall see, a right is a kind of
claim, and a claim is "an assertion of
right, " so a formal definition of either
notion in terms of the other will not get us
very far. Thus if we are after a "formal
definition" of the usual philosophical sort,
the game is over before it has begun, and we
can say thaL the concept. of a right is a
" simp1e, undef inable, unana ly zabl e
pri-mitive. " Here as elsewhere in philosophy
this will have the effect of making the
commonplace seem unnecessarily mysterj-ous.
We would be better advised not to attempt a
f ormal def inition of either " ri-ght " or
"cIaim, " but rather to use the idea of a
claim in informal elucidation of the idea of
a right. This is made possible by the fact
that claiming is an elaborate sort of
rule-governed activity. A claim is that
which is claimed, bhe object of the act. of
claiming. If we concentrate on the whole
activiEy of claiming, which is public,
familiar, and open to our observation,
rather than on its upshot a1one, w€ may
learn more about the generic nature of
rights than we could ever hope to learn from
a formal definition, even if one were
possible. " lJoel Feinberg, @,
p.54 .
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pursuit by the right-holder of the
enjoyment of the right and its object.
'Enjoymeflt', by contrast, suggesLs a
relatively passive role for the
right-holder. The terms direct and objective
enjoyment are a bit awkward, but. they do
hiqhlight important elements of such
transactions . 'Direct enj oyment ' stresses
bhe right-holder's enjoyment of the right
without the mediation of a claim. 'Objective
enjoyment' underscores the fact that only
the object of the right is enjoys6. r?0

f t is clear t.heref ore that. Donnelly believes that
rights may exist and be possessed even r,r'here there is
no actual claim to the interest embodied in the
right's object. Indeed, he makes the point that in
most situations where rights are 'exercised' no actual
claim is required because the int.erest making up the
object of the right is recognised and acted upon
before such a claim is needed, and thus u... assertive
exercise is in an import.ant sense the 'degenerafe'
case. "?l .

Nevert.heless, he still accept.s Ehab u . . . lhe
availabitity of assertive exercise is crucial to
distinguishing rights from other practices, and from
other grounds on which the same 'object' might be
he]d"72, and that " [u]nless I can claim somet.hing as
my right/tit1e, I simply enjoy a benefit, wiLhout
having a right. "73. It is accordi-ngly reasonable to
infer that Donnelly too sees right,s and claims (or at
least potential claims) as intimately connected.

Wesley Hohfeld, on whose work much of the
twentiet.h century's writing about rights is based,
describes the elements which make up his fundamental

7o Jack Donnelly, ,

lTack Donne11y, oF. cit . p. L5 .

rbid.

rbid.

11

p.14.

72
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jural relationships in terms of claims. Talking of
rights in his narrow, technical sense as the jural
correlative of duty as opposed to the wider generic
use which he saw as the source of so much judicial
confusionTa Hohfeld writes that " Ii] f, ds seems
desirabl-e, we should seek a synonym for the term.

"right" in this limited and proper meaning, perhaps
the word "claim" would prove the best.',?5. Elsewhere
he states similarly that " [a] right is one,s
affirmative claim against another, and a privilege is
one's freedom from the right or claim of another.,'7b.
Just as he describes the right-duty and
prj-vilege-'no-right' relationships in terms of
claiming, so too does he elucidate the remaining two
jural relationships which he reqarded as fundamental
legal concepts. He describes the power-liability and
immunity-disability relationships as the ability, or
absence thereof, to create or modify the right-duty
and privilege-'no-right' relationshipsTT and therefore

7a Having referred to the use of the terms ,right,
and 'duLy' Hohf eld writes that ,, . . . the above
mentioned inadequacy and ambiguity of terms
unf ort.unately ref 1ect, all too of ten, corresponding
paucity and confusion as regards actual legal
conceptions. " . Wesley Hohfeld, ',Some Fundamental Legal
Conceptions as Applied in ,Judicial Reasoningl,,, 23 yale
Law Journal (19i_3 ) , p. 1d, dt p .3 5f of the article as
reprinted wiLh other essays by the same author in

ta1 lied in
Reasonino and Other Leqal Essavs bv Weslew NewcomJc
Hohfeld, W. W. Cook (ed) .

75 wesley Hohfeld, op.
76 Wesley Hohfeld, op.

cit. at p.38

cit . at. p. 60

77 rbid "... a power is one,s af firmative
"control" over a given lega1 relation as against
anot.her ...u. Also at p.51 ,'[t]he nearesE synonym for
any ordinary case seems to be (Iega1) ,,abi1ity" - the
latter being obviously the opposite of ,,inabiIiLy,,' or
"disabiIiLy. " .
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again, albeit indirectly, in terms of claimingtt.
Haksar says that "... you exercise your right

by making the relevant demands and complaints ...u7o.
If demanding or claiming is a necessary component of
a right (defined as a valid claim / demand), and
claiming / demanding is what constitutes the exercise
of the right, one cannot have a right without
exercising it. A right is created by a claim / demand,

that i-s by an exercise, and without that exercise the
right does not come into being at all-; a right can
only exist within its exercise or not at all.

It could be argued that Haksar may be wrong in
saying that the exercise of a right may be defined as
u...makingt'here1evantdemandsandcomp1aints
and that some other acLivity may constitute
'exercise'. Thab would mean that claiming could remain
an integral part of the conception of a rigrht in
accordance with the views of the writers cited above,
while stil1 leaving possible the detachment. of an

78 other writers who also identify rights with
claims include R. Bilder, "Rethinking International
Human Rights: Some Basic Questions", Human Rights
Journal , voI .2 (1-959 ) , p.557 at p. 559 ; B. H. Weston,
"Human Righls", Human Rights Quarterly, vol.6 (1984),
p.257 at p.263; W. Brugger, "Human Riqhts Norms In
Ethical Perspective", German Year Book Of
International Law, p.11-3 at p.1-35; F. Schauer, "Rights
As Rules", Law And Philosophy, vo1.5 (1987), p.115 at
p.11-5; H. C. Anawalt., "The Right To Communicate" ,
Denver .Tournal Of International Law And Policy, vol.13
(1984), p.2L9 at p.22Li L. Henkin, "Rights Here And
There", Columbia Law Review, vol.81 (1981), p.1582 at
p.1598; J. Gorecki, "Human Rights: Explaining The
Power Of A Moral And Legal Idea", American Journal Of
.Turisprudence, vol .32 (1987 ) , p. L53 at p.154; S. P.
Marks, "Emerging Human Rights: A New Generation For
The 1980s?", Rutgers Law Review, vol.33 (1981), p.435
at p.436; R. FlaLhman, The Practice of Riqhts, g.7L;
M. Owens, "The Notion of }Iuman Rights: A
Reconsideration", American Philosophical Quarterly,
vo1 . 6, no.3 , .Tuly L969 , p.240 at p .244 .

7e vinit Haksar, op. cit
8o rbid.

at p.199
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'exercise' composed, unlike claiming, of some other
quite different activity not critical in any way to
the creatj-on and fundamental existence of the right.
One could say in effect that an individual possesses,
for example freedom of expression, when she lays claim
to recognition of t.hat interest and that her capacity
to make claims such as this is a uniquely human

characteristic. In this sense she possesses freedom of
expression because she is human. At the same time
however, one could argue that she may only exercise
freedom of expression once she has performed some

other activity different from claiming and t.hat Ehis
activity may be prompted by ethical considerations
(possibly deontological in nature). In rhis way one
could identify two separate theoretical fonts of human

rights, one natural Iaw and one in (deontological)
ethical theory. However, if this is the case/ one musL

inevitably ask what else one can do either in addition
to, or instead of, claiming the supremacy of one's own

interests, when one 'exercises' a right. One must
first examine what happens when a right is exercised
so that any activities presenting thremselves as likely
pretenders for the crown of 'exercise' might be
ldenti fied.

Feinberg sees rights as a special type of
interest which has been transformed into a 'right,
when a claim for its superiority in a given context is
recognised and Ehereby made val-id. This suggests bhat
when 'a right' comes to issue, dt least two things
happen. Firstly, a claim is made to the interest
concerned, say freedom of expression. Secondly, that
cl-aim is validated by recognition accorded by the
system within which the claim was made. A third,
optional element in the 'rights, issue is enforcement.
Donnelly's approach is a little more detailed, but
essentially similar. The right is an interest which
can at least potentially be recognised in response to
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a claim. IE may however, in fact be 'exercised' in any
of the three ways described briefly above, namely by

'assertive exercise', 'direct enjoyment' or by
' ob j ect.ive enj oyment ' . Hence whereas Feinberg says
interest + actual claim + recognition + (optionally)
enforcement = 'a right' , Donnelly says interest
(object) + potential claim + recognition = 'a right'
which may be 'exercised' assertj-vely or by direct or
objective enjoyment. From these analyses there emergre

at least five activities which could play Lhe role of
a right's 'exercise'. They are claiming. recognition,
direct enjoyment., objective enjoyment and enforcement.
Haksar's presumpt.ion t.hat the exercise of a right is
constituted by bhe activity of claiming is perhaps
therefore suspect. If 'exercise' was the activity of
claiming, that would, as was noted above, idenEify the
right's possession and exercise as effect.ively the one
and the same thing, makinq it conceptually quite
impossible for one to speak of human rights as having
two distinct sources, one being essential humaniiy and
the other being ethically (perhaps deontologically)
based. However, if any of the other candidates for the
job of 'exercise' suggested on the basis of the
analyses offered by Donnelly and Feinberg could be
conceptually severed from the possession of a right,
and if any of these can be shown to be ethically
based, a solution is provided to the problem of
explaining how the right to freedom of expression in
the Universal Declaration of Human Right.s may be
sourced in untempered humanity as proponent.s of the
traditional human rights theorists would have it, and
at the same time, in the satisfactory performance of
some action motivated by eEhical concerns (perhaps a

sense of duty), dS is required by the contingent
Eheory of human right,s.
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The first scenario is that one possessessr a

right to freedom of expression by making a claim to
t.hat int.erest, and that one exercises that right when

it is recognised by the system within which the claim
is made. This position is untenable. FirstIv, it
appears to largely remove the distinction between a

right and a mere claim. Take the following situation.
Joe Ci-tizen claims that he is free to torture and ki1]
anyone he meets in the street. Clearly few observers
would accept that this act justifies the assertion
[hat Joe Citizen has a right to so act, even though
the world may prevent him from exercisingr that rigrht
by wit.hholding recognition of it.. Rather t.hey would
say that he has merely laid claim to the freedom in
question. Such acceptance woul-d be required however if
one were to identify the possession of a right as the
unauqmented act of claiming and the exercise of that
righl as the recognition of the claim's validity.
Common usage of the notion of 'a right' does not
support the assertion that a right's exercise is
synonymous with its recognition by the system in which

81 Whether the right comes into existence when the
act of claiming is performed or exists prior to that
and independent of its relation to a holder is a moot
point. Feinberg identifies righLs and claims so
closely that it is hard to envisagre a right having an
independent existence. Moreover his analysis of rights
as a special type of interest marked out from
interests generally by Ehe recognition accorded them
by the relevant system upon demand, makes the idea of
a right existing independent. of a holder (claimant)
very difficult; an interest of no-one is in the
writer's view no interest at all. For the present
purposes however, the point is irmnaterial-. Whether the
right is created first and then possessed at the Eime
the claim to it is made or whether the claim both
creates the right and at the same moment attaches it
to some 'holder', is largely irrelevant to Ehe debate
over the separation of the possession and exercise of
the right,; the issue in hand is the validity of the
distinction between the possession and exercise of the
right. and not between its existence and possessj-on.
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the possession generating claim is made82.

One counter arqument to the last mentioned
objection to equating claim and recognition with
possession and exercise respectively, l-ies in a more
subtle view of a claim. Clearly Joe's claim is
outrageous and can appropriately be labe1led a 'mere'
claim. However, if inst.ead of claiming f reedom to
torture and kill anyone he met, he had claimed freedom
to leave his house and walk on the public streets
wearing a green suit, one would be more inclined to
agree that Joe does have that right. In that case it
makes bett.er sense to regard .Toe as possessinq the
right when he laid claim to it, and then 'exercising'
it when recognition is accorded it by the 1ega1 system
refraining from censuring him when he does walk about
outside in his green suit. The difference between the
two examples is t.hat if the fi-rst the cl-aim made has
never been recognised in those circumstances before,
whereas in the latter society generally does refrain
from censuring people who walk about town in green
suits, i . e. generally does recognise the riqht.
Because of the st.rength accorded the latter claim by
its historic context, i.e from the fact Ehat it has
been recognised in simi1ar circumstances on so many

occasions bef ore, cofirmon usagfe dicLates that it is
acceptable to describe .Joe's claim as a 'right.' and Lo

regard its eventual confirmation as its exercise.
Because it lacks this contextual strength Ehe claim to
torture and kill cannot be described as a 'right' and
remains a mere claim. Thus, if one puts claims int.o
any sort of historic or temporal context rat.her than
just regarding them as disjunctive abstract events,
accept.ing recognition as the exercise of the right

82 Alan Gewirth writes that "... claims are
not in general sufficient to establish or justify that
their objects are rights". See A. Gewirth, "The Basis
and Content of Human Rights", Georgia Law Review,
vol.13 {'t979), p.1-143 at p.1148.
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possessed by maki-ng a claim to the interest addressed
by the claim, does not remove the distinction between
a right and a 'mere' claim; recognition is not
required to make this distinction because historic
context is quite capable of doing Ehat job in its
stead. It is not essential therefore thaL
'recognition' be reserved at the poj-nt of the right's
possession to perform that function. Recognition is
free to constitute the exercise of the right and offer
the possibility of a second potentially deontological
basis for human rights, thereby al-lowing one to say
without contradiction that human rights are bot.h
rooted exclusively in humanity (in regard to their
possession) and at the same time in the satisfactory
execrrtion of some action be it motivat,ed by duty or
otherwise (in regard t,o their exercise) .

However, a second cri-ticism of the position that
recognition constitutes the exercise of a right. is
that it also leaves the person or body exercising the
right (by recognising iL) in the position of not
actual-ly having the right and thus creates a logical
problem inasmuch as the exerciser of a right logically
must have the right in the first place or else she has
nothing to exercj-ser do we live with this logical-
obstacle or effectively deprive the right possessor of
his right?

Thirdlv and finally, and following from the last
point, it styles the exercise of a right as something
over which ultimately the right holder has no certain
control t if recognition is what constitutes t.he
exercise it would be more appropriate to describe the
recognising society as exercising bhe right rather
than the person who actually possesses it.

The second scenario which Lhe above rights
analysis (based on Feinberg and Donnelly) offers is
that the riqht may be regarded as possessed once the
claim has been made and has been recognised by the
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system within which it is made (and possibly created
at that stage toosr), and that it is exercised when
the right is enforced. Donnelly examines this approach

enforcement are quite separate issues."84. He writes:
"'Having', 'enjoying' and ,enforcing, a
right do go Logether. But they do not always
go together, nor do they always combine in
Ehe same ways; in particular cases, the
ccnnection is no more necessary than t.hat
beLween exercise, respect and enjoyment.
Therefore, simple lack of enforcement wilt
not estabLish the absence of a riqht.

"For example, lf a thief steals my car and
is never apprehended, I st.ill have a right
t.o the car, as well as a remedy in the form
of the police and the courts; if the car
turns up, iL is still mine, and I am
certainly better off with the police looking
and t.he threat of the courts serving as a
general restraint on theft. Furthermore,
alLhough unable to enjoy the object of my
right (the car) , f stil-l do have a right to
it and even enjoy that right, for example,
in the lega1 remedies on which I draw.,'85

The writer agrees with Donnelly; indeed the mere
existence of human rights ,abuses, palpably
demonstrates t,hat possession of a right does not
necessarily entail its exercise / enforcement
Donnelly illust,rates his conceptual separation of
possession and exercise / enforcement wiEh a real-life
example:

u.. . Soviet citizens do have a right to free
speech, in the sense that they have a valid(municipal and internat.ional-) Iegal tit1e.
But should Ehey actually claim the right,
the attempted exercise is likely to be

and states that the " [p]ossession
respect it receives, and the ease

of a right, the
or frequency of

above.

The Concept of Human Riqhts,

83

84

See footnote 81,

Jack DonnelLy,
p.15

8s rbid (emphasis ad.d.ed)
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f rust.rated by 1aw and poliry . Theref ore,
Soviet cit.izens don't 'have' a right to
freedom of speech, in the sense of being
able to enjoy it; their title is val-id but
not effective. Yet the fact that dissidents
and human rights activists do 'have' this
right/tit1e is what. makes Lhem such an
embarrassment; they are entitled to do what
they are puni-shed for doing - and everyone
knows lg . rr 86

An approach such as the one suggested by these
passages from Donnelly lends support to the argument
that possession of rigrhts and their exercise are Ewo

distinct concepts and that while one may possess a

right purely because one is human, one's exercise of
the right may well depend on other ethical, perhaps
utilitarian concerns or deontological, strictures.

Identifying the exercise of a right as its
enforcement would dispose of the first of the
criticisms levelled above at the scenario styling
exercise as recognition. Recognition, noL being
required to constitute 'exercise', would be free to
distinguish between rights and 'mere' claims, even if
the historic context of L.he claims was unable to serve
that function unassisted. However, the second and
third criticisms identified above in relation to
scenario one would sEill apply to scenario two. The

enforcemenL (i.e. the exercise) would still be in t.he

hands of some person other than the right holder and
the right exerciser would still be left trying to
exercise something which he did not possess.

Moreover, while Donnelly certainly does see
possession and exercise / enforcement as conceptually
distinct, he begins his discussion of possession and
enforcement of rights by noting that "' [r] ights imply

86 .Tack Donnelly, op. ciE. p.1?; at p.20 he notes
that " [e]ven the Soviet authorities only deny that
they are violating these rights; they too argue that.
Soviet citizens have them. ".
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remedies' is an old and valuabLe legal maxim"s?, and
regards the possession of a riqht in the absence of
its exercise 1 enforcement as paradoxicalss. If one
has a righL which is unenforceable ". .. while 'only'
enforcement is missing, enforcement is so important to
the practice lof rights] ... Ehat possession of the
right haIs] become 'paradoxicalr.rse. Donnelly seems

therefore to regard the possession of a right in the
absence of its enforcement, from a functional poini of
view at l-east. ds bordering on the illusory. Nor does
he suggest anywhere in his book t.haL enforcement. and
possession should have different ethical bases, even
if the conceptual space between the two could be
l-evered wide enough to defy the appellation
'paradoxical'.

The onlv other two candidates for the role of
' exerci se ' are direct and ob-i ect ive en-j oyment . At
first glance these seem plausible options. Recognition
is l-eft. to distinguish rights from claims (alone or in
conjunction with the historical context of rights
claims) and the right holder, not her society, can be
seen to be exercising the right inasmuch as it is she
who is doing the enjoying, be it. ,directly, or
'objectively'. Consequently society or its agencies
are not left in the position as they are in the cases
where exercise is identified with enforcement or
recognitJ-on, of purporting to exercise a right which
they do not actually possess. Furthermore, Donnelly,s
analysis seems to support this approach. He wriE.es
that " [aJ right-holder exercises his right, in the
generic sense of bringing iC into play,,eo and that.:

8t .T . Donnelly, op .

88 ,-T. Donne1ly, oF.
RO u . uonnelly, oP.

cit.., p.16.

cit., p.1"7tf

ciu. , p.19.
eo Jack Donnelly, op. cit . , p.13
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"... right-holders usually are free to
choose not to exercj-se their rightsi some
attempted exercises will fail and others
will be (justly) be overridden by other
rights or even powerful non-rights demands;
and so forth. "el

These passages suggest that t.he right in question is
Iatent. within the human being, waiting to be exercised
and that whether or not it is exercised, the right
itself will st.iIl be in there lying in wait, ready in
case it is called upon. Moreover, Donnelly points
oute2 thaL direct and objective enjoyment make up the
majority of rights exercises and in any search for a

characteristic feat.ure of 'a right' surely it makes

better sense to look at the normal or charact.eriscic
cases rather than the 'degenerate, exceptions.

However, the identification of either direct or
objective enjoyment. of rights with the right, s

exercise does not withstand closer scrutiny. Firstly,
it. will be noted that Donnelly styles assertive
exercise and direct and objective enjoyment as t.hree
subsets of 'exercise'. Assertive exercise involves
claiming and for the reasons given above that renders
it an unsuitable candidate for a righ[s exercise
conceptually separate from its possession. While by no
means logica11y impossible, it does seem odd that two
such subsets should be regarded as 'separable, whil-e
one cannot be so regarded. The position one is obliged
to take is Ehat when a right is so overwhelmingly
strong that it is recognised even before the holder is
obliged to demand the object of the right, iC has two
conceptually separat.e, potentially ethically distinct
sources, and yet when the right holder is required to
actually claim thaE which Ehe righL demands as his
due, no such division is possible. Since we are

,Jack Donne1Iy,

,Jack Donnelly,

op. cit. , p.15.

op. cit . , p.1-4f .

9I
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dealing here with an abstracted concept of 'a right'
we would on this approach be obliged to maintain Lhat
somecimes 'a right' can be separated from its exercise
and sometimes it cannot. Nob only is this position
afflicted by a most unsatisfactory imprecision, but in
fact it also does nothing t.o sustain the contenti on
that possession and exercise of 'a right' may have two
distinct bases at least one of which may be normative.
Asserting that a right sometimes has one source and at
other times two demands that one next ask when does 'a
right'have one and when two. The answer seems to be
thaL it has one source when the right is recognised as
so strong that t.here is little poin[ in actualising
the potential claim which underlies the possession and
perhaps even the existence of the right. Thus the
focus is cast back on the recognition element in the
righ[s process; the immediate source of the exercise
of the right is the recognition part of the cl-aim /
recogrnition amalgam which constit.utes the right, s

possession and perhaps existence. But the ultimate
source is the same as that from which springs the
possession / existence. It is only at the point of
recognition that the tree sometimes branches out to
create a separately identifiable exercisei even when
such branching occurs, quite clearly the branch has
the same roots as the trunk from which it spranq. One

can see exereise as being 'stacked on top of,
possession, and therefore, even if possession and
exercise are separable it is a 'horizontal, separation
rather than a 'vertical' one and it is only a vertical
separation which creates the potential for a two
pillared ultimate generic source for ,a right,.
Identifying that a cake and its icing are separate
items does not show that they are each sitting on a

different p1ate.
Moreover, idenEifying objective or direct

enjoyment as 'exercise, makes ,exercise, look more
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like a mere response to the system's recognition;
recognition is the real key to exercise and as noted
above recognition is outside the control of the right
holder making it harder to accurately describe the
latt.er as exercising the right.

Fina1lv, Donnelly clearly regards the assertive
exercise as 'real' exercise, describi-ng rights talk in
situations involving direct and objective exercise as

'inappropriate' and not 'sensible'er. Where direct
exercise is employed he writes that u... no right.s
have been exercised"ea and of objective enjoyment he
states that 'Ii] t is even misleading Lo speak of
enjoying rights here: if I 'enjoy' anything it is the
objects of nryr righ|s , not my rights.res. He thus
sees the direct and objective enjoyment of a right as
more of a consequence of the potential for the right's
assertive exercise, rather than as exercises
themselves. Neither direct nor objective enjoyment of
'a right' is therefore a suitable pretender for the
throne of 'exercise', and even if one of them were,
such a separate exercise would be 'horizontal' rather
than 'verLical', and therefore stil1 not spawn the
potential for a two pillared at least partially
ethical base for the concept of human right.s.

4 .6.8 Artiele 29 of the UnLversal Declaration of
Human Righte suggeete that the exigt,ence of hnman

rightg ghould be eegarated f,rou their exercLse
ft could be argued that article 29 (2) of the

Universal Declaration of Human rights supports the
conceptual separation of a right's existence from its
exercise. Article 29Q) states that:

" Ii]n Lhe exercise of his rights and

93

94

,Jack Donnelly, op.

.Tack Donnelly, op.

rbid.

cit. , p.14

cit., p.13
95
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freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to
such l-imitations as are determj-ned by law
solely for the purpose of securing due
recognition and respect for the rights and
freedoms of others and for meeting the just
requirements of morality, public order and
the general welfare in a democratic
society. " 

e6

This article expressly applies to t.he exercise of the
rights contained in the declaration and it could be
suggested that it therefore implicitly recognises the
validity of separating a right from iEs exercise.
Finnis appears to make this assumption. He restricts
the application of article 29 (2 ) maintaining that it
does not operate on some of the rights in the
Universal Declaration. Neverthefess, in relation to
the other ri-ghts in Ehat instrument, he implicitly
accepts that they should be restricted in t.heir
exercjse, by article 29 Q)e1 .

However, it is submitted that article 29 (2 ) does
not constitute an endorsement of the conceptual
separation of a rigrht's existence and its exercise.
The references to morality and public order suggest
t.hat the restrictions which article 29 (2 ) is laying
down are in fact the same limitations as were
discussed at Iength in the United Nations Conference
on Freedom of Information and the Economic and Social
Council's Sub Commission on Freedom of Information and
the Press and which have been f it.ted into the
international broadcasting regulatory scheme advocated
in this paper as class one restrictions. It was noted
in chapter two that these two bodies saw freedom of
expression as only applying to 'information' and t.hat
information was not seen as including material

e6 Universal Declaration of Human Riohts, article
29 (2) , 1oc. cit .

e7 ,J. Finnis,
pp.210-218.

Natural Law and Natural Riqhts,
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prejudicial to inter alia public order or morality.
This view does not style the 'restrictions'
constituted by the demands of morality and public
order as on the exercise of the right to freedom of
expression. It is submit.ted that it quite clearly
views the right t.o f reedom of expression as

inapplicable ab initio to such material. ft is not
that one has a right to broadcast snuff movies subject
to a restrict,ion on t.he exercise of t.hat right by
art.icle 29 Q) ; Ehe proceedings of boLh the Conf erence
and the Sub Commission demonstrate one does not have
that right in the first place because such material is
not covered by the right to freedom of expressionos.
The restrictions in article 29 (2) therefore do not
relat.e to the exercise of a rigrht independent of its
existence, but rather 'rest.ricts' the scope of the
right as a unified concept.

{.6.9 The separat,ion of a right's posaeesJ.on and
existence from itE exercige is therefore not, valid

The separation of a righL's possession and
existence from its exercise is therefore noL valid.
None of the activities involved in the life of a right
(claiming, recognition, enforcement, and direct or
objective enjoyment) can be separated from the
possession of the right, and it is therefore as
conceptually sound to argue that 'a right' may have
two ethical sources as it. is to insist thaL the one
tree came from more than one seed. The theoretical
division between a right and its exercise cannoE be
used to generate two distinct concepts which could
generically be labelled 'a right' , one with its root.s
in humanity iEself, nat.ural 1aw, human nature, and
other such amorphous notions, and the other in the
possibly deont.ological brand of motivist eEhics

eB See chapters 2 .2 and 2 .3
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entailed by the method of regulating international
broadcasting acEivity suggested by the United Nat.ions
Conference on Freedom of Information and the UniCed
Nations Subconrnission on Freedom of fnformation and
the Press. The conflict bebween traditional and
contingent approaches Lo the origin of human rights
remains therefore unresolved.

It is worth noting that. if this conclusion is
wrong, and il is legitimate to draw a distinction
between the possession / existence of a right and its
exercise, the division would favour Ehe system
proposed in this paper for regulating international
broadcast.ing. It would provide another line of defence
against the criEicism that system proposed is
inconsistent with the tradiLional belief tha[ human
beings have human rights simply because they are
human. However, the writer is of the opinion that for
the reasons given the division is erroneous. It is
accordingly necessary to take a closer look at the
jurisprudence of human rights in order to demonstrate
Ehat contemporary human rights theory is such t.hat it
can accommodate the t.raditional view of the origin of
human rights, while at the same time admitting the
core demands of the contingent human rights theory.

4.7 Theories about the orLgln of Human rights
It is submitted that traditional and contingent

theories about the origins of international human

rights are not incompatible and that this
compatibility reveals itself through a greater
appreciation of what goes t.o make up a right, and in
particular how rights may relate in two quite distinct
ways to duties. If one were trying to identify the
ingredients which go to make up a loaf of bread,
slicing up Ehe loaf into slices, no matter how thin is
not going to aid the analysis any more than tryinq to
slice off the exercise of a right from i-ts possession
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/ exj-stence furthers a better understanding of 'a
right' . One has to understand what goes into the bowl
in the first place and what happens in the baking
process. This understanding is either lacking or so
deeply embedded in their subconscious that mosL

writers on human rights find themselves arguing at
crossed purposes or tangled in an abortive and never
ending chicken / egg debate. Much of what has been
written about rights is sound but tends to be quite
narrowly focused, and if rights wriLers have slipped
up it is not so much in what they have written as in
their failing to appreciate the breadth of the concept
of a right and / or in their neglecting to put their
more narrowly focused contributions to the debate into
that broader picture. I shaIl try to suggest an
outline for just such a picture and to show that it
eliminates the problem posed by the apparent conflict
between E.he contingent and traditional t.heorj-es about
the origin of human rights.

4.7.L The intelleetual eetting of contenporary
human rlght jurigpnrdence

4.7.L.L Human righte are not gelf-evident
Diana Meyers not.es that " [p] roponents of human

rights long ago abandoned Ehe claim that any rights
are self-evident and set about accounting for the
rights they esteemed"ee. In fact the only school of
legal thought wit.h which 'self -evident, human rights

ee D. T. Meyers, "Rights-Based Rigrhts " , Law and
Philosophy, vol.3 (1984), p.407 at p.407. See also A.
Gewirth, "The Basis and Content of Human Right.s " ,
Georgia Law Review, vol . 13 (summer L97 9l , p . 1-143 at
p.1-1-43 where he writes of " . . . substantive arguments
which try to prove or justify that persons have rights
other than those grounded in positive law" that
" Ia] ppeal to posit,ive recognition is obviously
insufficient for answering these
questions " .

subst.antive
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is consistent is Ehat of legal positivismroo. A11 Lhe
other schools of thought. have sought Eo justify human

rights in some way or other notwithst.anding that they
do on occasion refer Lo them as 'self-evident' . For
example the American Declaration of Independence
refers Lo "cert.ain inalienable rights" as being "ser f-
evident"10r, yet at the same time, rights holders are
said to be "endowed by their Creator" with the rights.

100 See J. W. Harris, Leqal Philosophies, p.1-6f .

Intuiti-onist views of human rights are consistent with
Ieqal positivist theory. However, because most
positivists, such as Hart, regard some form of
externally enforceable sanction as an essential
el-ement in any lega1 system, a f eature not
demonstrated by the international 1ega1 system,
international human rights have received litCle
attention from 1egaI positivists. If t.hey had turned
Eheir minds to the subject, they would probably have
taken an int.ui-t.ionist approach just as they did in
relation to municipal law.

Marxists are often said to reject the concept of
human rights. In fact however, what Ehey rejected was
not human rights as such but. human rights as
traditionally viewed stemming from some source ot.her
than the state. Even in the pre 1990 Soviet Union
human rights did exist and were entrenched j-n the
federation's constitution. ft is just that the Soviet
conception of human rights is different from that of
the West. For the Marxist, human rights are those
rights granted as such to individual-s by the state. In
a sense therefore, the Marxist. conception of rights is
intuj-tive in the same way as is the 1egal positivist
conception of human rights; both regard truman rights
as those which individuals have in fact been granted
by the 1ega1 system in which they live. Strictly
speaking however, because the source of the Marxist
st.ate' s authority is ultimately the dialectic, a
dimension tacking in truly intuitive theories, the
Marxist view of individual rights does not constitute
an intuitive approach to human rights. Legal
positivists do not care where the rights came from,
Marxists do, and this distinguishes the two. The
writer acknowledges with appreciation the assistance
of Dr Andrew Sharpe of Auckland University in
clarifying these points.

i01 Thomas ,Jefferson wrote of ',certain inalienable
Rights " as " self -evident " - see B. H. Weston, ,,Human
Rigrhts " , Human Rights Quarterly, vol. 5 (1984) , p.257
at. 260.
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What is sel-f-evident is not the right.s themselves but
the justification, the cause / effecE relationship
between the rights and their justification or source,
in this case, God. Finnis makes this same distinction.
He asserts thaL there are seven basic goods which are
self-evident. but nevertheless insists that the
just.ification for human rights and other aspects of
natural 1aw deri-ved from these self-evident goods is
an essential element in arqr coherent natural rights theory1o2.

102 Finnis regards justification as essential. See
Natural Law and Natural Riqhts, p.18f. He identifies
seven basic goods in his chapters Iff and IV (pp.59-
99). On the self-evidence of these basic goods see
Finnis, op. cit. at pp.64-73, and on the distinction
between t.he self-evident basic goods and the morally
obligatory natural law and human rights derived from
them and which must be justified, see p.100f.

TWo further poinLs should be made in relation to
Finnis' stance on self-evidence. Firstlv, iC should
also be noted that Finnis is what he ca1ls a
'descriptive' social scientist. Notwithstanding that
he accepts value j udgement. as inevitable in the
descriptive approach to social sci-ence (see op. cit.
p.3), his [heory about natural 1aw, being descriptive,
is essentially obj ectively underpinned. ft is
submitted t.hat for a descriptive rights theorisL such
as Finnis, to say a proposition is self-evidently t.rue
is to say that it conforms to t.he objective reality
manifested by the practices and beliefs current in
society. Seen in t.his light 'se1f-evidence, is not as
far reaching or demanding a concept as that criticised
by Meyers. For her to say a proposition is self-
evident. is Lo insist that it i-s true either wi-thout
offering any validatory criteria at all or based on
faith in some abstract conception of an ideal,
absolute truth not discovered or even discoverable by
mankind.

Secondlv, while Finnis refers to his approach to
natural 1aw as 'descriptive' in that it essentially
attempts to formulate a theory to account for, to
'describe', how natural law does in fact operate
within the observable worId, in the writer,s view he
is detailing what other writers such as Dworkin would
term the constructive approach Eo natural law and
rights. This note is only meant as a alert the reader
to the irnpendinq discussion of the characteristics of
constructivism in Ehis contexL contained below in
chapter 4.7 .3 f rom which it will be seen that the
whole idea behind constructivism is to 'consLruct, a
theory which explains as well as can be achieved for
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Meyers is therefore correct that there is
widespread acceptance, and has been for centuries,
that human rights must be explained somehow, must come

from somewhere, have some sort of justification.

4.7.L.2 Traditional hrrman righte justificatione and
their failinge

Traditionally human rights justifications have
taken the form of cause / effect propositions. There
are three parts to the structure of such
justifications; the 'cause', the 'effect' (which is of
course human rights) and the relationship between the
two. From Aquinas to Paine it. was arqued that human

beings have human rights because God ordained that
that be the case1or. God caused human rights. During
the Enlightenment this approach was secularised and
Nature supplant.ed God as the determiner of the rights
of manloa. Grotius, Clarke, Vazquez, Suarez, Locke and
Kant saw Reason as the determinincr f actor105. Others

the moment what one sees around one at present. If the
principles underlying such a theory are self evident
it really means no more than that Ehe theory for which
they validly provide the foundation does empirically
fit one's observat.ions of the world.

103 H. J. McCloskey, Meta-Ethics and Normative
Ethics, pp.17-23; also J. W. Harris, op. cit., p.8,
but see footnote 1-08 below.

104 According to
substantive judgements
reference to conformity
renaissance texts, even
Natural Law and Natural

Finnis attempts to derive
about right and wrong by
to Nature are evident in pre
in Aquinas . See 'J. Finnis,

Bjgls, p. 33 f f .

105 A. Gewirth, "The Basis and Content of Human
Rights", Georgia Law Review, voI.13 (1979), p.L143 at
p.1L44 for Kant. Grotius, Clarke, Vazquez and Suarez
all saw right and wrong as deLermined by reference to
reason. See Hugo Grotius, , I,
c. i, sec. 10, para . t, ",Jus naturale est. dictat,um
rectae rationis, indicans actui alieni, €X ejus
convenient.ia aut disconvenientia cum ipsa natura
rationali ac sociali, inesse moralem turpitudenem aut
necessit.aLem moralem ... " ["The Law of Nature is a
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such as Rousseau saw the general will as the source of
'natural' riqhts106. Marxists rejected the notion of
human rights as traditionally perceived and saw

individuals' rights as ultimaLely reflective of the
stage of historical development. attained at the time
by the society in which they 1ived10t.

These justifications have all been afflicLed by

at ieast one of two ma'ior fai-linqs. The first failinq
relates t.o the epistemological standing of the
'cause'. The cause component of some of the above
justifications is subjective, For example on the
Thomist. theory that man is endowed with human righcs
because it is God's wi11t08, if there is no God there
can be no human right.s. Since the existence of God is
sti1l a healthy subject of philosophical contention,
a serious epistemological cloud remains lodged over
this version of the natural law iustification of human

dictate of right reason, pointing out that for any
action t.here is an inherent moral offensiveness or
moral compulsion [arising] from its concordance or
disconcordance with rational and social nature itself
...u1 For Clarke, Vazquez and Suarez see Finnis, op.
cit., pp.44-6. For Locke see his Second Treatise of
Government, p.4. Locke saw natural rights as surviving
through the social contract from the staLe of nature.
See J. W. Harris, op. cit., pp.10 and 262i See also D.
L1oyd, op. cit. p.84.

1oo J. w. Harris, op. cit.., p.10f .

lot See J.W. Harris, Leqal Philosophies, p.245; A.
Gewirth, "The Basis and Content of Human Rights",
Georgia Law Review, vol .l-3 (1-979), p.1-1-43 at p.Il44.

toe See H. J. McCloskey,
Ethics, pp.17-23; also,J. W. Harris, op. cit., p.8. It
should be noted that Finnis arglues tha[ Aquinas did
not insist on t,he existence of God as a prerequisite
for the existence of natural law but actually saw
conformity to nature as the derivation of natural law,
and hence, on the traditionalist view of human rights,
as the ult,imate origin of human rights. Harris appears
to be prepared Eo concede this point suggesting that
" [p] erhaps the Thomist writers of the seventeenth
century and afterwards, changed Aquinas'
conceptual structure ...', (op. cit. at p.16) .
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rights. Wherever there is a doubt concerning the
validity of bhe 'cause', t.he same doubt necessarily
dogs the 'effect' .

The second failins relat.es t.o the relationship
between Ehe 'cause' and Ehe alleged 'effect' (human

rights). For example while there is much dispuLe about
the existence and nature of God, Newtonian physical
laws are widely accepted as valid because Ehey can be

empirically sustained. BuL even so, that. still does
nothing to demonstrate [hat all human beings must have
human rights. Notwithstanding the validity of the
'cause' component of the justification, if the
justification is to stand up to scrutiny, Lhe cause /
effect relation between these 'laws of nature' and
human rights musE also be demonstraEed. As lonq as the
validity of t,he cause / effec| relationship between an
admitt.ed 'cause' and human right.s (the 'ef f ect ' )

cannot be demonstrated but must be accept.ed on faith,
the justification as a whole remains seriously flawed.

These two faili-ngs amount to the same problem,
lack of objectivity, focused on two different parts of
the traditional cause / effect just.ifications of human

rights. The problem has been long commented on by
numerous authorsloo.

10e Winfried Brugger criLicises the natural law
doctrine as excessively objective but at bhe same time
rejects the view that just because "... moral
questions cannot be answered with the precisj-on we
expect in mathematical knowledge or research ... u is
no reason to reject all objectivism altogether. See W.
Brugger, "Human Rights Norms fn Ethical- Perspect.ive",
German Year Book Of International Law, vo1.25 (1982),
p.11-3 at pp.L22-t24, passage quot.ed at p.1-23f . Sinha
is more roundly critical of subjectivist theories of
human rights for having u.. . no objective criterion of
truth . .. ". See S. P. Sinha, "Why And How Human
Rights", International .Tournal Of Legal Information,
vo].10 (L992), p.309 at p.312; also see s. p. sinha,
"The Anthropocentric Theory Of International Law As A
Basis For Human Right,s", Case Western Reserve Journal
Of International Law, voI.10 (1978), p.469 at p.486f.
Gewirth describes intuitionist rights theories (which



4.7 .L.3 A nrrmber of
remedy t,his ehortcoming
theoriete

Marxists for example have endeavoured to make a
virtue of the vice by rejecting empiricism as merely
reflective of an existing, and in their view inferior,
world condition. In their view individual rights
derive ultimately from the dialectic, a purely
theoretical construct; not only is it unnecessary t.o
find an objective validation for either the 'cause' or
its relationship to the 'effect', but that would be
positively undesirable since iL would be seeking
validation by reference to a 'real world' warped by
bourgeois domination. In the writer's view this
'sol-ution' is vacuous, the 'head in the sand' solution
to problem solving. This is particularly so in the
international legal field since the validatory
touchstones of international law expressly include
' . . . general practice accepted as law", the notion of
'practice' being an almost definit.ionally objective
anchorllo.

4.7.L.4 Another Dotential solution is offered by the
loglcal echool of hnman rights

hold that " . . . humans' possession of certain
inalienable rights is self-evident ...u) as
"impoLent". See A. Gewirth, ,,The Basis And Content Of
Human Riqhts", Georgia Law Review, vol.13 part 4
summer L979, p.1143 at p.l-1-45 and p .1t46 respectively;
Also J. Goreckj-, "Human Nature and Justification of
Human Rigrhts " , American .Tournal of .Turisprudence,
voI.34 (1989), p.34 at p.43f ; also A. D,Amato, The
Concept of Custom in International- Law, p.134 where he
writes that u . . . iE is an extremely dubious proposition
to rely on the arguments of governments rather
than their acts,' (italics in the original) .

r10 Article 38 (j_ ) (b) of the statute of the
International Court of Justice; annexed to the Charter
of the United Nations, GBTS L946 p.67; also reproduced
in American Journal of Int.ernational Law, vol.3 9
(supplement) at p.1-90.
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attempts lrave been made to
and one of t,hem ie by Marxist
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Another potentiaL soLut.ion to the problem of
subjectivity is offered by a group of writers who

could best be described as the logical school of human

right.s. The arguments they propose come in a variety
of forms but all attempt to deduct human rights from
some empirically sustainable major premise. This class
of arqument solves the problem of subjectivity in so

far as it applies to the relationship between the
'cause' and 'effect' by using Ehe syllogism. In this
respecE the logical school is reasonably secure.
Advocates of t.his approach contend that (1) values
(universally held or relative) form the major premise
of the syllogism, and (2) a statemenL of fact
comprises the minor premise. The difference between
universalisCs and relativists within thi-s school is
that. the former insist. thaL there are universally
valid values to form the major premise, and that any
variations in the resultant. human right (which
constitutes the conclusion) is due to vari-ations in
the interpretation of the faclual minor premise.
Relativists, by contrast deny t.his assertionrrl.

The logical school's use of the syllogism instead
of, or rather more to demonstrate the validity of, the
cause / effect relationship between the 'cause' and
human rights, certainly answers the objecLivist
criticism of subjecLivity in relation to the nexus
between t.he 'cause' and the 'ef f ect' , buL it does
nothing to validate the major premise. Because human

rights empirically do have sigrnificanE normative
content, this premise must. be normative to avoid
either producing a concept of human rights patently at
variance with reality or impaling the justification on

111 Jan Gorecki describes these two versions of
the solution offered by the logical school for the
problem of subjectivity. See ,J. Gorecki, "Human Nature
and ,Justification of Human Rights", American Journal
of ,Jurisprudence, vo1.34 (1989), p.43 at p.55.
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the Humean spike of noncognitivismll2, and therefore,
being of necessity abstract, its existence and nature
are always going to be subject to dispute. Perrott
distj-nguishes t.wo types of value assertion which from
time to time are labelled rigrhtsl13. The f irst is a
u... bare subjective value or preference ... r114 and
defies objective verification inasmuch as it merely
expresses a preference. The other type of value
sEatement is a u... justified value or preference
. . . " 115. He writes :

uof course, even if the speaker can explain
and justify his statement in these ways, his
opponent may well sti11 reply that general
acceptance as a value is no guarantee of
"genuine" value, or that in the instant case
some other value, which may be equally
generally accepted, is in conflict with the
speaker's justifying value . . . r116

The essential problem with normative statements is
that., unlike factual ones, their existence and
character simply cannot be empirically verified.

llz D. Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature, (L740) ,
Book fII. part 1-, section 1, p.469 in P. H. Nidditch's
edition. See also ,-T.W. Harris, op. cit., p.L2. Finnis
(op. cit. pp.36-42) plausibly argues that. Hume was not
really even concerned to dernonstraEe that normative
conclusions cannoE be derived from facEual premises,
but rather that. the demonstration of any proposition,
factual or normative, as Lrue will not necessarilyjustify a conclusion that a person should behave in
conformity with that proposition. Nevertheless, Hume
is generally credited as the first to articuLate the
principle of non cognit.ivism and as Finnis notes (op.
cit. at p.37) "... if Hume is not. to be credited with
announcing the logical principle in question, somebody
else is to be; and Lhe importanE thing is that the
principle is true and signif ican!. ',

113 D.L. Perrott, "The Logic of Fundamental
Rights", in FundamenEal Riqhts, p,1 at p.5f.

Itn D. L. Perrott., op. cic . at p. 6 .

1rR
IDr_d..

115 D. L. Perrott, op. cit . at p. z .
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Because it is abstract the t.ruth and meanj-ng of a

normaEive stat.ement is always at l-east potential-Iy
subject. to dispute. Even when the truth of the
statement is forcefully argued, as noted in t.he quote
from Perrott above, it is sti1l always going to be
open to question simply because it is abstract and
cannot be validated by reference to [he physical
realities of Ehe observable world. As Alan Gewirth
writes:

u. .. it does not seem true Lo say that
persons are born having right.s in the sense
in which they are born having legs. At least
their having legs is empirically
confirmable, but this is not the case wiCh
their having righf.s. " 

1tz

Jan Gorecki's examination of one of the proposed
'causes', namely human nature, is an example of this
f lawl18. Gorecki hypothesises that it j-s possible eo
objectively validate t.he proposition that there are
"... basic ethical inclinations expressed in
universally accepted norms"l1e. He concludes that it
is not possible to sustain the hypothesisr2o. He

openly and hopefully admits that this does not
demonstrate that no objective ,cause, for human rights
so viewed, or norm making fact as he terms it, exists,
but merely that iE cannot be objectively demonstrated
to be human nature1z1.

r17 A. Gewirth, "The Basis and Content of Human
Rights" Georgia Law Review, vol.13 (L979) , p.1-1-43 at
p. L1-45.

r18 ,J. Gorecki, "Human Nature and ,Justification of
Human Rights", American .Tournal of Jurisprudence,
voL.34 (1989), p.43.

lte J. Gorecki, op. cit . at p .47 .

I2o J". Gorecki, op. cit . at p. 59 .

r27 J. Gorecki, op. cit. at p.59f. The self
imposed limitations of Gorecki,s article must be
noted. Gorecki is only examining the objective
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Some at.tempts have been made to deal with the
problem of subiectivitv as it relates to the 'cause'
part of human riqhts iustifications. One of the more

intriguing is that proposed by Alan Gewirthrzz. He

endeavours to solve the problem of cause subjectivicy
by a two step process. First he tries t.o show that
every agent is, on pain of self-contradiction,
required Lo assert Lhat he has rights. The second step
sees him endeavouring to show that every agent. is
logically obliged, again on pain of the same self-
contradi-ction, to accept as an ultimat.e moral
principle, the injunction "Act in accord with the
generic rights of your recipients as well- as of
yoursel f I 123. In t.he writer' s view the arqument f ail-s .

The rationale for the first step of Gewirth's
argument. is summarised as follows:

"The argument. may be summed up by saying
that if any agent denies that he has rights
to freedom and well--being, he can be shown
t.o contradict himself . For, as we have seen,
he musL accept {1) "l"Ily' freedom and wel-I-
being are necessary goods." Hence, the agent
must also accept "I, as an actual or
prospective agent, must have freedom and
well-being," and hence also (3) "A11 other
persons must at least refrain from removing
or interfering with my freedom and well-
being. " For if other persons remove or
interfere with these, then he will noL have
what he has said he must have in order to be

validation of one aspect of one of the 'causes'
offered for human rights; he is only dealing with
human nature perceived as universally held ethicaJ
inclinations. His examination is not meant to prove
that no value judgrment can be empirically sustained.
It is offered merely as an example of the difficulty
encountered by one writer, and ultimately of his
failure, in objectively verifying a normatj-ve and
therefore abstract proposition.

t22 A. Gewirth, "The Basis and Content of Human
Rights " Georgia Law Review, vol.13 (1,979) , p. L1-43 .

r23 A. Gewirth, op. cit. at p. L155
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an agent. Now suppose the agent denies (4)trI have riqhts to freedom and well-being. "
Then he must also deny (5) "A1I other
persons must at least refrain from removing
or interfering with rrqr freedom and wefl-
being." By denying (5) he must accept (6)
uft is not the case that all other persons
must at least refrain from removing or
interfering with my freedom and well-beiog, "
and hence he must also accept (7| "Other
persons may (are permitted to) remove or
interf ere with nrlz f reedom and well-being. "
But (7) contradicts (3). Since, as we have
seen, evel1r agent must accept (3), he cannot
cons j-stently accept 17 ) . Since (7 ) is
entailed by the denial of (4), "I have
right.s Eo freedom and well--being, " it
follows thal any agent who denies that he
has rights to freedom and well-being
contradicts himsel f . t t24

The very first statement in Ehe chain of reasoningr
offered by Gewirth asserts that every actuaL or
prospective agient "musL accept" that freedom and well-
being are necessary goods, freedom and well-being
being catch-all phrases for al1 those abilities and
conditions necessary to carry out any purpose. Gewirch
says that every agent regards his owns purposes as
good according to whatever ethical system he embraces.
Therefore, to be consistent, he must also regard as
good the conditions necessary for him to achieve those
purposes.

The first obiection is Ehat this conclusion by no
means follows from the premise. Just because one
regards the ends as good does not mean that one is
Iogica11y obliged to also regrard the means as good
too. When Capbain Oates stepped outside in Antarctica
in early 1,9L2 his purpose was to secure the survival
of the other members of the team. In the writer,s view
it does not follow thab he was therefore logicalJ-y
obliqed to regard his certain and imminent frostbitten
death in a dark, frozert Antarctic wasteland as a

124 A. Gewirth, op . cit . at p . Li-53 .
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necessary good. The most that can really be said is
that he regarded the means (his death) as necessary
and the end (survival of the others) as good. The

population of New Zealand have been constanLly told
for years that hundreds of thousands of them have to
endure a subsistence standard of living or worse so

that. in Ehe f uture they may have productr-ve
sustainable jobs. Not many outside no 1 The Terrace
would venture to suggest that such social and economic
privation is in any way good. Gewirth merges the ends
and the means in a way which i-s just not empirically
sustainablel2s.

The second obiection to Gewirth's theory relates
to the jurnp from 'I must have freedom and well-being'
to 'I must therefore have right.s'. As long as an agent
does in fact have the conditions and abilities
necessary t.o achieve his ends, prerequisites which
Gewirth label-s freedom and well-being, that is
sufficient, indeed sufficient by definition, to
achieve his ends. To get from WellingLon to Auckland
I need a car. As long as I in fact do have a car f can
achieve nqf purpose; I do not need to have a right to
the car to achieve it. I could have stolen the car and
have no right to it aE all but as long as I do possess
it I can achieve my purpose.

125 Gewirth acknowledges this means-end problem
but insists that by viewing the assertions about the
moral worth of an agenE's ends as claims made by the
agent rather than as a general moral statement, the
problem is eliminated. At p.1-152 of op. cit . he
writes: " If]or the assertion about necessary goods is
now not a mere factual means-end statement; on the
contrary, because it is by the agent himself from
within his own conat,ive sEandpoint. in purposive
agrency, it carries his advocary or endorsement " .Simply putting a normative statement in indirect
speech, which is effectively what Gewirth is doing,
does not make it any less abstract or any easier Eo
empirically validate. At bhe end of the day, if
anything at all can be empirically validated it will
only be the agrent's expression of the statement not
the substance of the statement itself.
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The third obiection co Gewirth's theory is Lhat
it is inherently conditional on the agenL achieving
his purposes. At the verlf beginning of Gewirth's
reasoning chain when the agent says 'my ends are good'
therefore I must have freedom and well-being, freedom
and well--being beingr necessary to achieve my ends',
all he is saying i-s that jf I am to achieve my ends I
w111 require x, y, and z. Similarly, when he says
'therefore I must have rigrhts' , what he is really
saying is 'therefore, if I an to achieve my purposes,
I must have rights' . The necessity only arises if the
implied protasis of the condition is fulfilled. This
same restriction passes through the whole of Gewirth's
chain of reasoning because limitations on a premise
logicalllr musL apply equally to the conclusion.
Deduction is arguing from the general to the specific,
and it is therefore impossible to arrive at a

conclusion more greneral than the premise.
Gewirth acknowledges the necessity of justifying

the agent's inherently subjective assertion that his
purposes are good u... by a valid moral criterion or
principlsr 126, but offers only one possible
justification. This offering is the injunction: "Act
in accord with the generic rights of your recipients
as well as of yourself"12?. Gewirth labels this
principle the "Principle of Generic Consistency" and
maintains that everf/ agent is logically required to
adhere to it on pain of self-contradiction. The
problem is that the self-contradiction which requires
adherence to the Principle of Generic Consistency is
the same self-contradiction which requires "... that
every agent must accept the generalization that
all prospective purposive agents have the generic

A. Gewirth, op. cit. at p.1155

rbid.127
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riqhts to freedom and well-beingulz8. It was argued in
the second objection offered above to the first part
of Gewirth's theory, that the agent's assertion that
he must have freedom and well-being if he is to
achieve his ends, does not logically require him to
accept that he must have rights to freedom and well-
being if he is to achieve his ends. Moreover, even if
it did it was noted in bhe previous paragraph that
such necessi-ty is logically subject to the implied
condition that the agent shoul-d be permitLed to
achieve his purposes, which is exactly what is t.he
Principle of Generic Consistency is designed to
establish; it is quite clearly circular to argue thaL
the Principle of Generic Consistency is required by a

proposition (acceptance of the generalisation that all
aqents have rights to freedom and well-being) the
validity of which is itself dependent on acceptance of
the Principle of Generic ConsisLency.

The loqical school have therefore resolved the
problem of subiectivitv in relation to the second of
the Ewo fail-inqs ascribed to the traditional cause /
effect stvle human riqhts iustifications stated above.
but. thev have not dispell-ed the inherent sub-iectivitv
of a 'cause' which is of necessitv normative and which
therefore defies conclusive empirical validation.

4.7 .2 The Const,nrctlvLet, Theory of Human RLght,g
The constructivist theory about the origin of

human rights can be seen as a third attempt to
overcome the basic problem of subjectivity in human
rights theory. It was noted above that the problem of
subjectivity in the justification of human rights is
noL an issue for positivists (or would not be if they
turned their minds to that subject), because they do
not care where rights came from; for them it was

128 rbid.
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enough thaL they existed at. all.
It is ironic tha[ t,he f irst seeds of the

constructivists' at.tempt to explain the origin of
human rights should have been sown during the
inimitably positivist years between the first and
second world wars, and by one of that generation's
most renowned lega1 theorists, Wesley Hohfeld.
Hohfeld's analysis of rights as fundamental- jural
relationships provides a good framework within which
to analyze rights not only because of Hohfeld,s
seminal place in twentieth century ri-grhts
scholarshipttn, buL aLso because it sets out clearly
what it means in concrete terms to have a right. ft
also draws a clear dist.inction between on the one hand
what rights actually are, which, in deference to the
author's day, forms the principal focus of his work,
and on the other where they come from. In respect to
this latter aspect of his work Hohfeld's contribution
is both good and bad. ft is bad in bhat. there is very
little of itirO. IE is good however in the sense that.
what there is of it is empirically based, no doubt due
to Lhe positivist predilection for descript.ion and
their concurrent emphasis on objective reality as the
pri-mary test of 1egal validity.

4.7.2.L Hohfeld's aaalyELg of, righte as fundamental
jural relationehLps

Hohfeld identifies four basic jural relationships
all of which at various times are described in rights

12e For example see Richard Flathman, The Practice
of Riqhts, F.38, where he opines that Hohfeld,s
analysis of rights has become ,,more or less standard
in jurisprudence,' .

130 As will become clear, it was lefL to later
writers to take up and develop the few clues he did
1eave.
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first is the claim-right / dutyl3r
relationship. If A aqrees to paint B's house and B

gives good consideration for A,s promise, B has a

riqht to have his house painted by A and A has a

correl-ative duty to paint it. B's right consi-sts of an
affirmative claim against A which can be exercised
through whatever institutional machinery is provided
by the system in which the jural relationship between
A and B operates B' s claim-riqht and A's duEy are
necessarily correlative inasmuch as the one cannot be
destroyed wiLhout the other meeting the same fate; t.he
righL and duty are two sides of the same coin, two
different perspectives on the one single jural
relationship. ft' follows that neither can precede or
ground the ot.her. The right cannot be based on this
dut.y; what the parties create by their aqreement is
not a right or a duty singly but a single jural
relationship which has two aspects to it. To advocate
the separation of these two aspects would be as
pointless as trying to conceive of a fi-nite line with
only one end or trying to extract the yellow from a
green pigiment without changing its colour. Indeed
Hohfeld regards this correlativity as definitionalrr2.

In the example given above, B had an affirmative
claim against A and is therefore said to have a

131 The term 'claim-right' is not employed by
Hohfeld but is a term introduced by later writ.ers to
avoid confusing the strict narrow sense of the term
'right' developed by Hohfeld from the looser use of
the term (which includes its denotation of privileges,
immunities and powers) which prompted him to embark
upon his analysis in the first place. For this same
reason this same approach has been adopted here.

772 Wesley Hohfeld, "Some Fundamental Legal
Conceptions as Applied in Judicial Reasoning',, 23 yale
Law Journal (191,3), p.16, dt p.38 of the article as
reprinted with oEher essays by t.he same author in
Fundamental Leqal Conceptions as Applied in ,Judicial
Reasoninq and Other Leqal Essavs bv Weslev Newcornb
Hohfe1d, W. W. Cook (ed) .
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claim-righL against him (and A has a correlative duty
to B). If the facts were altered and B had not given
good consideration, B would not have an affirmative
claim against A, and accordingly would not have a
claim-right. Instead Hohfeld would say that he has the
opposite of a claim-right, a 'no-right' which means

that he lacks an affirmative claim aqainst air3. The

'no-right' is the logical jural opposite of a

claim-right. It follows that if B has no affirmative
claim against A, A is under no correlative duty to B

Eo paint his house. Hohfeld describes this 'no duty',
this freedom from any purported affirmative claim B

may make, as a 'privilege' i.e. as the logical jural
opposite of a 'duty' and as the logical correlative of
a 'no-righ; r 134.

Thus far Hohfeld has identified two distinct
jural relationships. The claim-right / duty relation
and the 'no-right' / privilege relation. The two
aspects of each relationship are inseparable. The two
relat.ions are themselves related inasmuch as the
claim-right aspect of the first. of t,he two relaLions
is the exact jural opposite of the 'no-righc' aspect
of the second, the former being B's affirmative claim
against A, the latter being B's lack of an affirmative
claim against A. Similarly, the privilege aspect of
the second relation is the precise opposit.e of the
duty aspect of the first, the former being A's freedom
from any af firmative claim B may make, and the lat.ter
being t,he lack of such freedom.

Hohfeld also identifies another pair of jural
relations related to each other in bhe same way as the
claim-right / duty and 'no-right' / privilege
relations are. He also describes the power / liability
relation in which C's 'power' is defined as her

113 Wesley Hohfeld, op. cit., p.38f.

rbid.134
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authority to 'control' her 1egal relations with D, and
D's liability is his inability to do anything legal
about it. Thus in the second fact situation given by
way of example above, B could give consideration
thereby altering the fact situation in a way which
modifies t.he nature of his jural relationship with a.
A cannot lega11y prevent B from giving such
consideration. B has a 'power' because he has Ehe

authoricy Lo control his legaI relations with A, while
correl-atively, because he is subject to that control
of B, A is said to be under a liability. At the same

time it will be noted t.hat not only does A lack
freedom from B's authority to control their 1egraI
relations, but he also cannot himself do anything to
control them. A is therefore said to be under a

disability because he lacks the authority Lo controL
his legal relations with B. Ir will be noted that a

disability is the precise jural opposite of a power,
the latter being the B's authority to controL legal
relations with A and the former being A's lack of
authority to control them. Similarly A's liability
which is correlat.ive Lo B's power (because if B has
authority to modify his 1ega1 relationship with A by
giving consideraLion, A by definition cannot prevent
him, or otherwise B could not be said Eo have the
authority which his power ascribes him) is Lhe exacL
opposite of an immunity. An immunity is C,s freedom
from D's authority to control her legal relationship
with C, and a liability is the lack of that freedom.

The following will perhaps make the pattern
clearer:

In any single fact situation A may, against B:

1

ETTHER



HAllE an affirmative
A CLAI}{_RTGHT

cl-aim i. e.
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af,f irmat,ive

Ail{D

EITHER.

IIAV,E authority to conErol
legal relat.ions with B i. e.
have POWER

OR

2t2

which
logicall.y
,means t:hat B

ITA.S IilO I'REEDOM

FROM A' S

affirrnative
clafun i. c.HliS
.4, DUTY

whiah
logicalltn
means that ts

HAS T'R.EEDOM

FROM any
affirrrative
slain A malf

rnake i.e, IIAIS

A PRIVILEGE

whi c h
logical.J.y
means that B

IS SUE.IE€T t.o

that relation
wich A i. e, i,s
under a

LTABILITY

2.

OR



NOT HAVE authority to control
1egal relations with B i.e.
have A DISABILITY

2t3

which
logically
means that B

rS NOT SUBJECT

to legal
relat.ions with
A i.e. has an

IMMUNTTY

As Cookrrs and Finnj-s136 point out, in most
situations in which 'a right,' is in issue, the right
in question is in fact a litt.le (or not so little)
bundle of (generic ) rights, t.hat is a bundle of
claim-rights, privileges, powers and / or immunities
along with their necessarily correlative duties,
no-rights, liabilities and / or disabilities. Cook

uses what Salmond describes as 'a righL to ownership'
as an example of this feature of rights usage and
writes that "[t]o say Ehat A has the "fee simple" of
a pi-ece of land is, therefore, to say not that he

"owns a particular kind of right in the land" but
simply t.hat he has a very complex aggregate of rights,
privileges, powers and immunities, available against
a large and indefinite number of people, all of which
rights, etc, naturally have to do with the land in
question. u r17.

Hohfeld's analysis of rights has been widely
accepted. Sucharitkul writes that. ". .. Professor
Hohfeld's jural relationship provides a practical,

13s Wesley Hohf e1d, op. cit. , p. 96.

116 J. Finnis, ,
p.201.

73't W. N. Hohfe1d, Fundamental Leqal conceptions
as Applied in 'Judicial Reasoninq and Other Leqal
Essavs bw Weslev Newcomb Hohfeld, W. W. Cook (ed),
p.12.
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anal-ytical test. to measure the scope and ef fectiveness
of a human right ... 1118. According to George Panchias
"... the st.ructure of a basic right is bhe structure
of a set of act.ive rights viewed as mulLital
rights"13e. By 'active rights' he means Hohfeldian
immunity rightslao and 'multita1 rights' is a term
invented by Hohfeld to describe rights against t.he

whole worl-d141. Feinberg not only employs the analysis
but describes Hohfeld as " It]he classic source for the
analysis of Iegal relations into rights, liberties,
powers, and immunities ...u142.

Some writers have arqued that Hohfeld's analvsis
does not comprehensivelv describe the entire riqhts
spectrum. Finnis for example notes that on Hohfeld's
analysis all rights have three elements, a person, an
act, and another person and that these three elements
are all necessary to constitute one of Hohfeld,s jural
relationships. He asserts that this analysis fails to
account for lawyers' common ascription of right in
thingslar, a general usage of rights in the abstract
which only involves two element.s, a thing (physical or

lr8 s. Sucharitkul, A Multi-Dimensional Concept of
Human Rights In International Law", Notre Dame Law
Review, vol.62 (1987t, p.305 at p.311.

r3c G.E. Panchias, "The Structure Of Basic Human
Rights", Law and Philosophy, vol.4 (1985), p.343 at
p.366 .

lto G. E. Panchias, op. cit . , p.355 .

141 W. N. Hohfeld, Fundamental L,esal Conceptions
as Applied in ,Judicial Reasoninq and Ot,her Leqal
Essavs bv Weslev Newcomb Hohfeld, W. W. Cook (ed) ,
L923 , p.72.

r{2 3'. Feinberg, Social Philosophv, p.55n1.
143 Hohfeld analyzes rights in rem as a raft. of

identical jural- relationships which an individual has
wiCh evel1r other person in Ehe world. W. N. Hohfeld,
Fundamental Leqal Conceptions as Applied in Judicial
Reasonino and Other Leqal Essavs bv Weslev Newcofiib
Hohfeld, W. W. Cook (ed), p.72.
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metaphysical) as the object of the right, the thing
within which the right subsists, and a person to hold
it. Finnis says that this practice of viewing rights
as subsisting within thj-ngs is contrary to Hohfeld's
analysis and at the same time is superior to his view
because j-t provides the law with a "constant focus"
for its concernlaa. The writer is inclined to accept
that people do use 'right' in this two element way

which Dworkin would describe as the 'right' of grand
political rhetoric. It is also conceded that this type
of rights usage is probably not covered by Hohfeld's
analysis. However, it is submitted that the existence
of such a usaqe does not detracL from the analytical
merit of Hohfeld's approach.

It is submitted that while lawyers may well use
Ehe term 'right' in its grand rhetorical political
sense, Lhey do not do so in a formal legal context. If
one stood in the public gallery in a court room, one

would see case after case heard involving a plaintj-ff
trying to compel a defendant to hand over property, to
stop interfering with his ordinary use and enjoymenL
of his land, to do something. One would see example
after example of disputes involving rights containing
three elements in the Hohfeldian sense. One would
stand t.here a long t.ime waiting for a case which only
involved a plaintif f and a t.hing. It is submitted
therefore that in spite of lawyers' use of the grand
political rhetoric 'right' in everyday situations,
that usage is not a 'Iegal' usage and Hohfeld's
analysis of the lega1 usage of the term 'right' cannot
be validly criticised on the grounds that it does not
accounE for what it is suggested is an essentially
non-legal usage. Finnis seems to accept this by
building in a process of what he call-s rights

p.202
r44 J. Finnis, NaEuraI Riqhts and Natural Law,
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'specificatisnrras. This process involves transforming
a two e.Lement 'grand' right, which in the writer's
opinion j-s much more closely akin to an assertion of
value than to a description of a 1egal state of
affairs, into a three element Hohfeldian jural-
relationship. The law can maintain a constant. focus on

the goods embodied in 'qrand' righEs as well- as other
assertions of good not dressed up for effect in the
language of rights, without necessarily invalidating
in any way Hohfeld's analysis of legal rights.

Finnis also criticises Hohfeld because he does
not deal with where rights come from but devotes his
attention to a primarily descripLive examination of
how they functionla6. While it is true that this was

not the primary focus of Hohfeld's work and that.
Finnis is probably correct in insisting that some

explanation for identifying when a particular jural
relationship arises must be provided before Hohfeld's
analysis can be applied, it will be seen belowlaT that
Hohf eld was aware of t.his point and did leave
post,erity some clues to assist in this quest. In the
writer's view Hohfeld intended to describe how the
term 'right' was used in legal usage, not to explain
where rights came from, and one cannot criticise his
functional description of rights usagre for not
providing such an explanation. To do so would be like
criticising MacBeth on the grounds that Shakespeare
did not write novels.

Finnis' final criticism of Hohfeld is related to
this same point. He says that some sort of unifying
theory for rights must be provided, that is some

theory which explains what all right generat.ing jural

,J. Finnis,

J. Finnis,

Chapter 4.7

op. cit., p.219.

op. cit. , p.202f f. .

.2.3.

145

145

14?
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relat.ionships have in commont'8. He notes brief ly the
inadequacy of the choice and benefit theories in this
regard. ft is submitted that a unifying theory Eo

explain 'why' rights is indeed needed to supplement
Hohf e1d's functional- analysis of 'how' . But it is
again suggested that Hohfeld's analysis of the
practice of rights in legal contexL cannot be

criticised for failing to provide such a theory. ft is
submit.ted that such a theory may be provided by the
version of constructivist righbs theory advocat.ed
below. This approach to the theoretical source of
rights will be discussed in some deLail belowrao.

4.7 .2.2 AppJ.icatsion to InEernationaL Broadcaeting
Turning to the 'right' to freedom of expression

on which t.he method f or regulating internat.ional
broadcasting activity advocated here is based, two
bundles of slightly different composition can be
identified. This is because the system proposed sees
the right to freedom of expression as operating in t.wo

different fact situations. The protoLypical class two
situation involves a broadcaster B broadcasting
objectively factual material for high rninded purposes
across a border bo individuals C, D, E, and F, while
in class three situations the material broadcast is
either not objectively accurate (by design or
otherwise) or is being broadcast for some purpose
other than the furtherance of international peace,
cooperation, understanding and Lhe like. Applying
Hohfeld's analysis to class two situations shows that
B's 'right' to freedom of expression in class two
would in fact be a bundle consisting of:
1. a no-right - B has no 1ega1 affirmative claim on

C, D, E or F in the sense that he cannot

148 J. Finnis, oF. ciE., p.203.
r{e See chapter 4 ,7 .3.
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positively or direcEly make them take some course
of action; AND

a privilege - B is free from any affirmative
claim which C, D, E, or F may try to make against
him (this privilege type of 'right' protects him
from any such claim) ; AltD

a power - B has the aut.hority to control his
lega1 reLations with C, D, E and F inasmuch as he

can choose to continue to broadcast objectively
factual material in his endeavours to achieve
laudable ends or he could start Lo transmit
fiction, lies put up as the truth, or data which
is factually accurate but for purposes not in
accord with the avowed general aims of
international law; AIID

an immunity - B is free from any authority the
recipients of his programme may purport to
exercise against him, i.e. there is nothing t.hat.

C, D, E, or F can do to alter their legal
relations with B in so far as thev relate to
broadcasting.

Correlatively, each of C, D, E and F have:

1.

z.

a privilege - C, D, E and F are all
affirmative claim which B mav

against them; AIiID

a no-right against B - each of

free from any
try to raise

them has no

affirmat.ive claim against B; AM
a liability - if B chooses to change the nature
or purposes of his broadcast there is nothing C,

D, E or F can do about it (they have no shield bo

protect them if B makes such a decision) ; A\ID

a disability - there is nothing C, D, E, or F can
do to alter the nature of their legal
relationship with B (they have no sword with
which to unilaterally modify the nature of their
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legal relaEionship with e.

Compare this situation with class three where B's
'right.' to freedom of expression would consist of:

a no-right - B still cannot legally compel C,

E or F to do any particular Lhing, i.e. he has
affirmative claim against them; AND

a duty' - C, D, E, or F would now have an
affirmative claim against B - they can legally
compel B to broadcast. material which is
concordant with, oy at least not destructive of
their own cultural values and norms or not
broadcast at all; AIID

a power - B still has the authority, by virtue of
his control over programming, to modify his
prograflme content to make it objectively factual
and to broadcast, for high-minded purposes,
thereby altering the nature of his 1ega1
relations with C, D, E, and F; AND

an immhnity - because it is B who has control
over the prog'ramming, there is still nothing C,

D, E or F can lega11y do to modify the nature of
Eheir lega1 relation with e

Correlatively of course C, D, E and F would al-l have:

a privilege - B sti1l cannoE 1ega1ly compel them
to do any particular thing i.e. they are free
from any affirmative claim which a might try Eo

raise against t.hem; AND

a clai5n-right - they can legally compel B, by
means of an affirmatiVe claim, to broadcast only
material compat.ible with the self-determined
development of Eheir own culEurei AM
a liability - B stil1 has the legal authoriEy to
modify his programme content thereby altering t.he

D,

no

2.
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nature of the legal relations bet.ween himself and
his audience, and there is sti1l nothing the
latter can do; AND

a disability - just as Ehey are still subject. t.o

B's power, so too they still cannot themsel-ves do
anything else Lo modify t.heir lega1 relations
with B.

f t wil-l- be noted that what distinguishes the
composition of the two bundles of jural elements which
constitute the riqhL to freedom of expression in each
case, in each fact situation, is thaL in class two
situations the bundle includes a privilege / no-right
relation bet.ween B on the one hand and each of C, D,

E, and F on the other, while in class three situations
that relation is replaced by a duty / claim-right
relation as between B and his audience respectively.
B's privilege is replaced by its jural opposite, his
duty. In every other respect the bundl-es which go to
make up the right. to freedom of expression in each
case are t.he same.

A criticrso would argue that this observation is
a-l-l very interesting but stilI does not explain why
one of those two different protoLypical fact
si-tuations should give rise to a duty on B,s part and
the other a privilege. She would argue that no reason
has been offered to explain why B's right to freedom
of expression could not. been seen to always consist of
a no-right, privilege, power and immunity. The critic
would also maintain that this reductionist analysis of
Ehe right to freedom of expression does not help Eo

identify a second at least potentially ethically
distinct pillar on which human right.s coul-d be based,
thereby eliminat,ing the apparent conflict between the
LradiEional and contingent theories of human rights.

1s0 Such as Finnis for example - see above chapter
4.7 .2 .L.
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These criticisms must be addressed.

4.? .2.3 Sone clueg Left by Hohfeld
Hohfeld does not discuss where the rights he

analyses come from. The times in which he was writing
were very much positivist. years, and though there is
anecdotal evidence to suggest that he harboured
Natural Law sentimentsttt, the thrust of his two most
significant articles on Ehe nature of righEs152
reflects the intellectual milieu of the day. He also
professed a commitment to demonsLraling the practical
value of the sLudy of 'Jurisprudence'rsr, an entirely
appropriate commitment given that his audience
consisted primarily of students, practitioners and
others who were playing or would ultimately play ouL
their lega1 careers in a practical 1egal environment..
ft is hardly surprising therefore that he places such
a positivist emphasis on judicial practice as the
basis of his analysis of rights. Hohfeld's principal
task was to describe how rights worked rather t.han
where t.hey came from; for him where rights came from
was less important. Accordingly, Hohfeld is less
helpful than he might have been in our quest to

r51 He is said to have urged his students
to give serious consideration to the views pro
by t.he Natural Law school . IE is also said tha
response to this suggestion was to petiti
university to remove him from his positio

at Yale
pounded
t their
on the
n. See
p.2.Maurice Cranston, Are There Any Human Riqhts?,

r52 "Some Fundamental Legal ConcepEions as Applied
in Judicial Reasoning, I*, vo1.23 (1913), yale Law
.Tournal , 16, and "Some Fundamental Legal Conceptions
as Applied in Judicial Reasoning, f I,, , voI .26 (L9I7 ) ,Yale Law .Journal, 71,0. Both articles are contained in
Fundamgnt.al l-,eqal Concept.ions as Applied in ,Judicial
Reasoninq and other Leqal Essavs bv weslev Newcofirlc
Hohfel-d, W. W. Cook (ed) .

1s3 w. N. Hohfeld, Fundamental_ Legal Concept.ions
as Applied in Judicial neasoninq and OCLrer t eqal
Essaws brz Wesley Newcomb Hohfeld, W. W. Cook (ed) ,p.26; see also Cook's introduction at p.5.
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understand where rights come from, with a view to
demonstrating that the traditional and contingent
approaches to human rights are not mutually exclusi-ve
nor even incompat.ible. For [he students and
practitioners for whom Hohfeld was writing, and in the
positivist atmosphere of his day, why there are any
human rights and where t.trey come from were at the most
a secondary issues of largely academic interest on1y,
and at the least nonsenser5'. Today however, now that
post war renewed enthusiasm for the concept of natural
law has once again given fresh impetus to the notion
of human rightslss, and improved communications has

is4 Some positivists such as Hart do not regard
international law as 1aw at all since law is
determined ultimately by a fundamental rule of
recognition and is capable of being enforced, neither
of which features characterise the int.ernaLional
'lega1' system generally nor that part of
international law comprising human rights. Such
writers regard human rights as aspects of morality
only. See H. L. A. Hart, The Concept of Law, pp.208-
23t. Ot,her positivists while perhaps accepEing that
international human rights law was law, would
nevertheless not question where human right.s came from
buL simply accept that as a matter of fact they do
exist and insist that a lawyer's legitimate role is to
describe how they function. See ,J. W. Harris, Leqal
Philosophies, p.16f.

1ss While in the writer's view there is no
necessary correlation between natural law and human
rights, " [w] ithin Western philosophy there has been a
Iong and venerable tradition of using the concept of
"Natural Law" in the definition and identification of
fundamental rights" - see D. L. Perrott, "The Logic Of
Fundamental Rights", in Fundamental Riqhts, p.1 at
p.11. See also H. Lauterpacht, "The Law of Nations,
Ehe Law of Nature and the Rights of Man" , (1943129,
Transactions of the Grotius Society, p.1 at p.30; L.
Henkin, The Riqhts of Man Todav, F.5; M. Cranston,
"Are there Any Human Rigrhts? " , Daedalus , vol-.Ll2
(1983), p.1 at tr.1; J. Morsink, "The Philosophy of the
Universal DecJaration", Human Rights Quarterly, vo1.6
(1984), p.309 at p.315. On the revival of the concept
of natural 1aw since 1945 see E. M. Wise, "Comparative
Law and the Protection of Human Rights", American
Journal of Comparative Law, vol.30 (1982) supp., p.355
at p.373f ; B. H. Weston, "Human Rights", Human Rj.qhts
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highlighted the range of variations in the concept of
human rigihts making themselves f elt in the post.
colonial era, such unquestioning acceptance is no
longer suf f icientls6.

Nevertheless, Hohf el-d does not leave us
compiet.ely lost but supplies a few helpful signposts
pointing to the answer to this question. Firstl,v, he
asserts that the contents of the rights bundle an
individual has at any particular time depends on the
faet situation in which he finds himself; the
const.ituency of a rights bundle is determined by the
events which have happened in the past and by t.he
catalogue of events which could occur in t.he future.
That is the first clue, and it i-s a useful one
particularly because by tyingr the concept. of a right
to observable events, it supplies a characteristic of
a right which is objectively ascertainable and thereby
provides the concept of human righEs with an important
antidote to the poi-sonous cries of abjecb subjecLivity

Quarterly, vo1 . 5 (1984) , p .257 at p .26I. On the
renewed international enthusiasm for human rights
directly (without necessarily tying the concept of
human right.s to natural law) see L . Sohn, ,'The
International Law of Human Rights: A Reply to Recent
Criticisrrrs", Hofstra Law Review, vol.9 (1981), g.347;
B . B. Ferecnz , " The Future of Human Right.s in
International .Turisprudence : An OpE,imistic Appraisal,',
Hofstra Law Review, vo1.10 (1,982) , p.379 at p.388f .

1s5 Diana Meyers notes that ,' [p] roponents of human
rights long ago abandoned the claim that any rights
are self-evident and set about accounting for the
righE.s they esteemed". D. T. Meyers, "Rights-Based
Rights", Law and Philosophy, vo1.3 (1984), p.407 atp.407. See also R. Flathman, The practice of Riqhts,
p.2 where he wriEes that ', Ic]onLrary to t.he impression
often given by natural rights Lheorists from Locke to
Nozick, rights are not natural, divine, primitive, of
brute facts. Nor are they somehow self-justifying or
self -evidently justif ied. ,'
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somet.imes levelled at it1s7.
The second signpost Hohfeld left his successors

relates Lo these determining facts. He wri_tes:
uA change in a given legal relation may
result. (1) from superadded fact or group of
facts not under the volit.ional control of a
human being (or human beings); or (2) from
some superadded fact or group of facts which
are under the volitional control of one or
more human beings " 

1s8

Hohfeld thus recognises that events both beyond and
within human cont.rol play a part in determining the
constituency of a particular rights bundle.

4.7.2.4
wrLt,erg

Hohfeld'e clueg were picked up by later

Although that is about the extent of Hohfel,d,s

rs7 Winfried Brugger criticises the natural law
doctrine as excessively objective but at the same time
rejects the view that just because u.. . moralquestions cannot be answered with the precision we
expect. in mathematical knowledge or research ... u is
no reason to reject all objectivism altogether. See W.
Brugger, "Human Rights Norms In Ethical perspective,,,
German Year Book Of International Law, vol.25 (tg9?l,
p.113 at p.L22-1,24, passage quoted at p.l-23f . Sinha is
more roundly critical of subjectivist theories of
human rights for having ,,. . . no objective criterion of
truth . .. u. See S. P. Sinha, uWhy And How Human
Rigthts", International Journal Of Legal fnformation,
vol.10 (1982), p.308 at p.3I2; also see S. p. Sinha,
"The Anthropocentric Theory Of International Law As A
Basis For Human Rights", Case Western Reserve Journal
Of rnternati_onal Law, vo1.10 (1978), p.469 at p.4g6f .
Gewirth describes intuitionist rights theories (which
hold thaE "... humans, possession of certain
inalienable rights is self-evidenL ...u) as
"impotent". See A. Gewirth, ',The Basis And Content Of
Human Rights", Georgia Law Review, vo1.13 part 4
summer L979, p.1143 aE p.1145 and p .tt46 respectively.
See also D'Amato, The Concept of Custom inInternational Law, p.L7f .

1s8 w. N.
Conceptions as

HohfeId,
Applied in

"Some Fundamental
'Judicial Reasoning

Legal
f t', in

Hohfeld, W. W. Cook (ed) , at p.50f .

Led in
Rea
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contribution to ex.plaining why cert.ain fact. situations
should determine the constituency of specific
corresponding rights bundl-es, Lhe basic ideas
contained in these clues have been taken up and
developed by lat.er writerslse. These writers may be
termed the constructivist school. They have flourished
during the years since 1945, years less beset by
positivism and more receptive to the concept of human

rights Ehan t.hose in which Hohfeld was able to write.
Their task has been to fill in the gap between
Hohfeld's now classic descriptive analysis of what
right.s empirically are and the ,operative fact
situations' from which he said rights eame.

Consciously or otherwi-se the scant clues lef t by
Hohfeld relating to this have provided a

framework within which to arranqe their work.
rough

A Ttre first, clue
Weston for example writes that it u... is a

common observation that these demands Ifor human

rightsl are often fully frustrated by social as well
as natural forces ... u and thaL this observation is
one of the Lwo in which human rights are ', deeply
rooted"160. Weston thus recognises that natural events
do play a role in determining the success or failure
of human rights demands.

Gorecki writ.es thaL whether or not a human rights

lse Richard Flathman is typical of post war
writers who, while conscious of the value of Hohfeld, s
work, regard. it as only a beginning to a real
understanding of human rights. He writes of Hohfeld,s
work that u... as useful as it is for making a first
sorting of common uses at rights, it does not begin to
ful1y identify the ful1 logic of Lhe several uses it
distinguishes". Ihelractice of RiqhE.s, p.53. Hohfeld
was a product of his times and those times, unlike the
post war period, did not, encourage academic scratching
beneath the surface of observable lega1 acEivity.

160 B. H. Weston, "Hurnan Rigrhts', , Human Rights
Quarterly, vo1.6 (1984), p.257 at p.257.
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claim is accepted as valid "... depends on a complex
set of social and ecological conditions ...u161. He

gives examples of some of the elements in this social
and ecological complex factors clearly beyond the
volitional cont.rol- of human agency in any but the most
remote sense. They include populaLion density,
mortality rates, and the availability of food and
economic resourcests2 .

Sucharitkul arglues that human rigrhts Eo f ood,
freedom from disease and health are much more
important in Africa and Asia t.han in the Uniced States
because food is short in those climes and life
threatening disease is more widespread than in t.he
West16r. Sucharitkul thus also recogrnises the
significance of natural evenLs in determinj-ng the "...
contents as well as [the] emphasis and
priority"l6a of human rights.

Brugger argues that human rights are a response
to elementary experiences of injustice. Bruggrer
obviously feels that injustice probably should invol-ve
the some kind of moral wrongfulness on the part of the
perpetrator of the j-njust.ice. This inclination crates
a problem for Brugger since it does appear to rule out
a role for non-volitional events in determining the
constituency of Hohfeldian right.s bundles; Ehey are
not perpeErated by human agency and are amoral rather
than inrnoral. The problem is significant for Brugger
because he clearly accepts that empirically such
events do contribute t,o human percepti-ons of

16r J. Gorecki, "Hrman Rights : Explaining the
Power of a Moral and Legal ldea", The American ,-Tournal
of ,Jurisprudence, vol .32 (1987 ) , p. 1-53 at p.163 .

162 rbid.
rbr S. Sucharitkul, "A Multi-Dimensional Concept

of Human Rj-ghts in fnternational Law", Notre Dame Law
Review, vo1.62 (L987), p.305 at p.315.

164 rbid.
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injustice, and therefore do in fact play a ro1e.
Clearly he cannot simply close his eyes to this gap

between his Eheory and the reality it purports to
explain. fn the end therefore, rather than modify his
theory about the origin of human rights Lo account for
this il1-shapen piece of the jigsaw puzzle, he side
steps the issue writing that " Ii] t leaves the question
open whether injustice is done t.o human beings whose

needs are threatened not by other persons but by
uncontrollable conditions or events, such as in
nations stricken with poverLy or devastaEed by natural
catastrophes, rr 16c-. Nevertheless it is an import.ant
issue and a few words should be devoted to it. because,
if only events which are within the volitional control
of human beings can constitute the source of human

rights, a shadow is east over Hohfeld's suggestion to
the contraqp. By no means fatal to the constructivist
approach to human rights generation, such a blow would
certainly undermine the theory's credibility. The

theory endeavours to explain how one gets from A

(events as the source of human right.s) to B (human

rights), and if quest.ions are raised about the
definition of A, it certainly does the explanation no
good; if 'Janet were trying to explain to ,fohn how to
get from Wellingt.on to Auckland, John would be less
confident in Janet's explanation if half way through
the explanation it turned ouE that she had been
explaining how to get. to Auckl-and f rom Gisborne.

Brugger writes that " It]here arise most difficult.
questions of accountability which I can only point
out, without resolvinq them"166. He refers to the U.S.

165 W. Brugger, "llr-man Rights Norms in Ethical
Perspective", German Year Book of fnEernational Law,
vol.25 (1982), p.113 at p.118f.

16" W. Brugger, op. cit. footnot.e 16, p.L18
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cases of Reqents of Universitv of California v
-@,&.ttt and Ful-lilove v fu4igf,ttt, in which
dissenting judges expressed the view Ehat
distinguishing between individuals on the basis of
factual differences is generally undesirable but not
always impermissible. There is therefore doubt about
the significance of accountability even in the highly
individuated conception of human rigrhts held in Ehe

Unit.ed States. It will be recalled that Judge Tanaka
of the International Court of Justice in the South
West Africa Case was less ambivalent. His view was
that "... what is equal is to be treated equally and
what is different. is to be treated differently, namely
proportionately to the f actual dif f erenssr rt'>e. He

therefore clearly envisaged that factual differences
between individuals beyond their own or anyone e1se,s
volit.ionaL control are relevant in Lhe process of
deLermining an individual,s rightstTo. The notion of
accountability in the sense t.hat for me to have a

right someone else must have done something wrong is
in direct conf 1i-ct not only with the no-f ault
principle which underl-ies rather revolutionary schemes
such as the New Zealand Accident Compensation Act
L982, but also much more mundane domes[ic legislation
such as those Acts which provide for rights (Hohfeld
would call them powers) for individuals generally to
vote, obtain passports, apply for building permits and

76'1 Reqents of Universitv of Californi.a v
438 U.S. 255, ar 360-6L (i.9TB).

Bakke

tut.ru-t-!i!ry. v Klutznick, 65 Laralrer's Edition 2d,
902, at 907 .

15e r. c. J. Reports (195s) p.305
170 Throughout his judgement Judge Tanaka refers

to the at least potential legitimacy of
differentiation on the basis of language, religion,
dg€, sex etc none of which can possibly be construed
as products of any individual's inunorality. See
Tanaka's discussion of equality pp.304-310 passim.
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so forth. The same applies to the powers conferred
upon certain individuals such as ministers of the
crown to make determinations such as when to declare
a public emergency, make special grrants of
citizenship, issue permits for foreigners t.o acquire
land and so on. None of these clearly recognised
rights presuppose that some individual somewhere has
committed some immoral act. Similarly with the common

Iaw. The rights t.o a fair heari-ng and to seek judicial
review do noi presuppose anot,her person's immorality.
It is submitted bhat basing t.he leqitimacy of an
individual's rights claim on events which only involve
the commission of a moral srn b1r someone else cannot
be supported by reference to empirical observation of
the practice of rights either at the international or
municipal leve1; Brugger's discomfort. is well- founded
and the role for events beyond the voliLional control
of human agency in determining the composition of
Hohfeldian rights bundles is secure.

B The eecond clue
If t.here is relatively litt1e written about the

merits of Hohfeld's first source of rights, namely
non-volitional events, the same cannot be said about.
the second. The importance of voLitional events both
past and pot.ent j-aI in determining the content of
rights, especially t.he human right.s subcat.egory
thereof, has received a great deal of attention. Also,
by contrast to the relatively uncontroversial role
played by non-volitional event.s, there is a wide range
of views concerning the significance of volitional
events in the rights creation process.

David Lyons writes t.hat ,,[a] cofinnon view is that
a right consists of an area of free choice

protected by prohibit.ions against interference,' 171.

171 D. Lyons,
Duties", Nous, vo1

"The Correlativity of Rights and
.4 (t970]' , p.45 at p.49.
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Oscar Schachter is of the opinion that human

rights are one aspect of the broader concept of the
'dignity of the human person' and 'human dignity'r?2.
He defines human dignity in terms of the Kantian
injunction 'Lreat each person as an end in himself not
merely as a means' and justifies this definition on

the grounds thaL such a definition would probably be
universally acceptabler?3. He argues that this Kantian
injunction requires that individual choice be accorded
a hj-gh priority in social, political and legal
arrangementslta. Schachter therefore is of the view
that volition is a significant feature of the source
of human right.s.

Flathman is more adamant still. He bases his
analysis of rights on observations about how they
operate in practice. One of his observatj-ons is that:

"Although individuals cannot unilaterally
determine what rights they have, the
practice of rights leaves the individuals
who have them a large measure of discretion
in deciding whether to exercise them in a
particular situation, whether to waive them
temporarily or even permanently, whether and
how to defend them against attacks and
encroachments Although not unqualified,
this large element of individual discretion
is perhaps the single most distinctive
feature of the concept of rights. " 

r?5

He notes thaE the ascripEion of
inanimate objects not capable
that choice is not a logical
possession of a human rights176.

rights to animals and
of voliLion suggests
precondition to the
However, it is clear

172 O. Schachter, ,'Hurnan
Concept", AmericanlTournal
vo]- .77 (1983 ) , p.848 aE p.853 .

1?r o. Schachter, op. cit .

174 rbid.

Dignity as a Normative
of Internationa] Law,

at p.849 .

17s R.

1?6 R.

Flathman, The Practice of Riqhts,

Flat.hman, oF. cit. , p.73

p.71 .
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that he regards such ascription as somewhat dubious.
He writes that. " [a] lthough more and more common, in
such cases the distinction between being the holder of
a right and being the subject of a grood or bad policy
or good or bad treatment disappears"r77. In his
"paradigrmatic" rights situation all rights holders are
capable of u... understandinq, evaluation, and choice
... nr78. For Flathman then, whose approach to rights
is, like Hohfeld's, essentially empirical and
therefore objectively verifiable, volit.ion is at the
very least a feature of rights of primary importance.
Indeed, aside from cases involvingr the rights of
animals, geographical entities such as Ehe seashore,
and col-lectivities incapable of choice such as
generations yet to be born, it is probably fair to say
that volition is a dominant. enough feature of rights
t.o warrant ascribing it near definitional status.

Most writers on rights do not express their
endorsement of the role of volition at the source of
human rights in terms as explicit as Flathman and
Schachter. Rather t.han openly saying that human rights
come from some source strongly characteri-sed by human
volition, they write instead of the role morality has
to pfay in the rights process. To assert that human

rights are rooted in morality necessarily presupposes
that volition has an important role in the creation of
a human right because morality is a1l about choosing.

Alan Gewirt.h has tried Eo validat.e this
contention by effectively identifyinqr morality and
volition. He argues that anyone who make choices must
be engaging in moral discourse essentiatly because
when selecting between two alternative courses of
action an individual's selection has to be based on
some criteria of his choosing. The actor has to be

177 R. Flathman,

rbid.178

op. cit. , p.7 4.
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saying that course of action A is better t.han course
B. Whether or not one agrees with t.he criteria is
irrelevant; the point. is that he is engagring in value
judgement and that makes his behaviour 'moral, . In
this way Gewirth in effect equates choice and
morality.

Gewirth identifies two uses of the term ,moral, .

The first is its pejorative use. In this sense it
denotes an act which is assessed to be good, right. by
reference to the substantive rules which constitut.e a
particular ethical system. Thus if A is standing on a

beach in New Zealand when he sees a child drowning and
dives in and saves thre child's life, t.his acLion is
moral because in terms of traditional western moral
norms currently regarded as valid in New Zealand
saving t.he child was a qood act. Gewirth would
however, also describe the act as moral in a second
broader sense. He would also say the act is ,moraI,
because it is an action which is capable of moral
assessmenL by reference to an ethical system. The
example used is of action which is moral in bot.h
senses of the word. However the second sense is better
illustrated by an action which is only moral in this
second, broader way. Suppose for example, instead of
rescuinq the drowning child A went the movies leaving
the struggling infant to meet. his maker. fn the
second, broader use of the term A,s act would still be
a moral act. While it would certainly be regarded as
immoral in qualitative terms. Ers a bad act, the fact
that it was a bad act sEill makes the appellation
'moraI' appropriate in the second non-qualit,ative
sense of the word because it was an action capable of
ethical assessment; it is meaningful to subject. the
action to moral discourse. Gewirth believes thaE any
action which the actor can choose to do or not Eo do
is an act which is capable of being good or bad, and
therefore moral, because Ehe actor must decide to do
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it or not and must therefore have some criteria by
which to assess the merits of the alternative courses
of action open to him.

In the writer's view Gewirth's conclusion that
voliLion and morality are effectively coextensive is
based on an empirically unsustainable definition of
moral behaviour. By defining as moral any behaviour
involving choice, he is styling as moraL acts to which
ordinary usage would not ascribe any such character.
It is inappropriate to describe some volitional acts
as moral acts. Even in Gewirth's broader sense it has
to be asked if tooth brushi-ng is really a meaningful
subject for moral discourse; if it is it is surely
trivial. Gewirth's view that volition and morality are
coextensive is erroneouslte. It cannot be argued
therefore that every act of volition is a moral act,
and therefore that all arguments in favour of
accepting that morality is in part at least
responsible for grenerating human rights can be taken
as endorsing Hohfeld's view that volitional acts of
human agency constitute one of the two sources of
rights.

Nevert.heless, the contention that those who argue
that morality must play a role in the qeneration of
rights must also concede that human volition has a

role in the same process, can still be sustained. If
a man dies of o1d age it may be sad for those left
behind and in that sense is a bad thing, but to
describe him or anyone else as committing a moral
wrong over-st.retches the bounds of linguistic
credibility. The man has no choice but to die, and

17e Brugger concurs with this conclusion. He
writ.es: "The first. element of moral discourse is Ehe
human choice...". Brugger's reference to a first
element suggests that there must be others also and
that therefore moral discourse and choosing are not
the same thing. See W. Brugger, ,'Human Rights Norms in
Ethical Perspective", German Year Book of
International Law, vol.25 (1,982) , p.113 at p.L37.
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therefore he cannot be held accountable, nor can his
action (dying) be ascribed any kind of moral
significance. Nor can the finger of moral
reprehendsibility be pointed at anyone e1se. The
observation that actions (such as dying of old age)
are not regarded as good or bad where the actor had no
choice but to do as he did is offered as evid.ence that
the assertion that volition on the part of the actor
1s a necessary conditi-on for moral decision making,
can at least be inductively sustained. Even though
Gewirth is wrong in concluding that a1l vofition
necessarily involves "playing the moral game',, that
is, even allowing that some acts of volition are not
proper subjects for meaningful moral discourse, it is
st.il1 reasonable to infer Lhat all moral behaviour
must involve vol-ition. It fol-lows that support f or
moral input into the generation of human righ[s, while
it may noL be attributed to Hohfeld in any direct or
conscious way, is nevertheless consistent with the
limited clues left by him to guide his successors in
their search for an empirically sustainable basis for
human rights.

Such support is as prolific as is the variety of
opinions regarding the nature of the role which
morality plays in the rights creation process. It was
noted above that Brugger sees morality constituting
the motivation to make a claim of right. He sees human
rights as u... unmisbakeabLe responses to elementary
experiences of injusticsr r80. Gorecki too sees
morality as providinq the initial stimulus for a human
rights claim; a "mora11y relevant stimulus " 18r, t.hat
is ". . . feelings of what is riqht and wrong, our

180 w. Brugger, op. cit. , p. i-L3 ab p.1j-9.
181 ,J. Gorecki, ,'Human Rights: Explaining the

Power of a Moral and Legal Idea,', American Journal of
,Jurisprudence, voL.32 (1987), p.153 at p.tS7 .
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embarrassing feelings of quilC and shame"r82 prompt us
to initiat,e the rights process. Gorecki evidently
f eels that this motivat.ional rol-e is signif icant
enough to warrant describing human right.s as moral
rightsl83. Marks also seems to view societal values as
thre preceding the claim which initiates the right
generation process. Marks sees claiming as the process
by which individuals' needs and social values seek
elevation to Lhe more concrete status of an
international human right184. He also therefore sees
morality's contribution to the generation of human
rights as preceding the claim, probably as motivating
the process by which a right is createdrss. A number
of other writers acknowledge the roJ-e morality has to
play in t.he creation of a ri-ght but are less specific
about the nature of the role. Sinha for example simply
assumes that human rights are entirely normativerso
and Drinan asserts that "the basic concept of human
rights j-s the moral notion that the violation of
human rights anywhere violates the rights of all
people"187. Henkin examines the beliefs about human
rights in the United States, France, the Soviet. Union

182 g'. Gorecki, op. cit
183 J. Gorecki, op. cit

at p.1-56 .

at p.154.
184 S. P. Marks, "Emergfing Human Right.s: A New

Generation for the 1980's", RuEgers Law Review, vol.33
(1981), p.435 at p.436.

i85 Marks d.oes not explicitly ascribe morality a
motivational role in the rights generation process but
in the writer's view it is probably a reasonable
inference. Locating the moral input at a time
temporally antecedent to the cIaim, it is hard t'o see
what other role he could reasonably ascribe it.

186 S. Prakash Sinha, "Why and How Human Rights",
International Journal of Legal fnformation, vo1.10
(L982) , p.3 08 at p.311 .

187 R. F. Drinan, "International Human Rights in
the 1980's", Utah Law Review, L982, p.21,9 at p.221.
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and China, as well as Nigeria and Tanzania as t.hey are
reflected in the constit.utions of those states, and
concludes that human rights operate differently in
each counLry. He ascribes these differences to the
differing perceptions of value and to differing
social, political and historical experiencelss. Weston
too ascribes an indeterminate role for morality in Lhe
rights creation process. He writes that:

"Human rights partake of both the legal and
the moral orders, SOMEtrIMES
indistinguishably. They are expressive of
both t.he u is u and the " ought " in human
affairs." 18e

Lehmann takes a similarly indeterminate approach
accepting McDougal's analysis of human rights as the
product of a process involving u.. . the shaping and
sharing of values"1e0. Panchias argues that human

rights must be sourced in morality because it is
logically impossible to derive normatively significant
conclusions from lactual premises. He writes tha[
"[s]o long as basic rights are conceived as having
moral import - of entailing quite specific
proscriptions regarding human behaviour - the
possession of non-relational, evaluatively neutral
attributes is logically inadequate to account for the

188 L. Henkin, "Rigthts Here and There", Columbia
Law Review, vo1 . 8l- (1981- ) , p. 1582 . At p. 1,592 he
writes that ".. . a theory of rights, I suggest, teIIs
much about what a society believes ... ".

18e B. H. Weston, "Human Rights " , Human Right.s
Quarterly, vol. 6 (L9841 , p.257 at p .253 .

1e0 R. A. Lehmann, " The Human Rigrht of
Conrnunication", New York .Tournal of fnternational and
Comparative Law, vo1.4 (t982), p.83 aE p.87. The
reference to McDougal is to M. McDougal, H. Lasswell
& L. Chen, Human Riqhts and World Public Order at
p.85 .
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basic rights " 
lel . He

therefore sees moral input into the generation of
human rights as essential As for the precise role
morality plays in this process, he arglues that:

u... a coherent, minimal account of the
structure of basic human right.s enLails that
al-l who have such rights do so only if they
participate in a specifiable, complex moral
relationship where basic rights are
correl-ative with basic duties. This
hypothesis does not hold that the idea of
basic human rights is exhaust.ive of morality
per s€, nor does it say that al1 moral
theories, orr risk of incoherence, must
explicitly designate a system of basic human
*.i -1- r- -!r14rrup. What the hypothesis does insist
upon, however, is that the nature of basic
hr:man rights, unlike the nature of other
kinds of rights, depends on persons enjoying
a specific kind of moral role - a role which
is enjoyed by all basic rights holders.
Basic rights, on this hypothesis, function
so as to link morally al-l those in such
roles and, in so doing, establish t.he
context of human participafion required for
the ascript.ion of basic righLs to human
beings . " 1e2

Panchias therefore clearly sees performance of a moral
role, moral behaviour as prerequisite to the exj-stence
of human rights. So important does he regard the part
morality has to play in the generation of human

rights, he repeatedly refers throughout his article to
human rights as a type of moral rightlor.

Finnis notes the historic connection between what
is 'right' and a 'rigiht'lea. He writes that
historically the term 'right' was used in the time of

1el G. Panchias, "The St.ructure of Basic Human
Rigrhts " , Law and Philosophy, vo1 .4 (1985 ) , p.343 at
p.347 .

lez G. Panchias, op. cit . at p .349 .

1e3 See for example pp .349 , 355 and 371-.

1e4 J. Finnis,
pp.206-210.

Natural Law and Natural Riqhts,
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Aquinas to express 'the just thing itself , with t.he
emphasis on the 'just' part, but Ehat by the time
Suarez and Grotius were writing, the emphasis had
shift.ed to the 'thing'. He suggrests that. this shift in
emphasis provided the opportunity for the likes of
Hobbes and later positivists to drive a wedge between
'a ri-ght' and morality. While Finnis sees no need to
return to the Thomist emphasis on justice in rights
theory he does acknowledge that morality stiI1 has a

significant role to play in the rights process.
According to Rawls rights are generated by a

process which involves constant balancing and fine
tuning intuicive moral concepts and RawIs, two
fundament.al principJ-es derived under his hypothetical
veiL of ignorance. RawIs 1abe1s this continuous
process of adjustment. and balancing Ehe process of
ref lective equi.librium. Quit.e clearly Ehe role of
in:uitive moral notions is critical to Raw1s,
reflective eguilibrium. If morality were removed from
the equation the balancing and adjustment which
constitutes the process of reflective equilibrium
would be impossible and there could be no rights on
Rawls' model.

Dworkin adopts Rawls' model of rights generation.
He re-states Rawls' theory and then proceeds to use it
as the premise of hj-s criticism of tradit.ional natural
law theories about the origin of rights. In Dworkin,s
view, and the writer concurs, the immutable nature of
rights seen from the traditional view point is
incompat.ible with the constant on-going evolution of
the substant.ive rights produced by the process of
ref lect.ive equilibrium and t.he inherent at Least
temporal relativity of reflective equilibrium is
inconsistent with the absolute objecLive reality of
morality insisted upon by t.radit.ional natural right.s
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theoristsle5. Rawls' reflective equilibrium, and the
vital role morality plays in that process, is central
to Dworkin's criticism of the traditional theories of
the origin of rights.

Dworkin also criticises the traditional English
1aw predilection for divorcing the legal meaning of
concepts from the meanings ascribed them by ordinary
usage on t.he grrounds that it ignores the role morai
concepts play in rights. He states chat
notwithstanding this insistenE legalism, the laralzer's
on-going concern over the definition of key legal
concepts, his consistent att.empts to evaluate novel
fact situations with his clear understanding of such
concepts, demonstrates that subconsciously he cannoE
divorce these 1ega1 definitions from their ,moral,
counterparts. Dworkin also arg'ues that the two
responses to this inadeguacy of the traditional
English approach t.o jurisprudence fail for the same

reason. The sociological school of jurisprudence
developed by Pound insisted that all questions of
jurisprudence should be determined by sociological
factors and others, such as McDougal and Lasswell,
argued that the answers to such questions would be the
ones which most furthered specified social goa1s.
According to Dworkin both these responses to the
insulation of 1aw from i-ts social and political
context also fail because both ignore the ,,... crucial
fact. that jurisprudential issues are at their core
issues of moral principle .. . u1e6.

4.? .3 Salient featuree of the ConetructLviet
Theory of Human RLghte

For the reasons given above the Marxist. and
logical solutions to the problem of the subjectivi-ty

1e5 P. Dworkin, Takinq Riqhts Seriouslv,
ie6 R. Dworkin, op. cit. at p.T

p.166
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of the traditional- view of the theoretical origins of
human rights are unconvincing. However, the third, and
in the writer's view best, attempt to overcome the
inherent subjectivity of traditional human rights
justifications comes from the constructivist.s. They
have dispensed altogeEher wich the cause / effect
justification model and instead view human rights as

the result of a sociological process rather than as

springring immediately or by deductive process from
some normative source which, by dint of its
abstraction, cannot be objectively validated. Instead
constructivists accept as a starti.ng point the
intuiti-ve moral belief s and judgrments current in
society putting aside the question as to whether or to
what degree those beliefs and judgrments conform to
some as yet undiscovered absolute objective moral
reality. The currency of a moraL belief is, to be
sure, not beyond argument but it lends itself to
objective validation far more than does the absolute
substantive truth of Ehe belief in question. In this
way constructivists overcome to a large extent the
problem of subjectivity which afflicts traditional
cause / effect based rights theories. Constructivists
f ocus their energDf on developing a t.heory which
unifies society's collection of moral beliefs and
judgements and which can be used to resolve moral
issues arising in novel fact situat.ions in a manner to
a greater or lesser degree consistent with society's
existing morality. It is the sociological process by
which this theory, specially 'constructed' to unify
existing moral belief and judgements, operates to
progressively develop society's understanding of
specific concrete righbs which replaces the cause /
effect relation which characterises traditional
theories.

There are many variaEions on the constructivist
theme, many different views on the nature of bhe
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process by which rights concepts develop. Some of the
f eatures of t.wo of the most important, those of
Donnelly and Feinberg were described above in chapter
4.6.7. Rawls' process of reflective equilibrium is
anotherleT. However, in general construcLivists tencl
t.o view the creation of a human right as involving
essentially three steps; claiming, justification and
recognition.

{ .7 .3 .1 General deecript,ion of the eongErnrcEiviet
righte proceaa: the Drina facie rights doctrine

When two interests clash the interest holders
both asserL the priority of t.heir interest.s. They do
t.his by claiming that their interest is superior to
t.he other' s and at that. point the 1egal system in
which the contest is occurring weighs bhe two
interests and either recognises one over the other
without altering the existing confiquration of the two
interests in question, or it will redefine one or both
of the interests in dispute to achieve a just
resolution of the conf lict. Either wdy, the resul_t of
such a process is t.hat one of the interests is given
priority over the oEher, one of the claims is u. ..
recognised and protected by law . . . r1e8. It is
justified within the system of rul-es governing t.he
cont.est. and is therefore ,,valid", and in the language
of this rights theory, to say that the victor has a

"valid claim" is to say that she has a urightulee.

Over a period of time such contests will see that
u... the boundaries between rights, while always in

le"t Dworkin also appears to accept Rawls,
reflective equilibrium as the process by which current
morality is extrapolated into new fact situations.
What t.his involves will be discussed in more de[ail
below. See chapt,er 4.7.3.2 - 4.7.3.4.

re8 Joel Feinberg, Socia1 philosophv, p.24
let JoeI Feinberg, op. cit.., p.67.
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some deqree of flux, become relat.ively fixed and
stable; away from the boundaries, within each right,s
"central core, " there will- be more and more
security. rr200. Every time there i-s a dispute about. the
border between two claims to right, both rights become
a litt.le better defined. However, the rangte of
possible rights border disputes is unlimited and it is
impossible t.o predict absolutely the circumstances of
every possible future conflict between rights. One can
never be sure that a particular claim hitherto
recognised and protected by the law even in every case
of confl-ict with other claims, will not one day meet
an even mightier claim and succumb to iCs superior
authority. This aspect of Ehe consLructivist rights
creation theory i-s called the prima facie riqhts
doctrine2or. Feinberg summarises the doctrine thus:

"On this view, it is tacitly understood that
recognition of a righL can always be
withdrawn or qualifj-ed when necessary to
permic satisfaction of a conflicting c1aim.
There are no absolute rights whj-ch always
have the right of way when collisions
threaten. Put another wdy, "Lhe right to X',
is always to be understood as ,,the right to
X unless some strongrer claim shows up,,' the
"unless clause" being tacitly understood.

2oo ,Joel Feinberg, oF. cit . , p.23 .

201 It is not strictly accurate to describe theprima f aci-e rights docLrine as an aspect of
constructivist rights theory since it is quite
possible to adhere to the constructivist righLs theory
while refuting the prima facie rights doctrine. One
simply maintains that the consEructivist process
occurs once at the 'beginning, of a riqht which thenpersists immutable and permanent. lhereafter; a
unifying theory is const.ructed at the beginning and
thereafter remains monolithically inmutable. Such aposition has however, to the writer,s knowledge, never
been taken and moreover, the essentially mutablepicture pain[ed by the prima facie rights doctrine of
right.s is difficult to reconcile with the traditional
cause / effect model justifications of rights as
generated from some immutable source such as nature or
God. To describe the doctrine as an aspect of the
constructivist theory is therefore not inappropriate.
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According to this theory, since there is no
foolproof way of knowing when a stronger
claim will turn up, reliance upon our rights
should always be tempered with scepticism;
a right is no ironclad quarantee. possession
of a discretionary right creates only a
presumption in a given case at a given time
that one also has a specific right normally
derivable from ig. rr2o2

Put mat.hematically, if A = a claim, X = arguments in
favour of according A recognition, and y = arguments
against such recognition, then if A + X - y > A then
A = a valid claim i.e. a right. Unless X can be of
infinite vaIue, a consideratj-on so weighty that at no
cime ever, under any circumstances whatsoever, is it
possible that. any one could regard any other
consioeration as of more import., then one cannot say
that claim A will always and unconditionally be a
right. To adhere to the prima facie rights doctrine is
t.o acknowledge that the range of potentiaL human
conflict. is unlimited, that no one can predict the
circumstances of every possible human int.eraction.

One criticism of the prima facie riqhts doctrine
is that it removes the distinction between a ri_ght
defined as a valid cl-aim and a ,mere, claim, that is
a cl-aim which has not yet had its superioriCy to some

ot.her specified interest in a given situation Lested
and confirmed by the system of rules withj-n which it
is made. This, iL is asserted, reduces a right Lo
nothing more than a claim, nothing more than an
expression of Lhe claimant, s opinion t.hat his int.erest
should, in a particular situation, be gi_ven priority
over all other competing interestszo3. The writer
concedes that. if t,his argument is valid it poses a
significant threat to the viability of the prima facie
rights doctrine. However, it is suggested that. this

Joel Feinberg,

,Joel Feinberg,

op. cit., p.73f.

op. cit . , p.7 4.ZUJ
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threat is in fact illusory.
Firstlv, the prima facie rigrhts doctrine does not

mean that a 'right' is in effect noLhing more than a

'mere' c1aim. To equate a 'mere' claim with a 'prima
facie' right ignores the strong predictive power
acquired over time by an often validated claim, and
tends to view the rights creation process out of
context. From time to time claims may arise in
situat.ions which have never occurred before and which
bear no resemblance at all to any previous situations
in which the same interests have clashed; a claim for
the recognition of a brand new interest will be made

for the first time against another brand new claim
never before tested. Such a claim migrht appropriately
be labelled a 'mere' claim since the outcome of the
clash is unknown and indeed unpredictable. The clash
really can be regarded as a discreet little unit of
hu:nan interaction. However, that is not the case with
a 'prima f acie' right . A prima f acie rigrht is a

special type of claim because of the additional weight
ascribed to it by its context. Because of previous
experience in other claims clashes involving one or
both of the same competing interests in the same or
similar circumstances, or even in completely different
circumst.ances, something is known of the claims
asserted. This contextual relationship to past events
gives the claim additional, presumptive weigrht which
not only allows one to distinguish it from a ,mere,

claim but which also legitimates the appellation
'prima facie right'. The presumptive force which
justifies calling a particular type of claim a ,prima

facie right' also differentiates it from all other
claims lacking such weight whj-ch for that. reason may

be called 'mere' claims. The distinction between
'mere' claims and those claims which may be labelled
(prima facie / presumptive) 'rights' is maintained
notwithstanding that one acknowledges that the
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presumption involved in the lat.ter may be overturned
in some situations. fn a horse race acknowledgringr that
a complet.ely unknown horse never before raced may
possibly come from behind and win does not mean that
every horse in the race enjoys the same chances. ?he
favourites are sti11 favouriLes and stil1 constitute
a special minority sub class of the field of entranLs
as a whole. Similarly with rights, acknowledging that
aLl- claims are defeasible does not mean Ehat there are
no other criteria, such as the presumptive weight
ascribed to one or both of the compet.ing claims by
their respective experiences in previous confl-icts
with each other or with different interests, which may

serve to distinguish some of them as 'prima facie
rights' from their less presumptive cousins. In this
theory of rights the distinction then is not strictly
between a 'mere' claim and a 'validated claim' /
rj-ght., so much as between a 'mere, claim and a claim
of such presumptive force that it warrants the
description 'prima facie right,. The superset ,claims,
does not contain a subset ,valid claims,. Rather it
contains a sub set. of particularly weighty claims
which in a wide ranqe of situations in the past have
squared up against its present competitor in such and
such a fashion. The concept of a valid claim is
therefore not destroyed by the prima facie rights
doctrine so much as relabelled to high-tight more
correctly the contents of the sub class; the sub class
does not contain valid claims but claims which in
simifar situations in the past have been validated.
The conceptually important distinction between claims
grenerally and this special category from which rights
ultimately stem is not destroyed by the prima facie
rights doctrine's redefinition of the sub categories
grouped together under the title ,claims,.

This l-ine of reasoning also elucidates the
temporal nature of the rights creation process. The
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conceptual criticism of the prima facie rights
doctrine discussed in the preceding paragraph also
ignores t,his temporal aspect of rights. When a right
is created a series of event.s take place. First one
has a claim to recognition and protection of a

specific int.erest or interests. Then it is tested by
the rules of the system in which the claim is made.
Once the claim has succeeded in those terms, then it
may properly be called a ,righl,zor. It remains a

riqht unLil that same claim conflicts with some other
claim and at that time in those circumstances it
becomes a claim aqain albeit one of those claims with
a degrree of presumptive force which justifies its
description as a 'prima facj-e / presumptive right,. A

'right' according to the prima facie rights doctrine
is in fact a retrospective expression. Therefore, when
examining claims as a generic cl-ass, to try to define
a sub class of claims in terms of , right, is
premature. A 'righL' is a consequence of a sequence of
events and does not really lend itself to use as a
definitional criterion. If the terms ,right., and even
'va1id claim' are inappropriate at the time the claim
contest is acted out, if they are real1y just
predictions of the expected or desired future of an
incomplete present situation, it hardly seems to
matter whet.her the distinction between ,rlgh|, /
'valid claim' and 'mere, claim is blurred or even
obliterated. That dist,inction is not really there in
the first place; when the claiming is happening
strictly speaking no , right' or ,valid claj-m, exists
(just. 'mere' claims and prima fac j-e rights /
presumptive rights / claims of ten vict.orious in
previous conflict situations), and later once the

2o4 rt is acknowledged that in comrnon usage pre-
validation claims wieh scrong presumptive foice are
called 'rights'. As Finnis noted even lawyers use the
term in this way, See above chapter 4.7.2.j,.
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claim has been validated and there can be said to be
a 'rigiht', the distinction between a 'mere' cfaim (the
l-oser of the contest) and the 'right' / 'claim which
has (on this particular occasion) been validated' is
quite clear.

A second criticism of the prima facie riqhts
doctrine is that it breaks down the distinction
between 'rights' and 'mere privilegss r205. This
criticism asserts [hat adherence to that doct.rine
eliminates the distinction between a Hohfel-dian claim-
right and a privilege. The prima facie rights doctrine
maintains that all rights are defeasible. It follows
therefore that what this criticism of the doctrine
must be saying is that the only distincLion between a
claim-right and a privi-1ege-right is that the one of
Lhem (by implication the former) is indefeasible while
the other (agrain by implication the latter) is not.
Otherwise j-t could not be argued that the prima facie
right.s doctrine removed Ehe distinction between the
two classes of right; if there was any other
distinguishing feaLure it would take more than that
doctrine to make the two indistinguishable. Clearly
such an assertion is not so. From the brief summary
above of Hohfeld's analysis of rights it will be noted
that the primary feature disLinguishing claim-rights
from powers, immunities and privileges is t.hat the
former grounds specific second party dut.ies while
privileges, immunities and powers do not; the writer
cannot see how duty qrounding can be equated with
defeasibility, and such an identification is the only
way in which the contention that the prima facie
right.s doctrine eliminates the distincEion between
privileges and claim-right.s can be sustained;
otherwise there will always be the duty grounding
disEinction to differentiaEe claim-rights from

205 Joel Feinberg, op. cit . , p.7 4.
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liberties and privileges.
Having thus surveyed in general terms how the

consEruct.ivist theory explains the creation of rights,
a brief examination of t.he salient features of each of
Ehe three main steps in the process will demonstrate
how rights are created and explain how this t.heory is
able to accommodate the critical elements of both the
contingent and tradit.ional theories about the origin
of human rights.

{.7 .3.2 Claining
The extreme importance of claiming in the rights

creation process has been discussed above2oo and
little can be added. The observation t.hat claiming is
a integral part of the generation of human rights is
widely made and commonly accepted. No such unanimity
is Lo be found however, in relation Eo the motivation
for the claim which heralds the birth of a human
right.

ft was noted above t.hat Brugger believes that the
primary mot.ivat.ion for making a claim in Ehe rights
context. is an elementarv experience of iniustice207.
It. was also argued above that Brugger was wrong to
suggest that humanly engineered injust.ice has a

monopoly on gtenerating this response. While as a rule
human rj-ghts claims are in response to injustice
perpetrated by governments or other groups or
individuals, it is also true that. events which are
non-moral in the sense t.hat they are not the product
of human volition but occur naturally, events such as
floods, famines, storms and so forth, also influence
people Lo make claims Lo human rights. For example, a
person caught in a severe famine has a much greater

206 See chapter 4

2o1 w. Brugger,
Perspective", German
vol.25 (t982), p.L13

.6.7.

"Human Rights Norms in Ethical
Year Book of International Law,
at p.118.
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incentive to claim the human right to food than has a
person living in a land of plenty.

Gorecki accepts this point. He argues more
broadly that a human right starts as a ',@IgfI4
relevant stimulus"208, that is any u... feelings of
what is right and wrong ...'zoe. Mostly these feelings
are subconsciouszlo since there is no challenge to t.he
acti.riLy in question to focus attention on the right..
Goreckj. clearly accepts that one can be stimulat.ed to
make a human rights claim by event.s occurring non-
volicionally. He gives as an example of a morally
rel-evant stimulus seeing a starving chi1d. He writes:

"The person witnessing a starving child may
previously have internalized such general
norms as "he1p the needy" or ,'protect human
life, " or, having encountered or imagined a
similar case before, s/he might have
internalLzed a more detailed norm, "rescue
starving children. " If any of these norms
has been internalized already, iL becomes
easily activated now: witnessing a starving
child arouses the feeling of duty to feed
i3. r 2tl

Feinberg adopts a similarly broad approach. He sees
rights claims as motivated by desire. The rights
process operates on some of the ',relatively permanent
desires present in all 6snr212 to ultimately produce
righLs. In a similar vein Dworkin following Rawls
appears to accept that "self-interest" provides the

208 .J. Gorecki , " Human Rights : Explaining the
Power of a Moral and Legal ldea", American ,Journal of
Jurisprudence, vol .32 (1987 ) , p.1_53 at p. j.57 .

zoe J'. Gorecki, op. cit. at p. L56.
210 J:. Gorecki, op. cic. writes at p.i-58 that ,,...

our experiences of rights are [not] always stronq; Eo
the contrary, most often they are not only weak, but
Ehey occur below the threshold of consciousness. ,,

?77 ,J. Gorecki, oF. cit. ab p.L57.
212 J. Feinberg, Social philosophv , p.Z4
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impetus necessary to keep the right.s process
moving2lr. The principles initially agreed on in the
hypothetical original position and individuals,
intuitive understanding of moral concepts are
constantly bal-anced against each other and fine tuned
to determine the outcome of the competing demands of
individuals whose self-interest was restored to Ehem

when the veil of ignorance characterisingr the original
position was lifted.

The problem wiCh seeing desire as t.he motivation
for rights claims is that sometimes people have right.s
to things which they do not desire. Feinberg explains
this anomaly and tries to deal wiCh it by insist.ing on
a rather broad interpretation of ,desire,. He writes:

u A person is of ten said Lo ,,have an
int.erest" in something he does not presenLly
desire. A dose of medicine may be .in a
man's interest" even when he is struggling
and kicking to avoid it. In this sense, dn
object of an interest is "what is Lruly good
f or a person whether he desires it or not. ',

Even interest defined in this second way may
be indirectly but necessarily related to
desires. The only way to argue that X is in
Doe's interest even though Doe does not want
X may be to show that X would effectively
integrate Doe's totaL set of desires leading
to a greater net balance of desire-
fulfilment in the long run. If most of Doe,s
acknowledged important desires cannot be
satisfied so long as he is ill, and he
cannot become well unless he takes his
medicine, t'he Eaking the medicine is in
Doe's interest in this desire-related
sense " 

214,

It could however, be argued that even construing
'desire' in this long term light, desire stil1 does
not. provide an adequate definition of the moEivaEion
to claim a riqht. ff all rights claims are motivated

zt3 R. Dworkin, Takinq Riqhts Seriouslv, chapter
6 passim, pp.l-50-183. See also J. Rawls. A Theorv of
,Justice, pp.48-51.

214 J. Feinberg, Social philosophy, p.26.
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by desire, rro one should ever have a right to
somethinq which he does not desire at least in the
long run, and yet in fact people do have such rights.
For example in New Zealand every adulL man is free to
engrage in homosexual sex (Hohfeld would describe this
as a privilege) yet most men would have no desire
whatsoever Lo exercise this right and could in no way
see possession of t,he right as leading to a "gtreater
net balance of desire fulfilment" even "in the long
run"215. rhis criticism is however misguided. rt wilI
be recalled that the prima facie rights doctrine
argues that the rights creation process is an on-groing
affair, constantly redefining rights boundaries. What

is said to be a 'right' to do A is in fact a

prediction, based on a whole range of past individual
claiming / justification / recognition processes, that
inLerest A's clash with interest B in the part.icular
set of circumstances at hand wiIl be resolved in
favour of interest A. When A says trJ have a right to
homosexual sex" he is not at once bound to admit that
he wants to indulge in such behaviour. AIl he is
saying in asserting the right is that in the past in
circumstances similar to the present, other men who

have wanted to practice homosexuality have had their
claims to be allowed to do so validated, and therefore
he feels able to predict that jf he so claimed, his
claim would be validated too. It cannot be said
therefore that if all, rights ult.imately start out from
desire, rro one should ever have a right to something
which he does not desire at least in the long runi A

has a right because other people (one of whom may be
A) in the past have desired it. The distinction is
quite simply between a right. and a claim. A claim
clearly is motivated by the claimant,s desire at least
in the long term to possess the rj-ght, while the

?15 rbid.
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possession of a right (or more correctly a prima facie
right) can, and usually wilI, be largely derived
ultimaLely from the desires of others in the past. It
is fair to say therefore that rights claims can be
motivated by desire, though not in the rather more
simplistic way described by Feinberg.

Other rights writers are very fond of identifying
need as the primary, even exclusive, motive to make a
rigrhts cLaim. The advantage to this approach is
supposed to be that it is objeclively ascertainable
and therefore enables one to bridge the gap between
factual and normative staLements thereby solving the
problem which iC was noted above af f licts t.he

traditional cause / effect human righ[s justification
model-216.

Simone Weil sees human rights as stenming from an
eternal, immutable obligation incumbent upon every
human being to respect his fe11ow man. She writes that
this ".. . obligation is only performed if the respect
is effectively expressed in a real, not a fictitious,
way; and this can only be done Ehrough the medium of
Man's earthly needs ."2r7 . She continues:

"Consequently, the list of obligations
towards the human being should correspond to
the 1ist. of such human needs as are vital,
analogous to hunger.

"Among such needs there are some which
are physical, like hunger iLself. They are
fairly easy to enumerate. They are concerned
with protection against violence, housing,
clothing, heating, hygiene and medical
attention in the case of illness. There are
others which have no connecEion with the
physical side of life, but are concerned
wit.h its moral side . Like the f ormer,
however, they are earthly and not directly
related, so far as our intelligence is able

216 H. J. McCloskey, "Human Needs, Rights, and
Political Values", American Philosophical Quarterly,
vo1 .13, no.1 ,fanuary 1-97 6, p.1 at p.1.

217 Simone Weil, The Need for Roots, F. 5.
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to perceive, Eo the eternal destiny of Man.
They form, like our physical needs, a
necessary condit.ion of our lif e on this
earth. Which means to say that if they are
not satisfied, we fall little by little into
a staLe more or less resembling death, more
or less akin to a purely vegetative
existencg . ,218

She expressly distinguishes these needs driven
motivations for human righEs from ". .. desires, whims,
f ancies , and vices " 

21e .

Sinha's anthropocentric theorlr of human rights
insists that ".. . the human rights imperative becomes
the fulfilment of man's needs of his planetary
existence with j usti-ce',220 .

Kaufman argrues that a need based human rights
Eheory is superior to desire based theories because
what people desire does noL always correspond with
what they ought to want j_n t.heir own best
interests221.

218 Simone WeiI, op. cit . at p. 5f .

2re Simone Weil, op. cit. at p.9. The writer does
not mean to infer that Weil is a constructivist,
simply that she sees needs as underlying human rights,
as the ultimate arbiter of the legitimacy of any
asserted human right.

220 S. Prakash Sinha, ,'The Anthropocentric Theory
of fnternational Law as a Basis for Human Rig,hts.,
Case Western Reserve .Tournal of International Law,
vol.10 (l-978), p.469 ar p.501.

221 A. S. Kaufman, ,'Wants, Needs, and Liberalism,,,
Inquiry, vol.L4 (1971,), p.191 at p.tgT. Other writers
who endorse the role need has to play in grounding
human rights include T. J. Farer, Towards a
Hur,nanitarian Diplomacy: primer f or policw, p.20 .. ,'T'he
priority of "survival rights" or "basic needs" is a
virtual corollary of the right to personal security,,;
Park argues that the United Nations Charter, LheInternaLional BilI of Rights, various regional human
rights sub-organs as well as international 1awgenerally a1I endorse the view that basic human needs
essentially underlie afl other so called human rights,
see "Human RighLs and Basic Needs: Using fnternational
Human Rights Norms to fnform Constitutional
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Finnis also appears to endorse need as a factor
common to all rights and in the context of a
discussion about what it is in theoretical, terms that
gives rise to rights222.

The writer is incl_ined to aqree with McCloskey
that it is untenable to regard human need as Lhe
exclusive basis for human rights. He puts this down to
two reasons. Firstlv, needs do not explain many of the
human rights people do in fact have in terms of
instruments such as the rnternaLional Decl-aration of
Human Rights and the Covenants2z3. Secondlv, he argues
that such a Lheory. ds we1l as effectively
illeqitimating such acknowledged rights, reguires one
to accept righLs to objects which few would regard as
much short of ridicu1ous224. Furthermore, Feinbergr
makes the point that just what constituLes a ,basic,

InterpreLation", University of California Los Angeles
Law Review, vo1.34 (1987), p.1195 at pp.12I5-123L; Seeal-so J. Donne11y, ,,Recent Trends in Human Riqht.s
Act j-vity: Description and polemic,, , International
Organ, voL.35 (1981), p.633 ab 643; D. Raphael, The
Rights of Man and the Riqhts of Ehe Citi zerL,' , in
Pol',itical Theorv and the Riohts of Man, D. Raphael(ed), p.101 at p.1l-5; A. Rosenbaum,s introduction to
The Phi.losophv of Human Riqhts: International
Perspectives, A. Rosenbaum (ed), p.3 at p.30f ; Dienes,
"To Feed the Hungry: ,Judicial Retrenchment in WetfareAdjudication", Californian Law Review, voL.58 (1970)
p.555 at p.598.

"1 ,J. Frnnis, Natural Law and Natural Riqhts,
p.2 05

223 He refers to E.he rights to education, family,property and privacy. See H. J. McCloskey, "HumanNeeds, Rights, and poliLical Valu€s,' , American
Philosophical Quarterly, vol .13, no. L January 1,97 6,p.l at p.10.

224 H. ,J. Mccloskey, op. cit . at p.2 where he
writes bhat "... we may have a need for affection; it
is not cl-ear t.hat any sense can be given to a claim
that we have a right, even a prima facie negative
right to af f ection. ,'
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need is notoriously f1exib1e22s. Certainly t.here is a

wide range of opinion regarding what constitutes a

basic human need. Kaufman226 does not explain what the
Marxist 'human needs' are. Sinha has a list of five
primary needs and three secondary needsz2?. Weil
divided needs into earthly needs and needs of the
sou1228. In her view the latter were analogous to
hunqer and therefore every bit as basic as the need
for food. Park equates them with social and economic
rights or wel f are rights22e as do Donnel lytto and
Rosenbaum2rl. McCloskey acknowledges this flexibility,
this arbitrariness, and examines two options for
distinguishing between basic and non basic needs. The
first is differentiation on the basis of some kind of

23s J . Feinberg, Social- philosophv, p.l-11.
22u A. S. Kaufman, op. cit.
221 S. Prakash Sinha, ,'The Anthropocentric Theory

of Int.ernational Law as a Basis for Human Rights",
Case Western Reserve .fournal_ of International Law,
vol.10 (1978), p.469 at p.497f. The primary needs are
air, food, water, procreation, and protection of Iife
from war, crime disease, starvation, and ,'killers of
modern life". The secondary needs are economic
betterment, cultural enrichment, and achievement of
inEangible values such as freedom and liberty.

2?8 s. Weil, oF. cit. The need of the soul are
order, liberty, obedience, responsibility, equality,
hierarchism, honour, punishmenL, freedom of opinion,
security, risk, private property, collective property
and truth.

22e A. I. Park, "Human Rights and Basic Needs:
Using International Human Rights Norms Eo Inform
Constitutional Int.erpretation", University of
California Los Angeles Law Review, vol.34 (1997),
p.11-95 at pp .L2L5-L23L.

230 J. Donnelly, ,'Recent Trends in Human Rights
Activity: Description and polemic", Internat.ional
Organ, vo1 .35 (1981- ) , p. 533 aE 643 .

211 A. Rosenbaum's introduction to The philosophy
of Human RiqhEs: fnternational persffi
Rosenbaum (ed) , p.3 at p.30f .
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higher 'natural' 1aw. McCloskey regards this as
untenable232. The second method is to distinguish a

need as basic if it is necessary for any person to
fu1fil lhe u... potentialities inherent in human

nature"zr3. What constitutes a basic need in terms of
this definition is, he writes, in turn entirely
relative, dependant on both physical / environmental
and social factors23a. Being at least in part
dependant on the value judgrments included among these
social factors, clearly the advantage of objectivity
alleged to favour needs based human rights t.heories
evaporates. Green too notes t.hat " . . . it is quite
unrealistic not to see its lthe needs based human

rights theory'sl in-built normative structursn?35.
One is left with the conclusion that need, or

what is at least perceived by a claimant to be his
need, may motivate a rights claim, but that to ascribe
need a monopoly over this function is to go too far.

In the writer's view the fact is that claims may

be motivated by physical- or biological needs, desires,
elementary experiences of injustice, or any other
'morally relevant stimulus' . It is also apparent that
lhe effect of the rights process is to transform
individual needs, desires, and moral views into the
d,efinitionally social concept of a right. Even though

232 H. ,J. McCloskey, "Human Needs, Rights, and
Political Va1ues", American Philosophical Quarterly,
vol .13, no.1 ,January I97 5, p.1 at p.5.

2't3 H. ,J. McCloskey, ,'Human Needs, Rights, and
Political Values", American Philosophical Quarterly,
vo1 .13 , no.l- January 1,97 6, p. 1 at p .7 .

2)4 H. ,J. McCloskey, ,,Human Needs, Rights, and
Political Va1ues", American Philosophical Quarterly,
vo1 .13, no.l- ,January L97 5, p.1 at p.8.

zrs R. H. Green, "Basic Human Rights/Needs: Some
Problems of Categorical Translation and Unification,',
Review International Commission of Jurists, voL.27
(December 1981), p.53 at p.55.
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a right is ultimately rooted in the desires, needs and
moral beliefs of individuals, Ehe example of the
privilege of homosexual sex discussed above shows that
a right in the prima facie / predictive / non-specific
sense employed in for example the International Bill
of Rights, has a life of its own and exists
independent of any one of its originating motivations.
Not only is a right as opposed to a claim necessarily
socia1236 but it is also largely impersonal.

4 .7 . 3 .3 dhrgtif ieation
Once an indiviCual has made a claim, whether

mol-ivated to do so by desire, need, elementary
experience of injustice, or by a ,morally relevant
stimulus' , the next step j-n the constructivist theory
of rights is just.ification. During this phase, the
claimant explains why her claim should be recognised..

A. Juetification is necesBarlz and on-going
As Meyers notes ', [p] roponenLs of human rights

have long ago abandoned the claim that any rights are
self-evident and set about accounting for the rights
they esteemed"237. Ot.her writers also advocate t.he
need for justification Eo be involved in the rights
process. Brugger, for example, writes that u . . . the
way to answering Ehe quest.ion as to which specific

236 The rights process involves a claimant and at
least one other person to hear hj_s claim. The last man
on earth will have prima facie rights, in that in Ehepast he and others have been able to successfully
obtain recognition of certain demands. But because
there is no one Eo whom he can address his claim he
cannot instantiate his prima facie right, he cannot
conf irm t.he claim and say Ehat in Ehis particular
instance the right claimed is confirmed. fn any case,
there is little likelihood of his making a claim since
there is no one around to stop him doing whatever he
1ikes.

237 D. T. Meyers, ,,Rights-Based Rig'hts", Law and
Philosophy, vol.3 (1-984), p.40? at p.407.
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claims may be regarded as human rights, leads to a
normative discussion . .. u2l8

Schauer believes that once created a right, like
a ru1e, acgui-res its own momentum, independent of its
initial justification, but he quice clearly accepts
that justification is requiredZ3e.

Finnis does not write of justificat.ion as such
but does incorporate into his t,heory about rights a
process labelled'specification,

". .. in which various reasonable solutions
may be proposed and debated and should be
settled by some decision making procedure
which is authoritative but which does not
pretend to be inf allibl-e or to silence
further rational discussion of to forbid the
reconsideration of the decision.,'2a0

Those who persist in Lheir pursuit for a cause /
effect justifi.cation for human rights tend to look for
a single, one-off justification. Gewirth for example
attempts to source all human rights from his principle
of generic consistency2ai.

However, if any credence is given to the prima
facie ri-ghts doctrine, the justification of a given
human right, such as for example the right to freedom
of expression, must be regarded as an on-going,
recurrent affair. That doctrine views a "right,' as a
prediction that a particular claim wi1l be validated.
by recognition because that is how the same or very
similar clairns have been treated in similar

2r8 D. T. Meyers, op. cit at p.1-24.
23e P.

Philosophy,
24a 

..T 'p.220 .

Schauer, "Rights as Rules", Law and
vol.6 (1987), p.115-L1-9.

Finnis, Natural Law and Natural Riqhts,

24t A. Gewirt.h, Reason and Moralitv, (1978) ,chapter 3 (pp.129-L99 ) . See also A. Gewirth, ,,The
Basis and ContenE of Human Rights,' , Georgia Law
Review, vol . 13 , part 4 Summer t97 g, p. 1143 at p . 1j-55-
1158.
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circumstances in the past. Before the presumption can
be confirmed in a given instance, it must endure the
rights process. While the central core of conLent is
generally quite clear, the precise boundaries of a

right are in a constant state of f1ux, being ever
redefined by the on-going consLructivist rights
generation process.

The same conclusion, that rights justifica[ion
must be an on-going process, is also consistent with
the relativist approach to human rights advocated in
chapter three. Clearly the minimum frequency of the
justifications necessary to accommodat.e temporal and
geographic relativity is much less than is required by
the prima facie rights doctrine, but nevertheless, if
human rights were not capable of aL least broadly
periodic redefinition there could be no temporal or
geographic relativiEy, a resul-t clearly at odds with
the concl-usions reached in chapter three. Dworkin
agrees that constructivism is consistent with
relativity and endorses both concepEs on t.he qrounds
that they are compatible with Rawls' reflective
equilibrium2a2.

RawIs' also sees the just.ification process
constituted by his reflective eguilibrium as on-going
and an essent.ial part of his theory of rights.
Reflective equilibrium cannot be underst.ood as a one-
off event; the balancing and fine tuning it involves
is def initionally processional-243. Dworkin writes of

242 R. Dworkin, Takincr Riqhts Seriouslv, p.165
where he writes that the equilibrium technique u...
will yield different results for different groups, and
for the same group aL different t.imes, ds the corlmon
ground of confident intuition shifts". Dworkin,s
reliance on Rawls, reflective equilibrium as a
yardstick to evaluate the merits of constructivist as
opposed Eo 'natural' theories about the origin of
rights is evident throughout his book but is
particularly to the fore at p.l-63f f .

243 J. Rawls , A Theory of ,.Tustice, pp.48-51.
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Rawls' reflective equilibrium that "... [w]e can
expect to proceed back and forth between our immediat.e
judgrments and the structure of explanatory principles
j-n this wdy, tinkering first with one side and then
the other, until- we arrive at. what Rawls cal1s t.he
state of reflective equilibrium in which we are
sati-sfied, or as much satisfied as we can reasonably
expect.rr244 .r.6 acknowledges that arrival at t.hat happy
st.ate of satisfaction is by no means cert.ain2a5.

The gigmificance of juetification
TWo very importanL and related points need to be

made in relation to this justificati-on step in the
rights generation process. Firstlrz, Lhe individual
claimant has wide discretion in respect of the terms
in which he couches his justification. Secondlv, he
can choose the recipient, the addressee, of his
juscification. These choices will be tempered or
conditioned by a number of consideraLions. Obviously
the claimant will want to choose the addressee most.

likely to accept the arg:uments at his disposa.l-. At. the
same t.ime however, the claimant will observe that in
the event that it is recognised and t^hereby
individuated, confirmed in retrospection, t.he scope or
ranqe of the right in that instance is effectively set
by the breadth of the addressee group. A third
consideration in select.ing the addressee of a
justification consists of the means at the disposal of
the addressee group in fact for enforcing its
recognition on any of it.s members who may dissent from
the decision to award recognition, and how willing t.he

244 R. Dworkin, op. cit. , p,1-56.

24s Dworkin concedes (Ioc. cit . ) that ', . . . ti I tmight be that no coherent set of principles could be
found that has independent appeal and EhaE supports
the fu1I set of our inunediate convictions; indeed it
would be surprising if this were not often the case',.
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group is likeIy be to employ them. The strength of
dissent will obviously be relevant to this issue as
wel1. The efficacy of the right should it achieve
recognition, is thus seE by the amount of power in
fact possessed by the addressee group vis a vis those
within the group who dissent from Ehe general vj,ew
that recognition is appropriate, and Ehe likelihood
of the majority's willingness to use it to coerce
conformity.

It is also suggested that the choice of addressee
tempered by Lhese considerations is ultimaLely what
determines the label attached to the resultant right,
what largely determines the right's descripLion as a

moral right, a legal riqht, international human right,
a civil or political riqht and so forth. If the
addressee's recognition is sought through more
formalised institutional machinery, such as domestic
law courts, political decision making bodies and
int.ernationaL judicial institutions, the right
resultingr from recognition will tend be labelLed
'legal' , particularly where the recognising body has
an abundance of direct coercive power at it disposal
and is wont to use it freely. On t.he other hand, where
the addressee is not characterised by formal
institutions and / or lacks the power in relatj-on to
dissenters to directly coerce their conformity, or is
generally disinclined t.o use what power it does have,
the specific, instantiated right. resulting from
recognition, is more likely to be described as a

'moral right'.
Dworkin agrees that there are a variety of

institutions within which an individual may choose to
make his claimza5. He gives as an example the chess
player's appeal to the rules of the chess tournament

246 R. Dworkin, op. cie . at p . j-OL
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and a plaintiff's appeal to legislaLionzaT. He notes
that some such social institutions are more insulated
from qeneral considerations of political morality than
others but that at the end of the day, in Dworkin,s
'hard cases', the outcome of such disputes will be
determined on the basis of broader considerations such
as the general character of the instituEion and its
role and function in broader social terms and
uJtimately in accordance with moral principle2as.

The terms in which the justification is put also
impact on the label attached to the right stemming
from their successful argunent. Arguments which
justify a claim by reference to statute books and
precedent j,n the domestic context or to custom as
evidence of a general pracLice accepted as l-aw in the
international arena, colour the resulting rights as
legal whereas those relying heavj-1y on appeals to
notions of right and wrong, religious dogrma and other
somewhat more amorphous concepts such as the ,inherent
dignity of mankind' lend such rights as they
successfully justify a 'moral' hue. Dworkin seems to
effectively define rights as '1egal' by reference to
the terms in which the justificatory argument is put.
He looks at the types of considerations his
hypothetical super-1avilyer Hercules would consider in
resolving a hard legal case. Essentially Hercules
looks Eo the national constitution, to statutes and to
the Common Laralae. Dworkin certainly seems therefore
to accept that the terms in which a justificat.ory
argument is couched do constitute a relevant
consideration in determining the label to be attached
to a particular right.

The breadth of the addressee group similarly

rbid.
R. Dworkin, op. cit. , Fp.1-01-L05.

rbid.
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affects the labels at.tached to rights. Recognition of
the right to freedom of expression by the population
of New Zealand generally or through its insti.tutional
organs, tends to be designated a 'civil right', while
the same basic freedom in the internat.ional context
emerges from the justification process as an
international 'human' right. Civil rights activists in
the United States of America during t.he 1950's and
1960's were addressing their claims primarillr to the
government. of the United States, and have gone down in
history as civil rights act.ivists. Amnesty
International's periodic reports by contrast deal with
human rights abuse because, it is submitted, that
Eerminologry is more appropriate where the addressee
group f rom whom recognition is sought, in t.he case of
Amnesty International an international- moral
communiLy, is not contained within Lhe politically,
factually real boundaries of a single state.

The observaLions offered in the fast three
paragraphs are not intended to constitute a definitive
system for classifying different types of rights. ft
is simply Eo illustrabe how other more traditional
rights classifications are accommodated by the version
of consLructivist rights theory advocated in thi-s
paper. It also hiqhlights the flexibility and indeed
the substantive irrelevance of the classifj-catory
labels of ten encount.ered in rights literat^ure2so. When

rights are viewed from the constructivist perspective
recommended in this paper, the labels attached to
different rights are not only vague but are in any
case consequences of the choices instrumental in the
generat.ion of the rights in question, and as such can
have no definitional role in relation to lhe concepts

2s0 Green is similarly suspicious of rights labels
and classif ications. See R. H. Green, ',Basic Human
Rights/Needs: Some Problems of Categorical Translation
and Unification", Review of the InternaE,ional
Commission of ,Jurists, vol.2'7 (Dec 1981), pp.53-58.
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they denote. In any given instance what makes a right
a human right rat.her t.han a civil right or a moral
right or even a contractual right, is nothing about
the origin of the right, nothing directly to do with
t.he process by which the right was generated. It is a

human right as a conseguence of the combinat.ion of the
claimant's choice of addressee with his selection of
certain terms of reference for his justification, and
the political power realities of the context in which
those choices were made.

C. The nature of justificatLon for Lnternat,ional
human rigtrts

Because lhis paper is dealing specifically with
human rights, the f ollowing points f rom bhe l_ast
section miqht be usefully highlighted. A right in its
general, prima facie sense, is, orr the constructivist
view advocated in this paper, a prediction that in a
given fact situation, recognition for a certain claim
will be forthcoming. Notwithstanding the i1l-defined
nature of righ[s classifications, the right will tend
to be a human right when the basis of that prediction
j-s constituted by a series of past examples of the
rights process (claiming, justification and
recognition) in which the addressee has been broadly
enough consEit.uted to transcend state boundaries. The
terms of Ehe justification will characteristically
have been by reference to basic concepts of justice
and equity, the digniUy of man, and other such
relatively amorphous 'moral, concepts, heavily
Lempered by arguments based on international
insbruments such as those contained in the
International Bill of Rights, principles of law
recognised by countries other than that state against
which the cl-aim is directed, and international
judicial opinions such as that prod.uced by the
International Court of .Tustice in the South West
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Afrj-ca case. These general features of the
'paradigrmatic' human rights situation recur over t.ime
in a ranqe of specific instances, and, it is
submi-tted, are what tends to make t.he resultant.
general or prima facie right a human right.

The t.endency f or specif ic, instantiated human

rights to sport justifications with hear4r 'moral'
input explaj-ns the widespread insistence that human

rights are a Lype of 'moral right' . The greneral
connection between morality and human rights was noted
above in chapter 4.7.2.4 B. Writers such as Gorecki
and Brugger clearly see moral input as enterinq the
rights process earlier at the pre-cIaj-m phase where it
motivates the claimant to make his c1aim25r. On the
other hand, Sinha in discussing the justification of
human righcs claj-ms, rather than what initially
prompts them, insists that because human ri-ghts are
imbued with a strong normative flavour, logic demands

that. a human rights j ustif i-cation must also be
normative252. Brugger, although allowing moral input
as motivating the rights claim, also sees it.
contributing further to the rights process at the
just.ification stage. He writes that ,,... Ehe way to
answering Lhe question as to which specific claims may

be regarded as human rights, leads Lo a normat,ive
discussion ... u?u3. At the end of the day, the ,moral,
character of human rights probably stems from both the

2sr ,J. Gorecki, 'rHLLman Rights: Explaining the
Power of a Moral and Legal ldea", American Journal of
Jurisprudence, vol.32 (1987 ) , p.1-53 at p.157; W.
Brugger, 'rHuman Rights Norms in Ethical perspective,',
German Year Book of InEernational Law, vol.25 (!982]l,
p.11-3 at p.1-18.

zsz S . P . Sinha, 'Why and How Human Rights ,, 
,International .lournal of Legal fnf ormaEion, vol.10,

no.8, 1,982, p.308 at p.311.
253 w. Brugger, "Human Rights Norms in Ethical

Perspective", German Year Book of International Law,
vol.25 (1982) , p.1L3 at p .L24.
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role played by moral conceptions such as duty, justice
and so forth at the motivational stage of the rights
process, ds well as from the moral input
characteristically introduced into the process at the
justification phase2sa. Again it must be stressed that
it is beyond the scope of this paper to attempt an

examination of where these moral concepts come from;
it is enough for present purposes to simply note that
those engaged in the righLs generation process as

out lined in this chapter are inf 1uenced by such
'mora1' considerations in the ways described.

4.7 .3.4 Recogmieion
Little need be said about recognition. The

addressee of the claim weighs the justifications
offered and either recognises the claim or not. If
they accept. the justification as valid, the claimant
is said to have a right2s5. This righL is a specific
right in a specific instance, stripped of the
provisional, prima facie nature which the general
right possessed. The scope of the right depends, ds

not.ed above, oo the composition of the addressee
group, and its efficacy on the means at its disposal
for coercinq those amongst the recognisingr body, or
those whom that body represents, who disaglree with the

254 Tryinq to evaluate t.he relative weight or
importance of each of these contributions to the
'moral' character of human rights is not important. for
the present purposes.

255 Writers who endorse the imporEance of
recognition in the development. of rights include: H.
Gross Espiell, " The Right of Development as a Human
Rigtht " , Texas International Law Journal, vol.16
(spr.1981), p.189 at pp.t92-L95; W. Brugger, oF. cit.
p.113 at p.134: "Both, deliberation and the sense ofjustice, naturally presuppose a practice - gained in
the educative process - of gauging di-sputed
interests"; ,J. Gorecki, "Human Rights: Explaining The
Power Of A Moral And Legal Idea", American Journal Of
.Iurj-sprudence , vol- .32 (1987 ) , p . 153 at. p. L63 ; .foel
Feinberg, Social Philosophv, p.55f .
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group's prevailing sentiment.

{.7.4 Advantagee of tstre const,ructiviet theory of
human rights generation

rt is submitted that the version of the
constructivist approach to human rigrhts described
above is better t.han any of the alternative
traditional just.if ications .

4.7 .4.L The other opt,ions are aff lieted with
inherent, eubjectlvity while tshe conEtnrctivist, theory
offered trere ie eupiricalJ.y eustainable

The alternative theories to the one offered in
this paper are all based on the cause / effecl
justification model and suffer from the objectivity
relat.ed flaws noted in chapter 4.7.I.2. It has already
been seen how in broad jurisprudential Lerms

consLructivism avoids this piLf all and t.he

considerable degree of recognition which has

accordingly been f orthcoming f or t.his school" of
thought. The empiricism underlying constructivism has
however received particular support and recognition in
the internat.ional legal field.

Morgenthau has stressed the importance of an

empirical base for any theory which purport.s to
explain how states behave in any area of international
act.ivity, including that of international human

rights. The very first words of his Politics Amonq

Nations read:
"This book purport.s to present a theory of
international politics. The test by which
such a theory must be judged is not a priori
and abstract but empirical and pragrmatic.
The theorry, in other words, must be judged
not by some preconceived absEracE principle
or concept. unrelated to reality, but by its
purpose: to bring order and meaning to a
mass of phenomena which without it would
remain disconnected and unintelligible. It
must meet a dual test, drr empirical and a
logical one: Do the facEs as t.hey actually
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are lend themselves to the interpretation
the theory has put upon them, and do the
conclusions at which the theory arrives
fo11ow wiCh logical necessity from its
premises? In short, is the theory consistent
with the fact.s and within itself ?tr2s6

Watson has taken this emphasis on the importance
of international social theory beingr empirically
underpinned and applied it. more specifically to
international 1aw. He writes t.haL:

"The proponents of an international regime
of human rights have been content with the
repecitious manipulation of secondary and
tertiary sources and have failed to respond
Lo the social fact.s of international life.
They ignore political reality because it
undermines the viability of a humanistic
supranational 1aw, the system their theories
claim to have est.ablished. No amount of
academic industry can alt.er the fact that
hypothetical legal systems do not achieve
concrete results. The confusion of natural
law with international Iaw, [he insistence
on Ehe politi_cal superiority of
internationaL law over domestic law, and the
failure to understand the mode of operation
of the current system have produced a gienre
of international- law that dispenses wieh
both validity and efficacy as salient
features of a normative order . Lex _Zata and
Lex ferenda have thus become merged into an
attractive, but futile, phiIanthropy,,257.

Other wriLers have shared this insistence that
international law should be firmly underpinned by
actual practice , by international experiencezss. While

256 H . Morgenthau, Politics Amonq Nations: The
, p.3 . Italics in the

257,J. S. Watson, ,,Legtal Theory, Efficacy and
Validity in the Development of Human Riqhts Norms inInternational Law" , Law Forum, vol.1,9j9, p.609 atp.640f. ItaLics in the original.

2s8 See footnote 110 in which support is cited for
constructivism from writers in the more generaljurisprudentiaL field as well as those writing more
specifically about international human rights.

1
original
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Watson has responded to the subject,ivity of the cause
/ effect theories about the origin of human rights by
casting human rights off the international legal
stage, these writ,ers have instead tried to find
solutions tro t.he problem. NeverLheless,
not.withstanding their dif f ering responses to the
problem, all are certainly agreed that lack of
objectivity is a serious fLaw in the more t.raditional
theories about the origin of human rj-ghts,

The constructivist theory by contrast is
criticalllz based on practice2ss. Its essential roots
can be t.raced to Wesley Hohf eld whose analysis j_s

heavily descriptive in keeping with the positivist
times in which he wrote260. Moreover, the
constructivisL theory advocated here incorporates the
prima facie rights doctrine which effectively defines
right.s in their provisional, prima facie sense as a

rational- prediction based on actual pasL experience.
An actual instantiated right in the non prima facie
sense is seen in effect as a retrospective concepr-,
the provisional character of the general right being
removed only after the confirmatory validation process
of justification and recognition. The prima facie
charact.er of a human right in the version of the
constructivisE theory here advocated therefore
critically ties the concept of human rights to actual,
observable practice. It therefore overcomes Ehe
criticism of those writers who object to human rights
in international law on the grounds that the idea of
human rights is generally justified on articles of
faith and the empirically unsustainable assertions of
academic writers.

4.7 .4.2 Conetnrctivist theory ig sEnrcturally

z>9 See chapter 4 .7 .3.

See chapters 4.7.2.L to 4.7.2.4.260
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consistent, with international Law

ConsEructivist theory is structurally consistent
with international Iaw. D,Amato adopts the term
"entit.lements" as a synonym for ,'rights" Lo avoid the
prejudices at,t.aching to the latter term, and then
analyses the contemporary international lega1 sysLem
in terms of these entitlements. He concludes that ,, . . .

a substantive human rights 1aw is capable of fittinq
comfortably into the existing system of internatj_onal
lega1 enforcement"26I. His analysis is empirically
based and therefore escapes the criticism of the likes
of Watson262 that the concept of human rights ignores
the realities of international practice263.

4.7.4.3 congtnrctivist theor:z is congigtene with the
id,ea of cuBt,om as evidence of a practice accepted as
international 1aw

Construct j-vist theory is consistent with t.he
notion that international law may be constituted by
" international custom, as evidence of a qeneral
practice accepted as law,'26a. D,Amato arques that
internat.ional human rights are formed, as are oEher
substantive components of customary international law,
by one of two processes. The first is the u . . . classic
kind of example of a practice ripening into a rule of
law" by which "sLate X acts, sLate y reacts, and
either X's action or Y,s reaction or some other

26r A. D'Amato, "The Concept of Human Rights in
fnternational Law,' , Columbia Law Review, vo1. 82
(L982) , p. 1-110 at p.11-12 .

262 See ,J. S. Watson, ',Legal Theory, Efficacy and
Validity in the Development of Human Rights Norms in
International Law", Law Forum, vol.1979, p.GO9 atp.640f.

263 A. D,Amato, op. cic. at p.LLtZ.
264 Article 38 (1) (b) of the statute of theInternational Court. of ,Justice, loc. cit.
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resolution of the issue is accepted or becomes
operative belween X and yr265. It is submitted that
this "classic" customary international 1aw formation
process is conceptually similar to the constructivist
approach to the formation of internationat humar.r

rights. Claiming is certainly a type of action, and
D'Amato's 'acceptance, seems to paral1eI the
constructj-vist's' recognition, . Though this synthetic,
Millian model does not specifically allow for bhe
just.if ication phase of t.he constructivisL, s right
creation process, this sub-process appears to find a
comfortable home under the ,resolution' stage of
D'Anato's "classic" approach to Lhe formation of
customary inEernational law.

Fensterheim describes t.he,,conservatj_ve approach
to the determination of customary international
lsq7u266 as requiring two things; a practice and
recognition (opinio juris) that the practice is
required by international law. On this view t.he
practice must be general and the recognition pretty
much universal. This, says Fensterheim, is why
customary international 1aw develops so s1ow1y267.

This analysis of the formation of customary
international law is consistent with the
constructivist theory about the origin of
international human rights in that it describes the
formation of rules of international" Iaw as a process
involving the aggregation of a series of discrete
events over time plus recognit,ion. Fensterheim
advocaEes a slightly broader approach to the formation
of customarlr internaEional 1aw by which a state may

26s A. D,Amato, op. cit. at p.1130.
266 G. D. Fensterheim, "Towards an Int.ernat.ional

Law of Human Rights Based upon the Mutual Expectations
of States " , Virginia Journal of Int,ernational Law,
vol.21- (1980), p.185 at p.190.

267 rbid.
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f ind itself bound by a rule t.o which iL has not
expressly consented if all ifs statements as wel-1 as
its actions objectively assessed creaLe an expectation
on the part of its neighbours in the international
conununitlr that it would be bound. Even under this more
progressive approach to the formation of customary
international Iaw, while there is no exact paral1e1 to
the justification and recognition phases of the
constructivist theory, customary international 1aw, or
more precj-sely, the process by which a pract.ice is
transformed int.o a general rule of international 1aw,

is seen as an on-going process involving the
application of principles derived from an agqregation
of a collection of past, events (the events generating
the expectation on the part of other states in the
"human rights communityuzea, .

Article 38 of the Statute of Ehe International
Court of Justice, stressing the significance of
'acceptance' as the ultimate source of customary
international law, offers a very close parallel to the
constructivist process by which rights develop. In
construct.ivist terms, what is required for there to be
a right in the instantiated, non-prima facie sense, is
recognition of a claim. In the development of
international customarv law more g'enerally,
'acceptance' seems to fill the same bill. In terms of
having a general, prima facie right, the
constructivist view is that A has such a right if
there has been a practice of such persons having
cfaims to the setme or a similar interest recognised in
similar circumstances in the past. In the wider
international law context, agrain, it can be said that
there is a general customary internat,ional law t.hat
slates should behave in a certain way in certain
circumstances if one can point at a whole series of

268 G. D. FensE.erheim, op. cit at p .205.
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past instances in which acceptance that that is the
case has been forthcoming.

Professor Watson arques forcefully for an
approach to international law which takes an ', a

posteriori" focus. He describes this a posteriori
approach as focusing u... attention on the activj-ties
of men and states, with the rules performing an
essentially descriptive function"26e and writes that
this series of activities, of past events, is u... the
essence of custom, the basis of alI internatj-onal
obligation, and it is clearly evident in recognit.ion,
territoriality, and the regimes of the high seas and
of air and space"270. Watson,s traditional approach to
internat.ional law styJ-es the rules thereof , which
includes international human rights ru1es, ds very
closely tied to past events const.itut.ing a practice.
Watson is not at all keen to see any gap between what
states habitually do and international law. This
emphasis on what states and men have done in the past
as an indicator of the present state of international
law inevitably sees internat.ional 1aw as growing from
a process over time involving the aggregation of a

series of discrete events, and this view supports the
constructivist approach to the development of
internat.ional human rights .

There is one aspect of Watson's approach to the
formation of customarv int.ernational 1aw which mav be
at variance with the version of constructivist theorv.
ConsEructivist theories do t,wo things. Firstly, they
construct a theory which explains (unifies) the
intuitive moral concepts current in society, whatever

26s 'J. S. Watson, "Legal
Validity in the Development of
International Law", Law Forum,
at p .6L4.

Theory, Ef f icacy and
Human Rights Norms in

vo1.L979 (no.3), p.509

at p .626 .
270 ,J. S. Watson, oF. cit
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they may be and wherever they may come from2?1.

Secondly, Lhey provide a mechanism by which that
unifying theory can be applied to novel fact
situations with a view Lo resolving them consistent.ly
with pasE experience while at. Ehe same time allowing
suffici-ent flexibility to accommodate gradual changes
in society's moral att j-tudes. Thus a fu11y
constructivist theory about the origin of rights looks
both backwards and forwards2t2. Watson on the other
hand appears Lo insist on a strictly ,'a posteriori"
approach2tr.

Watson's primary criticism however, seems t.o be
directed against those of his contemporaries who
endeavoured to base their assessments of current
international law not on "social facts,, and ,'political
reality" but on secondary and tertiary sources2ta. ft
is probab1e that. in his attack on this practi-ce and in
the stress he lays on the value of past factual
occurrences as determinative of cont,emporary customary
international 1aw, Watson does not intend to deny the
valid.ity of a prospective role for 1egal theory.
Certainly, endorsing the value of past practice in
Lhis context does not logically preclude a
prospective, developmental role for legal theory; the
description of a thing and its function are
conceptually distinct and Watson, s primary concern is
with the met.hods used by his contemporaries to
describe international law. There is no reason to

277 It is beyond the scope of this paper to
explore or explain the origin of these moral concepts.
It is enough for present purposes that empirically
they do exist.

272 This aspect, this bi-focal characLer, of t.he
version of consLructivisE theory advocat.ed in Lhis
paper was discussed briefty above in chapter 4.7 .3.

tt' J. s. watson,
274 J. s. watson,

op. cit. at p.614

op cit. aE p.640f
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suppose anyt.hing about the purpose of international
law on the basis of Watson's comrnents about how this
descriptive exercise should be achieved. Watson
nowhere expressly insists that international- 1aw's
only function is to describe international political
activity and he also does write that the descriptive
function he ascribes the rules of international law is
only "essentially" descriptive perhaps inferring that
there may exist for legal theory some other
prospective function, a non descriptive one ab any
rate. Notwithstanding the immediate inferences evi-dent
in his insistence on an "a posteriori" approach to
international law and in the vigour of his assertion
that the rules of international law are "essentially
descr5-ptive", it is therefore suggested that. Watson is
not denying that international law once determined on
the basis of state practice, should not then be used
to indicate the extent of parties' obligations in
analogous operative fact situations in t.he future.

Such a position would in anv case be quite
untenable. Dworkin writes that any complete theory of
law must have not only a descriptive part but also a
normative part, that is a part which provides a
mechanism for determining what the law should be in
the future275. Ascribing an exclusively descriptive
function to international law would deny t.he normative
capacity of international law. Louis Henkin has argued
convincingly that empirically international law does
have normative effect, does impose on the players on
the international political stage a sense of

275 R. Dworkin, op. cit., p.i. Clearly Wat.son does
noE entertain an idea of law bereft of obligation
since he expressly stat,es that practice (reality) is
"... the essence of custom, the basis of all
international obligation, and it is clearly evident. in
recogniLion, territoriality, and the regimes of the
high seas and of air and space',, op. cit. at p.625.
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ob1igation276.
Further, to deny that international law has room

for the notion of obligation, would be to deny t,he
validity of the roLe played by the concept of opinio
juris in the formation of customary inLernationat law.
Opinio juris as noted above is the sense of obligat.ion
attaching to a practice which elevates the latter to
the status of 1aw, which in HarL's terms would make

conformity to t.haL pattern of activity 'a rule' ralher
t.han a f orm of behaviour adopted merely 'as a

rule'277. Certainly such denial would not be new. Ever
since Genlr conceptualised international customary Iaw
as an amalgam of practice and opinio juris, opinion
has varied as to which of these two components of
customary international 1aw is the most critical.
Kelsen regarded opinio juris as practically
nonsensical in relation to states on the g'rounds that
psychoJ-ogical conditions such as those involved in
opinio juris cannot be formed by colLective entities
such as states278.

It is suggested however, t.hat this position is
untenable. It was noted in the preceding paragraph
that empirically customary international law does have
normative effect. Also article 38 of the Statute of
the International Court of lTusEice stipulates that
custom is only evidence of an international practice,
and that the practice must be accepted as l-aw. The
actual source of customary international l-aw, as

276 L. Henkin, How Nations Behave, passim.

2" H. L. A. Hart, The Concept of Law, pp.54-59.
?'t8 Hans Kelsen, "Theorie du droit international

coutumier", 1 Revue de la Theorie du Droit (New
Series) (L939), p.253 at p.264ff, cited in D'Amato,
Concept of Custom in International Law, p.52 n11. See
also De Visscher, Wol-fke, Sefriades (also cited in
D'Amato op. cit. at p.54).
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Lauterpacht has pointed out27e, must in fact be not
the acts of states themselves, but t.he acceptance of
them as legally obligatory. Important as observable
facts undoubtedJ-y are as evidence of a practice and as
evidence of the accepEance by Ehe internationai
community that to conform to such a practice is
obligatory, customary international law as perceived
through article 38 of the Statute of the International
Court of Justice and obligation, opinio juris, are
intimately connected2so.

4.7.4.4 eonstructivLst theory ie congiatents with the
idea of treatLeg ag a gource of internationaL Law

There is some support for the const,ructivist
approach to rights formation to be found in
"international conventions, whether general or
particular, establishing rules expressly recognized by
the contesting states " 

Zsr . Articl-e 38 of the Statute
of the International Court of Justice itself, refers
Lo conventions and principles of law recognised by
states, and practice accepted as law. The writer does
not wish to make too much of this point because the
constructivist rights creation process is not
"expressJy recognised" as required by article 38 and
no direct support can therefore be derived from
paragraph (1) (a) of that article. Nevertheless,

27e H. Lauterpacht, International Law, vol.1,
p.53.

280 It cannot be stressed enough that the writer
Ieaves open the clearly most difficult issues
surrounding the source and legitimacy of international
lega1 obligation. Those questions are far beyond the
scope of the presenE paper. For present purposes it is
enough to note that as a matter of observation t.here
does exist. a sense of obligation in int.ernaEional law
and that such a state of affairs is consistent with a
broadly constructivist theory of rights.

287 Article 3g (j- ) (a) of he statute of
International Court of Justice, loc. cit.

the
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express reference is made in article 38 to the role
played by recognition and acceptance in the creation
of international laws generally and in so far as this
'recognition' element is also critical in the
construcbivist theory of human rights formation,
article 38's paragraph (1) (a) must lend at. least some

weight to the constructivist argument that the same

recogniti-on element is involved in the generation of
that. subset of international 1aws,
international human rights.

namely

4.7 .4.5 Conat,nrctsivist tbeory has widespread
acadenic suDDort,

There is widespread academic support for all the
salient features of the constructivist theory. Most
writers t.end to focus on separate elements within the
overall process and are eicher unaware of, or tacitly
assume, the broader constructivist context within
which such elements operate. Nevert.heless, the
analysis above of the t.hree fundament.al parts of t.he
rights generation process shows that most writers
accept that claiming, justification and recognition
all have roles to play somewhere in t.he process282.

282 Writers who ident.ify rights as involving
claims include:
'Joe1 Feinberg, Social Philosophv, FD.24, 67, and 73;
'JoeI Feinberg, "The Nature and Value of Rigihts,', The
Journal of Value Inquiry, vol.4 (Winter 1970), p.243,
at p.249; Vinit Haksar, "The Nature of Right.s',, Archiv
fur Rechts- und Sozialphilosophie, vo1.64/2 (L978),
p.183, dt p.L83; Jack Donnelly, The Concept of Human
Riqht.s, p.14; Wesley Hohfeld, "Some Fundamental Legal
Conceptions as Applied in Judicial Reasoningr,', 23 Yale
Law Journal (1913), p.16, dt pp.38, and 60 of Ehe
article as reprinted with other essays by the same
author in ied i

Wesle'JudiciNewcomb Hohfeld, W. W. Cook (ed) ; R. Bilder,
"Rethinking fnternational Human Rights: Some Basic
Questions", Human Rights ,Journal , vol-.2 (1969), p.557
at p.559; B.H. Weston, "Human Rigrhts',, Human Rights
Quarterly, vol.5 (1984) , p.257 at p.253; W. Bruggrer,
"Human Rights Norms In Ethical Perspective',, German



4.7.4.6 The conatriuct,iviec

ztY

theory provid.es a

poseLble eolution to the rights / duties debate
This approach t.o the generation of human right.s

also suggests a possible solution to the righLs /
duties argument. The debate over whether righLs or

Year Book Of International Law, p.11-3 at p.135; F.
Schauer, " Right.s As Rules " , Law And Phi losoph1z, vol . 6
(1987), p.115 at p.115; H. C. Anawalt, "The Rigrht To
Communicate", Denver Journal Of International Law And
Policy, voI.13 (1984), p.21,9 at. p.22I; L. Henkin,
"Rights Here And There", Columbi-a Law Review, vol.81
(1981) , p.1-582 at p,1598; J. Gorecki, "Humarl RighLs:
Explaining The Power Of A Moral And Legal Idea",
American Journal- Of Jurisprudence, vol .32 (1987 ) ,

p . 153 at p. 154; S. P. Marks, " Emergring Human Rights :

A New Generation For The 1980s?", RuLgers Law Review,
vol.33 (l-981-), p.435 at p.435; R. Flathman, &Practice of Riqhts , p.7I; M. Owens, "The Notion of
Human Rights: A Reconsideration", American
Philosophical Quarterly, vol . 6, no.3 , July l-969 , p.240
at p .244.

Writers who advocate or assume that ri-grhts involve
justification include:
D. T. Meyers, "Rights-Based Righfs", Law and
Philosophy, vo1.3 (1984), p.407 at p.407; W. Brugger,
"Human Rights Norms In Ethical Perspective", German
Year Book Of International Law, p. 113 at p .1,24; P.
Schauer, "Rights as Rules", Law and Philosophy, vol.6
(1987 ) , p.1L5-1-19 ; R. Dworkin, Takinq Riqhts
Seriouslv, p.vii (" [a] general theory of law must
have a theory of adjudication") and pp.81-131 passim;
A. Gewirt.h, Reason and Moralitv, chapter 3 (pp.L29-
199); See also A. Gewirth, "The Basis and Content of
Human Rights", Georgia Law Review, vol.13, part 4
Sununer 1979, p.1-L43 at p.1l-55-1L58.

Writers who associate rights with recognition include:
H. Gross Espiell, The Right of Development as a Human
Rigrht " , Texas Internat.ional Law Journal,
vol.1-5(spr.1981), p.189 at pp.192-1,95; W. Brugiger,
"Human Rights Norms In Ethical Perspective", German
Year Book Of InEernat.ional- Law, p.1-1-3 at p.134 "BoLh,
deliberation and the sense of justice, naturally
presuppose a practice - gained in the educative
process - of gauging disput.ed interests"; ,J. Gorecki,
"Human Rights: Explaining The Power Of A Moral And
LegaI fdea", American Journal Of ,Iurisprudence, voJ-.32
(l-987 ) , p. 1-53 at p. 163 ; Joel Feinberg, -@!g].Philosophv, p.55f.
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duties come first manifested itself in the
deliberations within the United Nations Conference on

Freedom of Information and the Human Rights
Commi-ssion's Sub Commission on Freedom of Information
and bhe Press283. It has also had considerable airing
since then. From ttre material covered i-n this chapter
it clear that duties are both correlative to rights
and at the same time at least potentially antecedent
to them. They are correlative to a claim-right in the
logical sense explai-ned by Hohfeld; it is logically
impossible for A t.o have a claim-right without there
also existing a duty incumbent on some other person.
A claim-right is defined by Hohfeld in terms of the
existence of a correlative duty.

At the same time however, the concept of duty can
precede the 'creaLion' of a claim-right / duty jural
relationship in aL least two ways. Firstlv, the
ethical considerations incorporated into the
justificalion phase of the rights creation process may

include notions of duty. Modern ethical theories may

be divided into three broad categories. Motivist
ethical theories maintain that an act is good if it
was done for a 'good' reason. Consequentialist
t.heories such as utilitarianism argue that an act
which produces beneficial results is 'good,
irrespective of the actor's motivation, while Ehe

deontological theories (also known as 'duty ethics')
focus on the nature of the acL itself and rely heavily
on the notion of obligation as a central concept.
Application at the justification stage of the rights
creation process of one of the theories in this latter
class of theory, by definition introduces the concept
of duty into a human right and at a stage clearly
prior to the poinL at. which one can say thaL t.he right
in its confirmed, non-prima facie, specificalIy

283 See above chapters 4.3 and 2 .7 .
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instantiated sense is established. The mosE

significant motivist t.heory of modern times is that of
Kant who believed that. an act done out of duty was the
only 'good' act. DuEy as a concept t.herefore occupies
a critical or highly significant role in two of the
three types of ethical theory. It is also far from
absent from consequentialist theories. It is submitted
that conseguenEialist theories, indeed any ethical
theory, surely must involve t.he tacit injunction that
one should act in the manner determi-ned to be 'qood'
by the theory's applicaLion2sa. This introduces the
notion of obligation in a very fundamental way into
every ethical system and the application of any such
theory at t.he justification stage of the rights
creation process therefore legitimates the assertion
that the notion of duty precedes the creation of a

'right' j-n t.he sense of a specif ic, instantiated
Hohfeldian claim-right / duty jural relationship.

The second way the idea of duty can also be
introduced into the righLs process is as a motive for
making a claim. It has already been noted t.hat Gorecki
accepts that duLy can motivate a righLs claim28s.
McCloskey too discusses the idea of 'ought' as a

reason for acting286. The concept of duty therefore
can also be introduced at the pre-claim stage of the
rights process, and again one can legitimaLely

284 rt is submitted that this tacit, injunctive
part of ethical theory does enjoy widespread support.
Although there are a range of different theories about
what should determine a person,s actions, each of t.hem
views its own pet deEermining factor as at least
instrumentally 'qood'. For a brief discussion of some
different theories of conduct see J. Hospers, AqIntroduction to Philosophical AnaLvsis, p.595.

28s J. Gorecki, "Human Rights: Explaining the
Power of a Moral- and Legal ldea", American ,Journal of
Jurisprudence, vo]-.32 (1987), p.1-53 at p.I57.

?86 H. J. McCloskey, Meta-Ethics and Normative
Ethics, p.I25ff.
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maint.ain t.hat a right in the Hohf eldian sense of
clai-m-right. is based on duty.

One criticism of this argument is that while duty
may be a central concept in the world of personal
ethics, it is not necessarily so in situations
involving interaction between states. Whereas duty may

well motivate individuals to make claims and may well
be necessarily involved in the justification phase of
the process by which an individual's rigrhts are
generated in the municipal context, it does not
necessarily fo11ow that it plays a similar role in an
international- setting generating either a right for
one state against another or for an individual against
a state. This argument is particularly relevant
because in t.he context of international broadcasting,
states nearly always will be involved in such disputes
as arise in relation to the freedom of expression. The
critic will arque that there are enough externally
observable differences between a state and an
individuaf to cast serious doubt over the analogy
between the two287, thereby undermining the empirical
grounds for assuming that the rules governing the
behaviour of the latter also determine the actions of
the former. She would argue that it. follows from the
principle of the independence and sovereign equality
of states that relations between states are governed
by consent, not. on a sense of underlying obligation as
personal eEhical theories insist, all of t.hem Lacitly,
and deont.ological and Kantian mot.ivist. theories
overtly. She would also add that the prime motivation
driving states' actions is self-interest and that,
moral concerns deontological or otherwise play no role
in international affairs.

Taking the first of these criticisms, iu has to
be conceded that there are significant observable

287 See Hans Morgenthau, Politi-cs Amonq Nations,
chapter 16, especially pp.245-8.
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differences between individuals and states, and that
therefore one probably ought not assume that
inductively sustainable conclusions concerning the
behaviour of individuals will automatically apply to
states. It is submitted however, that states and
individuals are similar enough where it counts to
sustain the analogril. ft is not enough to just poinL
out differences between states and individuals. One

has to ask what are the necessary prerequisiLes for an
indivj-dual to behave mora1ly, and then, do states
share these characteristics. At the end of the day all
other differences or similarities are irrelevant. It
was noted above t.hat moral behaviour necessarily
involves making choices288. Volition is essential to
individual moral behaviour. ft is a charact.eristic
possessed by all non vegetable human beings albeit to
dif f ering degrees. The next step is to ask whet.her
states are capable of vol-ition. Certainly they are.
Germany chose to annex the Sudetenland in 1938 just as
the United States chose to annex Texas in l-854. States
therefore possess one characteristic prerequisite to
an individuaL's operation of an ethical system.

In spite of Gewirth's view Lo the contrary, it
was also noted above that volition is not enough on
its own to necessarily entail 'mora1 behaviour,, where
the latter phrase is used to denote t.he application of
an ethical system,as formulated in the personal et,hics
context2se. To make a moral decision an individual not
only needs to be capable of choice, but as a matter of
observation, the decision must be in relation to a

subject matter, dn issue, appropriate for moral
discourse. Any action or proposed action by one
individual in reLation to another is appropriaE,e
subject mat.Eer for individuat moral discourse. The

"8 See above, chapter 4.7.2.4 B.

28e See above, chapter 4.7.L.4.
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more remotely related to another individual an action
proposed is, the nearer it is to being what MilI
described as a 'self-regarding sgg r2e0, Ehe more
inappropriaLe it is as a subject for moral discourse.
Driving under the influence of alcohol is thus an
appropriate topic for moral discourse, whereas tooth
brushing is not. Agrain, if other regarding acts are
necessary for an individual to part.icipate in a moral
system of the type under discussion, states cannot be
ruled out of bounds for dissimilarity on this count
either. States are capable of other regarding action
just. as individuals are.

A third characteristic possessed by an individual
which one can by observation ascribe as necessary to
enqage in a system of personal ethics imbued, as noted
above, wiEh the concept of duty, is a value system. If
the choice made in a decision is made randomly or by
reference to some evaluative mechanism based on
chance, such as tossing a coin or rolling a dice, it
is not generally described as a 'moral' choice. Some

writers such as Hans Morgenthau at least at one time
argrued that self interest dictated the actions of
states in the international arena. He denied that a

system of values operated in that context. He argued
in effect that states were incapable of ethical
behaviour2el. This reasoning is erroneous.

2eo ,J. S . Mi11, on Libertv, chapter rv ', of
limits to the authority of society over
individual", passim, pp.13t-t49 in Acton's edition
Utilitarianism. On Libertv, and Considerations

the
the
of
on

Representat ive Government .

2st rn Pol-itics Amonq Nations, Morgenthau writes
at p .245 that:

" Iu] nti1 virtually the end of the nineteenth
century, aristocratic rulers were
responsible for the conduct of foreign
affairs in most countries. In Ehe new age
their place has been taken by officials
elected or appointed regardless of class
distinctions " .
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Morgenthau's argument boils down to insisting
that the actions of states are dictated by self-
interest on1y, therefore they do not engaqe in moral-
behaviour. Gewirth argued that to be moral an act.ion
must be determined to be good by some, any, evaluaLive
criterion2ez. Clearly self-interest is such a

criterion. In Gewirth's wider sense therefore, even by
Morgenthau's own admission, states may be behaving
'mnr:l lrr,

Furthermore, even if self-interesL could be ruled
outside t.he range of legitimate 'mora1' evaluative
criteria, Henkin has convincingly argued that states'
actions are not in fact motivated purely out of self-
interest but that more orthodox conceptions of right.
and wrong do enter into their ca1cu1ations2n3.
Moreover, to view states' actions as exclusively
motj-vated by self-interest, would render nothing more
t.han mere farce all the protestations of humanitarian

He continues on p.245 that:
" It]his transformation within the individual
nations changed int.ernaEional moraliLy as a
system of moral restraints from a reality
into a mere figure of speech ... When we say
t.hat the Brit.ish Cormnonwealth of Nations, or
even Great Britai-n alone, has moral
obligations toward the United States or
France, w€ are making use of a fiction. By
virtue of this fiction international law
deals with nations as though they were
individual persons, buL nothing in t.he
sphere of moral obligations corresponds to
this Iega1 concept. "

concludes on p.247 that:
" Ii ] n any case, t.he ref erence to a moral
rule of conducL reguires an individual-
conscience from which it emanates, and there
is no individual conscience from which what
we call international morality of Great
Britain or any of t.he other nation could
emanaLe. "

2e2 Above, chapter 4.7 .L .4.

He

2e3 L. Henkin, How States Behave, passrm.
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concern, international cooperation and involvement in
internati-onal and regional human rights organisations.
ff self-interest. was the only factor to determine a

sLate's actions there would be no reason for all such
protestations, for all the efforts taken by states to
justify their actions as good, as in compliance with
international values often expressed in terms of human

rights in their manifesto sense. No doubt self-
interest does play a role, but the writer concurs with
Henkj-n's conclusion that notions of right and wrongi,
value statement.s, also help to determine the decisions
states make in respect of each oLher.

Whether it be Morgenthau's self-interest or
Henkin's somewhat more amorphous international
morality, evaluative criteria are applied in Ehe

international context, just as they are in Ehe cont.ext
of personal ethics. Absence of evaluative criteria
cannot therefore be identified as a difference between
individuals and states which could undermine the
analogry from the personal ethics setting to the world
of international affairs. A state is certainly
different from an individual, but in so far as regards
the prerequisites for behaviour which is et.hical in
the sense t.hat such terms are applied in the context
of personal ethics, that is as regards volition,
appropriateness of subject matter, and the existence
of evaluative criteria for adjudging actions good or
bad, it is submitted that sLates and individuals are
not thaL different. ft is suggested that in these ways
they are similar enough to sustain the analogry,
notwithstanding any number of differences which may

dist j-nguish the two types of entity in other regards.
In anv case, there is nothing essentially

personal about the classificat.ion of ethical theories
as motivist, consequenEial, and deontological. The
Iabels attached to Ehem describe the nature and
emphasis of the theories and bear little on the nature
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of the actor applying them; the classification of
theories as motivist, conseguential and deont.ological
and the observations those terms reflect are, in the
writer's view, sufficienLly general to apply equally
well to corporate as well as personal ethical
decisions.

Finallv, the concept of duty is, as a matter of
fact, far from absent from the world of international
affairs. The imperative pact sunt servanda underlies
the idea of treaties as a source of international
Iawzea. In addit.ion, notwithstanding the uncertainty
surrounding the content of international 1aw's jus
cogens, it has to be acknowledged that the existence
of a class of rule which behooves all states to
conduct themselves in a certain way, irrespective of
their consent, necessarily involves the concept of
duty. Anthony D'Amato has argued that treaties may at
least supply evidence of the opinio juris reguired to
generate a general rule of international 1aw binding
on all states irrespective of Eheir consent2e5.

Fensterheim has argued a similar though even broader
1ine2e6. He argues that all the actions and statements
of states may be taken int,o account in determi-ning
general rules of international 1aw. As long as there
is in international law a class of treaties the
provisions of which impose obligations on states which
are not parties to t'he treat,ies as such, one cannot
argue, as a matter of fact, thaL the notion of duty is

2ea Article 38 of the Sbatute of the rnternational
Court of Just.ice, 1oc. cit.

zes A. D'Amato, "The Concept of Human Rights in
InternaEional Law", Columbia Law Review, vo1.82
(1982) , p.LL10.

2e6 G. D. Fensterheim, "Towards an International
Law of Human Rights Based on the Mutual Expectations
of States", Virginia Journal of International Law,
vol.21 (L980), p.185.
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absent from international legal experienee2o7.

4.7.4.7 The coagtnrctivist ttreory ia coneistent witb
the cultural relatLviat poeition advocaEed in chagter
three

The constructivist theory views human rights in
their prima facie, gleneral form as constantly changj-ng
and developing. They are seen as having a central core
of certainty but as in a constant state of flux around
the edgres. A view such as this is clearly consist.ent
with a position of temporal relativity.

Moreover, by limiting the effective scope of such
rights as are recognised in a given instance Lo the
community chosen by the rights claimant and from which
such recognition is obtained, the const.ructivist
theory of rights qeneration is also consisEent wiLh a

geographic relat.ivity. It was noted above that in the
case of human rights, the justification offered in
support. of a rights claim will normally be heavily
Iaden with argumenLs of a moral naLure, arguments
appealing to the values and beliefs of the body from
which recogrnition is sought. Since sharing common

values and belief s plays an import.ant role in
distinguishing one culture from another, it seems

reasonable to infer thaL the constructivist theory of
rights in so far as it is applied to human right.s, is
not. only temporally and geographically relative, but
that it is inclined to favour ordering that geographic

2e1 It is again acknowledged that there is
consi-derable debate about. the nature and sources of
these aspects of the concept of duty manifested both
in the international 1egal arena and more generally.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to consider these
issues. It is merely suggested that as a matter of
facE the sense of duty exists in these forms, does
therefore offer an at Least potential solution Eo the
debate about the relationship between rights and
duties, and that the offering up of this potenLial
solution in turn makes the construcLivist school of
rights theories attractive.
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relativity along culturaL lines.
It is submitted therefore that the constructivist

theory also derives support from its compatibility
with the culturally relaLivist position advocat.ed in
chapter 3.22e8.

4.7.4.8 An inportant note about the sigrnificance of
the above e:<poeition of the congEnrctivist aDproach to
tbe origin and develoDment, of righEs

The purpose of the discussion of the main generic
features of constructivist rights Lheory in this
thesis is to demonstrate that the requirement inherent
in the method advocated herein for regulating
international broadcasting activj-ty, namely Ehe

requirement that an individual's entitlement to human

righbs not only stems from their being human but also
from their performance of some volitional- action, is
not jurisprudentially indefensible. The description of
the constructivist school's theory is fu11er than is
strictly required to sustain the thesis addressed by
this paper. It was not.ed at the outset of this chapter
that it is sufficient to show that on the view taken
by constructivist rights theorists an individual has
a human rigrht to freedom of expression because not
only he is human but also because as a result of his
own volitional actions, he has taken some positive
step or st,eps to secure them, to bring himself within
its protective embrace2ee. It is submitted that this
has been achieved.

It is however acknowledged thaL Ehe description
has gone beyond that, is more detailed than is

2e8 Dworkin's
already been noted

concurrence on
above in chapter

4.3 above.2es See chapter

Ehis point has
4.7.3.3 A.
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strictly required to achieve that endroo. In going
that extra distance the writer accept.s t.hat. he has
touched on some difficult issues, treatmenL of which
is neither feasible nor appropriate in t'he present
circumstances. These issues incl-ude parEicularly the
origin and legitimacy of international- legal
obligat.ion and the nature of the concept. of duty in a

broader context. The extra distance has nevertheless
been travelled in t.he interests of present.ing a more
coherent picture of a 'typical' constructivist rj-ghts
theory. A reasonabTy coherent picture of
constructivism j-s needed to sustain the suggestion
that. the method of regulating international direct
broadcast activity advocated in this paper is
jurisprudentially defensible. A compJete and
unassai-Z abl-e def ence of constructivism however is
neither necessary nor int,ended, nor perhaps is it even
definitionally possibleror. The reader may decide that
any aspect of the very broad version of construct.ivism
offered here, such as the picture i-t. paints of the
correlation between rights and duties or the
assumption it makes that obligation exists in an
international legal context, or even the basic
experiential underpinning of the enti-re constructivist
school, is misguided. Such a conclusion may ulEimately

300 R,, touching on whether the action required to
'earn' the human right to freedom of expression is
required by duty, the writer has gone further than is
strictly necessary to sustain the thesis. See chapter
4.3 above.

301 It will be recalled that a constructivist
rights theory is based on Ehe norms and vaLues which
as a mat.ter of observaEion do exist in a given
society. The theory is 'constructed' to explain as
well as can currently be achieved that existing corpus
of values and norms. It does not insist that that
corpus is the only or ult.imately Ehe best set of
values, nor does it. purporE to justify them in any
substantive way; it is more about how they interrelate
than about why they exist, ot should exist. See
chapter 4.7 .3 .
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prove to be correcL; one day an absolute and
indisputable set of moral norms may well be discovered
by rational inquj-ry or be revealed to a f ortunate
mankind by a benevolent deity, or it may be finally
demonstrated that moral norms, universal or otherwj-se,
are entirely ephemeral. Nevertheless, iL is submitted
that the broad class of theories within Lhe general
consLructivist camp, for the moment and on the basis
of observations of the world as it currently is, does
present a viabLe explanation, description, of how

right.s develop (as distinct from (a) the separate
normative question as to whet.her that is the way they
should develop, and (b) whether the values and norms

upon which any given constructivist t.heory is based
are themselves j-ndependently justified) . It is
accordingly further submitted Ehat constructivist
right.s theory does therefore render the international
broadcasting regime advocated in this paper
jurisprudentially defensible .

L.7.5 How tsbe congtructivist theory accomnodates
both the trad,itional and contsingent apDroacheB to the
ortgin of turman righte and dispelg the a9Darent doubt
over tbe dietinction between claes two and clasE three
DrograFtres

The traditional view is essentially that human

beings possess human righEs simply by virtue of being
human. The contingent theory is that Ehey must do

something to earn such rights. The constructivist
theory about the generation of human rights can
accommodate both of these approaches. A number of
features of the construct.ivisL t.heory are possessed by
all human beings. From time to time all human beings
experience desire, need, a sense of injustice and, for
whatever reason, have feelings of obLigation toward
his fellow man. All are capable of responding to these
stimuli by claiming. A11 are capable of reason and
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expression, and therefore can make the choices and
arguments involved in justifying their claims.
Engaging in all of these activities is something which
is characteristically human; cLaiming, choice and
reasoned argument are as much part of being human as

'having- 1eg's'ro2 . To say that
performing these activities is

is capable of
say that A j-s

capable of having rights.
When he does engage in Ehe process and secures

recognition or does not have to because the activity
which he is acting out is so clearly accepted as

within his rights, he has rights. It. is hard to
envisage a biological human being who at some stage of
his Iife does not. engage in the rights creating
process. Even if such a person did exist, he still
cannot avoid being caught up in the rights process
because as noted above, the prima facie character of
the rights generated by the constructivist rights
process has Ehe effect of depersonalising rights. B

can have rights which she does not want or even know

about because her complement of rights is determined
not only by her own participation in the on-qoing
rights process but also, indeed primarily, by the
participation therein of others before herro3.

These will be labelled 'human rights' when she
obtains recognition by putting their justification,
usually addressed to the international community or
some international orgfan, in terms consistent with the
values expressed internationally such as for example
bhe objecLs and goals embodied in the Charter of t.he

United Nations, and in Lerms of the human rights in

302 A. Gewirth, "The Basis and
Rights " Georgia Law Review, vol .l-3
p.11-45.

Content of Human
(1,979], , p. L1-43 at

A

to

3or See above, chapter 4.7.3.2.
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Ehe sense of 'grand rights of poliLical rhetoric'roa
in resolutions of the uniced Nations or in subordinate
or other international bodies, or does not have to
obtain it because recognition is clearly so 1ike1y
t.hat no one attempts to interfere with the activity at
issue. Where the addressee selected is the broader
internaLional community, the label 'international
human right' is appropriate. Where the same
just.ification is put to a community within a state, it
is generally more appropriate to 1abe1 the rights
stemming from recognition as civil or political
rights, rather than domestic human rights, which term
has no currency.

Thus the possession of rights per s€, in their
prima facie general sense, is something which not only
depends on being human but which is unavoidable for
any human because of his necessary participation in
contemporary human societysos and the role played by
others in the on-going process of generating and
shaping rights, his historical set.t.ing as it were.
Rights in this sense flow automaticaTTy from being
human and are moreover, inalienable. C cannot alienate
his human rights because they are not only his rights;
the human righLs which exist within a single
individual are in essence a single aspect or
manifestation of a broader societal function. That
right of individuals in society generally as opposed

r04 Dworkin's colourful phrase. See R. Dworkin,
Takinq Riqhts Seriouslv, p.93.

30s IE has been put to the writer that it is open
to any individual to 'opt out' of society by simply
denying his membership in a particular group. While
this may be possible in some cases involving cert,ain
types of group such as Finnis' chess tournaments. ft
is however submit.t.ed t.hat an individual's membership
in society at large is not simil-arLy optional. Nor in
the international context it is open to a state, in
the writer's view, to 'opt out' of bhe international
community and thereby avoid the internat.ional legral
obligations incumbent on statres.
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to C's particular instant.iation of it, will- be

marginally weaker for such purported rejection, but
certainly cannot be destroyed by it.

AL Ehe same time however, Ehe notion of duty
could be very much part of the rights generation
process. It was noted above that j-t is not necessary
to sustain the argument in this paper to show that the
action prerequisite to entitlement to the human right.
to freedom of expression in the international
broadcasting context, is regarded as demanded by
duty306. Nevertheless, if one did bake that view,
there would clearly be room for the concept. of duty
within the rights generation process.

It may motivate individuals Lo make t.he claims
which over time will come to constitute a right. ft
may also be introduced during the jusEification phase

of Lhe process where reference is made to ethical
theories, in particular t,o those which fall within the
deont.ological or motivist. classificationsroT. This
'duty' is in either case antecedent to recognition's
erasure of the prima facie nature of the right in a

particular instance. Thus it is perfectly accurate to
state that the right (confirmed i-n its individual
application in a particular instance) comes after and

depends on the satisfactory execution of some ducy. Ac

t.he same time, if the right stemming from recogniLion
fa11s within the cat.egory of Ehe Hohfeldian claim-
right, or more correctly if the bundle of rights
stemming from recognition includes a claim-right in
this sense, it also has a logically correlative duty;
it is simultaneously founded on and correlative to
duty.

The apparent. incompatibility between the

306 See particularly chapters
4 .7 .4 .6 , and f ootnote 298 . .

307 See chapter 4.7 .4.6.

4.3, 4-7.4.8 and
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contingent and traditional theories about the origin
of human rights is therefore an i1lusion. The

traditionalists' inflexibi-lity, perhaps stemming from
the historical dominance of natural law theories in
the human rights context, kept them trapped within the
cause / effect mind set. The continqent theory's
slrmpathizers within the bodies responsible for
drafting the right to freedom of expression in the
Universal D€claration of Human Rights as well as in
academia, failed to recognise either the inherently
human and natural characteristics of t.he key elemenEs
in the series of events which constitutes the process
by which rights are continually remodelled and
reshaped, and that the social cont.ext within which Ehe

process occurs makes human rights flow automaticaTTy
and unavoidably from those characteristics. Both
factions failed to recognise that the concept of duty
can play two distinct and not mutually exclusive roles
in the right.s process. The version of the
constructivist theory offered in this paper therefore
shows up aE illusory Lhe allegred incompatibility
between the contingent and traditional theories about
the origin of human rights and thereby dispels the
cloud of uncertainty and doubt which that
incompatibility appeared to cast over the distinction
between the second and third progranme classifications
involved in the system proposed here for regulating
international broadcasting activity.
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5. Some other optiona for regulating international
direct broadcast,ing act,ivLty

In this chapter five alternative systems for
regulat.ing international direct broadcastingr will be

discussed, and their shortcomings identrfied. The

first of these is a system based on the human rigrht to
freedom of expression but implemented titrough
municipal legal systems employing conflicts of laws
ru1es. The second al-ternative is a system implemented
internationally but based on t.he New World Information
and Communications Order. The third is a similar
system but based on the Common Heritage of Mankind.
The first alternative was envisaged by the United
Nations Human Rights Sub Commission of Freedom of
Inf ormation and t.he Press and the United Nat.ions
Conference on Freedom of Information. The second and
t.hird are advocated by Stewart. She incorporates both,
proposing a single system based on the New World
Information and Communications Order as well- as the
Connnon Heritage of Mankind. Nevertheless, Stewart
offers them as two discrete pillars on which her
system could be based and does not rule out the
possibility that others may also be included as well.
Notwithstanding that the two concepts are undoubtedly
reLated, since they can in this way stand alone, they
are treated in this chapter as two separate
alternaEive bases upon which a system for regulating
international direct broadcastingr could be based. The

fourth attempt examined is that embodi-ed in United
Nations General Assembly Resolut.ion 37 / 9 2 on 10

December 1-982 entitled Principles Governing The Use By

States Of Art.ificial Earth SaEellites For
International Direct Television Broadcasting. The

fifth method for regulating international broadcasting
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is that. developed in the European Community.

5.1 The systen aDDarently envieaged by the Unit,ed
NatLone Conference on Freedom of Information and the
Economic and Soeial Council, e Human Rigbt,s Sub

Qeftmiggion on Freedom of Information and ttre PreEs
The two organisations responsible for drafting

the right to freedom of expression in the Universal
Declarat.ion of Human Riqhts and Ehe fnternational
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights were the Unit"ed
Nations Conference on Freedom of fnformat.ion and the
Economic and Social Council's Human Rights Sub

Commission on Freedom of Information and the Press. It
was noted in chapter lwo that those organisations
envisaged that that human right would be given effect
through the national lega1 systems of member sLatesi.
The efficacy of translating the right as viewed by
these bodies in[o an international implementational
environment was also discussed. It must be asked why
it is necessary to ef fect. such a translat.ion. Could
not Lhe int.ernational human right be applied to
regulate international broadcasting bhrough municipal
legal systems?

On this approach, private international 1aw. the
conflicts of laws rules as thew are called, would
determine which national leqa1 svstem ouqht to be
applied to resolve disputes arisinq in the context of
international broadcastinq. International broadcasting
disputes can arise in two ways. One scenario is that
a population targeted by a broadcast regards it as
undesirable on the grrounds, for example, that it is
def amatory, or prejudicial to nat.ional public
morality, or harmful to the population's independent
cultural developmenE. The other scenario is that a
broadcaster finds that his progranunes to a particular

' See chapter 2 .I.
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target audience are being jammed by the receiving
state's qovernment and feels that his broadcast should
be protected by the right to freedom of expression.

5.1.1 Scenario one
It is submitted that a regulatorlz regime

implemented through national 1ega1 systems would not
deal adequately with the problems presented in eifher
of these scenarios. In scenario one the complainants
have two choices. They can petition the courts of
Lheir own state to declare the programrne outside the
protective embrace of the right to freedom of
expression or they can address their complaint to a

court in the state from which the broadcast emanates.

5.1.1.1 Scenario one, ctroice one
ff thev choose the first option the first. hurdle

they must. overcome is to persuade the court t.o take
iurisdiction. fn Commonwealth countries the conflict
of laws rule is that jurisdiction depends on bhe
presence of the defendant within the berritory over
which the court concerned has jurisdiction, or on his
submission to that. court, s authorityz. Strictly
applied this rul-e would surely al-most always require
a court to refuse to take jurisdiction in
internat.ional broadcasting disputes .

In practice however, courts do not apply this
presence or submission rule strictly3. They tend to
accept other grounds for det.ermining jurisdiction and

' See McGechan's j.ntroductory note on New
Zealand's High Court RuIe 219, p.237 .

3 Mann is extremely critical of a strict approach
to territorial jurisdiction and the rather more
relaxed approach taken by courts, dt least in
Commonwealth count.ries, perhaps demonstrat.es a degree
of sympathy with Mann's sentiments. See F. A. Mann,
"The Doctrine Of .Turisdiction In International Law",
Recueil des Cours, vol.1L1- (part L, L954) , p.1- at
pp.28-40.
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accordingly hear a wider range of cases than the
strictly applied rul-e would alIow. In New Zealand this
is reflected in the High Court rules detailing when a
sunrmons may be served on a defendant outside New

Zeal-and. Rule 2L9(a) permits the service of a srrinmons

on a defendant outside New Zealand without special
leave of court when the act complained of was done in
New Zealand. Because leave is not required it is
i-nferred that jurisdicLion i-n such cases is thought to
be routine. Even though the defendant is not present
within the court's territorial jurisdiction, and even
if he has not submitLed, proceedingrs may stil1 be
issued against him if the act for which attempts are
being made to hold him to account was done in New

Zealanda.

A tRried,lctional Droblem nuuber one 3 where does a
broadcast occur?

The problem faced by complainants in scenario one
broadcasting disputes even on this broader approach to
the presence or submission rule, is that it is not
cl-ear that. the broadcast was 'done' in the receivinq
country, for example, New Zealand. Over twenty five
years ago Mann discussed how difficult it can be to
det.ermine where an event occurred and the problems
this causes for territorially based concepts of
jurisdictions. More recently the same difficulty has
been addressed specifically in relation Lo

broadcasting.
Discussion about how to define 'broadcast', that

is, at what point a broadcast can be said to be

4 Similar rules are operate in numerous other
countries. See McGechan's note on New Zealand's High
Court Rule 21-9, p.237 f .

5 F. A. Mann, "The Doctrine Of .Turisdiction In
InternaEional Law" , Recueil des Cours, vo1 .l-11 (part
'J-, 1964)' , p.1 at p.36f .
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complete, has taken place in the intellectual property
cont.ext. Some writers such as Karne116, believe that
a 'broadcast' takes place at the point at which a

prograflune is transmitted. This is t.he 'emission'
theory. OLhers endorse the 'Bogsch' or 'footprint'
t.heory which views a broadcast as not being complet,e
until it has been made available for public reception.
This would define a broadcast. as starting in the
emitting country but continuing unt.iI the signal is
actually present. in the receiving sLate's airwaves.
This makes it feasible to argue that the broadcast, or
at least a part of it, occurred in the receiving
country, and that as an act done in thaL country, it
is subject. to jurisdiction of its courts.

AlatjonaJ- treatment ruLes favour Lhe emjssion theory
Advocates of the emission theory argue that the

Bogsch theory is inconsistent with the provisions in
the Berne Convent.ion on Copyrj-ght which relate to
national treatmentT. The rights of persons in a

footprint country are to be secured by the requirement
that the emitting country treaL them no worse than its
own domiciliaries, not by redefining t.he definieion of
'broadcast' to require that the law of the footprint
country be taken into account in the emitting country
or, even more radically, to give the foot.print
country's courts jurisdiction. This argument is not
conclusive. National treatment means that the same

rules applied Eo loca1s must be applied to foreigners;
it says nothing about the content of the rules. As

long as the Bogsch theory's definition of broadcasting
is applied to all international broadcasters

o Gunnar W. G. Karnell, "A Refutation of the
Bogsch Theory on Direct Satellite Broadcasting
Rights " , Int.ernational Business Lawyer, June 1990,
p.263-266.

? Gunnar W. G. Karnell, oF. cit. at p.265.
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broadcasting from within the state to other countrj-es
irespective of whether they are domiciliaries of the
emit.cing state or not, the national treatment
principle is adhered to just as it woul-d be if an

emission theory definicion of broadcasting was imposed
on all broadcasters operating from within the state.
The principle of national treatment deals with a

rule's application and has nothing to do with its
substance which could contain the Bogsch or emission
rule definition of 'broadcast'.

CompuTsory Jicensing rules afso favour Ehe elnr..s.sr.on

theory
Emission theory advocates also argue that Lhe

Bogsch t.heory definiCion of broadcast is inconsistent
with the compulsorv l-icensinq provisions in article
tt(2) of the Berne Conventions. Through Lhe imposition
of compulsory Iicences a state may impose restrictions
on the rights of any copyright owner including a

broadcaster. Article t1,(2) states that a compulsory
licence shall have no effect beyond the borders of the
state imposing the restriction. The argument seems to
be that compulsorlr licences may be applied to
'broadcasts', compulsory licences cannoE have effect
beyond the borders of the state of imposition,
therefore a broadcast cannot be defined as extending
beyond the borders of the emitting state. This
argument also fai1s. ,Just because a rest.ricti-on on
rights in relation to a broadcast can only apply
within the granting state, does not mean thaL the
activity to which the restriction applies must only
occur wiChin ttre same borders; iE just means that only
that part of it which occurs within Ehe granting state
can be subject to the restriction.

o Gunnar W. G. Karnell, oF. cit., at p.255f .
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?hese arguments are refuEabTe but the uncertainty over
what it js to broadcast Jeaves a jurisdictionaf
probTem for a domesticaTTy inpTemented international
broadcasting reguTatory regime

These arqrments, even if they could not be
refuted, onlv indirectl-v endorse the emission theory

Indeed the onlrz
argument positively in f avour of t.he Bogsch t-heory
seems to be that in the interests of just.ice a

broadcaster's rights need to be afforded some

protection in the footprint country. Clearly merely
identifyinqr a need, the potential for injustice to be

done, does not automatically generate a right to
prevent itt, and certainly does noL require that one

adopt. one particular solution to addressing the issue
in preference to another. On the other hand the
arguments offered in support of the emission t.heory
all appear to be manifest.ly spurious or are negative,
and Karnell's argumentro that the right.s of a

broadcaster in a footprint country are adequately
safeguarded by a free market and negotiation in lieu
of 1ega1 protection seems to the wriEer quite
unsustainable. At this stage all- one can conclude is
that very few positive arqunents have been offered in
favour of any definition of 'broadcast', that the
negative ones are weak, and that where a broadcast may

be said to be 'done' remains a moot point. As long as
this state of affairs persists, jurisdiction is going
to remain a problem for plaintiffs in scenario one
situations who choose Eo seek redress in the courts of
their own state.

B dhrrlgdLctionaL problen number tswos Sovereig

n See chapter 4.7 .3 .2 .

10 G. w. G. Karnell , op . cit . a[ p .266.
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iurnrnity
The other problem they may have to deal with is

also jurisdj-ctional-. Because states are heavily
invol-ved in broadcastingrl, a plaintiff suing in hi-s
own country's courts to st,op a broadcast whiclr
enranates from abroad and which is prejudicial to thaL
country's public order or culturaL development. and so

fort.h, wil-I often find that the defendant is a foreign
state. This introduces the additional jurisdictional
problem of sovereiqn imfirunity. Even if j-t can be

established that. Lhe act of broadcasting was 'done' in
the footprint country, and therefore that its courts
prima facie have jurisdiction, the prj-nciple of
sovereiqn immunity as an exception Eo territorial
jurisdiction may yet nip the plaint.iff's hopes in the
bud.

The absol-ute theory of sovereign immunity
There are two theories about the extent of

sovereign immunity. One is the absolute theory
according Lo which whatever a state does cannot be
ca1led into question by the courLs of another state.
In older decisions the absolute theory is evident in
relation to actions in personam particularly. For
example in t.he Parliament. Belqe it was admitt.ed by the
plaintif f thab no proceedj-ngs c.ould be issued in
personam against a foreign sovereignl2. In the
Charkieh Sir Robert Phillimore introduced the question
of sovereign immunity and then wrote that " [t]he
sovereign prince is exempted from the operation of
this principle, absolutely, so far as his person is

11 Writing in L987 Taishoff noEed foru... over 80 per cent of the world'
systems are qovernment controlled".

example that
s television
See M. N.
t.he DirectTaishoff, State Responsibilitv and

Broadcast Satellite, p.1-31.

12 The Parliament Be1qe, (1880) 5P.D. 97 (CA) , 203
at 204f.
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concerned . .. u13.

This view was been endorsed in a number of
subsequent casestn until 1.977 when Denning MR decided
that international practice favoured the application
of a restrictive theory of sovereign immunity, that
this practice was sufficient to constitute a rule of
internati-onal law, and finally that the doctrine of
incorporation operated to automatically import this
rule of international 1aw into the English 1egal
systemrs. It should be noted however that. Lord Denning
MR's comments are in fact obiter. He bases his
decision in the final analysis on his finding bhat the
Central Bank of Nigeria was not. a governmenF-

department, that is, not a sovereign.
Stephenson L,f in the same case evinces some

sympathy f or thi-s view but again f ound that the
def endant, t.he Central Bank of Nigeria was not in f act
an organ of sLaLe, i.e. not a sovereignl6. His
comments on the merits of the rest.rictive doctrine of
sovereign immunity are therefore also obiter.

If the absolute approach were adopted to the
sovereign immunity exception to jurisdiction, a

13 rhe Charkieh, (1873)L.R.4 A.8.59 at 88.

i4 Miqhell v Sultan of ,Jahore t18941 1Q.8. 149 at
159 per Esher ldR, Compania Merchantil Arqent.ina v
United States Shippincr Board ,;..924) l-33 L.T.388,
Baccus S.R.L. v Servico Nacional del Triqo t19571 1-

Q.B. 438, Thai-Europe Taspioca Service Ltd v

Supplies [1975] 1 W.L.R. 1-485,
lL9761 2 W.L.R. 21-4 (JCPC) . See also I Conqresso del
Partido, [1983] l- A.C. 224 (H.L. ) at 26L where
Wilberf orce L,J writes that " [u] ntil L975 it would be
true to say t.haL England continued to adhere to a
pure, abso1uEe, doctrine of state immunity in all
cases " .

15 Trendtex Tradinq Corporation Ltd v CenEral Bank
of Niqeria, 11,9771 1 All E.R. 881 (CA) .

i5 Trendtex Tradinq Corporat.ion Ltd v Central Bank
of Niqeria, 11,9771 l- A11 E.R. 881 (CA) at 897.
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plaintiff in the footprint country would be hard
pressed indeed to persuade the courEs of his own state
to t.ake jurisdiction in any case where the broadcasLer
was a foreign sovereiqn. Even if the act of
broadcasting was found to be done in bhe footprint
country, the sovereign immunity exception to
jurisdiction would tag the plaintiff out on second
base. Given the substantial level of state invol-vement
in broadcasting world wide, the jurisdictional problem
posed by the principle of sovereign irnmunity
constitutes a serious obstacle for the plaintiff who

chooses to seek a remedy in his home state's courts
for broadcasting in breach of the principles
established by or implicit in the international human

right to freedom of expression as expressed j-n the
International Bill of Riqhts.

The restricted theory of sovereigrn immunity
As it happens since Denning MR delivered his

judgement in Trendtex Tradinq Corporation Ltd v
Central Bank of Niqeria the restrictive theory of
sovereign immunity has become more popular. Even

before then it would seem that mosL of [he
international community had adopted the restrictive
theory of sovereign immunityrT.

The first case in which the decision was based on

the application of the restrictive doctrine of
sovereign immunity was I Congresso del Partidols in
1983. In that case Wilberf orce L'J af f irmed
"unhesitaE,ingly" the restrictive t.heory of sovereiqn

17 I Conqresso de1 Partido, [1983] 1A.C. 224
(H.1,. ) at. 261, per Wilberforce LJ. See also Trendtex
Tradinq Corporation Ltd v Central Bank of Niqeria
It977ll A11 E.R. 881(C.A). For the United States of
America's position see also t.he Tate Letter of 19 May
1952, 26 State Dept. Bu1l . 984 L.Ed.2d 32t.

18 I Conqresso del Partido t1-9831 1 A.C. 224
(H.L. ) .
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immunityle. While this restrictive approach to the
sovereign immunity jurisdictional exception offers
more hope to the scenario one plaintiff seeking
redress in the courts of his home country against a

foreign governmenL engaged an broadcasting,
jurisdiction in such cases will still depend on the
plaintiff being able to establish that broadcasting is
an actus jure gestionis. The rules for making this
distinction are by no means clear.

In the earlier cases t.he purpose of the
transaction at issue seems to have determined the
character of an act as jure gestioni-s or jure imperii.
See for example The Parliament Bel-qe, (1880)?0 where
reference j-s made in several places to the plaintiff's
claim being that sovereign immunity should not apply
because the ship was being used for commercial
purposes. A similar assumption appears to be made in
The Philippine Admira12l thougrh here Ehe inference is
less clear because in the paragraph preceding the
ref erence to purpose as t.he crit.erion f or
distinguishing between acta jure gestionis and
imperii, Lord Cross insist.s that to make the
distinct.ion one should "... consider both the past
history of the vessel in question since she became the
property of the foreign state and also the use to
which she is likeIy to be pu[ by Lhat state in the
future". Although purpose features prominently in this
test, other factors going to make up the over all
character of the act also play a part.

In f Conqresso De1 Partido determining whet,her an

act is jure gestionis or imperii is analyzed as

le AE p.26L.
1n

203 at
The Parliament Belqe,
2t9f.

5 P.D. 97 (CA) , (1880),

?r The Philippine Admiral,
2L4 (,JCPC ) aL 230 .

t 197 61 W.L.R.
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involving two separate issues. The first is what
constitutes t.he act to be assessed. fn f Congresso DeI
Partido t.he action was for breach of contract and the
discussion focused on whether the act was the breach
which specifically gave rise to the claim or wheLher
one had t'o look at t'he whole series of events leadi-ng
up to the suit, Lhe whole claim in context. The

distinction between the whole series of act.ions which
go to making up a contract and the act which
consLitutes its breach is not paralleled in a

broadcasting dispute. To broadcast is a relatively
simple, unitary activity compared to concracL and is
not naturally vulnerable to this sort of reductionist
problem. However, the second issue brought out in I
Conqresso Del Partido is whaL test should be applied
to the relevant act to determine whether it is jure
gestionis or imperii. Wilberforce LJ formulates a test
which he describes as the "ultimate" LesL. He writes
that u... it is not just that the purpose or motive of
Lhe act is to serve t.he purposes of the stat.e, brrt
that the act is of its own character a governmental
act, as opposed to an act which any private citizen
can perform". This comment suggests that if
"everything done by lthe state claimed against]
could have been done ...u by a trader, the act should
be deemed commercial. Diplock L,J aglrees with
Wilberforce LJ's test and Bdmund-Davies LJ concurs
that the purpose of the act shoul-d not form the basis
of the gestionis / imperii distinct.ion.

If one applied this test in the broadcasEing
context., that is if one were t.o ask couLd the
broadcast have been executed by a non state entity,
clearly the answer would be in Ehe affirmaEive.
BroadcasEing internationally is certainly within t.he
technical capabilities of commercial organisati-ons. On

the face of the matt.er Ehis would normally assist the
scenario one plaintiff's aEtempts to get. the courts of
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his own country to take jurisdiction.
However, this issue is more complex than that.. In

spite of what Witberforce LJ says about the t.est to be

applied, he does not appear to actually use it. In his
decision on the Plava Laroa case he seems to focus
heavily on the purpose of the act assessedz2. In
respect of the @ he apparently asked noc

cou-Zd but woul-d a non state have done thiszr. He must

be asking 'would' and not applying the 'could' test
because clearly a non state could give sugar away free
just as a non state could have decided to refuse to
unload the cargo which would have produced the
conclusion that the act was gestionis and therefore
that there is no immuni-ty, that is Ehe opposite
conclusion from the one Wilberforce LJ reached.

Moreover, both Wilberforce and Diplock LJJ also
choose to apply the test not to the claim in context,
the broader picture, but to different, specific
incidents within that picture. Although as noted
above, this problem of what act to focus oD, is not
really a problem in the broadcasting context, the
inconsistency between what Wilberforce LJ says and
what he actually does in the case, does impact on the
credibility of the test he offers.

If one were to do what Wilberforce L.T does rather
than what he says, one would have to look ab the
purpose of the broadcast which could be either
commercially motivated or intended to achieve a more

'imperii' end. Alternatively, if one were to ask not
cou-ld but wouTd a non state have broadcast in these
circumstances, clearly there is much more scope to
argue that the act was jure imperii rat.her than jure
gestionis. Taking this approach to the imperii /

22 For example at p.258 he
being performed for "poliLical
reasons".

refers to the acts
and non-commercial

23 See pp .269-272.
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gestionis distinction, would diminish the plaintiff's
chances in the broadcasting context of persuading hi-s
own country's courts to take jurisdiction against a

foreign qovernmental agensy engaged in broadcasting
into t.he country from wit.houC. The application of the
doct.rine of sovereign immunity in such cases wo,rlcl
always be arguable, and t.his uncertainty, in
CommonwealEh countries at least, certainly poses an

obstacle to an international broadcasting regulaLory
system implement.ed through nat.ional- legral systems and
t.he conf licts of laws rules.

C ihrriedictional problen nunber ttrree: Etay of
proceedLngs

In Common Law countries a court may also issue a

stay of proceedings even where it could on the face of
the matter take jurisdiction. This poses a third
problem for a plaintiff suingr in the courts of his own

st.ate to sLop a defendant broadcasting from ouLside
Ehe borders. Where there is another state which could
have jurisdiction over t.he case, the court may issue
a stay of proceedings even if the other state's courts
were not currently hearing it, where Ehat forum is the
most 'convenient' place to hear the case. This forum
non conveniens argument for persuading a court not to
take jurisdiction was establ-ished in The Spi1liada2a,
has been applied in ot.her cases such as McConnell
Dowel-lzs and in New Zealand has been incorporated into
Hiqh Court Rule 477 . Alt.hough the issue of a stay in
evel1r case will depend on the facts of that case, in
the internaEional broadcasting conLext there will
always be another stat.e the courts of which could take
jurisdiction, namely the state from which the

24 rhe spirliada ti-9861 3 Al1
25 Unreported judgrment, New

Appeal, per Cooke P., L7 December

E. R. p.843.

Zealand Court
]-987 .

of
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broadcast emanates, and there is always a possibiliEy
that the claim of forum non conveniens will be put,
and may therefore pose yet another obstacle for the
plaintiff Erying to persuade his home state's courts
to take jurisdiction.

D Enforcement may be harder out of juriediction
Fina11y, of course, there is t.he problem of

enforcement. Even if the plaintiff persuaded the court
to find in his favour, enforcing the judg.rnent in
another state while not impossible can be more
difficult than at home. It would be unwise to make too
much of this difficulty, but it nevertheless creates
another barrier at which the plaintiff's endeavours
could be thwarted.

5.L.L.z Scenario one, choice two
Suppose the plaintiff in such a case decided in

view of these jurisdictional problems to address his
case not to the courts of his own counLry, but to the
courts of the country from which the broadcast
emanated. In this event, some of the jurisdictional
problems faced by a plaintiff suing in his own state's
courts would be obviated. There could be little doubt
t.hat the act complained of, broadcasting, did occur
within the territory over which the courts pet.itioned
have jurisdiction. Whether one applied the definition
of broadcasLing suggested by the emission theory or
the Bogsch theory discussed above, the act would take
place, in substantial part at least if not entirely,
within t.he territory of the state f rom which the
broadcast emanates. Similarly, Ehe courts of the state
from which the broadcast emanat.ed would noE be
confronted by the probl-em of sovereign immunity if t.he
progranme broadcast was sponsored by the government of
that state. Although most countries embrace the notion
of crown immunity, €tn aspect. of the broader concept of

I
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sovereign inrnunity, which would continue t.o cause a

plaintiff difficulties, because on this scenario a

foreign sovereign is not involved as defendant, t.he

issue of sovereign immunity would not be as

significant as it would be if he chose to pursue his
claim in his own couniury' s courts. The possibility of
arguments for a stay of proceedings are also unlikely
to arise. Subject to the impact of local crowrl
innnunity ru1es, Lhere is nothing to stop a defendant
from raising the forum non conveniens arguments in an

attempt to secure a stay, However, Lhis arqument,

depends on the availability of another forum with
jurisdiction. fn arguing forum non conveniens a

defendant would therefore be concedingr that the
receiving state's courts did have jurisdiction; they
would effectively be estopped from denying it. Since
making such a concession would be Lo surrender the
'home town' advantage, most defendanLs would clearly
try to avoid this situation. Faced with ehe choice of
defending in the courts of his own country or raising
the forum non conveniens argument in favour of a stay,
and havingr the case thrown back into the
jurisdictional embrace of courts of the plaintiff's
own state, the defendant is ill advised to make the
application. If he has to defend somewhere, it may as

well be on his own turf.
This however raises other problems which help to

render a national level implemenLational framework for
a regime to regulate international broadcasting
activity unsuitable. Firstlv, suppose the courts of
Ehe state from which the broadcast emanated did
undertake to hear the case. The court will find itself
in the very uncomfortable position of having to make

decisions about. values in another country, about t.he
needs of a foreign people in terms of their
independent cultural development, about such issues as

what degree of restrict.ion is appropriate in another
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country in t.he interests of national security or to
preserve public order. It is submitted that it is
entirely inappropriate for the courts of count.ry A to
decide such guestions in respecL of country B.

Furthermore such decisions are inevitably going
to be heavj-ly charged political1y, even where the
defendant is not actually an organ of the emanat.ing
state, and regrettably, there is always the
possibility of political interference, subtle or
overt, in Ehe judicial process. Even where no such
influence is brought to bear, a decision favouring the
broadcaster is almost inevitably going generate t,he

suspicion that it was. This same arqument of course
applies in reverse where the case is brought before
the courts of plaintiff's state. Using domestic legal
systems to implement an international regulatory
system obliges a choice between legaI systems and
inevit.ably raises the spectre of inf luence by or
partiality in favour of the party whose own home

country's courts are hearing Ehe case.
Moreover, even if the eourts were prepared t.o

deal with these issues, the plaintiff has to confront
t.he practical problems which always f ace someone

conducting legal proceedings from abroad. The costs of
bringing witnesses in from abroad, the problems of
participating in proceedings in an unfamiliar leqa1
system in a foreign coun!ry possibly in a foreign
language all count against the plaintiff's chances of
success. These can to some extent be obviated by
employing local counsel, but not completely and it is
submitted that implementing an international-
broadcasLing regime through national legal systems is
always going to put one part,y or the other at a

disadvantage vis a vis the other. The not.ion of a

level judicial playing field is just not feasible in
a system which forces a choice between two legal
systems one of which suits better the interests of a
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the plaintiff and the other the defendant

5 .L.2 Scenario tswo

In scenario Lwo the plaintiff is the broadcaster.
His broadcast into a foreign country is being jammed

by the government of the receiving sLate and his claim
under the regulatory regime proposed is essentially
Ehat his broadcast lives up to the standards of
accuracy and objectivity which he is duty bound to
meet, and thaL his programme is therefore enLitled to
protect.ion against interference by the riqht to
freedom of expression. Again the plaintiff has Lwo

options. He can choose to sue in the courts of the
receiving state or to take his case in his owrl

country's l-egal syslem.

5 . 1 .2 . 1 Scenario two, ctroice one
If a broadcaster attempts to stop jamming by a

receiving state by appeal-ing to Lhe receivi-ng stat.e's
courts for recognition and enforcement of the rights
to which he would be entitled under the international
regulatory regime proposed in this paper, he would not
confront the same jurisdicti-onal problems as face a

scenario one plaintiff addressing hj-s own country's
courts. Clearly the defendant., the qovernment
orchest.rating the j amming is present within t.he
territory over which t.he court petitioned has
jurisdiction. Secondly, the problem of sovereign
inununity also does not arise because the court
petitioned is not faced with a foreign sovereign as
defendant. Nor is the question of a stay is unlikely
t.o arise because to get a stay requires that there be
a foreign court with possible jurisdiction, and in
this case with the defendant present in the forum
addressed and the act complained of (the jamming) done
entirely within the same forum's jurisdicEion, there
is little to suggest that the broadcasting state's
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courts should take an interest in the matter. As far
as enforcement is concerned, sj-nce the jamming occurs
within the forum's jurisdiction a positive result for
t.he plaintiff will not face problems associated with
t.he enforcement. of foreign judgrments.

Nevertheless, a scenario two plaintiff presenting
his case to the courts of the receiving state, still
has to overcome the problems which present themselves
to any plaintiff taking a case in a foreign legal
system and which were touched on briefly above.

A more serious problem however is presented by
the terms of the fnternational Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. The implementation of an

international broadcasting regulatory system through
domestic legaI systems is predicated on the assumption
that articl-e 2 (I) of the fnternational Covenant on

Civil and Political Rights requires states Lo ext.end
the right to freedom of expression as presented in
article l-9 not only its owta people but also to
foreigners. This assumption j-s false.

Each state party to the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights undertakes in article 2(L)
"... to ensure to all individuals within its territory
and subject to its Tunsdiction the rights recognised
in the present covenant ...u26 Quite clearly, when a

dispute arises about a programme broadcast into one
state from outside its borders, the broadcaster is not
"within its territory" nor "subject to its
jurisdiction". The receiving state is therefore under
no obligation to extend to the broadcaster any of the
protection offered by Lhe right to freedom of
expression which it is required to guarantee by
legislative or other means to the people within its

1
Riqhts, article 2(L), Human Riqhts: A Compilation of
International

26

added.
Inst,ruments, p.1 aE p.19. Emphasis
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own borders. States could deny a foreign broadcaster
any protection by the right to freedom of expression
without breaching its obligations in terms of the
International Covenant on Civil and PoliticaL Rights.

5.L.2.2 Scenario two, choice two
If a scenario t.wo plaintiff decided to take his

case before his own country's courts, he would find
himsel-f in jurisdictionally deep water. The defendant
is not present and is unlikely to submit. The act
complained of is entirely performed in another
jurisdiction and is almost certai-nly conducted by a

foreign sovereign. Whatever enLhusiasm the plaintiff
can engender in the court to take jurisdiction will
have to overcome the court's natural disinclination to
deal- wiCh questions pertaininq to matters such as the
reasonabl-e requirements of national security, public
order and the independent cultural development of a

foreign stat.e. The only factor which connects the case
to the broadcaster's state is Lhe presence of the
plaintif f , and this is unlikely to overwhelm t.hese
difficulties just mentioned.

5.1.3 Conclugion
ft is submitted in conclusion that for the

reasons given above, to implement a system for
regulating international broadcasting activity through
national 1ega1 systems would be neither appropriate
nor feasible. International broadcast,ing is not a

subject which lends iLself to such implementation. The
features of the system proposed based on the
international right to freedom of expression are
simply incompat.ible with the nature of existing rul-es
relating to jurisdiction. Since jurisdiction is a

conseqfuence of the doctrine of state sovereignty,
states are unLikely to respond positively to attempts
to undermine t.hese rules. To accept such an attack
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would be to suffender more of their sovereignty than
states are currently prepared to do. It is submitted
that to be feasible the sysEem proposed must be
implemented at an international leveL. An
j-nternational system does not advantage one party over
the ot.her, avoids the suggestion of influence being
brought to bear, and gives the successfuL plaintiff
access to all the enforcement mechanisms available at
international law. Moreover, by using t.he
international legal system one neatly avoids having to
ext.end the existing scope of state sovereignty as

reflected in the rules pertaining to jurisdiction,
that is the rules which determine the boundaries
between competing 1ega1 systems. Implementing a new

regulatory regime for broadcasting in the
international 1ega1 system would not be novel. Lots of
treaties are entered into all the time and while all
of these to some degree involve the surrender of a

little bit of sovereignty in the sense that they
impose restrictions on what a state can do in certain
situations, such concessions are regarded as
acceptable. The modifications which would have to be
overcome to implement t.he system through domestic
Iegal systems by contrast would be relatively radical
in jurisdictional terms and more difficult for the
international community to accept, indeed
prohibit.ively dif f icult.

5.2 The Stewart System
Another regulatory option is to be found in the

work of M. LeSeur Stewart. Her energies have focused
narrowly on t.he regulation of international- direct
t.elevision broadcasEing by satelliEe. This excludes
radio broadcastingr as well as any broadcasting across
borders which does not employ satel]ite technology. In
the writer's view this restricted approach is
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unwarranted2T, but the system she proposes, in as much

as it is designed for what amounts to a microcosm of
the broader broadcasting problem, still offers an
interesting alternative to both Lhe regulat.ory regime
advocated in this paper and the municipally
implemented version of it stemming from the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Right.s
discussed above.

Stewart. writes that:
n... that Lhere must be a common basis of
agreement on which to establish and begin to
build the operation of international direct
television broadcasting by satellite and a
fundamental standard to this effect shoul-d
be incorporated into the basic 1ega1
instrument governing this activity. "28

She identifies the basic lega1 instrument governing
international direct. television broadcasting by
satellite as the Principles Governing the Use by
States of Artificial Earth Satellites for
InternaLional Di-rect Television Broadcasting (the
'Principles' ) 

2e . She of f ers as the ', common basis of
agreement" on which to base her regime an interesting
admixture of the principles represented by the New

World fnformation and Communications Order and the
Cornrrnon Heritaqe of Mankind3o. She writes that these
two concepLs are widely accept.ed by the international
corrnnunity and so are likely to be acceptable to all
and broad enough to encompass the diverse interests of
all the participants in the international television

27 See below chapter 5.2.1,.
28 M. I-,eSueur Stewart, To See the World: The

G1o ri
Broadcastinq bv Satellite, p. 51

'n op. cit . at p.3 .

r0 M. I-,. Stewart, oF. cit . at pp. 66-91
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broadcasting debate3l. There are of course two issues
here. One is the level at which the regulatory syst.em
she advocates should be adopted, and the other is the
principle or principles on which the substance of t.he

regime should be based (Stewart's common basis of
aqreement).

5.2.L lrrt,eraat j.onal adoDtion and inplenentation
Stewart argues that the regulatory system which

she advocaLes should be adopted at the global level
through modificat.ions to the Principles. She gives a

nunrlcer of reasons for this global approach. First1y,
she suggests that. the nature of the technology
involved is consistent with a g1oba1 approachr'. rt is
pertinent at this poinE to recaI1 t.hat Stewart is
dealing exclusively with programmes broadcast by
satellite. The argrument seems to be that satelLites
are involved, and satellites are equipment by nature
international, therefore regulation of the programmes

which t.hey transmit should also be similarly
international. One can quite plausibly argue that the
means by which a programme is transmitted is entirely
irrelevant. in a discussion about the leve1 at which
its content should be regulated. If one state
broadcasts material to incite civil disorder and
violence in another, why should it mat.ter one iota
whether it does so by satellite or by terrestrial
means? It could also be noted that satel-lites do not
have to be used internationally. The SITE experiments
for example used sat.ellit,es to broadcast from maj-n

centres in India to remote villages within that

r1 See chapter 5 .2.2 below.
rz M. L. Stewart, op. cit. at p.51

writes that " Is]pace satellite technology
of transcending national and regional
boundaries ... u. See also p.33 "... IDTBS
is inherently g1oba1 in nature . . . ".

where she
is capable
geographic
technology
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country's borders3r. rt is also true that what is
being sought is not a system to regulaLe Ehe use of
satellites, but a system for regrulating, in Stewart's
case, international direct television broadcasting,
and that to focus on the means of transmission is
merely to divert one's attention from the real- issue,
namely, the progranmes broadcast.

Nevertheless, it is conceded that satellites are
generally used to transmit signals from one country to
another rather than domesticallyra, and that this does
give satellites an international flavour.
International broadcasEing is 'international' by
definition, and this both supports an international
solution to the problems associated with Ehat.

activity, and characterises satellites, by virtue of
their involvement in that activity, as 'international'
technologry. One cannot state theref ore that the
involvement of satellites in int.ernational
broadcasting means that international broadcasting
ought t.o be internatj-onally regulated. The j-nvolvement

of sateLlites is symptomatic of the int.ernational
nature of international broadcasting. It does not
cause it in any wdy, but inasmuch as it is reflective
of the international character of the activity itself,
the involvement of satellites does constitute an

3r See A/Ac.L05/289, I0/6/8t, which contains a
report on t.he SITE experiments and their success. See
also A/AC.105/83.

ra Some large countries use satelliLes internally.
Australia for example uses the AUSSAT satellite system
principally to broadcast to the far flung reaches of
iEs own t.erritory (see the primary footprint areas
lisLed against the AUSSAT entry in Ehe World Radio TV
Handbook l-991, F.401-f ) . f t was reported in t982 to
COPUOS that 87* of the USSR too received internally
broadcast transmissions via satellite (A/AC.1-05l308
Add.1, 3/8/82). Nevertheless, footprint information in
the 1-990 Worl-d Radio 11/ Handbook (pp.401,-4L4) though
limited does demonstrate the tendency for satelliEes
to be used for broadcasting from one st.ate to another,
rather than wibhin the borders of a single sEate.
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observable manifestation of that character and
therefore does tend to support an international-
approach to the adoption of a regulatory system.

Secondlv, Stewart. also arques, convincingly in
the writer's view, that the system ought to be adopLed
globally because the potential benefit.s are qlobal,
and because the problems to be overcome in relation to
the regulation of the activity are essentially
g1oba13s. again it is conceded, and in all probability
Stewart- would also, that there is no cause / effect
relationship between the global- nature of the benefits
likely to stem from the regulation of inLernational
broadcasEing activity, or the problems Lo be overcome,
and t.he adoption of a scheme at the international
level. Nevertheless, it is submitted that Stewart is
correcL in her assertion thaL the benefits of such
regulation are international and this certainly
provides an incentive for all nations to find a

workable regulatory system, and the resulting
involvement of the international community certainly
tends, in the wriEer's view, to make drr

internationally adopted regulatory syst.em more
like1y36. Slmilarly, the problems to be overcome in
developing such a system are indeed of an

rs M. L. St.ewart, oF. cit. at p.51 "This global
poLential should not be disaffirmed ..."; see also
p.33 where Stewart writes that international direct
broadcasting "... is unique in its ability to point
out the globa1 potential of this new activicy and the
gIobal opportunit.ies iL can bring to the worldwide
general public", and at the same page " [t]here are
uniquely global problems, issue and events for which
so1ely national, bilateral or regional efforts to
resolve are not enough".

16 See A/AC .1-05/21-9, L5/5/78, p.35f where the
USSR's delegate to COPUOS discusses the potential
benefits for all countries, especially the lesser
developed nations, of international direct.
broadcasting, and the potential problems. For similar
views see A/AC .]-05/289, I0/6/8t, A/AC .L05/290,
A/AC .L05 / 292 , L7 /7 / 8t .
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international character, issues such as state
sovereignty and human rights, and while again this
does not logically require that. a system desigrned t.o
regulat.e t.rans-border broadcasting be adopted
internat.ionally, it certainly makes such an approach
more probable.

Stewart also plausibly arques that a global
system was envisagred by t.he bodies involved in
attempt.ing to develop a system for regulating the
activity in questionrT. She arques t.hat thi-s int.ention
was overtaken by the problems of trying to develop an

entirely negative, prohibitive scheme for regulating
international- direct television broadcasting (trying
to compile a list of proqramme subject matter which
was universally accepted as unacceptable)38. Not only

rt M. L. Stewart, oF. cit. at p.34 "[a] global
basis for satelliEe broadcasting was i-nitial1y
envisioned by the General Assembly"; p.39 "Io]ther
forums within the United Nations system, specifically
t.he General Conference of UNESCO and intergovernmental
conferences under UNESCO's auspices have also adopted
resolutions recognizing a global dimension to
communication",' p.42 u... provisions of diverse
international 1egal instruments setting f orth t.he
global potential and scope for communication further
illustrate an hj,storical legal basis for the express
recognition of a global approach to communication

tr

rB M. L. Stewart, oF. cit. at p.46:xA gl-obal scope for IDTBS is conceivable
when the purposes and objectives for IDTBS
prograrnme content are uni.versally seen as
"positive" rather than ag "negative". The
Purposes and Objectives for fDTBS set forth
in the Fourth Report of the WG on DBS were
all positive; the fears and apprehensions
concerning IDTBS were set forth therein
under Programme Content and other subject
areas. By the fifth and finaL Session of the
WG on DBS the controversy surroundingr free
f low of information vs. nat.ional
sovereignEy, a separate topic in and of
itself epitomizing the fears and
apprehensions of Ehe receiving States, was
al-so being discussed under the subject area
heading of Purposes and Objectives as well
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would a smaller group of states have a better chance
of reaching agreement on this l-ist3e, but also because
most international direct televisj-on broadcasEing
activity in the foreseeable fuEure is unlikely to
affect. lesser developed countries because of the leve1
of t.echnological and economic development required to
pick up such progranun€sAo, a regional approach would
again be better, at least iniCially. Thus whaL we have
ended up with is a definition of international direcE
television broadcastinq which is seL "... in terms of
geographical coverage rather than programme

content"41. Stewart is critical of this approachaz

and evidently believes thaL t.tre original intention of
the internat.ional community prior to their diversion
also supports the international adoption of a solution
to the l-ittle part of the international direct
broadcasting debate with which she dea1s. Certainl-y it
is possible to argue that whatever the international
community originally envisaged is not important, and
that what counts is that they now view a scheme

adopted at the regional or even sub-regional leveL as

the most feasible. After all there is nothing to

as Programme Content. This tended to focus
the discussion during the init.ial
designation of subject areas for IDTBS
Principles on the everpresent dichotomy of
free flow of information vs. national
sovereignty, thus, inhibiting the WG on DBS
from going forward with its aEtempt to
concentrate in the Purposes and Object.ives
ArticLe on the positive benefits that the
new technology could and should bring. "(Footnotes omitted).
re M. L. stewart, oF. cit. at p.34.
40 rbid.
4r M. L. St.ewarE, oF. cit . at p.60 .

42 Ibid, " Ia] revolutionaly technological activity
such as IDTBS, with potentially revolutionary
benefits, demands more from the United Natiorls".
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prevent the int.ernational community from changing iEs
mind if after due consideration it decides thaE its
initial response to a particular problem was

misguided. However, the point is that the community
has not consciously changed its mind; it has just
drifted away from its original focus, distracted by
other factors which are themselves neither carved in
stone nor necessarily require a regional or sub-
regional approach to regulation. The original focus
may well stili- be the conscious preference of [he
international community and j-ndeed thaL the debate has

continued j-n international organisations such as the
Committee on t.he Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and the
united Nations Economic, Social and Cultural
Organisation, rather than being dispersed to regional
or sub-regional organisations for consideration
suggests t.haE a g1oba1 approach may well sti11 be seen
as the best option. AIso, ds Stewart notesas, the
global nature of the problems to be overcome and the
benefits likely to accrue from the soLution has been
reiterated regularly in these international bodies.
Final1y, iL should be recalled that insofar as direct
television broadcasting by satellite i-s concerned,
notwithstanding the distraction caused by the
international community's probably unconscious
preoccupation with a negative approach to the
international broadcasting question, the Principles
were nevertheless sti1l adopted by a United Nations
General Assembly resolution. In spite of all the
difficuLties involved with trying to secure consensus
at that. level for an essentially negative, prohibitive
regulatory system, the internat.ional conrnunity still
chose to adopt the Principles by means of a

multilateral treaty within the General Assenrbly.
Although she does not deal wit,h them iE is also

4r M. LeSueur StewarE, oF. cit
two pp.33-50.

part one chapter
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timely to recall the problems confronting a system
based on Iaws created at a national level discussed
aboveaa.

The writer -therefore. tends to agree with Stewart
that whatever regulatory system is adopted to govern
international broadcasLing, it should be adopted at
the international 1eve1. This is not, of course, to
insist that the syseem so adopted should necessarily
be irnp-lemented at a global level . Indeed the writer is
of the view that a system adopted internationally but
implemented regionally or sub-regionally is just as

viable ds, and indeed preferable to one which
functions exclusively at t.he global level.

Firstlv, it seems unnecessary to bring in the
whole int.ernational community on every broadcasbing
dispute. Some questions may only concern two countries
or a sma11 group of countries. For example, in a

dispute between Bolivia and Chile it has to be asked
what the point is in involving members of the
international communiLy such as Rumania, Iran or
Mozambique. It is submitted that such involvement
would be both unnecessary and potentially unhelpful.

Secondl-v, permitbing the implementaLion of t.he

system at the regional or sub-regional leve1 where
t.hat is in keeping with Lhe nature of the facts in
issue, oE for global implementation where the
int.erests of a larger portion of the internat.ional
conununity is involved, a1lows for greater sensitivicy
to local needs and values, and for more flexible
solutions to disputes.

Thirdlv, allowing a complainant in a dispute to
select the forum in which he wishes to put his case
accords wich the important role played by choice in
the constructivist righEs Lheory advocaLed in chapter
four.

44 See chapter 5.1
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Fourthlv, the system advocated in this paper is
based on the human right to freedom of expression, and

allowing for implementat,ion at a less than g1obal
level is consistent with the existence of a range of
regional human rights organisations to develop and

apply concepts of human rights with special reference
to regional conditions and needs.

In conclusion therefore, the writer aqrees with
Stewart that international adoption is desirable, but
feels that a strictly global implementation of the
regulatory system is less appropriate than allowing
implementation at a more restricted level where t.he

circumstances permit such an approach.

5.2.2 The subetanee of the regrulatorlf EyEtem

Stewart offers as bhe "common basis of
agrreement " , on which to base the schreme she advocates
f or regulat j-ng international dj-rect television
broadcastinq, an interesting admixture of the
principles represented by Ehe New World Information
and Communj-cations Order and the Common Heritage of
Mankind. These two concepts cons[itute Ehe substance
of the regulatory regime she advocates. She writes
that bot.h the Common Heritage of Mankind principle and
the New World Information and Conununications Order are
widely accepted by the international community and are
therefore likely to be acceptable to all and broad
enougrh to encompass the diverse interests of all the
parti-cipants in the international television
broadcasting debateas. In practical terms SLewart's
approach would see the propriety of the content of an
internationally broadcast progranme being determined
by reference to a series of principles based on these

4s Stewart. writes that both concepts "... have
presently achieved a sufficient level of int.ernational
aqreement and accepCance to be incorporated into the
IDTBS Principles", op. cit. at p.58.
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two concepts. A programme would be measured up against
these standards and if it survived scrutiny it would
be deemed acceptable. If it did not, the opposite
conclusion would be reached. It is submitted however
thaL neither of these concepts provide a suitable base

for an international direct broadcastingr regulatory
system.

5.2.2.L The New World Inforoation and ConnunieaEionE
Order

The New World fnformation and Conununication Order
(NWICO) is essentially a package term for the response
of Ehe lesser developed world to what, Ehey perceive as

the inequitable consequences of the developed world's
domination of the international broadcast media.
Stewart writ.es that a u . . . NWfCO is viewed as an

equi-table remedy to Ehe imbalance in and disLortion of
the media coverage of developing countries and world
issues and evenfsna6. Cate described it as a call "...
for an j-nternational information flow that is not only
free, but also balanced"a?. Mustapha Masmoudi stated
that for the developing count.ries the NWICO is u . . .

the right of each nation to ut.ilize its own

communication syst.em to protect its sovereignty,
defend its political, moral and cultural values, and

communicate its interests and aspirati-ons to the
world"a8. Fisher views it as "... an effective
rejection of the concept of free information flow (to
the extent that this concept would permit. a unilateral

46 rbid.
47 F. H. Cate, "The First Amendment and the

International "Free F1ow" of fnformation", Virginia
.Tournal of rnternational Law, volume 30 (1990), p.371
at p .372.

48 M. Masmoudi, "The New World Information order
and Direct Broadcasting SatelLites", Syracuse Journal
of fnternational Law and Commerce, volume 8 (1981),
p.323 at p.329 .
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flow of information across national frontiers) and

advocacy of a balanced flow of information"{e. The New

World Information and Communicati-ons Order is in
effect a demand by a significant port.ion of the
int.ernat.ional community that the f ree f 1ow of
information be balanced by a raft of other int.erests
such as political sovereignty, cultural independence
and equitable access to limited natural broadcasting
resources. The debate has been aired in a number of
internat.ional f ora. f t is sr-rbmitted that in none of
these do proceedinqs demonstrate a deqree of consensus
on the New World Information and Communications Order
anwvhere nearlv sufficient for it to serve as the
basis of a practical system f or regu.l-atinq
international broadcastinq.

The concept of the NWICO developed primarily in
UNEguo. Cate describes the response of the United
States to the initial development of the concepL as

one of "little interest"51. However, t.he call for the
introduction of the NWICO persisted, particularly
after the publication of the MacBride report in
l-980s2, prompting discussion in the United Stat.es
House Committee on Foreign Affairs5s, Iegislation
withholding that country's contributions to UNESCO's

4e D. r. Fisher,
Direct Satellite Broadcastinq, p.1-84.

50 J. J. Savage and M. W. Zacher, "Free Flow
versus Prior Consent: The Jurisdictional Bat.tle Over
International Teleconrnunications " , Internat iona]
Journal , vol-.42 (1987 ) , p.342 at p.36L.

51 F. H. cate, op. cit. at p.373.
s2 Published as Manv Voices. One Wor1d, (L980) .

s3 Hearings Before the Subcommission on Human
Riqhts and International Organizations and on
International Operations of the House Committee on
Foreign Affairs, 98th Congress, 2nd session l-3-17
( r_984 ) .
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fundssa, and ultimately the complete withdrawal of the
United States from Lhe organisationss. Singapore and
t.he United Kingdom also withdrew a year laters6. The

Uni-ted St,ates at withdrawal contributed 252 of the
organisation's funds and the United Kingdom, when it
terminated its membership, 4.6LZs1 .

In the World Administrat.ive Radio Conference held
at Geneva in 1985 (the so ca11ed 'Space WARC') under
the auspices of t.he International Telecommunications
Union, the NWICO again came to attention. This time it
manifested itself as an argumenE over whether limited
natural broadcasting resources, in particular
satellite sites on the Geostationary Orbit, should be

distributed on the basis of first come first served to
maximise the use of the resource, thereby maximising
i.nternational information flow, or whether t.he less
developed countries should be able to have some sites
reserved to gruarantee them access for when they had
developed enough technologically to use them. fn this
case the inLerest by which the free flow principle was

to be balanced was equitable access to limited natural
resources. Staple writes of rl almost 4 weeks of
deadlock on the key issues
mounting protest from the nonaligned group

s{ Department. of Stat.e Authorization Act, Fiscal
Years 1,982 and 1-983, Public Law No.97-241 tS. 11-931;
August 24, 1982, para 109(a) , 96 STAT. 276.

ss New York times, 31/L2/84, section !, p.3
"Unesco Head Denounces U.S. Delegate".

s6 A Chronolog6l of UNESCO t984-1-987, Paris,
December 1987, LAD.85/WS/4 Rev, p.44.

s? A Chronology of UNESCO 1984 -L987, Paris,
December L987 , L,AD .85 /WS / 4 Rev, p .92 .

58 G. C. Staple, "The New World Satell-ite Order:
A Report From Geneva". American Journal of
International Law, volume 80 (1985), p.699 at p.713.

qo
r_Dl-o.
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the end of the conference the Western Developed
countries had made a grudging theoretical concession
to the equitable access principle, but had secured in
practical terms the st.atus quo in respect of Ehe bulk
of the radio spectrum, and both the UniLed States and
Great Britain made it. quite clear that they would make

no financial contributions to any practical
implementation of the equitable access principle60.

Stewart cites6l two United Nations resolutions as
evidence that the notion of a NWICO has been accept.ed
within the United Nations General Assemb1v62. She al-so
cites a report to the General Assembly by the
Committee to Review United Nations Public fnformation
Policies and Activities in t979 and she writes [hat
following General Assembly Resolution 33/1-LS and
34/L82 u... the United Nations, each year thereafter,
in resolutions adopted by Ehe General Assembly on
questions relating to information, has reaffirmed the
importance of the establishment of a NWfCO ... '';r. She

also cites j-n footnotes an impressive number of UNESCO

resolutions64. There are a number of problems with
this evidence. Firstlv, of course, UNESCO resolutions
do not indicate acceptance of bhe concept of a NWICO

by t.he General Assembly. Secondlv, the perennial
reaffirmation of a NWICO is supported by references to
documents dated up to no later than L985,

significantly the year that t'he western developed
count.ries expressed their opposition Eo the concept of

uu c. c. Staple, op. cit . at pp .7 L7 -71,8 .

5r M. L. Stewart, op. cit., at pp.70 and 73.

62 ceneral Assembly Resoluti-on 33/1158 (L8/1,2/78) ,
33 U.N. GAOR Suppl.45 at 72, U.N. Doc. A/33/45 (1978)
and General Assembly Resolution 34/1,82 (I8/L2/79) , 34
U.N. GAOR Suppl.45 at, 83, U.N. Doc. A/34/45 (1-980).

5r M. L. Stewart, oF. cit . , p.73 .

64 M. L. Stewart, oF. cit., footnote L92.
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equitable access at the gruelling Geneva Space WARC,

the year following the United States' withdrawal from
UNESCO due to its opposition to the developments
occurring therein in relation to the NWICO, and the
year Singapore and Great Britain withdrew for similar
reasons. It would seem therefore that the perennial
endorsement of the NWICO concept in the General
Assembly is not quite as perennial as Stewart
suggests. That leaves a single General Assembly
resolut.ion each year from t979, when, according to
Stewart5s, the concept first appeared within the
General Assembly, unti-1 1"985. It is submitted that
this a fairly weak foundation on which to base a claim
that the concept of a NWICO has widespread current
support within the General Assembly. This is
especially so given that during those early years the
western developed countries' understanding of the
significance of the concept was stil1 developingou.

It is accordingly submitted that Stewart's
assertion that the noti-on of a NWICO has u . . .

presently achieved a sufficienL level of international
agreement and acceptance to be incorporated into the
IDTBS Principlesu6T is difficult to sust.ain. The u...
increasing recog:nit.ion and accepLance wiuhin the
United Nations of the need for a NWICO in the conduct
of international mass media communications"6s is not
as advanced as she would have it and it is submitted
t.hat her acknowledgement that the NWICO is stil1 an

"evolving Iegal concept"6e is heavily understated. fn
the writer's view, the NWICO has achieved an

o' M. L. Stewart, op. cit . , p.70 .

tt F. H. cate, oF. cit . at p.373 .

M. L. Stewart, op. cit., p.68.

rbid.

rbid.

b/

o6

69
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acceptance by the international community nowhere
nearly widespread enough t.o constitute Lhe basis of a

system t.o regulate international broadcasting activity
with any hope of practical operation.

Moreover, the concept is not comprehensive enough

to deal wich all programme types. Stewart tacitly
acknowledges this in trying to extend Lhe scope of the
NWICO to include not just news but also educational
material?o. Even broadened to this extent however, the
NWICO concept would not provide any basis for
regulating proqrammes broadcast purely to entertain.
ft also makes no reference to how progranmes which are
defamatory, propagandist, or prejudicial Lo national
order or security should be treated. This also renders
it unsuitable as a basis for regulating internat.ional
broadcasting activity.

Finallv, even in its most developed form, as

embodied in LINESCO documents for example, it is
couched in most imprecise terms. It refers tc
imbalances and inequalities in the existing order, Lo

the desirability of replacing it with one based on (

equality, justice, and mutual benefit
the possibiTity and desirability of stud:.es to
establish underlying principles which coul-d serve as

basis for establishinq a NWICoi2. It is submitted that
at this 1eve1 of generality the NWICO, even if it was

universally endorsed and even if one were to ignore
its rather limiced scope, would be of little practical
value in a search for a reasonably concrete foundation
for a workable international broadcasting regulatory
system. The concept has simply not yet descended out

to M. L. Stewart, op. cit., pp.77-85.
71' uNEsco

14 (a) (x) .

Resolution 4/19 (1-980 ) , article

'12 united Nations General Assembly Resolut.ion
35/201, (16/t2/8L), article I(21 , U.N. GAOR Suppl.48 at
93f , UN Doc. A/35/48 (1-981) .



of the diplomatic ether into the field of
practicality.
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legal

5 .2.2.2 The Comnon Heritagre of t4arrkind
The other element of Stewart's basis for the

substance of her scheme for regulating international
direct television broadcasting actrvity by satelrite
is the Common Heritaqe of Mankind. StewarL argues thaL
like the NWICO the Conrnon Heritage of Mankind is a

concept which has "... presently achieved a sufficient
leve1 of international agreement and acceptance to be
incorporated into the IDTBS PrinciplesuTr. The writer
again believes SLewart's assertion is overstat.ed and
that the Common Heritage of Mankind is unsuitable as

a substantive foundation for an international
broadcasting regulatory system.

The meaning of t.he conunon heritage of mankind is
not cIear. This of itself does not assist Stewart's
case. Nevertheless, Goedhuis does state that:

[a] lthough the import of this term is
far from agreed upon, the followinq basic
implications of this concept are generally
recognized: first, that the area to which it
applies cannot be appropriated; second, that
it requires a system of management in which
all countries share; third, that it requires
an active sharing of benefits of exploration
of the resources between all countries; and
fourth, that it requires the dedication of
Ehe area
purposes . " 7a

to exclusively peaceful

This analysis has been followed by lat.er writers?s

?r M. L. Stewart, op. cit. at p.58.
'74 D. Goedhuis, " Some Recent Trends in the

Interpretation and the Implementation of the Rules of
International Space Law", Columbia Journal of
Transnational Law, vo1 .l-9 (1981) , p.21-3 at p.218f .

1s See for example A. Kiss, "The comrnon heriE.age
of mankind: utopia or realiEy?", fnternaLional Journal
vol.40 (summer L985), p.423 at p.424i B. Larschan & B.
C. Brennan, "The Common Heritage of Mankind Principle
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Stewart argues that this concept has been widely
accepted. She cit.es for example the Chilean delegate
to COPUOS who suggested that the concepL was

applicable to international law generallyto, and

Kuwait referred to it as u.. . in essential part of the
progressive development of international 1aw in all
areas which lie beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction"TT. Kiss however, notes that u... some of
the most important states considered it unrealistic
and even danqerous ... u?8. He also writes that u...
there has certainly been an ebb in the support for the
concept of cofirmon heritage, just as there has been
less support for other generous and alLruisti-c ideas
which played an important role in the developments of
the 'sixties and 'seventiesuTe. Taylor has written in
respecL of the colnmon heri-tage of mankind as a

principle of customary international law that u... the

in International Law", Columbia Journal of
Transnat.ional Law, vo1.21 (1983), p.305 at p.305; C.
Christol, The Modern International Law of Outer Space
at p.286, n11; Flemming, Du Charme, .Tekhu and Longrman,
"State Sovereignty and the Effective Management of a
Shared Universal Resource: Observations From Examining
Developments in the International Regulation of
Radiocommunications", Annals of Air & Space Law,
vol.10 (1985), p.327 at 330.

'u A/AC. 105/c .z / sR.2g9 (1978 ) ar p.4 .

71 A/c.t/pv.t978 (19?3) ar p.5i2. rt is
interesting to note that by :-.977 Kuwait's view of the
level of acceptance enjoyed by the common heritage of
mankind principle was rather more measured, Mr Imam
conunenEed duri-ng debates in COPUOS that industrially
advanced states were reluctant to accept the
application of the principle. See A/C.t/32/PV.4t aE
p.26.

78 A. Kiss, "The
utopia or reality?",
(summer 1-985), p.423 at

common heritage of mankind:
International 'Journa.l, vo1 .40
p .432 .

tn op. ciL. at p.437
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only certainty is uncertainty. "to. Goedhuis notes that
with its requirement that all nations should benefit
in the proceeds of the exploitation of an area
constituting the conrmon heritage of mankj-nd, the
concept. has been labelled "a system of international
sociaLism
standing of the concept in cusLomary international law
and write that:

" [o]ne must therefore conclude that no
opinio juris has emerged on Lhe CHM. It
could even be argued !hat, at this time, the
CIIIr{ as a legal concept is dead. "82

In a footnot.e to the passage just quoted, they state
that:

" [p] arenthetically, one must add that if
custom is measured by practice, then the
developed states' position is clearly
favored. They alone have exploited or have
the capability to exploic the benefits of
space, the seabed or Antarctica. It is
almost tautological to say, therefore, that
theirs is the only practice. No practice
favors the third world position. "sl

Smith notes t.hat. " [i] f such a CHM regime had been

applicable during the exploration of EarLh, this
author doubts that Columbus would ever have received

80 P. E. Taylor, International Law and t.he
Greenhouse Effect: Danqer or Opportunitv, p.24L.

81 D. Goedhuis, "Some Recent Trends in the
Interpretation and the Implementation of the Rules of
International Space Lawn, Columbia Journal of
Transnational Law, vo1.19 (L98L) , p.2L3 at p.23tf .

82 B. Larschan & B. C. Brennan, "The Common
Heritage of Mankind Principle in International Law",
Columbia Journal of Transnat.ional Law, vol.21 (1983),
p.305 aE p.336.

83 Loc. cit . , n114
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financial backinguso. The comrnon heritage of mankind
prompted the Unj-ted States to withdraw from
negotiations in respect of the Law of the Sea

Convent ionss.
Dangerous, dead, unrealistic, sociaLism writ

large, wanting j-n opinio juris and unsupported by
practice; in the writer's view this does not paint a

picture of a concept which has "... presently achieved
a sufficient Ievel of international agreement and

acceptance
for an international direct broadcasting regulatory
system.

All the documents which Stewart offers to
evidence her cl-aim that the common heritage of mankind
principle is widely accepted within the international
conrnunity, consist of documents relating to Lhe

exploration and exploitatj-on of ouLer space. Besides
the fact that the common heritagre concept is, as noted
in the preceding paragraphs, ill-defined and a subject
of considerable controversy, there are two other
problems with Stewart's argument, and both relate to
this evidence.

Firstlv, it is submitted that the application of
the cofirmon heritage principle to activities in outer
space is far from certain. Therefore, even if the
principle were to be generally accepted in other
international 1egal contexts such as in respect of the
Law of the Sea or Antarctica, its application in
relation bo soace would sEill be dubious.

84 M. L. Smith, "The commercial Exploitation of
Mineral Resources in Outer Space", chapter 6 in Space
Law: Views of t,he Future, p.45 at p.55.

8s R. A. Goldwin, "Common
Heritage" ", chapEer five in
Policv Dilenrna, p.59 at p.59 .

Sense vs. "The Common
Law of the Sea: U.S.

at p.58.85 M. L. Stewart, oF. cit.
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fnternational efforts to regulate activities in
space focus on activities on the moon and other
celestial bodies, orr outer space itself, and on the
geost.ationary orbit'. The Moon Treatvs? purports to
regulate the exploratj-on and exploitation of the moon.

fE expressly makes the moon part of Lhe common

heritage of mankindss. However, Lhe t.reaty took eight
years to establish, five years to secure the five
signatures needed to become operative in 1-984, and to
dat.e only thirteen states have signed iL altogrether.
Only seven of those have ratified it. since then, and

as at 31 December 1-989 there had been no further
signaLures or ratifications since 27 February l-9858e.

Moreover, Ehe principle is very loosely defined in Lhe

treatye0. Finallv, if one applies the four parted test
devised by Goedhuis quoted above for the common

herit.age of mankind, it appears that notwithstanding
the express assertion that the moon is the common

heritage of mankind, it does not make the grade in
practical terms. Although the parties agree to
establish an international management regimeel to
ensure the 'equitable' distribution of the benefitsez
of activities on the lunar surface, no such scheme is
in fact established by t.he treaty. Furthermore, Lhe

treaty prohibits the acquisition of property rights

87 Agreement Governing the Activities of States on
the Moon and Ot.her Celestial Bodies, 5 /L2 /79 , U.N.
Doc. AIRES/34/68.

88 Article xI(1-).
8e Mult.ilaceral Treaties Deposited with the

Secretary General: Slatus as at 31" December 1989.

eo M. L. smith, ,,The
Mineral Resources in Outer
Law: Views of the Future,

er Article xI (5) .

e2 Arricle Ir(Z) (d)

Commercial Exploitation of
Space", chapter 5 in Space

p.45 at p.52 .
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over natural resources " in place " on t.he moon' s
surf aceer, but does noL stop a st.ate f rom obtaining
such rights once the resource in question has been

removed. Goedhuis beLieves this to be in conflict with
the facet of the conmon heritage which prohibit.s
appropri-ationea. Taylor argues that non appropriation
is not an essential element of the common herit.age of
mankind principle properly viewed in its historical
and jurisprudential contextes. She does however accept
that the international connnunity does not currently
embrace this broader approach to the principle but
views it more narrowly as an issue relating to
property rights and terrj-torial sovereiqntynt.
Therefore notwithstanding the Moon Treaty's express
ref erence to the common herit.age of mankind, t,he

absence of machinery to deliver the equitable
distribution of benefits arising from the exploit.ation
of the lunar surface and the dubious practical effect
of the version of the non appropriation principle
espoused in the Moon Treaty, must make the assert.ion
that the moon should be the cofinnon heritage of mankind
seem rather hollow and wanEing in pract.ical terms.
Therefore, it is submitted, even if the concept of the

e3 Article XI (3) .

e4 D. Goedhuis, "Some Recent Trends in the
Interpretation and the ImplementaLion of the Rul-es of
International Space Law", Columbia ,Journal of
Transnational Law, vol.19 (1-981), p.213 at p.224. See
also B. Larschan & B. C. Brennan, "The Common Heritage
of Mankind Principle in International Law", Columbia
Journal of Transnational Law, voL.21 (1983), p.305 at
p.329.

e5 P. E. Taylor, op. cit . , p.218 and pp .223-6 .

e6 Taylor, oF. cit. at p.222f writes that statesu... appear to treat lthe connron herit,agre of mankind]
as a sovereignty issue ... ", and aL p.224 she
discusses how states ' perception of the conunon
heritage of mankind differs from that suggested by its
lineage and jurisprudence. For the reasons for this
dif ference see op. ciL. p.21-0 and p.2I3f .
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common heritage of mankind were accepted in
international 1aw in relation to other areas of
activity, such as Antarctica and the deep seabed, the
argument that it applies to affairs of outer space
cannot be sustained in respect of the rules purporting
to qovern the moon and other celestial- bodies.

Activities in outer space other than on the l-unar
surface, or the surface of any other celestial body,
are governed by the Outer Space Treatyt?. While this
treaty has been signed by a substantial number of
stateses, iL does not expressly apply the common

heritage of mankind. It stipulates that activities in
outer space should be conducted "for the benefit and
i-n the interests of all countries"ee and thai outer
space is the "province of all mankin6r10o. Some states
have inferred from these references that the common

heritage principle has been incorporated into the
treatyrol. Article II prohibits appropriation of outer
space, but it says nothing about. whether resources
extracted from space may be appropriatedlo2, it does

e7 Treatv on the Princioles Governinq the

Outer Soace includino the Moon and Other Celestial-
Bodies, 27 /I/67 , 610 U.N.T.S. 205; 18 USTS 24]-0.

98 at 1- ,January l-99L ninety eight states had
OuEer Space Treaty. See Treaties in Force:signed

f
ee Article r.
1oo rbid.
101 B. Larschan & B. C. Brennan, "The Common

Heritage of Mankind Principle in International Law",
Columbia Journal of Transnational Law, vol-.2I (1-983),
p.305 at p.327.

102 B. Larschan & B. c. Brennan, op . cit . at
p.328; D. Goedhuis, "Some Recent Trends in the
Interpretation and t,he Implementation of the Rules of
International Space Law", Columbia Journal of
Transnational Law, voL .19 (l-98L ) , p.213 at p .23Lf .

As
E.he
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not establish an international managlement regime to
manage the resources in [he common heritage arearo],
and the restriction on non peaceful use extends only
to a prohibition on placing in orbit around the Earth
nuclear weapons or other such weapons of mass

dest.ructionlon. The assertion that the principle of
the coflrmon heritage of mankind applies to activities
in outer space cannot therefore be sustained by
reference to the rules governing activities in that
area contained in the Outer Space TreaEy.

The third set of rules which apply (or purport
to) in space are those devised by the International
Telecommunications Union to determine access to the
Geostationarv Orbit (the GSO). Kiss writes that:

" Ii]nternational regulations adopted in the
framework of the International
Telecommunications Union have established
the principle of sharing the spectrum among
all the states of the world on an equitable
basis, thus avoiding the simple applicati-on
of the first. come, first served rule. This
has led to co-operative planning, in
particular for the use of the high-frequency
bands allocated to the broadcasIing
service t' los 

.

Kiss points out that the application to broadcasting
of the common heritase of mankind is not express. It

10r M. L. smith, "The commercial ExploitaLion of
Mineral Resources in Outer Space", chapter 6 in Space
Law: Views of the Future, p.45 at p.46. See also D.
Goedhuis, op. cit . at p .21,9; B. Larschan & B. C .
Brennan, op. cit. at p.328.

loa Article IV(1) .

10s A. Kiss, "The common heritage of mankind:
utopia or realiLy? " , International "lournal, vol .40,
sunmer 1985, p.423 at p.429f; see also for a
dj-scussion of the development of Lhis 'equitable
access' principle in the Tnternational
Telecommunications Union see also G. C. Staple, "The
New World SaEellite Order: A Report From Geneva",
American 'Journal of International Law, volume 80
(L985) , p.599 passim.
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is merely that the rules adopted u. .. correspond to
the criteria of this newly formulated concept"106. It
has already be noted in Lhe context of the NWICO that
the battl-e between equitable access and the first
come, first served principle in the Internat.ional
Telecommunications Union was extremely hard fought,
and that while at. the end of the day the developed
countries did yield a grudging theoretical recognition
of t'he former, that concession is severely restricted
in practical termslo?.

Stewart's assertion that the common heritage
principle is widely accepted, even confined within the
context of space, is therefore difficult to sustain.

The second problem stemming from Stewart's
argument in favour of applying the common heritagre
principle to international broadcasting on the grounds
that it is widely accepted at least. in the conLext of
space activities, is t.hat the application of the
principle is indirect. Often bhe distinction will not
matter because often international broadcasting is vj-a
satellite. In t.hese circumstances, if the concept were
accepted in principle by the international community
at large (which as argued above, it has not been) or
if it were accepted as operative at least wiLhin Ehe

confines of space activities (which again it was

argued above is not the case), one could reasonably
argue that broadcasting by virtue of its utilisation
of satellites is a use of outer space, the common

heritage of mankind concept is accepted as one of the
principles governing the use of outer space, and
therefore it is legitimate to apply it to
international broadcasLing. In these circumst.ances iL
would be valid to justify the applicaLion of the
principle of the common heritage of mankind to

106 Loc. cit. .

10? See above in chapter 5.2 .2.t.
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international- broadcastingr by demonstrating the degree
of acceptance the concept has enjoyed in relation to
the exploration and use of outer space. However, even
if the concept was as widely accept.ed as Stewart
asserts, generally or only in respect of activities in
space, it musb be remembered that the principle's
appli-cation would nonetheless still be indirect. Where

international broadcasting is by terrestrial means the
chain of reasoning would no longer hold good. Because

the broadcast in these circumstance would not invoLve
satellites it would not be a use of outer space, and
the application of the principle of the common

heritage of mankind would no longer automatically
fo11ow. Because Stewart is focusing only on
international direct, broadcasting by sateJ.Tite this
set of circumstances is of no concern to her; wiEhin
her own (rather rest.rictive) parameters it is quite
legitimate to cite as evidence of international
community's acceptance of the common heritage of
mankind in relation to international direct
broadcasting, material which on its face (though, as

shown above, not in fact) evidences acceptance of the
pri-nciple in rel"ation to the use of ouLer space.
Nevertheless, in a comprehensive scheme for the
regulation of all internat.ional direct broadcasting,
whether it be by satellit.e or terrestrially,
demonstrating that the common heritage of mankind has
been widely accepted as a guiding principle of real
significance in relation to the use of outer space,
even if t.hat demonstration could be sustained, is
simply not suf f icient. One could opt for a f ragrment.ed

approach to regulating direct international
broadcasting that would see the involvemenE of
satellites in a direct international broadcast somehow

altering the character of the acE to an ext.ent.
significant. enough to justify applying rules to the
regulation of the broadcast's programme content
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different from those which would apply had the
broadcast been effected by terrestrial means. It is
submitted that drawing such a distinction would be
quite arbiErary and would provide no assistance to
terrestrial international broadcasters. fn the
writer's view if one were to justify using the common

hericage of mankind principle to reg:ulate
international direct broadcast.ing on the basis thaE it
has been widely accepted, generally or in respect of
acbivities conducLed in space, one must demonstrate
that it has been widely accepted jn reLation to
broadcasting, not merely lhe use of outer space. It
will be recalled from above that the only direct
reference to Lhe principle in respect of broadcasEing
is not. express and is far from uncontentious.

Moreover, even though threse rules represent a

direct if implicit application in the broadcasting
context of what Ki-ss refers to as the basic feaLures
of the concept of the conrmon heritage of mankindlo8,
i.t. should be noted that the rules apply to access to
the geost.at.ionary orbit, not to the nature of the
progranunes broadcast using it. There is nothing in the
ITU rules dealing with programme content. Therefore,
even if the criteria which Kiss regards as

definitionaf of the concept did constitute a direct
application of the cofllmon heritage of mankind
principle in the context of broadcasting, it does not
seem to apply it to the issue of programme content
which the inEernational- broadcasting system must
address. The concept of the common heritagre of mankind
has been applied to regulate the exploitation of
resources in areas which are outside t.he territorial

108 IL should be noted that Kiss' definitional
criteria for the conunon heritage of mankind are rather
less stringent. t.han the traditional of f ering of
Goedhuis quoted above. See A. Kiss, oF. cit. at p.432-
44L and also D. Goedhuis, oF. cit. at p.2L8f .
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jurisdiction of individual- statesloe. Attempbs have
been made to apply it to mineral reserves on the deep

seabedllo, in Antarcticaltl, and on the moonlrz . Its
attempted application to the GSO para11els these
situations. The GSO can be described as a natural
resource, and the ITU rules govern access to i-t. But
to apply it in a system Lo regulat.e the contenl of
lnternational broadcasts would require one to label
programme content a 'resource'. Such a description
would in the writer's view be a misnomer. Proqramme

content i-s not a resource and does not lend itself to
regulation by means of a concept designed to regrulate
resource exploitation. The European Court. of .Tustice
has endorsed t.his view of a broadcast as something
other than a resource. In State v Sacchi the European
Court of Justice found that a television broadcast was

a service not a product, and was therefore not covered
by t^he rules in the Treaty of Rome relating to the

10e A. Kiss, op. cit . at p.423f . For the
hj.storical antecedents of the conrmon heritage
principle see B. Larschan & B. C. Brennan, "The Common
Heritage of Mankind Principle in International Law",
Columbia Journal of Transnational Law, vol-.2I (1983),
p.305 at p.312-318.

1i0 R. A. Goldwin, "Common Sense vs. "The Common
Heritage" ", chapter five in Law of the Sea: U-S-
Policv Dilennna, p.59; B. L,arschan & B. C. Brennan, op.
cit. at p.320-326; A. Kiss, op. cit. at p.429f .

11r B. Larschan & B. C. Brennan, oF. cit. at
p.331ff; A. Kiss, op. cit. at p.428f.

112 M. L. smith, "The Conrnercial Exploitation of
Mineral Resources in Outer Space", chapter 6 in Space
Law: Views of the Future, p.45 at p.52. For other
discussions of the application of the principle of the
Common Heritage of Mankind to the moon and other
celestial bodies see also D. Goedhuis, op. cit. at
p.224; also B. Larschan & B. C. Brennan, op. cit. at
n ?rO
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free movement of goodsllr. This findingr was approved
in Procureur du Roi v Uarc Debauve and othersJla and
Bond van Adverteerders v The State115.

Taylor argues that the common herit.age of mankind
should not be regarded as principle for regulating the

1r3 State v Sacchi, tI974l 2 Common Market Law
Reports L7'7. The court stated at p.201 t.hat the basic
question before them was u... whether television
broadcasts must be assimiLated to products or goods
within the meaning of Art.icles 3(a) and 9 and of the
introductory rubric to Title I of the Second Part ot
the Treaty". The court answered this question in the
followinq terms:

"In the absence of express provisions to the
conLrary in the Treaty lof Rome], a
television broadcast must, because of its
nature, be reqarded as a supply of services.
While it is not entirely excluded that
services provided normalJ-y aqainst
remuneration may fall under the provisions
relat.inq Eo the f ree movement of goods,
such, however, is only the case, as emerges
from Article 60, inasmuch as they are
governed by such provisions. It follows that
the transmission of television broadcasts,
including those having a publicity
character, belong as such, to the rule in
t.he Treaty relating to the supply of
services. " (p.201-f )

It is submitLed that this decision lends support to
the view that a broadcast generally, and in particul-ar
its content., is not "because of its nature" a product,
not a resource, and as such is not a proper focus for
the attention of concepts such as the common heritage
of mankind which are desigrned to address issues of
resource allocation.

114 Procureur du Roi v Marc Debauve and others,
[L981-] 2 Conrnon Market Law Report.s 362 aL 393.

115 Bond van Adverteerders v The State, [1989] 3
Common Market Law Reports 113. Both the questions
posed to the European Court of ,Justice by the
petitioner and the findings of the court assumed that,
broadcasts by cable or over the airwaves did
constitute services within the meaning of article 60
of the Treaty of Rome. The argument was whether or not
they were services of that special type which were to
be frozen and progressively removed under Ehe freeze
and roll back provisions in arEicle 59.
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exploitation of a resource, but more as encapsulating
an international environmental proLect j-on ethicltb.
She plausibly argues thaE properly construed it should
be applied to protect the environment not to divide up

natural- resources, and that this makes it an ideal
principle upon which to base a 1ega1 response to
current threats to the global ecosysteml17. It is
submitted that Taylor is correct. It follows that the
argument in the preceding paragraph t.hat programme

content is not a resource and therefore not mete

subject matter for a principle the primary focus of
which is resource exploitation, would be inapplicable.
It is submitted nevertheless that bhe argument is
still good. Taylor is wricing de lege ferenda; she

accepts that. the coflrmon heritage principle is
currently regarded as a principle for regulating the
exploitation of natural resources, notwiLhstanding her
convinci-ng argument that in terms of is t.heoretical
and political lineage it should not be so

construed116. The above argument is therefore still
valid within the principle's current politico-1egal
conLext. Moreover, even if Taylor's argument was

accepted in the future by the international community,
and the common heritage was accepted as primarily an

environmental protection principle, bhat would in no

116 P. E. Taylor, oF. cit. at p.21-1 and p.2L5.
1r7 P. E. Taylor, op. cit. at p.248 (not suitable

as a principle for regulating resource exploitation as
it is antithetical to the notion of property rights),
and at p.247 (environmental protection is a key
feature of the common heritage principle properly
construed) .

118 P. E . Taylor, op . cit . at p .222f writes that
states u... appear to treat [the common heritage of
mankindl as a sovereignty issue ...", and at p.224 she
discusses how sEates' perception of the common
heritage of mankind differs from t.hat suggested by it.s
lineage and jurisprudence. For the reasons for this
dif f erence see op. cit., p.2L0 and p .2L3f .
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way make iE any more suitable as a basis for
regulating international broadcasting activity. The

airwaves are not degraded by use so environmental-
protection is not directly an issue for internat.ional
broadcasting. Therefore, even if Taylor's broader view
of the common heritage of mankind were taken on board
by the international community, it would still not be

an appropriate basis for approaching the regulation of
international broadcast.ing. Just as it is difficult to
see prografiune conLent as a resource, making it
inappropriate to apply the conmon heritage principle
as currenEly viewed as a means of regulatingf resource
exploitation, it is no easier to regard it as an

aspect of the natural globaI environment such that it
would be f ittinqly regulated on t.he basis of t.he

cornmon heritage of mankind as viewed by Taylor as an

environment.al protect ion principle.
rt is therefore submitted that the Common

Heritage of Mankind is not accepted qenerallv in
international law, is not even accepted narrowl-v in
relation to activities in space. It is suggested that
as a concept iL is unsuitable for application to a

svstem purportinq to requlate the content of
proqrammes broadcast internationally. Moreover, even

if it was suitable and was accepted even narrowly, it
would only applv indirectLv and inferent,ially to
international broadcasting and onlv to those
proqramrnes broadcast via satell-ites.

5.2.3 Conclusion
Stewart is correct that a syslem to regulate

international direct broadcasting activity should be

adopted at an international level. Her insistence that
the system be implemented exclusively at a global
Ievel, in the writer's view, is too restrictive.
Regional or sub regional implement.at.ional alternatives
should also be incorporated into the system. In regard
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to the substance of the system, neither the New World
Information and Communications Order nor the Conrmon

Heritage of Mankind provides a suitable base on which
to found a practicable international direct
broadcasting regulatory system.

5.3 General Assembly ResoLution 37/92: the DBS

Prineiples
A f ourth at.tempt to devise a system f or

regulating international direct broadcasting activity
is to be found j-n Ehe Principles Governing The Use By

States Of Artificial- Earth Satellites For
International Direct Television Broadcastingttn.

This document was adopted by the UN's Special
Political Connnittee on 22/LL/82120 and by the United
Nations General Assembly on 1-0/12/82r2r. The basic
qround work on it was done by the Legal SubcommitLee
of COPUOS, reconmended to the Special Political
Committee and thence to the General Assemblyr22.

The purposes and objectives of the Principles
refer Eo both the sovereign rights of states,
specifically the principle of non intervention, and
the "... right of everyone to seek, receive and impart
informati-on and ideas as enshrined in relevant United
Nations instruments"123. ft calls on states engaged in
internat,ional direct television broadcast,ing to focus
their efforts on cultural and scientific proqrailunes to

119

120

Henceforth the'Principles' .

Year Book of the United Nations L982, p.L72

r27 A/RE9/37 /92, 4/2/93. Also reproduced in year
Book of the United Nations l-982, p.173f f .

722 M. LeSueur Stewart, To See the World: The
Global Dimension in Tnternational Direct Television
Broadcastinq bv Satellite, F.1 n5. Year Book of the
United Nations l-982 , p.l72f .

12r Article A1.
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development

in educational, social and
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economic
. , .t124 particularly of developing

countries, and particularly calls for respect for the
"political and cultural integrity of States"12s. rt
requires states to be responsible for the conduct of
all entities engaged in international broadcasting
activity within their jurisd.ictionr2o. rt al-so

reguires any state which intends to broadcast to
receivers within another state to noLify all receiving
sLates within the footprint of the proposed
transmission before connnencing transmission into
another stater27. The receiving state may then require
the broadcasting state to ".. . promptly enter into
consultations with the requesting state . . . u 124 before
commencing transmission.

While Stewart may well be correct that the
Principles are "... one of the mosL basic and
fundamentaL legal instruments which has been adopted
within the United Nations system in the area of
international broadcasting by satellite .. . rrr2e, they
nevertheless do not provide a sound basi-s for a

regulating international direct broadcasting activity.
FirstIv, the Principles were adopted by majority

onIy. In the Special Polit.ical Committee the draft of
the declaraLion which ultimately became the Principles
was passed by a vote of eighty eight for, fifteen
against and eleven abstentionslr0. rn the General

Article A2.

rbid.

Articles Fg and F9.

ArLicles ,J13 and .T14

Article .I1-3.

12e M. LeSueur Stewart op. cit. aE p.1
130 M. LeSueur Stewart, op. cit., p.3.

724

I Z)

126

127

128
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Assembly it fared no better being adopted by one

hundred and seven votes for, thirteen against with
thirteen abstentions aIsol31. According to Stewart,
" [t]he vote represented the first time in the history
of the COPUOS that a set of legal principles governing
activities in outer space elaborated by the LSC ll,egal
Sub Committeel for adoption by COPUOS for submission
to the General AssembJ-y had not been adopted by
consensus . . . n132. To exacerbate the sigrnif icance of
this short.coming the states whj-ch abst.ained or voted
against lhe Declaration included most of the states
most actively involved in international broadcasting
activitylrr. Fisher writes that "Ia] major reason for
the unpopularity of the declaration among Lhose states
voting agai-nst iE or abstaining was the view that the
principle of prior consent embraced by that t.ext. was

inconsistent with the principle of freedom of
inf ormatienn rla. Stewart shares the same viewl3s as

rrr D. I. Fisher, Prior Consent to International
DirecL Satellite Broadcastinq, p.45f n11. See also M.
L. Stewart, oF. cit., p.3 and n12.

132 M. L. st,ewart, n ?f Sec a1 SOt/.Jr

Taishoff, State Res
, P.1-53

133 p. r. Fisher, Ioc. cit. See also S. Ruth, "The
Regulation of Spillover Transmissions from Direct
Broadcast Satellites in Europe", Federal-
Communications Law Journal, voj..42 (1989), p.107 at
p.123 .

134 D. r. Fisher, op. cit., p.46.
1rs See M. L. Stewart, oF. cit . , p . 19 where she

writes that " [d] isagreement regarding the elaboration
of Ewo principles, Prior Consent and Part.icipation,
Programme Content, was apparent. from the beginning of
the discussion in the United Nations of the issue
surrounding the elaborat.ion of Principles governing
international direct tel evi s ion satellite
broadcasLing. Differences first articulated in the WG

[working group] on DBS Idirect broadcasting by
satellitel were maintained throughout the discussion
of IDTBS Iinternational direct television broadcasting

t-,^1

it''
p.
bi1

L'

i1
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does Lutherl36 and Taishof f 1r?. In the writer's view
this absence of consensus has dealt a heavy blow to
the utility of the Principles as a basis for
regulating international direct broadcasting activity.
Henkin has believes that in considering the
significance of a General Assembly resolution "...
Ii]nevitably, one must give less weight to a majority
vote ...u 1r8. The practical effect of the Principles
Declaration specifically seems minima1,. reference to
the Principles is of ten omitt.ed f rom otherwise
thorough monographs on direct television broadcasting
by satellite and the states represented on the Council
of Europe, who play a significant part in global
international direct broadcasting activities but none
of whom voted for the Principles declaration, do not
rate them even a mention in the European CommuniLy's
Council Directive on Transfront,ier Television
BroadcasEing. Stewart believes they have positive
potential but even she believes it j-s only possible t.o
realise Chis potential by introducing two new concepts
which have rl achieved a sufficient 1eve1 of

by satell-itel Principles in the LSC ILegal Sub
Committeel, the COPUOS, the SPC ISpecial Political
Committee) and the General Assembly".

1t6 s. F. L,uther, The United St.ates and the Direct
Broadcast Satell-ite. Luther writes at p.88 that in
spite of some progress towards consensus during the
mid to lat.e 1970's ,United States opposition to the
remaining central issues - prior consent, program-
content restrictions, and possible recourse to stop
unwanted broadcast.s - stymied further progress". See
also S. L. Fjordbak, "The fnternational- Direct
Broadcast SatelLite Controversy", .Tournal of Air Law
and Commerce, vol.55 (1990), p.903 at pp.91-7 and 923.

137 M. N. Taishof f , State Responsibility and the
Direct. Broadcast Satellite , p.!52.

138 L. Henkin, How Stabes Behave, p.180
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international agreement and acceptance ... ulre to
provide a specific lega1 basis for regulating
international direct television broadcasEinqla0.

Secondly, the Principles, even if they had been
adopted by consensus, are embodied in a General
Assembly Resolution and are therefore recofirmendaLory
and not legally binding. According to articl-e l-0 of
the Charter of the UniLed Nations under which the
General Assembly is established, " It]he General
Assembly may djscuss any questions or any matters
within the scope of the present Charter or relating to
the powers and funct.ions of any organs provided for in
the present Charter, and may make recofitmendations
to the Members of the United Nat.ions or to the
Security Council or to both on any such guestions or
matters"lar. The only reference to an authority more
strident than this gieneral recommendatory power is
found in article 2L It provides that " [t]he General
Assembly shall adopt its own rules of procedure"ln2,
clearly conf ining this rule making authority t.o

matters of procedure not substance.
General Assembly resolutions could perhaps be

treated as evidence of the opinio juris required to
ascribe to a practice the obligatory character
necessary to elevate it to the status of customary
international law. However, to meet the terms of
article 38(L) (b) of the Statute of the International

13e M. L. Stewart, op. cit . ,
generally op. cit. , pp.66-91.

p. 68; also see

i40 The two concepts are of course the New World
Information and Conrnunicat.ions Order (as amended to
accommodate the educational focus Stewart argues is
appropriate) and the Common Heritage of Mankind. See
above in chapter 5.2 .2.

tnt , GBTS :-946 D.67 i
also reproduced in American "Tournal of International
Law, vol.39 (supplement) at p.L90.

r42 rbid.
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Court of ,Justice two further elements would probably
be necessary to sustain the contention that the
sent.iments expressed in the resolu[ion were 1ega1ly
binding as customary international law. The !i-ry_!. is
a practice consistent with the view expressed in the
resolution. Clearly there is no such practice. That is
the very reason why the Principles were forrnulated,
and why the other attempts discussed above were
undertaken to regulate international direct
broadcastingr. Fisher also believes that the terms in
which the Principles are enunciated indicate t.hose
responsible for promoting the inst.rument regarded it
as firmly within the real-m of de lege ferendatas and
the writer agrees. That being the case, it is clearly
impossible for the resolution to constitute opinio
juris that an existing practice is obligratory and
therefore binding on all members of the international
community irrespective of their express consent. Some

wrj-ters have argued that it is necessary to u...
deemphasize the "practice" prong of the traditional
test of cusLomary international f 6,ryr 1aa beiause
" [o]nl-y in this way can an aspirational, progressive
role for international law be realized"las.
Fensterheim cites Judqe Kaufman of the U.S. Court of
Appeals in Filartiqa v lgna-Ira'lgtnu in support of his
argument. but in the writer's view such an approach
threatens to deprive customary int,ernational 1aw of
the objective foundation which its dependence on
empirically observable pracLj-ce gives it. rt is also

143 D. r . Fisher, oF. cit . p. 53 .

laa p. Fensterheim, "Towards and InE.ernational l-,aw
of Human Rights Based on the Mutual Expectations of
States", Virginia Journal of International Law, vol.21
(L980), p.185 aE p.199.

r4s rbid.
146 Filartiqa v Pena-Irala, 30 June 1980, 530

Federal Reporter 2nd Ser j-es, p . 87 5 .
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submitted that such an approach is quite inconsistent
with the wording of article 38(1) (b) of the Starute of
the International Court of Justicela? and, when
specifically applied in respect of General Assembly
resolut.ions, the terms of artic]e 1-0 of the Charter of
the united Nations it.sel-f 148.

The t.hird short.coming of the Principles
Declaration is that while it acknowledges Lhe

essential- conflict between the principles of state
sovereignty and the j-nternational human riqht to
freedom of information as enunciated in inter alia the
Universal Decl-aration of Human Rights, it offers no
mechanism for reconcilJ-ng the two principles. In
article Al- Ehey are merely juxtaposed. Although the
compulsory consultation provisions would, if adhered
to, force emitting and receiving states to discuss
such a reconciliation, it gives the participants no
guidelines to assist them to achieve a mut.ually
acceptable solution to t.heir dispute. It is suggested
that in the absence of such guidelines a positive
ouLcome is very unlikely; the principles of state
sovereignty and freedom of information have been
dj-scussed f or decades in a whol-e range of
international fora without guidelines with no solut.ion
to datelae, and it is difficult to see why this
experience should suddenly alt.er when conducted under

1a7 Annexed t.o the Charter of the United Nations,
GBTS L946 p.57; also reproduced in American ,Journal of
International Law, vol.39 (supplement) aE p.L90.

148 rbid.
t{e Taishoff notes the inability of the

international community to arrive at a solution for
meeting Ehe demands of both the principles of freedom
of information and state sovereignty and writes that
" [i]t is t.his predicament that has hindered various
internat.ional bodies from arriving at a convention
capable of regulat.ing DBS " . M. N. Taishof f , -@@.Responsibilitv and the DirecE Broadcast Satellite,
p.1-35.
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the Principles. If anything having t.he negot.iations
forced on parties by the compulsory consultat.ions of
t.he Principles rat,her than entered into freely may

even reduce the chances of a successful outcome.
The fourth failing of the Principles is one of

focus. Commenting on the proceedingrs of the COPUOS

Legal Sub Committee and the special Working Group on

Dj-rect Broadcast Satellites, Stewart notes that their
primary concern was which programmes should be

" " i11egal and inadmissl!1s rr u 150 and theref ore
excluded. Stewart believes that this negrative focus
was ultimately passed on to the Principles. She

writ es :

"In attempting to focus on the negative side
of the international transmission of
information, the LSC ILega1 Sub Committee]
became bogged down in age o1d fears. This
study, ds an alternative approach, focuses
instead on the positive side of IDTBS
I International Direct Te].evision
Broadcastinq] .., "r5l

Stewart's alternative approach endeavours to correct
this failing. For the reasons given above in chapter
5.2 it is the writer's view that her alternative is
not viable, but her suggestion that a positive
approach is appropriate in view of Lhe substantial
positive benefits to be gained from responsible
international broadcasting activityls2. Inasmuch as

the approach in the Principles as they stand is still
inherently negative, with the possible exception of
article A2, they do not provide an adequate base on

which to regulate international direct broadcasting
activity.

Finallv, t.he Principles are narrowly focused on

M. L. Stewart, op.

M. L. Stewart, oF.

nir 11vf L . , El. aL .

cit. , p.62.

150

t)r

7s2 See chapter 5 .2 .t above.
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television broadcasting by means of satellite
technology. It was noEed in t.he introduction to this
paper that while advances in satellite technology have

exacerbated the problems associated wifh int.ernational
broadcasting the problem is by no means new. Nor are
these probl-ems necessarily confined to the Lelevision
medium. Television presents more graphic imagres and is
vulnerable to undesirable techniques such as

subliminal messagre insertion, but in principle the
problems are the same in respect of radio, and are
certainly more widespread in that international radio
broadcasting is now common whereas international
television broadcast.ing is still a relat.ively uncofilmon

occurrence. While there is perhaps nothing wrong with
tackling the international broadcasting issue in a

piecemeal fashion focusing initially on the area of
greatest concern to most countries, it is submitted
that a principled solution to the debate should not
recognise these distincLions except insofar as Ehey

are just.ified in terms of the factual dj-fferences
between the two media generated by the technological
capacity and character of each. It wouLd certainly
seem a waste of a good opportunity to address the
whole question of international broadcasting, be it
terrestrial or by satellite, by radio or television.

5.4 llfre European regrulat,ory envLronment
The European Community has developed iLs own

regional method for addressing international
broadcasting disputes. This regulatory framework is
still evolving apace. Whilst in such a state of flux
it is premature to assert its success or failure.
Nevertheless, because this region has been most active
in developing a solution to the international
broadcasting problem, its approach warrants brief
conunent. Because of its advanced state of development.
Europe has f elt t.he exacerbating ef f ect.s of
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technoLogical improvements in the broadcasting area.
Eurpoean internat.ional broadcasting regulation

stands on three legs. The Treaty of Romelsr, the
European Convention on Transfrontier Televisioor54,
and most recently, the [European Community] Council
Directive on Transfrontier TelevisionrSs. A brief
hi-story of the development of the European regime for
deali-ng with international broadcasting disputes will
be offered focusing in particular on each of these
main legrs in turn to il-J-ustrate the current European
i-nternat.ional broadcasting regulatory environment . The

strengths and some of the most notable criticisms will
be identified.

5.4.1 The Treaty of Rome

The Treaty of Rome was signed in 1957. A number

of t.he provisions in Lhe Treaty of Rome bear on the
international regulation of broadcasting within the
European Community.

ArticLe 59 stat.es t.hat " . . . restrictions on

freedom to provide services within the Community shall
be progressively abolished". ArLicle 52 states that
u... Member States shall not introduce any new

rstrictions on the freedom to provide services which
have in fact been attained at the date of the entry
into force of this Treaty". Article 60 defines
"services" for the purposes of interpretting the

1s3 Signed in Rome 25 March 1957; 24 April 1958,
298 U.N.T.S. 11.

154 European Convention on Transfrontier
Television. signed in Strasbourg, 5 May 1989,
presented to Parliament (UK) in May 1-990, ds
Miscellaneous No. 12 (1990), Telecommunication (CmL068) .

rtt
coordination of certain provisions laid down bv law,
requlation or adrninistrative action in Mefiber States
concerninq the pursuit of television broadcastinq
activities , 89 /552 /EEC, 32 O. J . Eur. Comm. (No. L2 98 )

23 (1989).
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Treaty as those services provided for remuneration and
specifically incLuding ativities of an industrj-al or
commercial character, as wel-l as those of craftsmen
and the professions. These articles together freeze
and ro11 back restrictions on "services" passing from
one member state to another. Article 8 provides that
the regime which these provisions embody should be
implemented during a "transition" period of Lwelve
years, divided into three stages of four years each.
At the end of the transition period a Common Market in
goods and services with no restriction unless
expressly provided for by the Treaty, would be in
p1ace. This transformation was to be achieved by
domestic 1ega1 measures:

"Member States shall take all appropriate
measures, whether gfeneral or particular, to
ensure fulfilment of the obliqaLions arj-sing
out of this Treaty or resulting from action
taken by the institutions of the Community.
They shall- facilitate the achievement of the
Community's tasks. "1s6

The siqnificance of this regime for broadcasting
Iies in the findings of the European Court of ,Justice
that broadcasting is a "service" in the meaning
ascribed in the Treaty. In State u' 5-."51trr the Court
expressly found that broadcasting was a "service" in
terms of the Treaty158. This decision was fol-lowed in
Procureur du Roi v Marc Debauve and Otherslse and was

1s6 Article 5.

ls? state v -4[L,Reports L77.

158 See footnote 1l-3

lse Procureur du Roi
t1-9811 2 Common Market
footnote t.LA above.

It974l 2 Conunon Market Law

above.

v,
Law Reports 362. See also
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assumed in Bond van Adverteerders v @$g!gtuo. In
Coditel v Cine Voq Films the CourL indicaced thaC only
very narrow exceptions to the Treaty of Rome's
preclusion of restrictions on intra Community

international exchange of services would be
permissable161.

On first glance the regime constituted by these
provisions is quite sweeping. A11 existing
restrictions on int.ernational- broadcasting were Eo be
removed by 1969. However, Lhis rosy picture proved
rather over optimistic. By the mid 1980's, if not
earlierr62, it became apparenL that the Common Market
was proving elusive. In 1985 the European Commission
issued a White Paper153 identifying a1t the objectives
in the Treaty of Rome which had not. been achieved. The

response was t.he passing of Ehe Single Europe Act
1987164. This instrument is much more specific than
the Treaty. It ident.ifies a large number of practical
measures which Member St.aEes are committed to acLion
in order to attain a Common Market bv 31- December

160 Bond van AdverLeerders v The State, [1989] 3
Common Market Law Reoorts 113. See a]so footnote 11-5
above.

tu' .CocllLe.L v Cine Voq Films, []-9811 2 Comm. Mkt
L. R. 362; L9B0 E. Comm. Ct 'J. Rpts, B8l-;

162 See for example the Report of the Three Wise
Men in L979 (Report on European Institutions Presented
by t.he Committee of Three to the European Council,
'J,979), and even the Tindemans Report of 1,97 5 (European

o the
Council, in Bulleti
supplement 1,1L976, The Commission, L976l'.

15r White Paper On Transfroncier Television;
ision Wi E

Establishment of the Common Market for Broadcastinq.
Especiallv Bv Satellite and Cable, Communicaion from
the European Conrnunity Corrnission to the European
Conrnunity Council, Commission of the Buropean
Communities, L984.

164 Single Europe Act 1986
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1992.
In the case of broadcasting the European

CommuniLy has chosen two mechanisms to give life to
the Treaty of Rome and t.he Single European Act L987.
First.lv, in May 1989 the Council of Europe adopted the
European Convention on Transf rontier Tel"evisionr65.
The second mechanism selected was the Directive issued
by the European Community Council on 3 October
1989166. Each of lhese mechanisms will be briefly
discussed in turn.

5.4.2 The European ConventLon on Transfrontier
Televigion

This instrument (the "Convention") was adopted by
the European Council on 5 May 1989167.

The Convention sets down minimum standards for
the conduct of international television broadcasting
within the European CommuniEy. The amount of
advertising is restrictedl6s, and there is a complete
ban on advertising tobaccolse. Advertising of medical
treatments is restrict"4110. AlcohoI advertising is
acceptable unless it is specifically aimed at minors
or associates alcohol and social- and / or sexual
success17l. Members are required to ensure that
broadcasters within their jurisdictions do not
disseminate programrnes which are "indecent" or

Op. cit.
op. cit.
op. cit.
Articles 1-1 to 1-5.

Article L5(1) .

Article l-5 (3 ) and L5 (4 )

Article l-5 (2 ) .

165

165

IO'

168

170
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"pornogrraphyuttz. Broadcasters are required to refrain
from broadcasting any item which is u... Iike1y to
impair the physical, mental or moral developmenE of
children and adolescents . . . 1173. Persons whose

interests are damaged by a broadcast will be granted
a right of replyl7a. Films are not to be broadcast
until two years after their release in Lhe cinemasttr.
Fina11y, and most controversially, dL least 518 of
transmission time (excluding that devot.ed to " . . .
news, sporLs events, grames, advertising and teletext
services"176) must be devoted to programmes of
European origin.

There are a number of drawbacks to the
standards set out in the Convention.
t.he fact that the Convention was

Euror:ean Council. This institution
adopted

result of regular summit meetings by er States'
Heads of State or leading governm ministers. This
Council is required to meet r6.t least twice each
yearrtt and Member St.ate f oreign mj-nisters are
required to meet at 1 four times a year along with
a representative he European Commission to discuss
foreign polj matLers178. rt discusses broad
politica\Assues and makes polj,tical declarations. It
has power to bind Member States, but if measures

r72 ArLicl-e 7 .

77r Article 7 (21 . Such material is acceptable at
times aE which minors are not likely to be viewing.

174 Article 8.

175 Article L0 (4) .

1'6 Article 10 (1) .

177 Single European Acb 1986, op. cit., article 2

i78 Single European Act l-985, article 30 (3) (a) .

m]-nl-mum

devel
the

asa



'fErfropean counciltr refers to the council of Europer dDarqtallisation of states established in 1949. This is not the same
f'6rdY as Lhe Counc: i1 of Lhe trrrrr)L-,pan Communities established under
l-he Treaty of Rome in 1957 and able tc, issrre Directives.
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i+'g17e. According to t.he 1990

European Year Book no state had ratified the
Convention and as such it. has no significant lega1
standing. AL best it carries weight merely as a comrnon

expression of qeneral political wilL180. Moreover,
even in this less incisive context one is inevitably
1ed to ask, if the content of the Convention is
universally accepted within the Community, why have
states been so loathe to ratify it?

There are also difficult.ies wirh the substantive
minimum st,andards set out in the Convention. Firstlv,
the issue of prografirme content is only addressed in
three cases; in the advertising context, pornographic
and indecent material, and in some circumstances in
respect of children and adolescent.s (at times when

such persons are likely to be viewing) . !{hile it is
acknowledged t.hat the st.andards in the Convention are
intended to be minimum statndards, it is suggested
t.hat it would be helpf u1 to include rather more
guidance than is evidenL in this document in respect
of usual prog:rafiune content. Secondlv, the scope of the
Convention is restricted to the television medium. A

third potential problem stems from the European
Council's broad political nature and the fact that it
is not born directly from the Treaty of Rome. The
jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice does not
appear to extend to disputes involving States'
obligrations under instrument.s adopted by the European
Council181. Thus it may be that there is no

17e C. A. Gif fard, "European Regulation of
Transborder Television", California Western Law
Review, voL .27 (1990 ) , p.159 at p.150 .

180 See article 29 Q) which states that the
Convention will only come into force when ratified,
accepted or approved by seven states including at
least five from the Council of Eurooe.

181 Treaty of Rome, articl-es 1-54 Lo t92
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international legal machinery to support the
implementation of the Convent.ion. A person or sLate
with a grievance under t.he Convention must either
address it at a politcal leve1 or seek redress through
domestic 1egaI systems with all the problems attendant
on that implementational mechanism. Finall-v, the
Convention, even is it were rat.ified, is expressly
subject to existing European Communicy law; the
provisions of the Convention always lose if Ehey

conflict with European Communitv ru1es182.

However, the Convention should not be

disregarded. rt may prove to have some worthwhile
feat.ures and a number of rel-evant points can be taken
from Lhe Convention. Firstlw, in the preamble it
recognises article 1-0 (L) of the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental-
Freedornsrsr. Thus those responsible f or draf ting the
Convention were evidently very conscious of the human

rights implications of inEernational broadcasting.
Secondl-v, the controls on advertising are quite clear
and the right of reply does provide some mechanism by
which individuals suffering harm from an internaEional
broadcast could, if the Convention were ratified, and

subject to problems associated with att.empting legal
solutions through a foreign domestic Legal system,
obtain practical redress for ther losses. Thirdlv, the
Convent.ion does provide a disputes resolution
procedure involving conciliation by Ehe Standing
Committee set up under article 20, followed in the
event. of the Committ.ee's f ailure by arbitrationlsa .

The procedure is a little weak in that Ehe arbitration
is entirely voluntary, but nevertheless the appendix
to the Convent.ion does detail the met,hod for selecting

182 Article 27 (L)

Op. cit. See also article 4.

Article 26.184
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an arbitrator and the emphasis on reaching a "friendly
Settl-emengr185 is certainly positive.

5.4.3 The European Comunity's Council Directive
on Transfrontier television (tshe "Directive")

An initial draft was prepared in 1986. It was

revised in 1988 and finally issued on 3 October 1989

as The Council Directive On the Coordination of
Cert.ain Provisions Laid Down bv Law. Requlation or
AdministraLive Action in Member StaEes Concerninq the
Pursuit of Television Broadcastinq Activiciesrs6. The

terms and substance of the Directive are very similar
to those cont,ained in Lhe Convention. There are
comprehensive restrictions on advertising volume and
again there is an outright ban on advertising
tobaccols? and restrictions on alcohol advert.ising
content I88. ArEic1e 22 provides t.he same level of
protection for minors from pornoqraphy, gratuitous
violence and other such material as might. impede the
moral-, physical or menLal development. of minors. The

restrictions on pornography (and unlike the
Convention, grat.uitous violence) in Ehe Direct ive
appear to apply only in the context of minors. The

same temporary two year embargo is placed on

broadcasts of newly rel-eased fi1ms18e, and individuals
have a right. of reply if they suffer damage from a

broadcastleo. Unlike the Convention the Directive
requires a minimum of 10? of transmj-ssion time be

devoted to programrnes produced by independent European

lu) Article 25.

Op. cit.

Chapter IV - articles 1,0-2L.

Article 1-5.

Article 7.

Art.icle 23.
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188

189
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producerslel and aqain at least 5Leo of transmission
time (again excluding t,hat devoted to "... news,
sports, games, advertisement.s and teletext services" )

must be devoted to programmes of European originlo2.
The Directive has fewer drawbacks than the

Convention. Directives have much more bite than the
insLruments adopbed by the European Council. Article
189 of the Treaty of Rome staLes that " [a] directive
shall be binding, as to the result to be achieved,
upon each Member State to which it is addressed, but
shall leave to the national authorities the choice of
f orm and methods " 

1e3.

Furthermore, the Directive states in article 25

that " [m]ember States shall bring into force the laws,
regulations and administrative provisions necessary ot
comply with this Directive not later than 3 October
l-991. ". Thus a clear deadline for cornpliance with che
provisions of t,he Directive j-s expressly specif ied.
The European Commission is required to report to the
European Parliament by 3 October L994 on members'
compliance with the terms of the Directivetea. Whether
this machinery, this extra implementational
compulsion, proves to be effective wil-1 only become

apparent after the Members have reported back in terms
of article 26 at the end of L994.

The Directive, like the Convention, assimilates
articl-e 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights
as well as relevant articles from the Treaty of Rome.

It also confirms that broadcasting is a service within

lel Article 5.
rez Article 4.

1e3 Gif f ard opines (op. cic . at p. L60 )

is a "political obligation" to coordinate
regulations to comply wich the Directive by
1991-. But clearly it has lega1 status and is
merely "politicalu.

lea Article 25.

that Ehis
laws and
3 October
more than
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the meaning of the TreaLy, and again the controls on

advertising are quite clear and there is provision for
a right of reply. Unlike the Council of Europe, the
European Conrnunity Council is expressly subject to the
jurisdicti-on of t.he European Court of Justicero5.
Individuals may therefore utilise Ehe Community's
Iegal institutional machinery Lo seek redress for harm
suffered.

Nevertheless, the Direcbive still suffers from
the same diadvantages as the Convention in respect of
its substance. Perhaps the most difficult and
cert.ainly the most. vocal criticism of both the
Convention and the Directive, particularly the latter.
is that the protection provided for European producers
i-n articles 4 and 5 of the Directive (and in article
10 of the Convention), is not in reality based on the
cultural issues alleged in the preamble, but in fact
is simply commercial protectionism. Reference to this
dispute was made in chapter l-106. Tt is beyond Ehe

scope of this paper to examine the merits of the views
presented in this debate. The argument presented by
the United States is essentially that the European
Community has adopted an instrument of economic
protectionism disguised as an act of cultural self
determination. The European Community insists
otherwise. There are some interesting technical
arguments such as the scope of the terms of the
General Aqreement on Tariffs and Trade, but the
central issue in this debate is the nature of the
rel-ationship between 1aw and economics. To attempt a

t,heoretical study of that magnitude must be deferred
to another day. For present purposes an examination of
such depth is in any case not necessary. The purpose
of t.his chapter has been to identify some aEtempts to

Treaty of Rome, articles L7'7 , and 145 to 154.

At p.1lf.

195

106



t'Eur(rpEdfi Couneilrr refers tr: the Council of Europe, dn

orrranisat i on of states establ ished in l-949 . This is not the same

b,ody as the Counc!l r:f the European Communities estatrl ished under
tl.re Treaty of Rome in 195? and able to issue Directives '
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regulat.e international broadcasting, particularly
global ones, and their strengths and weaknesses with
a view to idenEifying parametres within which to
assess the system described in chapt.er 2. The European
example is interesting inasmuch as i-t operates in an

environment of high technological development in t.he

area of broadcasting, and in a region where a large
number of states coexist in a relatively smal1
geographical area. It is also interest.ing in t.haL it
is regional. fn chapter six it wiIl be seen that
flexibility in respect of implementational scope or
geogrraphical focus is an important advantage in any
system for regulating international broadcasting. A

system such as the European one may therefore with
modification (to unravel the economic and cultural
aspects of the Directive particularly) fit comfortably
within a broader global framework such as EhaE

advocated in this paper. The writer also wishes to be
clear that the criticisms of , and support for, t.he
current European regulatory model are currently
incapable ofr empirical verification. The success of
the Directive in compelling compliance with its terms
and the efficacy of the syst.em established thereby
cannot be properly assessed until the firsL reports on

complj-ance have been filed and collated. This is due
to occur in October t994. Nevertheless, the
examination of the method for addressing international
broadcasting problems in this section is interesting
and does serve to reinforce those arising frotn the
foregoing discussj-ons of other approaches in this
fie1d.
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Chapter 6

The EyEtem outslined in chapter Ewo advocat,ed

In chapter two a system for regulating internat.ional
broadcasting activity was outlined. It is based on the
right to freedom of expression as it appears in Ehe

Universal Decl-aration of Human Rights and in bhe

International Covenant on Civil and Polj-tica1 Rights,
and as interpreted by the two bodi-es responsible for
drafting that right, the United Nations Conference on

Freedom of Information and the Economic and Social
Council's Human Rights Sub Commission on Freedom of
Information and the Press. Althouqh the svstem
suggested by these two bodies envisioned
implementation by means of domestic legal systems, the
regime proposed in this paper translaLes similar
principles into an international implement.ational
envi-ronment. Chapter two also contained a few briet
comments about the efficacy of such a translation in
respect of each of Ehe main characteristics of the
regulatory system proposed. Chapters three and four
dealt with two problems of special significance
related to the system advocated in chapter two.
Chapter five identified five alternative approaches to
the regulation of international direct broadcasting
activity and discussed their short.comings. In this the
sixt.h chapter the merits of t.he system advocated in
chapter two will- be explained.

5.1 lJesEona learrred fron ctrapter five's exanination
of the shortcomings of alteraative systems for
regrulat Lng Lnternat loaal direct broadcast i.ng act l.vLty,
and how they do not afflict ttre aysEen degcribed Ln
cbapter two

6.1.1 The level of, lrylementatLon ought to be
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Lnternational, but, nots neceeearily global
In discussing the failings of the five

alternative regulatory options examined in chapter
five, a number of parameters emerged within which any

workable system g.overning international direct
broadcasting must fit. A system based on the human

right to freedom of expression but implemented Lhrough
state lega1 systems as envisaged by the two United
Nations bodies responsible for drafting the right,
meets serious problems in relation to jurisdiction and
enforcementl. This suggests t.hat a practicable
international direct broadcasting regulatory system
should be implement.ed aL an international level. Such

an approach is also consistent with the definitionally
'international' character of internationaL direct
broadcasLing and is reflected in the frequent use of
satellites which are by virtue of their function and
location tarred by the international brush2. Stewart
plausibly argues t.hat the benef its stemming f rom

regulating international broadcasEing wi-11 be of
advantaqe to the whole internaEional community giving
a real incentive to find a solution to the problem at
the international 1eve13. She also argues that the
international organisations charged with developing a

regulatory system originally envisaged an
international approacha. A practi-cable international
direct broadcasting regulatory system must therefore
be implemented at an internaEional leve1.

On t,he other hand it was suggested that Stewart's
insistence on an exclusively globaI approach was

See chapter 5.1-.

See chapter 5 .2 .L.

See chapter 5 ,2 .L.

t_Dt_o.
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unnecessary and potentially unhelpful5, It was argueds
that a system flexible enough to be implemented at
regional or sub regional level where appropriate as

well as at a full g1oba1 l-evel should Lhe facts of the
case demand such a broad sweep, would allow for the
system Lo operate with a greater degrree of sensitiviEy
to the special needs and values of the parties. rt
would also be consist.ent with Lhe important role
choice plays in the version of constructivist rights
theory advocated in ehapter four and would be in
keeping with the existence of a range of regional
international human rights organisations.

The system described in chapter two meets these
requirements. It is internationally implemented thus
avoiding the jurisdictional and enforcement problems
associated wi-th a domestically focused scheme such as

that originally envisaged by the UniEed Nations
Conference on Freedom of Informat.ion and the Economic
and Social Council's Subcommission on Freedom of
Information and the Press, and implicit within Ehe

International- Covenant of Civil and Political Rights.
It is also flexible enough to be implemented at. the
international 1eve1 regionally or globaIly. Indeed,
internaLional human rights regimes with 1egal
machinery attached already exist aL bot.h these
1eve1s7. Not only does Lhis support t.he ef f icacy of an

s tbid.
5 rbid.
7 At the global leveL there is the International

Court of Justi-ce, and at the regional 1eve1 there are
the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (chapter
VIf I, Amerj-can Human Rights Convention, E. J.
Osmanczyk, The Encvclopedia of The United Nations and
fnternational Relations, p.391 at p.393), the Arab
Court of Human Rights (section two of the Charter on
Human and People's Rights in t.he Arab World, articles
55-51, E. J. Osmanczyk, op. cit., p.393 at p.395),
European Court of Human Rights (article L9 Q) of the
European Human Rights Convention, E. J. Osmanczyk, op.
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international- broadcasting regulatory regime, based as

it is on human rights, implemented at either level t.o

meet the special needs of individual cases, but it
also offers existing international legal machinery for
applying the system. The need for new, separate lega1
machinery was a major cause for concern amongst those
who opposed the L982 Law of the Sea Conventions. With
the broadcasting system described in chapter two
however, no new international machinery would be
requi-red. ft coul-d be applied by a variety of existing
international lega1 bodies such as the European CourL
of Justice or of Human Riqhts, the International Court
of Justice, or the Human Rights Court of the
Organisation of American States.

6.L.2 lf,he subgtance of the Eyetem ought to be
universal.ly accepted

A workable system for regulating internat.ional
direct broadcasting activity must be based on an

cit., p.395 at p.396, UNTS vol.2l-3, pp.222-26L at
p.234) . In Africa there is no regional court of human
rights as such, a fact lamented by OsiCa C . Eze ( "The
Organization of African Unity and Human Rights:
TWenty-Five Years Af ter " , Nigerian ,Journal of
International Affairs, vo1.14, no.1,1988, p.154 at
p.1-78) . Nevertheless, the African Commission of Human
and Peoples' Rights in conjunction with the Assembly
of Heads of State, both convened under t.he auspices of
the Organisation of African Unity, has a fact finding
function, and notwithsLanding that its recommendations
are non binding it u... could be assimilated to a
quasi-judicial process" (O. S. Eze, op. cit at p.1"76).
A similar system has been proposed for the Pacific
region (see A Report on a Proposed Pacific Charter of
Human Riqhts, prepared under the auspices of Law Asia,
May 1989, pp .52-68 and Some Pacif ic Thouqht.s on a
Relional Charter on ttuma
Duties, prepared by C. G. Powles for presentation at
the AULSA Conference in WellingLon, July 1989,
appendix A, pp.9-12).

I R. A. Goldwin, ,'Cofitrnon Sense vs. ,,The Common
HeriLage"", chapter five in Law of the Sea: U.S.
Polj-ry Dilemma, B. H. O:<rnan, D. D. Caron, C. L. O.
Buderi (eds), (1983), p.59 at p.61f.
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underlying principle or principles which have achieved
a wide degree of acceptance by the international
community. This requirement was igrnored in relation to
t.he Law of the Sea Convention of ]-982 and the Moon

Treaty opened for signature in L979e. Attempts were
made in both of these instruments to incorporate the
contentious and ilI-defined principle of the common

heritage of mankind and both have remained essentially
hollow instruments of 1itt1e practical import. Worse
y€t, attempts Lo use numerical superiority within the
international 1egal syst.em to compel the acceptance of
disputed concepts can lead to a break down in the
international legal system itself; witness the result.
of lesser developed countries' attempts to compel the
acceptance of the concept of the New World Information
and Communicat.ions Order in UNESCOlo.

Human rights however, are widely accepted by the
entire international community. While there is
inevitably going to be disagreement as to their
interpretation and application in specific insLances,
as a concept they have been widely accepted. The

notion of human rights has a pedigree cenLuries,
arguably Lwo millennia, oldil. They are recognised in
the preamble of ttre Charter and constitute one of the

n See chapter 5.2.2.2; also see B. Larschan & B.
C. Brennan, "The Common Heritagre of Mankind Principle
in International Law", Columbia Journal of
Transnational Law, vol.21 (1983) , p.305 at p.326; R.
A. Goldwin, op. cit., p.59 at p.59.

10 See chapter 5 .2 .2 .I.
1r Lauterpacht for example traces the historical

rooLs of the concept Eo the Hellenistic period. See H.
Laut.erpacht., "The Law of Nations, the Law of Nature
and the RighEs of Man", (t943)29, Transactions of the
Grotius Society, p.1 at p.30. See also W. Brugger,
"Human Rights Norms in Ethical Perspective", German
Year Book of International Law, voI.25 (1982), p.113
at p.t1,6; J. Gorecki, "Human Nat.ure and Justification
of Human Rights", American .Tournal of Jurisprudence,
vol .34 (l-989 ) , p.43 at 43 .
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purposes of the united Nationsl2. The universal
Declaration of Human Rightslr, Lhe Int.ernational
Covenants of Civil and Political Rightsra and
Economic, Social and Cultural Rightsls, ds well as a

veritable host of other international inst.ruments all
testify to the universality of consensus enjoyed by

the concept of internat.ional human rightsr6. The

degree of acceptance enjoyed by the concept of human

rights is in a quite different league from lesser
notions such as the Common Heritage of Mankind and the
New World Information and Communications Order; there
is simply no comparison.

The international community has al-so accepted
that t.he regulation of direct broadcasLing accivity is
a human rights issue. In L970 the fi-rst committee's
working group on direct broadcasting by satellite met

f or the Lhi-rd time and concluded that next to the

lz Second preambular paragraph of t.he Charter of
Ehe United Nations, GBTS 1,946 p.57; also reproduced in
American Journal of International Law, voI.39
(supplement) at p.1-90. One hundred and f if ty nine
states belong to the United Nations (United Nations
Handbook 1990, p.6).

rr Human Riqhts: A Compilation of Int.ernat.ional
Instruments, United Nations, p.1.

\4 Human Riohts: A Compilation of Int.ernational
Inst.rument.s, Unit.ed Nacions, p.18.

ls Human Riqhts: A Compilation of International
Instruments. United Nations, p.7.

16 Sixty seven of these instruments are reproduced
in A Compilation of Internat.ional Inst.ruments, and
this does not include regional agreements such as
those referred to in footnote 7 above. Ninety six
sEates have signed the International Covenant of
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, ninety two of
them have ratified it. Winety three states have signed
the International Covenant on Civil and PoliticaI
Rights, with eighty eight raLifications, and fifty two
states have signed the Optional Protocol theret.o. See
Human Riqhts - Status of International Instnrnents
(ST/HR/5), which contains a chart of ratification
update to 3l- March L991.
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Lhe United Nations Ehe Universal
Declaration of Human Rights was the most important
international instrument in the direct broadcastingr
contextrT. Indeed the right to freedom of expression
is especially strongly supported by those states which
oppose regulationrs. The main argument offered against
introducing a system t.o regulate international direct
broadcasting is that such a system contravenes the
international human right to freedom of expressionle.
While such enthusiastic endorsement of the right to
freedom of expression does not guarantee that its
advocates will accept a regulatory system based
thereon, it surely present.s cause for optimism.
Opponent.s of regulation may be driven by perceived
short or medium term self interest from the path of
theoretical consistency to adopt a l-ine at variance
with international- legal practice, but such a result
would be at odds with the position Eaken to daLe by
such states. It perhaps goes too far to insist that
they are acbually estopped from denying the merits of
a syst.em based on that. right but the particularly
tenacious adherence to the right. by Lhese nations
certainly makes a regulatory system based on the same

right more likely to meet with universal approval than
approbation.

6 .1.3 The Eygtem ought to be conDreheneive in
t,erme of Drogranme content and applicable irrespective
of the mediun blz which lt, ie diggeniaated

The system must be comprehensive. The New World
lnformation and Conrnunications order was criticised in

17 Report of the Workinq Group on Direct Broadcast
Satellites on its Third Session, U.N. Doc.A/AC .L05/83,
p.15 para.69.

18 D. I. Fisher, Prior Consent to International
Direct Satelli-te Broadcastinq, p.5f .

le See chapter L.6.
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chapter five on the grounds that it was too narrow a

concept to deal adequately with the whole ranqe of
proqramrnes broadcast internationally and with the
concerns which arise in Lhat conLext2o. Not all
progrrammes are non fiction broadcast for high minded
purposes. Many are broadcast to entertain or for
commercial reasons2l. While it may be that
broadcasters are said to have a moral duty Lo direct
their energries into class two programming22, it has to
be accept.ed that. some broadcasters wj-Il nevert.heless
be motivated by commercial- interest to focus thej-r
energies on class three progrranmes. Notwithstanding
the desirability of class two programming class three
does occur and a practical international direct
broadcasting system has to take them into account.

It was also suggested that drawing a distinction
bet.ween radio prograrnmes and t.elevision programmes, or
between programrnes broadcast via satellite and those
propagated by terrestrial means are artificial2r.

Both of these aspects of the demand for a

comprehensive scheme are saLisfied by the system
advocat.ed in Lhis paper. It regulates programme

content rather than the means by which progranmes are
broadcast. It is therefore applicable to both
television and radio. It is, moreover, broad enough to
encompass al-I tlpes of prografimes, not just the
objectively accurate educational or news prografiunes

2o See chapter 5.2 .2 .1,.

21 Stewart notes the problems posed by programmes
of a commercial and entertainment nature. She recalls
that the COPUOS Working Group on DirecL Broadcasting
by Satellite were unable to agree tha[ the IDTBS rules
they were attempting to develop should apply to such
progrraflrmes (U. L. Stewart, To See the World: The
Global Dimension in Int.ernational Direct Television
Broadcastinq bv Satellite, p.45).

22 See chapters 2.8 and 4 .7.2.4 B.

23 See chapters 5 .2.2 .L and 5 .2.2.2 .
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which are the focus of more narrowly based regulatory
systems such as Stewart's grounded on the New Wor1d
Information and Communications Order and the Common

Herit.aqe of Mankind.

6.1.rt Tlre syetem ought, to be positive
Stewart also suqgested that a system for

regulating internaLional direct broadcasLing should be
positive2a. The system should not only discourage
cert.ain progrrafirmes, but. should positively encouraqe
others. The world as a whole has too much to gain from
responsible internat.ional broadcasting to focus
international regulatory energlf on only Ehe negative
aspects of the activity. Moreover, a negative approach
involves compiling a list of subjecLs which may not be

broadcast.. Obviously these concepts have to be very
clearly defined, and while such precision may be
feasibl-e in respect. of a limited number of cases, to
predict the nature of every programme which could
conceivably grace the international airwaves and
produce detailed lega1 definitions of all of them
would be an impossible task. Finally, the initiat
constituency of the list would inevitably be extremely
contentj-ous and constant revision would be necessary.

The system described in chapt.er two avoids this
list makj-ng pitfa11, and broadcasters are given a real
incentive to satisfy the moral duty regarded as

incumbent upon them by the international community (to
judqe by the comments of the delegates to the United
Nabions Conference on Freedom of Information and the
Economic and Social Council's Human RighLs
Subcommission on Freedom of Information and the Press
and other conrnentators2s). If they meet this moral
imperative to broadcast class two programmes they earn

See chapter 5 .2 .1,.

See chapters 2.8 and 4.7.2.4 B.

24

4>
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for their proqrammes entitlement to Ehe ful1
protection of Lhe riqht to freedom of expression.

At the same time however, the system recognises
that on occasions some broadcasters are going Lo

resist that declared duty and, prompLed by other
considerations such as conunercial interest, focus
instead on producing less worthy prograrunes. Accepting
that such progranmes while not deserving as much

proEection as class two material, are nevertheless
entitled to some, albeit less a1l encompassing
protection against interference, is not only realistic
(such prografiunes are going to be produced and have to
be catered for), but is entirely in accord with the
liberal tradition; unless it is shown [hat an activity
is act.ua11y detrimental in some wdy, there is no
justification for prohibiting it. Proqrammes in class
Lwo are prima facie protected but that protection is
vulnerable Lo attack on the grounds t.hat it, alone or
in a broader programming context, undermines the
independent cultural development of the receiving
population.

5.1.5 Conclusion
In conclusion then, what is required is a system

adopted internationally and f lexible enougrh to be
implemented globally, regionally or sub-regionally as

most suits the circumstances of each individual case.
It ought to be based on a principle or principles
widely accepted as valid by the whole international
community. It should cover the whole range of
prografirmes broadcast and irrespective of the medium
(radio or television), and should not only prohibit.
the broadcast of a limited range of clearly defined
subjects but should also encourage the positive use of
Lhe int.ernational direct broadcasting for the benefiL
of the whole internat,ional conrnunity. For the reasons
given above, it is submit.Led that the system outlined
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in chapter two meets these criteria.

6.2 There are alEo other advantagee agEociated. with
the aystem advocated in thiE DaDer

In addition to the advantages noted in chapter
6.I there are three other points supporting t,he

adoption of t.he regulatory regrime described in chapter
two. TWo of Lhem have been covered in some depth in
chapters three and four, and so need only be recalled
briefly here.

6.2.! The

relativism
eyetem propoeed involves cuLtural

fn chapter three it was argued that the principle
of self-determination as represented in international
instruments and revealed in int.ernational practice
supports the doctrine of culturaf relativity. It was

also argued that there i-s considerable academic and
judicial support for that doctrine. It follows that a

system which incorporates a deqree of cult.ura1
relativity, as the regulatory system proposed in this
paper does, can al-so draw support in its turn from the
same sources of international law. In this way the
system described in chapt.er two is consisLenE with
internat.ional practice and instruments relating to
self-determination, and may also find strength in the
academic and judicial support enjoyed by that
doctrine.

6.2.2 The eyeteu DroDoEed is congigtsent wLth tshe

vergion of conatnretlvist righte ttreory advocated Ln
chapter four

The system proposed is consistent with the
variant of the constructivist theory about fhe origin
of human rights offered in chapter four. The reasons
supporting that theory were given in chapter 4.7.4.
They focused heavily on the practice of rights
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generally, thereby providing the theory with firm
empirical underpinning. IL was also noted that
constructivist theory has an extremely sound academic
pedigree, its various elements finding widespread
support from commentators throughout the Lwentieth
century26. Thus, not only can the regulatory regime
for international broadcasting described in chapter
two be said to be theoretically sound in t.he sense
that it is consistent with a reasonably coherent
jurisprudential theory of right.s, but the theory from
whi-ch it draws such support again accords wi-th
practice, both internationally and domestically and
enjoys sErong academic endorsement.

6.2.3 Ttre subetance of the propoeed regrulatsor:r
regirne wae effectsively accegt,ed over forty yeara ago
and fras been effect,ively reinforced ever gince

Consensus does not in itself constiCute
international law, nor does it lead inevitably to the
incorporation of the subject of consensus within the
international 1ega1 syst.em. Consensus is not one of
the sources of international- law specified in article
38 of the Statute of the International Court of
Justice27. Nevertheless, the views of those who

express a consensus do suggest a coflrmon understanding
of the subject matter in issue which one could easily
be tempt.ed to describe as a "general principle of 1aw

recognised by civilized nations", that is, as

int.ernational law in terms of article 38(1)(c) of the
Statute of the InEernational Court of Justicezs. Even
if one resists such temptation, consensus on a subject

25 See chapter 4.7.4.5.
2'7 Annexed to the Charter of the United Nations,

GBTS 1946 p.57; also reproduced in American Journal of
International Law, vol .3 9 (supplement ) at p. l-90 .

28 Loc. cit
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quite clearly does give cause for optimism that the
views so agrreed may eventually find their way into the
international lega1 system either by finding
expression as an international practice supported by
opinio juris or by being formally incorporated into
international treaty 1aw. ft is therefore submitted
that a demonstrated consensus must be regarded as

favouring Lhe adoption of an international lega1
instrument to govern international broadcasting
^ ^F 

.: --.: L- -cr\-Lrv-LLy.

It was noted in chapter two t.hat the substance of
the system advocated in this paper for regulating
international direct broadcasting activity, was based
on views which achieved a high degree of consensus in
the two bodies responsible for drafting the
international human right to freedom of expression for
inclusion in the Universal Bifl of Rightsze. At the
time t.he Universal Declaratj-on of Human Riqhts was

drafted there was therefore general agreement (subjeet
to the confusion discussed in chapter four regarding
the structure of human rights generally and the roles
morality and duty play thereinro) on the basic shape
of the human right to freedom of expression. It was
generally accepted thaE t.hat right did not apply to
'non-information', that is to propaganda, material
prejudicial to the maintenance of publj-c order, health
or morals or to national security. It was also
generally accepted that 'information' within the
protective embrace of the right to freedom of
expression could be signif icant.ly divided int.o t.wo

classes on the basis of iLs objective accuracy and the
purpose of its transmission. There was also some

aqreemenL that cult,ural differences could legitimate
variations in human rights in the less demanding of

See chapter 2.1.

See chapter 2.8.
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these two types of information'.
This initi-al consensus has not suffered over the

years since the inception of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rightsrt. The basic notion that the right to
freedom of expression may not be absol-ute, that is
that there exist.s a class of non-informaLion
communications, has been reiterated in oLher more

recent international human rights instruments such as

article 10 of the 1950 European Human Righcs
Conventionr2, article l-9 of t.he L966 International
Covenant on Civil and Pol-itical Rights33 and article
13 of the 1969 American Human Rights Convention'n. In
L982 the Banjul Charter indirectly recognised the same

notion by imposing duties on indj-viduals not to
exercise their rights under Lhe Charter, including the
rj-ght to freedom of expression in arLicle 9, without
"due regard" for, inter alia, morality and national
securitys5. The proposed Pacific Charter of Human

rr The consensus referred Eo here as initial is
only initial in the sense that it constitutes the
historical starting point for the international
regulatory regime advocated in this paper. Some of the
features characterising the consensus clearly predate
the Universal Declaration of Human Rj-ghts. For example
the right to freedom of expression obviously has a
much longer pedi-gree and the idea that. there exist.ed
an 'illegal' class of non information outside the
protective embrace of that right was clearly current
in the 1930's; witness the International Convention
concerninq the Use of Broadcast.inq in the Cause of
Peace of l-93 6 . 1-85 LNTS 3 01, signed 23 / 9 /36 , entered
into force 2/4/38.

32 UNTS vol .213, pp.222-26L, at p.234, AIso in E.
.T. Osmanczyk, op. cit., p.395 at p.396.

33 Loc. cit .

14 E. J. osmanczyk, op. cit. , p.391 at p.393 .

15 Banjul Charter of Human and Peoples' Rights,
terials, vo1.21 (]-982), articles

27 and 29. The
significance in
cultural values.

Banjul Charter also recognises the
the human rights context of African

See articl-es 22 0) and 29 (7 ) and
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Rights would subject the right to freedom of
expression to such restrictions as are necessary t,o

preserve "public peace, order, health, ot security or
the rights or freed.oms of others"35.

The existence of a class of non information
excluded from the scope of the right to freedom of
expression is also evident in more recent discussions
wichin the United Nations concerning the regulation of
international direct broadcasting. For example i-n its
draft "Declaration of Basic Principles Governing the
Activities of States pertaining to the Exploration and
Use of OuLer Space" the USSR included a ban on using
space t.echnology ( including communications satellites)
for propaganda purposessT. Brazil made a similar
proposal3s as did the United Arab Republic in 19653e.

In 1,970 the USSR again included reference Lo

prografiunes classified as "i11ega1" in its "Model
General Principles f or the Use of Art j-f i-cial Earth
Satellites for Radio and Television Broadcasting"a0.
Similar references are to be found in subsequent
Soviet drafE documents bearing on the regrulation of
direct sateLlite broadcastingar. A French proposal

preambular paragraph 4.
16 A Report on a Proposed Pacific Charter of Human

Riqhts, prepared under the auspices of Law Asia, May
1989 .

3't Draf t "DeclaraEion of Basic Principles
governi-ng the Activities of States pertaining to the
Exploration and Use of Outer Space" submitted by the
USSR, U.N. Doc. A/AC.L05/C.2/L.l (t952) , paragraph 5.

tt U.N. Doc. A/C .l-lSR .1,296 , p.247 (paragraph 9 )

3e U.N. Doc. A/643L, annex IIf, p.33 (22/9/66).
40 u. N. Doc .

(2s/5/70).
A/AC.105/83, annex fV, p.27f,

41 Draft "Convention on Principles Governing the
Use by States of Artif icial Eart.h Satellit.es f or
Direct. Television Broadcasting" . U.N. Doc. A/877!,
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recognised that 'news' was covered by ihe right to
freedom of information, that. advertisement.s presented
'special problems', and that there should be an

express prohibition on propaganda or material
prejudicial to international- peace or the receiving
state's j-nternal public orderaz. Saudi Arabia proposed
amendments to one of the Soviet draft instruments to
expressly refer to the right Eo freedom of expression
but still proposed the exclusion of propaganda and
pornography from Lhe ambit of that human rightar.
There was therefore throughout the debat.es within the
United Nation's First Committee widespread aqreement
that. some types of progranm should be excl-uded from
the scope of the riqht to freedom of information or be

'i1legal' .

The regulatory framework suggested in chapter two
al-so limits the operation of the right to freedom of
inf ormat.ion in some cases when the unf et.tered
application of the right threatens the independent
cultural development of t.he receiving populationaa. It
was noted above that a French proposal sugqested that
a proqramme constituting a threat to a receiving
state's cultural development should be regarded as

p.4ff, (9/8/72); draft "Principles Governing the Use
by States of Artificial Earth Sat.ellites for Direct
Televisi-on Broadcasting" . U.N. Doc.A/AC .1,05/127 , annex
rr (2/4/74).

a2 Reproduced in Annex V of U.N. Doc. A/AC.L05/83
(25/5/70], . prohibited maLerial al-so includes
prograflrmes detrimental to the intellectual-, moral or
physj-caI development of children or to the receiving
state's civilization, culLure, religion or traditions.

ar For example Saudi Arabia proposed amending Ehe
draft's preamble to expressly refer to the right of
freedom of information but did not aLtempt. to remove
the propaganda and pornography prohibition. See D. I.
Fisher, Prior Consent to International Direct
Satellite Broadcastinq, p.116.

44 See chapter 2 .5.
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outside the scope of the right to freedom of
i-nformation. This suggestion is also evident in
discussions in the First. Commit.teeas. Even the United
States submieted a draft set of principles Lo qovern
international direct tel-evision broadcasti-ng by
satellite which accepted that the right to freedom of
information must take "... into account dlfferences
amongst cultures ... u46. The legitimacy of the use of
culture based criteria to distinguish between
programmes in classes Ewo and t.hree as offered by the
system proposed in chapter two, again therefore seems

t.o have been widely accepted.
The distinction between classes two and three

also considers the purpose of the broadcast. The idea
that the purpose of an act of expression plays a

significant role in determining whether Ehe act can
avail itself of Ehe protection offered by the riqht. to
freedom of expression, has also been widely accepted
over a long period of time. Francis Canavan surveyed
the works of nine writers whose views in hj-s opinion
represent significant. developments in the growt.h of
the concept of freedom of expressionaT. Canavan argues
that each of them championed freedom of expression
strictly within implicit boundaries set by reference
to purpose; insofar as freedom of expression inhibits
the attainment of truth, reason, moral and political
development, it should be excluded from the scope of

4s See for example comments by Iran, Indonesia,
Paraguay, Madagascar, Colombia and Brazil. See
respectively U.N. Doc. s A/AC .t05/ PV.1l-5, p.18,
AlC.t/PV.2052, p.72, A/C.t/PV.2053 , p.68,
A/C.L/32/PV .45, p.37 , A/ SPC/34lSR.19, p. 15,
A/ SPC/ 34lSR. 18, p. 6 .

n' A/Ac . 105/wc.3 (v) ,197 4) .

47 F. Canavan, Freedom of Expression: Puroose as
timit. Interestingly one of the wricers whose work he
discusses is Zechariah Chafee, one of the United
States delegates to the United Nations Conference on
Freedom of Information and the Press.
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the right . In his conclusion he stat.es:
"The foregoingr review of major sources in
the development of the freedom of expression
shows that these sources argued almost
exclusively in terms of reason, truth, and
moral and political development. "4e

Indeed, he believes, and the writers aqrees, it is
these objects, t.hese 'limits' on che right to freedom
of expression, which gives it its value, which makes

it a concept of such capical import.ance:
ulf expression need serve no goals beyond
itself, if all "expressions" are on the same
level because they are all identical in the
only essential respect, that of beingr
expressions, then to say that they are all
equally va]uable is tantamount to sayingr
that they are all equally valueless. u4e

"The value of "expression" is the value of
t.hat which is expressed, nothing more. "50

This qeneral consensus on so many of the cenLral
features of the regulatory regime proposed in chapter
Lwo is also reflected in the practice of states.
Luther argues t.hat. the United States First Amendment,

that country's domestic expression of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights' article 19, is subjecL to
restrictionssl. other
conclusions52.

writers have drawn similar

48 F. Canavan, op. cit. at p.I43.
4e F. Canavan, oF. cit . , p.1-45 .

so F. canavan, op. cit . , p.146 .

sr s. F. Luther,
Broadcast Satellite, pp.95-L01.

s2 See for example F. H. Cate, "The First
Amendment and the International "Free Flow" of
Information", Virginia Journal of International Law,
vol.30 (1990), p.372 passim; S. L. Fjordbak, "The
International Direct Broadcast SateIlite Controversy",
.fournal of Air Law and Conunerce, vo1.55 (1990), p.903
at p.153 .
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5.3 Conclusion
In chapter two a system for regulating

int.ernational direct broadcasting is described. It is
based on the international human right Lo freedom of
expression as it appears in the Universal- Declaration
of Human Rigrhts and in the International Covenant of
Civil and Pol-itical Rights, and as interpreted in
light of the near consensus reached in the two bodies
responsible for drafting the internaLional human right
to freedom of expression, a consensus which has
persisted broadly since that time.

That system was originally envisaged as operating
through domestic 1ega1 systems, but contains nothing
which prevents its application at the international
leveL. Four of the five grounds on which programmes

ougrht to be restricted are capable of t.ranslation into
an international implementational environment. A11

except. that of immorality' are ej-ther are reasonably
well defined already or offer every prospect of
becoming so with a modicum of discussion and

negot.iation within one of the fora provi-ded by the
United Nations.

The system is better than any of the alternatives
offered because it is to operate at the international
rather than domestic level, and because it is flexible
enough to be applied at the global or regional, or
even sub-regional leve1 . It can be applied t.hrough
existing international legal machinery, and is based
on human rights, a concept which is very widely
supported throughout the whole internaLional community
and which has a long and auspicious j-nte11ectua1

pedigree. Of particular significance is the degree of
support given to the concept of human rights by those
states which have been inclined to oppose the
introduction of a system to regulate international
direct broadcasting. In the past such states have
opposed regulation of this activity on the grounds
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that it contravenes the right to freedom of
expression; surely such a stance offers every reason
to hope that a system based on that very right will
meet Ehe approval of those objectors. CerLainly, they
would be hard pressed to discount it wiLhout the most
earnest consideration.

The system proposed is universal in the sense
that it applies to all programmes, not jusE that class
of information' consistingr of news and educati-onal or
technical material. It is also applicable to
prograflrmes broadcast on radio or television, via
satellite or by terrestrial means. ft is posj-tive,
thereby avoiding the propensity to make lists as

impracticable as they.are inflexible, of prohibited
progfrailrmes, and encouraging the positive use of
j-nternational broadcasting to the advantaqe of the
whol-e of mankind. Broadcasters are given a real
incentive to focus their energies int.o the productj-on
of class two programmes.

Last, but by no means leasL, the system
j-ncorporates the doctrine of cultural relativity, a

doctrine strongly supported by practice, international
instruments and academic and judicial commentators in
relation to self-determination. It i-s also
theoretically sound in Ehat iE is consistent wieh a

version of the construcEivist theory about the
philosophical origin of human rights, that theory
being solidly empirically underpinned by, indeed based
ofi, the practice of rights and academic opinion.
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Chapter 7

7 . hDlementsation: a trlpothetical 
";arnFl€

In the Abstract to this paper reference was made

to 'James Miles' allegation that the rebellion in China
leading up to the Tianamen Square massacre was

fomented, prolongred, and even coordinated, through
programlnes broadcast into China from outside its
borders. To illustrate how the requlatory system
suggested in this paper might be implemented it is
proposed to use this fact situation as the basis of a

hlpothetical dispute between the governments of China
and the UniEed Kingdom.

7.L The hlpothetical fact Eituatsion
For Ehe sake of illustration it will be assumed

that a British privat.e broadcaster carried a half hour
prograrTune received in affected parts of China every
night at approximately seven o'clock each evening. It
will be assumed that each prograrnme is in Chinese and

devoted entirely to the rebellion in China. The

programme format is such that it will start with a

five minute round up of significant events in each of
the main centres of unrest. This information is
sourced from Chinese government press releases and

such data as foreign correspondents .l-ocated in various
centres in China could unearth and relay out to their
editoriaf masters on foreign soil. The rest of the
programme is devoted to interviews with Chinese
studenEs living in Australia including some related to
key leaders in the rebellion and press staEements by
the Chinese government. Conrnentary is provided by
political scientists teaching aE universities in
London, Sydney and Tolqro, all experts in Asian
politics. The views of Chinese political exiles
residing in Taiwan are also included.
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7.2 Hlpothetical resolution in the currents actual
international legal framework

It was noted in chapter L.4 that part.ies to an

international dispute over broadcasting either have to
seek redress in domestic legal systems or take
pract.ical 'self-help' remedies such as jamming the
signal. The signal in this case is assumed to have

been transmitted on fifteen separate frequencies and

to be broadcast via an active satellit,e situated on

the geostationary orbit directly above China. The

signal is therefore strong, widespread and effectively
impossible to jam. Because the proqramme is not
defamatory it does not breach the terms of any Bricish
faw and there is accordingly no domestic 1egal remedy

available in t.he United Kingdom's legal system. While
for the sake of argument it is assumed Ehat Chinese
Iaw does provide a remedy in the form of an

injunction, the broadcaster has no property in Chj-na

and there exists no treaty between China and the
Unit.ed Kingdom providing reciprocal enforcemenL of
judgment.s. In these (hypotheLical) circumstances t.he

Chinese government has no legal remedy at all. At the
polit.ical 1eve1 China can protest to the British
diplomatic representatives in Peking and voice
objections to the broadcast in the United Nations. For
the purposes of this illustration it will be assumed

that the Chinese government has pursued both these
avenues. It will be similarly assumed that the Brit j.sh

response was to the effect that it has no control over
private broadcasLing agencies within i[s territory and

constitutionally could not interfere with the content
of the programming. The result is impasse. In the
absence of structured means to faciliLate a peaceful
solution the parties search for other tools to achieve
a resoLution. The result might be that. a ranqe of
cormnercial trade Lransactions between British and

Chinese firms are in jeopardy facing punitive import
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and export restrictions and cusEoms dutiesr. There may

even be sufficient tension to suggest that negotiators
discussing the return of Honq Kong to China may have
to temporarily abandon their task. This unhappy

scenario is ent.irely hypothetical yet j-t is one which
is perhaps noL entirely beyond the realm of
possibility. The next step is to postulate a system
for dealing with international broadcasting disputes
such as that outlined in chapter t.wo.

7 .3 The nature of the regime withLn which ttre disDute
could be reeolved

The method for dealing
internat.ional broadcasting is
chapter two. For the purposes
example it has been incorporated

with disput.es over
that described in

of this hypothetical
inLo an International

Convention on the Resolution of TransfronEier
Broadcasting Disputes2. This convenEion has been
developed within the framework of the United Nations
and has been rat.ified by 102 countries including both
China and the United Kingdom, both withouL
reservation. Thus the parties at once have access to
the j-nternational judicial machinery which operates
under the auspj-ces of the United Nations. f t will be

assumed that in this case the part.ies have taken their
case to the International Court of Justice, although
it could equally well be applied in a regional
international legal insticution should the
circumstances have warranted it. At once they have an

t Similar to the t.axes imposed in both Canada and
the United Stat.es 'tit f or tat' in their 1985
broadcasting dispute. See T. M. Lupinacci, "The
Pursuit of Television Broadcasting Activities in the
European Community: Cultural Preservation or Economic
Protectionism? " , Vanderbilt Journal of Internat.ional
Law, vol.24 (1-99L), p.11-3 at p.L49.

2 A draft of such a convention is offered in
appendix 2 at the end of this paper.
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outlet for the dispute. It can be confined to a legal
framework thus avoiding the 'faI1-out' which generally
ensues when disputes are elevated to the more emotive
political stage.

7 .4 Ttre taek facing the Court
The first sEep for the court is to classify the

particular progranme which is the subject of the
complaint.

7 .4.L Class one prosrammes, it will be recalled,
consist of those which are propaganda, which damage

the reputati-ons of others, or which are detrimental to
public health or morals, or to the maintenance of
national security or public order.

The progranune is probably not within the fairly
narrow definition of propaganda suggested by the
Conference on Freedom of Information. It does not
resemble the vigorous, forceful and unsubtle form of
propaganda such as might be employed during an armed

conflictr.
The programme is not defamatory in the sense of

the somewhat expanded Common Law varj-ant of defamation
suggested by the Conference on Freedom of
Inf ormationa. The court in reaching t.his conclusion
would essentially have regard to the same factors
which are considered by domestic Courts in Common Law

jurisdictions in defamation cases. While this is not
the place for a detail-ed description of the Common Law

I According to Fisher (o. I. fisher, Prior Consent
Lo International- Direct Satellite Broadcast.ing,
pp.158-t70) this narrow view of propagande is also
consistent with the approach taken in the Outer Space
Treaty, United Nation General Assembly Resolution 1L0
(II) and the 1936 fnternational Convention Concerning
the Use of Broadcasting in the Cause of Peace(signed
23 September l-935, 186 L.N.T.S. 301-).

n See above chapter 2 .3 .L.
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of defamation, the Court could for example determine
whether the prografirme 'Lended to lower the plaintif f
in the estimation of right-thinking members of
( international ) sociecy generally's. If it found
aspects of the programme to have defamatory meaning,
defences such as justification in respect of
assertions of fact and fair comment in respect of
opinions expressed in the prograrnrne could be similarly
considered. The public nature of the pl-aintiff could
may also be relevant.

It was noted above that the Conference indicated
t.hat the Common I-raw approach to defamation could be
extended when the rule is translated into an

international environment by allowing groups to bring
act.ions in defamation as well as individual-so. The

fnLernational Court could include this variation in
ics considerat.ions.

Determining such matters may on occasion be no

easy task, and in the int.ernational context the
assistance of a jury would noE be available.
Nevertheless it is suggested [hat the Court would have
sufficient guidelines to decide whether the prograilrme

complained of did fa1I within the scope of
'international defamation' and so sit in class one or
not. For the purposes of the example it will be
assumed that it is not.

For the reasons offered in chapter 2.3.2 public
morals is probably too amorphous a notion to translate
into the internat.ional arena as a definitional
criteria for classifying programme contenE. On the
hypothetical facEs of this example public morality
does not, seem particularly relevant in any case. Nor

' See for example Sim v StreFch [1935] 2 All E.R.
123'7 at L240, p€r Atkin LJ.

t See chapt.er 2.3.L. cf Knupf fer v @
Newspapers Limited lL944l a.C. 115 at L24 per Porter
LJ.
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is any serious public health issue evident.
The issue of national security and public order

translated into the international context as

international security and international public order
is more complex on the facts. Neverlheless as noted in
chapters 2.3.4 and 2.3.5 such concepts are colTlmon

themes within existing international discourse and it
is submitted t.hat reaching a decision on such matters
is not beyond the capacity of the International Court
of Justice. Relevant considerations could include the
presence or otherwise of malice on the part. of the
defendant, the degree to which Lhe subject matter of
the proqramme is truly international, academic and
judicial views of the application of article 2 (41 of
the Charter of the United Nations and consistency with
ot.her relevant. international instruments. Agrain f or
the purposes of this example, a narrow view of
'international security threat.' and 'threat to
international public order' will be assumed so that
the programe is f ound to f all outside the
definitional parameters of class one. The Court will
therefore find that the prograrune is not prohibiced
outright.

7 .4.2 Class Lwo, it will be recalled, consists of
progranunes which are objectively factual and dedicated
to achieving high minded ideals such as peace,
international security and cooperation, and other such
objectives. Whether Ehe proqramme in its entirety or
in part constitut.es class two programming is a matter
of f act which the Court would have to determi-ne. There
is little to be gained by attempting here to perform
such an exercise on entirely hypothetical facts but
again it is submitted thaL the task facing the
fnternational Court of ilustice in this example is not
significantly different from that execuLed by domestic
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courts engaged in makingr determinations in respect of
questions of fact.

Determining purpose is perhaps more problematic.
It is clearly no easy task to determine whether the
broadcaster was motivated to achieve the laudable
objectives suggested above. Nevertheless, and again,
domestic courLs in their criminal jurisdiction
regularly draw conclusions about the mental processes
or mens rea concurrent wiCh Lhe acLions which t.he

Police a1lege render a person in breach of the
criminal 1aw. The decision in each case must be on its
merits and it is submitted that iu would be doing the
judges of the International Court of .Tustice a qrave
disservice to hold them incapable of performing the
same task.

For the purposes of this example it will be

assumed t.hat at least some of the programme subject to
Court scrutiny is not objectively factual and / or is
not found to be broadcast in pursuance of suit.ably
hiqh minded ends. The Court will therefore find that.
t.he broadcast is noE subject to ungualified protection
based on t.he int.ernational human right to freedom of
expression.

7.4.3 If the prograflrme is found to fit neiEher in
classes one or two, it must be in class three. Thus

the Court must ask whether the prograrnme, or rather
those parts of it which could not be classified as

class two material and therefore immune from the
plaintiff's attack, is consistent with Chinese
concept,ions of international human rights standards.
Again the Court's decision in each case will depend on

the merits of the case under examination. The question
is again essentially one of fact. Without wishing to
limit the factors which the Court may be invited to
consider, Chinese reports to internatj-onal
organisat.ions concerned with internat.ional human
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rights standards and sEatements by Ehe Chinese
delegates in international or even domestic fora
concerning human rights matters mQy be relevant.
Rational argument offered to explain how the
particular conception of human rights advocated by

each parEy is derived from their different politi-cal
or philosophical perceptions may strengthen one case
or Lhe other or may prove rationally unsustainable.

7.5 Some concluding notes
The hypothetical example used above to illustrat.e

how the regulatory system outlined in chapter two
couTd be implement.ed was set in a judicial context. In
practice the potential availability of an

international judicial resolution of the dispute alongt
the lines suggested above, may induce the parties to
effect a consensual solution based on the same

principles and considerat.ions before actually
resort.ing to formal judicial measures. This could
perhaps be facilitated by including in Ehe convention
appropriate mediation or arbj-tration provisions. As

was noted in chapter 6.I.I1 Lhe forum is essentially
i-rrelevant; what maLters is that the parties have a
series of agreed principles, a framework within which
to pursue a solution to the dispute.

t See also chapter
suggested t.hat. choice of
claimant in the rights
reference to efficacy
justificatory arguments at

4.7 .3 .3 B in which it is
forum is a matt.er for the
process to determine by
and the nature of the
his or her disposal.
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APPENDIX I BROADCASTTNG DATA
(Sourced fron the WorLd Radio TV Handbook 1991)



3 96:

f,gpendLx Abbrewl,at Loue

A = Af,rica
As = ABia
CA = Cen-tra1 Arneriea
E = Europe
NA = NonEh Arnerica
F = Pacifiq
SA = South America
x = Broadcasting activities reconded under the

enLrry for anoEher countl1l..
? = Int,ern-aLionat broadcasEing activities

declared buL the i-nformation in queseion
(transmission dest,inations, f,requency
nurrrihierso or broadcasLing languages) noE
specif lcalJ"lt identi-f ied.
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cou!'tr:z

t--r:r!.e D'fvoire
CuLra

cylrres
CzeL-hos lovak ia

Denma rk
Tl i af,,r r'h r. i A

Dj ibouE i
D.rmini.ca
Dl:,minican ReLr.
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r i . 1
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Couatty

I s rael
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International Convention on the Peaceful
Reeolution of International Broadcaetincr

Disputes
Preamble

The States Parties to the present Convention:
Considering the obligration of States under the

Charter of the United Nations to promote universal
respect. for, and observance of, human rights and
freedoms,

Affirming that the internaLional human right to
freedom of expression as set down in the Universal
Declarat.j-on of Human Rights constitutes one of the
essential principles of a democratic society and one
of the basic conditions for its progress and for the
development of every human being,

Reca-i Ting ref erence to the right Lo f reedom of
expression in numerous int.ernational instruments, in
part.icular in the International Covenant of Civil and
Pol-itical Right.s,

Convinced that the continued development of
information and communications technologty should serve
to further [he right, regardless of frontiers, to
seek, to receive and to impart information and ideas
whatever their source,

Reaffirming the importance of broadcasting for
the development of culture and the free formation of
opinions to promote a peaceful and pluralistic world,

Believing thaL international cooperation and the
principles and values of the Charter of the United
Nations will be promoted by maximising international
exchangres of informatj-on of all types,

RecaTTing United Nations General Assembly
Resolution 29!5(XXVII) of 9 november t972 which
stressed the need for the development of international
principles governing the use by states of artificial
earth satellites for international direct television
broadcasting,

Noting the principles set forth in United Nations
General Assembly Resolution 37 /92 of 4 February 1983,

Agree on t,he f ollowing articles:
ParC I

Purlrose & Bcope

Article 1
The purpose of this convention is Lo:
(a) encourage international broadcasters to

disseminate information which is objective and
accurate and which promoEes the values and ideals
embodied in the Charter of the United Nations;

(b) restrict certain information which is contrary to
those principles and ideals;
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(c) ensure that international- broadcast programming
is consistent with peoples' rights of self-
determination by virtue of which right they
freely their poli-tical status and peruse their
economic, social and cultural development.

(d) provide for the effective and peaceful resolution
of disputes arising in relation to international
broadcasting in accordance with the spiri-t of
cooperation of the Charter of the United Nations

Article 2
Each State Party t.o this convenlion undertakes by
appropriate means both individually and througrh
international cooperation and assistance Lo ensure
compliance with the terms of this convention.

Artlcle 3
(1) This convention shall appfy to any programme

t.ransmitted or retransmitted by entities or by
technical means within the jurisdiction of a
Party, whether by terrestrial transmitter or
satellite, on any medium, and which can be
received directly or indirectly withj-n the
territory of one or more other Parties.

12) This convention shall extend to al1 parts of
federal States Parties without further extension.

Part II
Programme content

Article {
Every prografiune or part thereof which constitutes
propaqanda, which damages the reputations of oLhers,
or which is detrimental to pubfic health, or to the
mainEenance of internati-onal securitrz or public order
shall be prohibited.

ArticLe 5
Every programme or part, Lhereof which constitutes
objectively factual information broadcast to promote
the values and ideals embodied in the Charter of the
United Nations shall be protected from all
interference by any means whatsoever, such
restrictions being inconsistent with Lhe riqht to
freedom of expression.

Art,icle 6
Every proqramme or part thereof which is not governed
by articles 4 or 5 of t.his convention shall be
protected from interference to the extent thaL such
protection is consistent with the right. of self-
determination of the people or peoples receiving the
broadcast.

PArI III
oleput=-reEolution



ArticLe 7
In the event
application of
involved sha1l:
(a) notify forthwith the Secretary General of the

United Nations of the dispute includingr its
substance and the parties involved; and

(b) attempt to resolve t.he dispute in a friendly and
cooperative manner and in the utmost good faith.

Artiele I
(1) States Parties involved in a dispute ildy, if all

involved parties agfree, request, the assistance of
any state or international organj-sation prepared
to assist to facilitate a friendly solution. The
Secretary General of the United Nations shal1 be
notified forthwith of the decision to attempt a
mediated solution to the dispute.

Article 9
(1) In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved in

accordance with the provisions of articles 7 and
8 each State Party shall:

(2)

(a) advise the Secretary General of the United
Nations accordingly; and

(b) nominate a state not previously involved in
the dispute as arbitrator. No state shal1 be
obliged to act as an arbitrator if it does
not wish Eo do so.

The appointment of arbitrators shall be notified
to the Secretary General of the United Nations
within one month of the notification that
resolution of the dispute by mediat.ion had
f ail-ed.
If one or more States Parties to the dispute fail
to name an arbitrator t,he Secretary General of
the United Nations shall consul-t with the States
Parties which have failed to nominate an
arbitrator and t.hen, dt his or her discretion,
refer the matter to the International Court of
.lustice.
The staEes appointed as arbitrators in terms of
this article shall attempt to achieve a friendly
solution to the dispute consistent with the
principles set forth in this convention.
At Ehe completion of the arbitration the
arbitrators shall notify the Secret.ary General of
the results of the arbitration.

lql

Art,icle 10
(1) In the event that the Secretary General has been

notified in terms of article 9 (3 ) thaE Ehe
arbitration process could not be commenced, or in
terms of article 9(5) that the arbitration has
proved unsuccessful, the Secretary General shaIl
refer the matter to the International Court of

/nR
=UJ

of a dispute arising about the
this convenLion the States Parties

(3)

(4)



(2)

(3)
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Just.ice or such other international or national
judicial body as he or she may consider
appropriate aft.er consult.ing with States Parties
to the dispute.
The Court, or other international or national
judicial body to which the Secret.ary General has
seen fit to refer the dispute, shalI then deal
with the dispute.
The CourL or other int.ernational or nat ional-
judicial body dealing with the dispute shall
follow its own procedures but in decidingr the
case shal1 apply t.he principles established in
Part II of this convention.

Part IV
Adninietrative Mattere

ArtLcle 11
(1) ?his convention is open for signature by any

state.
(2) This convention is subjecl Eo rat.ification.

Instruments of ratification shal1 be deposited
with the Secretary General of the United Nat.ions.

(3) This convention shall enter into force on the
expiration of a period of three months from the
day on which thirty five states have deposited
instruments of ratificat.ion with the Secretary
General of the UniLed Nations.

(4) The Secret.ary General of the United
inf orm all St.ate which have
convention of each instrument of
deposited in terms of paragraph
article.

Nations sha1l
signed this
ratification
(3 ) of this

Article 12
This convention of which the Chinese, English. French,
Russian and Spanish texts are all equally authentic,
shal-1 be deposited in the archives of the United
Nations.
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